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P R E F A C E
We are glad to present the mul-
ti-authored monograph "Topical 
scientific researches into resource-
saving technologies of mineral 
mining and processing". 
The monograph deals with pro-
spects of developing mineral raw 
material bases of different coun-
tries. There are analyzed specific 
features of technological advance 
in ore mining and processing in-
dustries as well as trends of their 
development in the world. 
The necessity of modernizing 
operating mining enterprises and 
developing new deposits in regions with poor infrastructure is under 
consideration. There are determined stages of forming the basis for 
efficient mining of mineral deposits and parameters of operation of 
mining and processing enterprises through applying resource-saving 
technologies. Innovative effective technologies used in mineral min-
ing and processing are under detailed analysis. 
Chief editor, 
Zinovii MALANCHUK - Doctor of Sciences (Engineering), Pro-
fessor, Director Institute of Postgraduate Education, National Uni-
versity of Water and Environmental Engineering, Ukraine. 
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Abstract 
The main challenge facing the mining industry is to ensure the growth of 
minerals by enhancing mining in the most efficient open and underground way 
based on the widespread introduction of advanced technology and mining 
equipment. 
In today's economic conditions, the efficiency of the mining equipment can be 
increased by substantiating the rational factors that affect the process of hydro 
mechanized production and improvement of existing technological equipment based 
on the application of the automatic control system of hydro-erosion. However, well-
known mining technologies do not allow the full extraction of amber due to the 
imperfection and lack of effective technology for the complete extraction of amber 
from amber-containing deposits. 
The complexity and the large number of possible production processes and the 
specifics of the operating conditions of the fields indicate that for the exploration 
and extraction of minerals there is a need for additional research of equipment 
complexes in the composition of hydro monitors. Increasing the efficiency of such 
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complexes by reducing energy costs while increasing the range and improving the 
quality of production requires scientific justification of the parameters of the 
components of the production complexes of a new technical level. 
Physical-mechanical and technological peculiarities of amber extraction in 
Rivne-Volyn region of Ukraine are presented. 
 
1.1. Physico-mechanical and chemical properties of Ukrainian 
amber 
In the Rivne region, amber deposits are taken out by excavator at 
the Klesiv field. The extracted rock is delivered to the flushing unit 
located on the industrial site by road. Initially, the rock enters the 
loader, from which the conveyor is fed to the screen, equipped with a 
metal mesh with square cells with a diameter of 5 mm. Above the 
screen, at a height of 20 cm from the grid, there is a system of tubes 
into which water is pumped under pressure. It irrigates rocks, washes 
clay, sand, silicon, fragments of crystalline rocks and amber smaller 
than 5 mm, bringing them into a specially prepared quarry. Pieces of 
rock and gem of size 5 mm or more come to the conveyor for 
development. Here, the amber is separated manually from the breed 
containing it. Since 1980, more than 100 kg of mineral resources 
have been extracted from the field since 1980, 95% of the amber 
produced belongs to the category of jewelry [1-20]. 
The most energy-intensive and cost-effective process is the 
removal of cross-breed, which is of great value to the enterprise, but 
the cost of amber increases. 
Amber is a high molecular weight organic acid compound 
containing an average of 79% carbon; 10.5% hydrogen; 10.5% 
oxygen (Fig. 1). It’s formula C10H16O. In the amber, 24 chemical 
elements (Y, V, Mn, Cu, Ti, Zr, Al, Si, Mg, Ca, Fe, Nb, P, Pb, Zn, 
Cr, Ba, were detected in the amber (from traces up to 3%) , Co, Na, 
Sr, Sn, Mo, Yb). Of these, 17 were found in the lowland amber of the 
Klesiv deposit, 12 in the amber of the Beach section of the 
Primorsky deposit, 11 and 13, respectively, in the amber of the 
Curonian Spit and the Carpathian region. The least amount of 
chemical elements is contained in transparent amber. This mineral 
may be white, yellow, greenish, blue, red in color, but orange and 
golden yellow varieties are typical. The mineral is amorphous, soft 
(hardness of 2.2-2.5 points on the Moos scale), viscous, easily 
polished and polished. Its density is 1.05-1.096 g/cm3. In terms of 
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classification, this mineral is representative of the group of 
combustible minerals - humus coal of the category "lipobiolites". 
Chemically, it is a high molecular weight compound of organic 
acids, usually with sulfur impurities. At a temperature of 150 °C 
amber softens, at more than 300 °C melts. It burns easily, giving off 
a resinous odor. The mineral has dielectric and heat-resistant 
properties, in nature occurs in the form of grains and pieces of size 
from 1 to 10-20 cm or more in diameter, but also find very large 
pieces - up to 10 kg in weight. The shape of the pieces can be any: 
drops, icicles, influxes of various irregular shapes, porous plates [13-
15, 25]. 
  
Fig. 1. Polissya amber 
 
The elemental composition of the amber of the Beach section of 
the Primorsky (South Baltic) and Klesiv(Ukraine) fields, the 
manifestations of the Carpathians is close. The average content of the 
main components (С and Н) in them are respectively 80.78% and 
10.12%; 78.05% and 9.55%; 79.68% and 10.07%; 78.26% and 
9.99%. (Fig. 2). 
The content of succinic acid in Baltic amber (succinate) ranges 
from 3 to 8%. Depending on the type of amber, it is distributed 
differently. In transparent amber, succinic acid contains from 3.2 to 
4.5%, in Bastardo - from 4.0 to 6.2%, in bone amber - from 5.5 to 
7.8%, in the oxidized crust - 8.2 %. Amber composition and structure 
continue to be studied. The volatile part (about 10% by weight) has 
been known for a long time. These are aromatic compounds - 
terpenes with 10 carbon atoms and sesquiterpenes with 15 carbon 
atoms in the molecule. According to mass spectrometric studies, 
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more than 40 compounds are included in amber. Many are not yet 
known. In amber form, abietic acid and its isomers are isolated from 
amber. They make up part (20-25%) of Baltic amber in organic 
solvents. Mineral inclusions in amber are represented by iron sulfide 
- pyrite and bituminous substance. Among the gas inclusions in the 
amber composition were found CO2; O2; H2; Ar; Kr; Xe; No, 
nitrogen predominates. Amber residue, insoluble in any of the known 
solvents. IR- spectrometry data showed that "succinate" contains 
lactone (ester) groups, is an ester. In addition, the amber constantly 
contains succinic acid (about 4%) and impurities of salts (mainly 
succinic) potassium, calcium, sodium, iron (up to 1%). Thus, amber 
consists of three groups of compounds: volatile terpenes and 
sesquiterpenes; soluble organic acids; insoluble polyesters of these 
acids with alcohols formed from the same acids [12, 19-24]. 
Amber of Ukraine contains up to 3.19% of sulfur. 
Rivne amber differs in its chemical composition. It is the most 
saturated with impurities and contains 18 chemical elements. In 
addition to silicon, magnesium, iron, calcium, which are present in 
almost all deposits, such as lead, zirconium and up to 3.19% sulfur 
are added. The ash content of Klesiv amber is 8.7%. This affects the 
quality and color of the cured resin. Amber is a mineral of the class 
of organic compounds, the coniferous tree resin in the main 
Paleogene period. Amber composition: volatile aromatic oil, two 
soluble resin fractions, succinic acid and 90% insoluble fractions. Its 
chemical formula is C25H40O4. Amber is an amorphous polymer that 
has many colors, gives a specific IR spectrum (within 700-1900 cm-1) that 
distinguishes amber from other similar resins. The melting point t=365-
390 °C. Specific gravity - 1000-1100 kg/m3 (in the Baltic states there are 
also 970 kg/m3, and in the Carpathian region - 1220 kg/m3). Well 
machined. It is insoluble in water (partially in alcohol - 20-25%, ether 
- 18-23%, chloroform - up to 20%), but it can swell and increase in 
volume up to 8% during long stay in it. Completely decomposes in hot 
concentrated nitric acid, can be softened at t=100 °C. 
The cost of the amber depends on the uniqueness of the amber 
specimens and is determined by a peer review team. 
To determine the cost, a technique has been developed that 
includes the classification of amber pieces by shape (shape A, B, C, 
D), size (1 to 5) and color (Color1, Color2, Color 3 and Color 4). 
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1.2. Geological features of the location of amber deposits 
In nature, amber occurs in the form of amorphous bodies of 
various shapes and sizes. The weight of amber found in nature can 
range from grams to several kilograms. And the largest Burmese 
amber in the world can be seen in the Natural History Museum in 
London weighing 15 kg 250 grams. 
Small deposits are located on the Gdansk Bay in Poland and on 
the North Sea coast in the Netherlands, Germany and Denmark. The 
content of the gem in the Stubbenfeld field on the island of Usedom 
is 0.357 kg/m3. Depth of occurrence of blue earth 80-100 m from the 
surface. 
The Paleogene layers of the Southern Baltic are only part of the 
vast amber horizon, which is exposed in Belarus (in the Minsk and 
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Grodno regions) and in Ukraine (the Klesiv deposit in the Rivne 
region). The presence of this horizon is confirmed by drilling 
operations carried out in Poland, in particular in the Eastern Seaside 
and in the vicinity of Braniewo, as well as in the Western Pomerania 
between Slupsk and Koszalin. The German researcher G. Conventz 
considers that amber breeds continue in the western direction to the 
coast of England [15-23]. 
Amber has been known in Ukraine for a long time. Its first 
developments are known near Kiev (Mizhgirya and Vyshgorod 
districts) and in Volyn (near modern Klesov). In 1870, 50 pieces of 
gem of different sizes weighing just over 800 grams were found in 
one layer near Kiev. Amber was washed by the Dnieper and other 
rivers with floods, carried away by melt and rain water from beams 
and ravines. In the distant times, its extraction not only satisfied local 
demand, but also made it possible to export it to ancient countries 
along the shores of the Mediterranean Sea and to the eastern states. 
However, the surface development of small Kiev deposits available 
for miners was gradually developed and forgotten [15-17]. 
Small manifestations of amber have long been known in the 
western regions of Ukraine on the territory of the present Lviv and 
Ivano-Frankivsk regions. In the tertiary deposits of Lviv and its 
environs, amber was found in the middle of the last century. Amber 
was not only mined in the Dnieper and its tributaries, in Volyn and 
Carpathian, but also cultivated in these places. Amber in composition 
and properties is not inferior to the Baltic. Therefore, it was 
sometimes called the Kiev succinates. 
Amber is now found in Neogene deposits, which cover sulfur ores 
in the Yazivsky, Nemyrivsky, Rozdilsky and Podorozhny fields and 
in the Rechychansky sulfur manifestation. More than 2000 pieces of 
gem from millimeter to 25 cm have been accumulated in the quarry 
of the Yaziv deposit. 
Amber is colorless, yellow-white, yellow, brown-yellow, light 
and yellow-brown, transparent, translucent and opaque. Changes in 
the degree of transparency of the stone by section were observed. 
Transparent amber is concentrated in its middle [15-19]. 
In geotectonic terms, the Klesiv Amber Zone is located at the 
junction of the northwestern slope of the Ukrainian Crystalline 
Massif, Volyn-Podilskyi Plate and the Pripyat Basin and has a two-
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tier structure. The morphology of the present surface of the 
crystalline base is determined by its structural position on the 
northwest slope of the shield. 
On the project area, the crystalline foundation is covered with 
Cenozoic and Quaternary sediments and has absolute marks of 130-
170 m above sea level, gradually sinking in the northern and western 
directions with a slope of 10 m per 1 km. The general tendency to 
dive is complicated by some local elevations of the projections of the 
shield. The crystalline foundation is the ultra-metamorphic, 
metasomatic and intrusive formation of the lower and middle 
Proterozoic. 
The outcrop nature of the relief of the foundation with the 
development of oval, isometric or irregular projections of 
Precambrian rocks with an area of 1 to 10 km, separated by relatively 
narrow (first hundreds of meters) and elongated (first kilometers) 
depressions, was established. In modern relief, they correspond to 
wetland valley sections, the relative excess of the projections of the 
basement over adjacent depressions averages 10-12 m. On the bark 
of weathering crystalline rocks lies a discontinuous layer of bluish-
gray, sometimes greenish-gray, dense, viscous clay up to 2.5 m. The 
age of the clay is Lower Oligocene. Two layers of glauconite-quartz 
sands of oligocene age of different color shades, which are 
productive horizon, lie on the clays and in the places where they are 
absent, on the bark of weathering crystalline rocks. The lower layer 
of amber-bearing rocks is represented by fine-grained sands of dark 
gray, sometimes greenish in color and medium-grained sands of dark 
gray with a bluish-gray tint. The rocks are water-saturated, the 
thickness of the layer varies between 1.0-6.0 m. In the lower part of 
the section, thin (2-3 cm) layers of humus substance of black color 
are noted. 
The upper amber-containing layer is represented by fine-medium-
grained gray, light-gray sands, saturated with water, containing a 
considerable amount of humus substance, unevenly distributed 
throughout the formation. In the section there are small (1-3 cm) 
layers of lenticular clay layers, as well as plant residues and roots. 
The average layer thickness is 2.0 m. Oligocene sediments are 
covered by the Quaternary formations, which are represented by light 
yellowish-gray, gray, light gray fine-grained quartz sands of 
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fluvioglacial genesis. The thickness of the Quaternary sediment layer 
varies from 1 to 8 m. 
The hydrogeological conditions of the Klesivskoye deposit are 
relatively simple, with the ubiquitous upper aquifer of groundwater, 
which is fed by atmospheric precipitation. Water-bearing rocks are 
represented by fine-grained sands of Quaternary and fine-grained 
sands of Oligocene age. The power of the horizon reaches 12 m. At 
the bottom it is a pressure swimmer. Most of the territory of the 
watershed is dark greenish gray clay of the Early Oligocene age or 
structured kaolinized crust of weathering crystalline rocks. 
According to the Ukrainian geologist V.I. Panchenko [15-19] The 
Klesiv amber field is located in the framing zone of the Proterozoic 
crystalline rocks of the northwestern part of the Ukrainian Shield by 
sedimentary Paleogene formations. The placer consists of several 
sections, two of which are open pit. The productive horizon of the 
deposit consists of three sand layers composed of grained quartz 
sands, which are unequally enriched with clay, organic material and 
amber. The lower layer is sporadically enriched with glauconite, 
which gives the amber rock a blue tint. Amber pieces reach the size of 10 
cm. According to V.I. Panchenko and O.S. Tkachuk, the content of amber 
in the field - from 15 to 310 g/m3 and even 1000 g/m3, the average - 50 
g/m3. The distribution of amber is uneven, the maximum concentration 
at the base is thicker. The annual extraction of amber at the Klesiv 
deposit does not exceed 140 kg. In a short time Klesovsky amber 
gained recognition in the domestic and foreign markets. 
Unlike the Baltic amber, Klesiv is far from the sea. It can be 
predicted that at the Paleogene time near the village was the 
seashore. The position of the ancient coastal strip in Volyn is 
recorded by other amber finds in the area. It is known that vertical 
tectonic movements of the Earth's crust occurred at the boundary of 
the Eocene and Oligocene, which led to transgression (onset) and 
regression (indentation) of the sea. German researcher f. Kaunhoven 
found that in the tertiary period in the present Kaliningrad peninsula 
the interpenetration of sea and land changed 19 times. 
In the post-Oligocene time, amber deposits were exposed to the 
effects of denudation factors; it was carried out by the waters to new 
deposits. In the glacial age in the south of the Baltic, part of the 
deposits was detached from the main deposit by a moving glacier. 
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Glacial waters and moraines spread pieces of amber rock across 
Europe. The yields of such rocks coincide with the boundary of 
glacial sediments, which lie on the boundary of tertiary and 
quaternary sediments. This process is associated with finding small 
amber deposits in Poland and Germany. 
Amber-bearing rocks on the underwater slope of the Kaliningrad 
Peninsula are nowadays exposed to the active action of sea waves. A 
lot of amber is thrown on the beach on much of the southern Baltic 
coast. Researchers say that the fluvioglacial, marsh, and coastal 
sediments of Cenozoic age are associated with amber in Belarus. 
Two amber-bearing regions - Polissia and Mikashevichy-
Zhytkovytska - have been identified in Belarus by the totality of 
paleotectonic, facial-paleogeographic data and the results of the 
experiment.  
1.3. Technological features of amber extraction from amber-
containing deposits in Ukraine 
According to studies [15 - 23], three zones and four regions with 
industrial concentrations of amber have been identified in the Rivne 
region. All of them belong to the Pripyat Basin of sedimentation, 
which at the same time with the accumulation of marine sediments in 
the Oligocene epoch (about 35 million years ago) formed large-scale 
amber deposits. The total area of distribution of productive amber-
containing horizons in the Rivne region is 3810 km2, which is 18% 
of its territory. 
Two fields of amber have been explored in the Rivne region: 
Klesiv in Sarnensky and Vilna in Dubrovytskyi districts, which are 
being developed today by the state enterprise “Amber of Ukraine” 
[15-19]. 
Further increase in amber reserves - raw is possible due to the 
completion of the stage of prospecting and prospecting and 
evaluation work on the sites "Fedorovska" and "reclamation" within 
the Klesiv field and sections of the Volodymyrets amber-containing 
zone, where the Rivne geologia field works. 
The largest amber fields of "Klesiv", "Vilne", "Vladimir-Oriental" 
contain at least several hundred tons of amber raw materials, of 
which 128 tons of industrial reserves have been explored. Two of 
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them are operated: Of "Ukraine","Vladimir-East"- LLC" Center 
"Sunny Craft". Official amber production in 2015 was 4.5 tons. 
In the Klesiv field, amber is extracted in open-pit mining (Fig. 3). 
Amber lies in sandy soil. Depth - up to 15m. A granite quarry with a 
large water supply is located near the deposit. The deposit is located 
close to roads and mains. During the six months of 2003, 230 kg of 
mineral was extracted from SE “Amber Mines”. And for 2006, the 
extraction of amber is 3200 kg per year, achieved through the use of 
amber extraction of a new excavator ES-5/45 and stable funding 
from the state budget. In 2006, the volume of work in the quarry 
was: mines - 23.6t/m3; rock mass - 17,466 t/m3; reclamation per 
month - 0.5 ha. [45-53] 
However, due to lack of financing, as of January 1, 2017, 
“Ukrburstin” is practically not functioning and is bankrupt. 
Polissya amber differs in its chemical composition. It is the most 
saturated with impurities and contains 18 chemical elements. In 
addition to silicon, magnesium, iron, calcium, which are present in 
almost all deposits, such as lead, zirconium and up to 3.19% sulfur 
are added. The ash content of Klesiv amber is 8.7%. This affects the 
quality and color of the cured resin. The characteristic of amber is 
presented in item 1.2. [16-21]. 
Amber is used to make jewelry varnishes, paints, from amber to 
make medicines. In 1998, the first stage of the Rivne Jewelry Factory 
was put into operation, which, in addition to amber jewelry, produces 
succinic, glutaric acid and volatile aromatic oil, which is used in 
pharmacy. 
 
Fig. 3. Preparation of the array for extraction of amber in the quarry by excavation 
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The potential amber reserves in the area are much larger. 
According to the results of the prospecting and evaluation work of 
the Rivne CCP of the SE “Ukrainian Geological Company”, the 
estimated resources of amber in the Dubrovytsf, Sarny and 
Volodymyrets districts are more than 1400 tons. 
Number and total area of sites for which special permits for 
geological exploration were issued, including experimental and 
industrial development of subsoil for subsoil users as of the 
beginning of 2016: state - 3 and 46.5 km2; private - 2 and 68.4 km2, 
respectively. The total area of prospective sites for amber offered by 
"Ukrainian Geological Company" for geological study is about 800 
km2. Thus, 685 km2 of amber sections of the region are not 
controlled and are the object of unauthorized development. 
The total area of sites affected by unauthorized amber production 
as of 2010 was more than 500 ha. Now it is estimated to exceed more 
than 1000 hectares and growing, but their records and audits are not 
maintained. 
1.4. Conditions for the formation of amber deposits in the 
Rivne-Volyn region of Ukraine 
Amber accumulation conditions within the Oligocene 
sedimentation basin of the Rivne, Volyn, and Zhytomyr regions are 
determined by the peculiarities of the geological structure of the 
northwestern slope of the shield and the features of the structural and 
morphological structure of different parts of the Mezhigirsk Sea. The 
discovery of industrial amber deposits in Ukraine began with the 
discovery in 1980 of the Klesiv deposit, which is still active today. 
Further exploration and evaluation activities within the Klesiv 
amber-bearing area over the last 30 years have expanded information 
on its geological structure and conditions for the formation of 
primary amber deposits. 
The Klesiv deposit in tectonic terms is located within the lowered 
part of the Osnitsky block - the Klesivsky ridge [15-19, 24]. The 
negative structure is small in size (according to geological survey 
work - 240 km²), has a shape close to a regular quadrilateral and is 
bounded by faults. It is separated from the shield by Shakhinskaya 
[15], and in the west it is framed by Miliachka meridional local 
tectonic zones. Within this inherited decrease, mostly all (except for 
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the manifestation near Perebrody village in the north of the district 
and the Tomashgorod manifestation in the east) are located at the 
present time manifestations of amber within the Klesiv amber-
bearing area. 
The productive sediments of the Klesivskoye deposit cover a strip 
of width from 200 to 700 m, which can be traced from the southeast 
to the northwest between the outcrops to the domizhigir surface of 
small projections of the foundation. The length of the amber-
enriched strip is more than 2 km. The outcrops of crystalline rocks 
among the inter-mountain deposits are insignificant in size and in the 
inter-mountain times represented numerous abrasion islands [15] 
with an area of about 50%. 
Productive for industrial contents amber bearing thickness is the 
thickness of the sand of the early and middle Oligocene age [15-17]. 
The sediments are usually confined to paleosecretions between the 
crystalline projections of the basement and lie on low-thickness (up 
to 15 m) thick sediment deposits represented by glauconite-quartz 
sands and clays. The thickness of the sedimentary sediments 
decreases at paleo-elevations (see Fig. 4), where they are represented 
by clays or clays, which are underlain by sand with a small thickness. 
Amber sands are productive in amber, mainly fine-medium-grained, 
gray, dark gray, greenish-gray, sometimes containing up to 3-5% flint and 
fragments of crystalline rocks. Amber fragments of various shapes and 
sizes, with oxidation crust up to 1-2 mm. The sizes are preferably 1-2, 
rarely 5-10 cm. The capacities (according to the data of the Association 
"West Quartz Samotsvit") range from 1 to 420 g/m³. 
Amber-containing deposits of this amber-bearing area contain a 
small (preferably 0.5-1%) amount of glauconite. According to the 
Institute of West Quartz Samotsvites [15-23], in the studies of the 
electromagnetic fraction of samples, the frequency of detection of 
glauconite is 69%, including 50% - in the light fraction. Glauconite 
of the light fraction is mostly rounded and rounded-angular, rarely - 
in the form of splices, which indicates the erosion and washing of 
bottom sediments formed in the conditions of the deeper deep shelf 
of the Obukh Sea. 
According to the NGO "West Quartz Samotsvites" [15-19], the 
lower part of the horizon (700 m in length) of the Great Pugach of 
the Klesiv deposit is represented by sand of fine, medium-grained 
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mostly greenish-gray color, with a glauconite content of up to 5%. 
The power varies from 1-2 m to 5-6 m. Among the sand there are 
dark gray to black stripes (2-3 cm), enriched with scattered 
carbonaceous material and, preferably, with amber. Amber is mostly 
run-in. At the base of the horizon there are pebbles of foundation 
rocks and black flint (3-5%). 
The upper part of the horizon is represented by sand of fine- to 
medium-grained gray, with light gray streaks; carbonaceous organic 
matter is scattered unevenly, clays of 1-2 cm thick are found and 
fragments of carbonaceous wood are chaotically arranged. Capacity 
from 0.5 to 1.6 m. 
According to lithological and paleogeomorphological studies 
Maydanovich [15] clays mark the beginning of the transgression of 
the Berek Sea, and bluish-gray sands, which also revealed the broken 
fragments (1-5 cm) of flint and gray quartz, carbonaceous matter and 
amber, refer to its regressive stage. 
However, during the last two decades, the materials of the search 
and evaluation works of the Rivne of the Ukrainian Geological 
Company on the manifestations of Oleksiyivka and Tomashgorod 
made it possible to investigate in more detail the structural and 
morphological conditions and the litho-facial conditions of the 
formation of amber in the northwest. 
The lower part of the productive horizon is attributed to the 
terrigenous deposits of the shallow-coastal zone of the Kharkiv Sea, 
formed at the beginning of its regressive stage (inter-mountainous 
time). The upper part is thicker - to sediments formed in the open 
sea. The litho-facial section reflects the transition from sediments 
formed in the conditions of the channel of the sea to the sediments of 
the flooded coastal zone of the islands - mezhigirska thickness, 
represented by sand dark greenish-gray, fine-medium-grained (lower 
thickness), alternating with gray clay.), which is higher up the 
section and towards the Paleo Islands (w. 660) is replaced by sand 
bluish-gray, clayey. The sediments are represented by gray and 
bluish-gray sand formed simultaneously with the upper thickness 
within the blurred terrigenous zones of the Paleo Islands. Probably a 
bluish color of the sediment was acquired by erosion of the bark of 
weathering crystalline rocks. 
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According to the Department of Fossil Flora of the Institute of 
Geological Sciences of the Academy of Sciences of Ukraine [45-49, 
69], the age of the sands of the productive strata is lower-middle 
Oligocene. 
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To the northeast of the Pugach site, on the Dune site, the 
productive thickness forms a layer to local decreases in crystalline 
base. There is an increase in the power of the underlying clay and an 
increase in the capacity of the most productive thickness. 
In terms of litho-facies, the Klesiv deposits are classified as 
terrigenous facies of the shallow-shelf coastal zone formed within 
the straits between islands and island beaches, as well as submerged 
terrigenous zones of islands. 
At the Fedorovsky manifestation, located south of the Klesiv 
deposit, the productive sediments are represented by sands of fine-
medium-grained mostly gray, dark gray color, with glauconite (up to 
5%). There are also flint and fragments of crystalline rocks (3-5%) in 
the size of 0.4-1.5 cm, strips (1-15 cm) of black carbonaceous 
material with high amber content. 
Within the manifestation there are pieces of amber (from 0.3 to 5 - 
15 cm) and marked macrofossils - fossilized cones of Pinaceae. The 
thickness of the productive thickness varies from 0.5 to 11 m. Assuming 
productive deposits were formed during the flooding of the coastal parts 
by the sea and the massive removal of amber into the water area. South-
east of this manifestation, a paleo-lowering is filled with inter-mountain 
deposits in the shield. According to Maidanovich I. [15] is the Fedoriv 
River Paleodolina, in which gray and dark gray inter-mountain deposits 
without amber are common. Sedations of the Fedorovsky manifestation 
are attributed [15] to shallow-sea lagoon-delta 
Gypsometrically higher occurrence of amber deposits than within the 
Northern section, less power (Fig. 5) and variability of clayey sands in the 
southern part of the field with sands bluish-gray, dark-bluish-gray, 
greenish-gray, finely gray, fine the located fragments of amber indicate 
the formation of the latter at the base of the bar on the high seas. 
Northeast of the Free deposit, with amber content from 0.60 to 
242.7 g/m3 (average 56.0 g/m3), rubble amber was found on the 
Mochulishte manifestation (in 11 wells out of 22 passed, containing 
1.0-36.5 g/m3) and Khutirsky manifestation (in 17 holes of 99 
traversed, containing 2.2-51.6 g/m3) in dark gray sandy-clay 
sediments of the Lower Oligocene. Found amber usually flattened 
shape, mainly angular, slightly run-in and not run-in, with a peel of 
oxidation to 1mm. It is confined, in an overwhelming amount, to 
checks of clay and carbonaceous matter. These deposits are also 
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attributed to those formed during the accumulation of terrigenous 
material within the surface and underwater parts of the island bar, 
possibly extending from the field of Vilna in the northeast direction. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Correlation scheme of inter-mountain deposits: 1 - Quaternary deposits; 2 
- sediments of the Upper Oligocene Berek world; 3 - sediments of the inter-
mountainous world of the Lower Oligocene; 4 - sediments of the Upper Eocene 
Obuchian world; 5 - bark of weathering of crystalline rocks of the foundation; 6 - 
medium-fine-grained sands: а - with glauconite; b - without glauconite; 7 - the sand 
is varied; 8 - sands of various types: with gravel, pebble, rubble, sulfide screeds, 
fragments of carbon or lignitized wood; 9 - sands: a - clay; b - with clay checks; 10 - 
clays: a - sandy; b - with sand checks; 11 - dense clays; 12 - workings (shur-shurf, 
st-well) and their numbers; 13 - findings of amber; 14 - borders of amber-bearing 
areas (1 - Dubrovytsa; 2 - Volodymyrets; 3 - Klesiv); 15-16 - borders: 15 - different 
ages; 16 - age-old; 17 - break 
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Abstract 
The method of calculation of technological parameters of amber extraction from 
sand deposits by hydro mechanical method is presented. High energy efficiency of 
using hydro mechanical method of extraction of amber for sandy deposits has been 
confirmed. Methods for calculating the parameters of amber production have been 
analyzed. A calculation method of the amber production process that takes into ac-
count a significant number of parameters is proposed. 
 
Introduction 
The object of research is the process of the hydro mechanical 
method of amber extraction from sand deposits. 
The existing technical means of implementing the process of hy-
dro mechanical production of amber do not fully meet the require-
ments, namely, the developed technologies do not guarantee the 
completeness of extraction of the useful component from the host 
rocks and do not always use the working fluid efficiently. The effi-
ciency of hydro mechanical mining plants, the amount of energy, 
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water, air consumption, as well as the number of useful component 
extracted, directly depend on the duration of hydro mechanical im-
pact on the sandy mass, as on the speed at which particles of amber 
float to the bottom surface is proved. 
Today, amber mining requires the latest technology and the im-
provement of technical and technological means to intensify the min-
ing process, which achieves higher productivity and efficiency, as 
well as reducing the negative environmental impact. The most ra-
tional is the improving of a hydro mechanical method of amber ex-
traction, which does not require expensive geological exploration 
and reclamation works, is characterized by minimal capital and oper-
ating costs, and has the potential to be improved by controlling the 
rate of emergence of the amber from sandy deposits by changing the 
flow rate and the oscillation frequency of the working body. 
1. Experimental study 
Experimental studies of amber-containing sands in laboratory 
conditions are performed to obtain the following indicators: 
- type of soil; 
- density of soil skeleton particles; 
- natural soil moisture; 
- coefficient of porosity in natural conditions; 
- coefficient of porosity at hydro mechanical impact without sup-
ply of air; 
- coefficient of porosity at hydro mechanical impact when supply-
ing air at different flow rates; 
- the resistance coefficient of sandy environment of a particle am-
ber [1]. 
For laboratory experimental research use standard methods and 
tools required by regulatory documents, as well as developed by ex-
perts of the National University of Water and Environmental Engi-
neering (NUWEE) pilot plant to simulate the process of transferring 
amber-containing sands to a fluid state by vibration and water and air 
supply (Fig.1).  
The pilot plant consists of a glass box 1 (110 mm110 mm in size 
and h=900 mm in height), which immerses two hollow cores 2 for 
water and air fixed on the plate 3, to which water and air lines are 
supplied from water meters. (“Rosa” SGR-1,5) 4 and air (G2,5) 7.In 
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each rod at an angle of 120 there are nozzles with a diameter of 1-
1.5 mm. Water is supplied from the water supply network from 0 to 
0.2 MPa The air with pressure of 0 to 0.2 MPa is supplied by the 
compressor. Valves 5 and 6 are installed to adjust the water and air 
pressure. Plate 3 is placed on suspensions 8. The glass box is placed 
on the frame 9. The oscillations of the rods are created by a shock 
mechanism with an eccentric 10, which is driven by an engine with a 
controlled speed. 
 
Fig 1. Pilot plant: 1 - glass box; 2 – rods with nozzles for water and air supply;  
3 –плита; 4, 7 - water meter “Rosa” SGR-1,5 andair meter G2,5; 5, 6 - valves 
for regulation of water and air supply; 8 – flexible plate suspensions; 9 – fixed 
frame, 10 – shock mechanism with eccentric 
 
Measurements of soil specific gravity in field and laboratory con-
ditions to determine the density of sandy soil were carried out by 
volumetric method using electronic scales and a metal ruler. Amber 
lift time was measured with an electronic stopwatch. An air meter 
G2,5 was used to account for the passage of air into the sandy soil 
massif. Water meter “Rosa” SGR-1,5 used to determine the flow of 
water into the sand array. The pressure of water, air and hydraulic 
pressure supplied to the pump are determined by manometers: MP4-
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U та OBMGnІ-100. Roulette metal 5 m long and ruler metal 1 m 
long to determine the geometric parameters of the structure of the 
working body, working area, the depth of immersion of the amber in 
the sand array. Dynamic density gauge (impactor DorNDI) to deter-
mine soil strength. Other typical equipment and tools, installations 
and apparatus necessary to carry out and measure parameters during 
laboratory testing 
In the course of experimental studies, the rods through which the 
air is blown through a nozzle of gas of varying intensity, in which a 
zone of boiling of the sandy mass with amber is formed, are im-
mersed in a free-flowing sand medium with amber in a laboratory 
unit. The humidity of the sand varied due to the addition of water. 
The shape and size of the boiling zone and the motion of the amber 
in the array of amber-containing sand were studied. 
During the study of the zone of boiling of the sandy mass at the 
laboratory installation when supplying water and air measurements 
of the porosity of the medium.  
Studies at the laboratory facility were conducted using the follow-
ing method: 
- glass box with sandy medium was mounted on the frame, while 
measurements were made of the height of the sandy medium before 
and after the supply of water and air, the rate of emergence of amber; 
- through the nozzles, sand, air were supplied through the nozzles, 
alternately and with changes in pressure and various costs, with the 
same measurements being made; 
- studies have been carried out repeatedly. 
The experimental data were processed using mathematical statis-
tics methods [2-4]. 
When determining the dependence of porosity on the parameters 
of hydro mechanical impact, the purpose of processing the experi-
mental data is to obtain a regression dependence of the following 
form 
q   ,    (1) 
2
          ,  (2) 
2
q q q      ,   (3) 
where   - the porosity of the array under vibration and air flow; 
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   - the porosity of the array under vibration without air 
supply; 
 q  - the coefficient of change of porosity during vibration 
due to the supply of air into the array. 
When the values of the coefficient of resistance of the sandy 
medium of motion of the amber particles are determined, use the 
following formula 
1 1 s
m ck v



 
   
 
,  (4) 
2
2
,
,
Af A f kg
kg
A f kg
f

 

 


,  (5) 
where  - the drag coefficient of the sand medium of the amber par-
ticle motion [1]; 
  - the rate of emergence of the amber particles; 
 g - the acceleration of gravity; 
 km - the coefficient of the coupled mass; 
 f - the frequency of oscillation of the working body; 
 s - the density of amber particles; 
 c  - the density of water-sandy environment; 
 A - the oscillation amplitude of the working body; 
 k - the coefficient of friction. 
Data obtained from laboratory experimental studies are used in 
the design and verification of the parameters of the process of hydro 
mechanical extraction of amber from sand deposits. 
2. Methodology of calculating the parameters of the amber 
extraction process 
The purpose of the design calculation of the parameters of the 
process of hydro mechanical extraction of amber from sand deposits 
is to determine the duration of the extraction process, the required 
flow of air and water, the diameter of the nozzle of the working 
body, indicators of the purpose of the pump for water supply. 
The rate of emergence of the amber and the flow rate of air it 
provides are calculated, if known particle diameter, using the formu-
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where  - the particle diameter of the soil containing amber; 
 g - the air density; 
 0 - the density of water-saturated amber medium; 
 g - the kinematic coefficient of air viscosity; 
 hdd - the length of the conical part of the working body [5]; 
 K - the dimensionless technological constant; 
  - the ratio of the particle densities of the containing water-
saturated soil and amber; 
 d - the diameter of the amber particles. 
Calculate the time of emergence of amber from deposits 
2U
U
H
T
k d
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The losses for amber extraction from sand deposits are calculated, 
and the duration of field development is determined by the formulas 
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The fluid consumption required for the amber to emerge from the 
deposits is determined by the formula 
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and the diameter of the nozzle of the nozzle of the working body, 
which will allow to destroy deposits with such expense, is chosen 
according to the following conditions 
*D D ,   (16) 
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where  D - the actual diameter of the nozzle of the working body; 
 D* - the maximum possible diameter of the nozzle of the 
working body, which ensures the destruction of deposits; 
 c0 - the specific adhesion of deposit particles; 
 tg - the coefficient of internal friction of the deposit parti-
cles; 
  - the normal geostatic load on the deposit particles; 
 pm – the pore pressure (pressure in free water contained in 
pores). 
In order to supply the fluid flow required by the technology and 
calculated by the formula (15), the pump must create the following 
pressure difference 
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p p z
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k Lk
R
D
 
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where p – the difference in pressure of the liquid behind the pump 
at the outlet of the nozzle; 
Rc - the coefficient of hydraulic resistance of the hose elements to 
which the fluid is supplied; 
L - the length of hose; 
DL - the diameter of the hose; 
kz– the coefficient which taking into account local hydraulic sup-
ports [6]; 
k - the coefficient taking into account the change in length and di-
ameter of the hose under the action of internal pressure (fig. 2) [6]; 
vp - the kinematic coefficient of water viscosity. 
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To determine the volume of processing of the soil massif, we take 
the performance of the vibrating hydraulic machine 
33600 , /e в movex
p
nW К K
П m period
t
 
                 (20) 
02p U Ht T T T   ,   (21) 
eW ABH ,    (22) 
where We - the amount of soil that is being processed by the mashine; 
 A, B - the width and length of oscillating soil massif;  
 H - the depth of fluidized bed of soil; 
 tp - the time of device working; 
 n - the number of sinking and loss cycles from the soil mas-
sif;  
 Kв - the coefficient that takes into account the use of working 
time;  
 Кmov - the coefficient that taking into account the time to re-
schedule the intensifier. 
 
Fig. 2. Dependence of coefficient on internal pressure for hoses of different di-
ameter [6] 
 
Amber production is estimated by the formula 
d
H exG П ,   (23) 
where G - amber production; 
d
H  - the volume content of particles of amber with a diameter 
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less than d , which lie at a depth not exceeding H , kg/m3. 
The amount of fluid required to provide amber production with 
the duration of hydro mechanical exposure over time (11) is equal to 
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and specific water consumption, taking into account formula (20) - 
(24), is determined by the formula 
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where  Wpв - the amount of fluid needed to ensure amber production; 
 wpв - the specific water consumption; 
 Vп- thepore volume; 
 Vск- the volume of soil skeleton; 
 Vпв-the volume of pore water; 
 ρв-the working fluid density;  
 ρск- the density of soil skeleton. 
 
3. Checking the calculation of the amber extraction process 
parameters 
The purpose of verifying the parameters of the process of hydro 
mechanical extraction of amber from sand deposits is to determine 
the duration of the extraction process, the flow of air and water that 
will be in the existing pumping equipment. 
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The rate of emergence of the amber and the flow rate of air it 
provides are calculated, if known particle diameter, using the formu-
las 
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,(31) 
Calculate the time of emergence of amber from deposits 
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U
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 .    (32) 
The losses for amber extraction from sand deposits are cal-
culated, and the duration of field development is determined by 
the formulas 
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The fluid consumption required for the amber to emerge from the 
deposits is determined by the formula 
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and the diameter of the nozzle of the nozzle of the working body, 
which will allow the destruction of deposits at such expense, must 
meet the following conditions 
*D D ,    (38) 
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,   (39) 
where D - the actual diameter of the nozzle of the working body; 
 D* - the maximum possible diameter of the nozzle of the 
working body, which ensures the destruction of deposits; 
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 c0 - the specific adhesion of deposit particles; 
 tg - the coefficient of internal friction of the deposit parti-
cles; 
  - the normal geostatic load on the deposit particles; 
 pm - the pore pressure (pressure in free water contained in 
pores); 
 p  - the difference in pressure of the liquid behind the pump 
at the outlet of the nozzle; 
 Rc - the coefficient of hydraulic resistance of the hose ele-
ments to which the fluid is supplied; 
 L - the length of hose; 
 DL - the diameter of the hose; 
 kz - the coefficient which taking into account local hydraulic 
supports; 
 k- the coefficient which taking into account the change in 
length and diameter of the hose under the action of internal pressure; 
 vp - the kinematic coefficient of water viscosity. 
To determine the volume of processing of the soil massif, we take 
the performance of the vibrating hydraulic machine, m3/cycle 
33600 , /
e в пер
ext
ц
nW К K
П m cycle
t
      (40)
 
02c U Ht T T T   ,    (41) 
eW ABH ,     (42) 
where We - the amount of soil that is being processed by the instal-
lation; 
 A, B - the width and length of oscillating soil massif;  
 H - the depth of fluidized bed of soil; 
 tc- the time of device working; 
 n - the number of sinking and loss cycles from the soil mas-
sif;  
 Kв - the coefficient that takes into account the use of working 
time;  
 Кпер - the coefficient that taking into account the time to re-
schedule the intensifier. 
Amber production is estimated by the formula 
d
H extG П ,   (43) 
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where G - amber production; 
d
H  - the volume content of particles of amber with a diameter 
less than d, which lie at a depth not exceeding H, kg/m3. 
The amount of fluid required to ensure the production of amber, 
with the duration of hydro mechanical exposure over time (32) is 
equal to 
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,   (44) 
and specific water consumption, taking into account formulas (43) 
and (44), is determined by the formula 
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The results obtained determine the energy-efficient parameters of 
the equipment for extracting amber from sand deposits.The presented 
method allows selection of equipment for amber extraction, which 
will provide high productivity of the process and will significantly 
reduce the costs of development of the field. 
Conclusions 
A method of calculating the technological parameters of amber 
extraction from sand deposits by a hydro mechanical method is pro-
posed, which will allow to ensure a minimum duration of impact on 
the array and reduce energy consumption and water consumption of 
the extraction technology. The parameters of the hydro mechanical 
method of amber extraction have been verified. 
When calculating the process parameters, the regularity between 
the particle velocity of the particle and the physical and geometric 
characteristics of the deposit, as well as the frequency of oscillation 
of the working body and the air flow are taken into account. 
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Abstract 
This article presents the modeling of a farm with 9 turbines. A synchronous per-
manent magnet machine (MSAP) with a nominal power of 2 MW is connected to a 
tidal turbine with a radius of 10 m for each of the turbines. The energy produced is 
injected into the 20 kV electrical network at a frequency of 50 Hz. The rectifiers of 
the various machines are interconnected on the DC bus before injecting power into 
the network, via an inverter. The proposed control strategies are implemented in 
Matlab/Simulink software for system simulation. The simulations are performed 
using the amplitude of the tidal current obtained from a hydrodynamic model, and 
the results obtained are presented and analyzed.  
Key words - renewable energy; turbine; msap; farm; maximum power tracking 
(mppt); control strategy. 
 
I. Introduction 
Renewable energy  
Faced with energy and environmental challenges, our society is 
turning more and more to renewable energy sources. European direc-
tives required producing 20% of these MRE, [1]. Estimates of tidal 
currents estimate the world energy potential at 450 TWh/year and a 
European potential evaluated between 15 and 35 TWh/year, [2]. Ma-
rine renewable energy (MRE) offer an opportunity to increase the 
energy mix. In terms of tidal current energy (energy captured by tidal 
turbine), France has the second potential for producing electrical en-
ergy from MRE behind the United Kingdom. According to EDF, in 
France the production potential is between 5 and 14 TWh/year. Or an 
installed power between 2.5 to 3.5 GW. It should be noted that the 
Raz Blanchard capitalizes around 50% of this national resource. Un-
til now, the work carried out on tidal turbine has been based essen-
tially on studies made on wind turbine; however they are different 
from the point of view of dimensions for the same power, [3,4,5]. 
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Despite technical progress made in particular in the wind energy 
field, the installation of tidal turbines is still under study and im-
portant questions remain unanswered concerning interaction with the 
environment, placement of machines, and management of the energy 
produced over time. Technological barriers remain to be overcome 
so that this technology for producing electrical energy by tidal tur-
bine is industrialized. Finally, it should be noted that there are many 
projects to set up tidal turbine west of the Cotentin and will have an 
industrial, social and economic impact on French territory. 
The purpose of this article is to establish an equivalent electrical 
and/or mathematical model to describe the operation of a tidal tur-
bine farm. This model must be adapted to the Raz Blanchard site and 
capable of fairly faithfully reproducing the production of electrical 
energy from tidal currents at this site. The characteristics of the Raz 
Blanchard site are indicated in [6]. 
Figures 1 and 2 show the profiles of the speed of the tides raised 
every quarter of an hour at the Raz Blanchard between January and 
June 2010, and in January 2010.  
 
Fig.1. Diagram of the tidal speed profile from January to June 2010 
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Fig.2. Diagram of the tidal speed profile in January 2010  
 
The diagrams of the corresponding extracted powers are 
presented in Figures 3 and 4. 
 
Fig.3. Power extracted from the tides from January to June 2010 
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Fig4. Power extracted from the tides in January 2010 
Fig:5 illustrated The tidal energy production system studied. 
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Fig.5. Diagram of the farm with 9 turbines 
Modeling of the hydrolian energy production system PMSG  
Modeling in the case of energy production by tidal turbines, the 
synchronous permanent magnet machine (msap) allows to optimize 
the power produced.in addition if for wind turbines, the mada is the 
most requested, for tidal turbines the msap is more interesting (ab-
sence of the multiplier, therefore less maintenance) [8] indeed, taking 
into account the behavior of the speed of the tidal currents, the pmsg 
makes it possible to compensate for these variations in acceptable 
proportions, while guaranteeing a good quality of the energy pro-
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duced the dynamic model of the pmsg in the park coordinate system 
in (d, q) is expressed by equations (1) and (2), where rs, ld, lq and ᴪm  
represent the generator parameters.  
Using (1) and (2), the dynamic model of the pmsg is represented 
by the differential equation (3), where p is the number of pole pairs, 
and ωm the speed of the machine. 
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(3) 
In this model, the stator currents Isd and Isq are state variables, Vsd 
and Vsq the satatoric voltages in dq. 
The mechanical equation of a turbine is given in (4), where f is 
the coefficient of friction. 
memmm fTT
dt
d
J  )(  (4)  
In this equation, Tm is the mechanical Torque and Tem, the elec-
tromagnetic Torque. 
Model of a turbine  
The mechanical power extracted by a hydro turbine is given in 
(5), where ρ is the density of the water (ρ=1024 kg/m3); s is the area 
of the surface swept by the propellers of the machine; Vm is the speed 
of the tide [m / s], Cp (λ, β) is the power coefficient, which is the 
efficiency of the tidal stream. 
3
2
1 ),( mpturb VsCP     (5) 
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The expression of Cp (λ, β), [9-10] is given in (6), where   is the 
pitch angle of the turbine blade 
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The expression of the specific speed which is the product of the 
speed-turbine radius and the speed of the tide is given in (7), where 
Rt is the radius of a blade. 
  tidestm VR .   (7) 
The mechanical torque of the turbine Tm obtained from the ex-
tracted power is illustrated in the expression. 
mturb
m PT     (8) 
C. Rectifier model  
This section presents the analytical model of a rectifier. The recti-
fied current of the 1st tidal turbine is illustrated in expression (9) 
.Considering figure 5, the currents measured in the DC bus make it 
possible to write equations (10) and (11), where S1, S2, S3 are recti-
fier control signals, C the capacitor of the DC bus capacitor; Iond is 
the inverter current, Ired the rectifier current, Icond, the current 
through the capacitor.  
)( 3122111 sssred ISISISI     (9) 
ondred
dc II
dt
dV
C     (10) 
...321 redredredredred IIIII     (11) 
A. Inverter model   
The analytical expression of the inverter model is illustrated in 
(12), where Sa, Sb, Sc are the control signals of the inverter 
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B. Network model 
The analytical expression of the inverter model is illustrated in 
(13), where e1, e2, e3 are the fem of the network. 
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The control gains obtained from the PI regulators are presented in 
expression (15), where ωnd and tsd are the dynamics and the time con-
stant of the system, respectively.     
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System control methods   
The proposed control strategies include: - speed control of the 9 
turbines using the MPPT technique; - Control of active and reactive 
powers using the inverter connected to the electricity grid; - Control 
of the DC bus voltage through the PMSG rectifier. 
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a. PMSG speed control with MPPT 
The method used to control the speed of each turbine is based on 
the MPPT control strategy. The reference of the optimal speed is 
estimated in (14), where λopt is the specific speed of the turbine. It is 
obtained by the MPPT technique. The speed control strategy is 
illustrated in Fig. 6, where the electromagnetic torque Tem is 
estimated from the speed loop. The same method is described in [11-
12]. 
 
Fig.6. PMSG speed control loop 
    
Fig.7. DC bus voltage control strategy 
DC-bus Voltage Control Strategy 
The strategy for controlling the DC bus voltage is illustrated in 
Fig.7, where the reference for the current Idref is obtained in the DC 
bus voltage control loop. Iqref is set to zero in order to obtain a pow-
er factor equal to 1. The expressions of the control gains are present-
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ed in (16), where ωndc and tsdc are respectively the dynamics and the 
time constant of the system. 
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b. Active and reactive power control strategy 
The expression of the active and reactive powers exchanged with 
the network is presented in (17), where (Vdg, Vqg) and (Idg, Iqg) are 
respectively the voltages and currents of the network in dq. 

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
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
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qgdgqgqgg
qgqgdgdgg
IVIVQ
IVIVP
.   (17) 
 The strategy for controlling active and reactive power is present-
ed in Fig. 8. The coefficients of the different regulators for the inter-
nal current loop and the power loop are illustrated in (18) and (19) 
respectively. In these equations trepir and trepps are the time constants 
for the internal and external loops, respectively; Rres and Lres are re-
spectively the resistance and the inductance of the network. 
 
Fig.8. Active and reactive power control loops  
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Simulation results 
To evaluate the performance of the models, we present the 
simulation results based on the farm with 9 turbines composed of the 
same MSAP with a nominal power of 2 MW. Due to the limited 
performance of the computer used, the 24 hour tidal current speed 
profile (1st day of January) is used. Then the other profiles for the 
other 8 turbines are obtained by shifting the profile of the 1st turbine 
by 0.05 m/s successively. The DC bus voltage reference Vdcref is 
fixed at (2200 and 2000) respectively 
The reference of the reactive power Qref is respectively fixed at (-400, 
0 and 400) kVAr. The reference of the active power is fixed at 40% of the 
total power of the 9 turbines. 
By convention, the sign of reactive power is assumed to be 
positive for the energy supplied, and negative for the energy 
consumed, [12]. The parameters used in the control loops are 
presented in the appendix. 
The currents measured on the DC bus are shown in Fig. 11; or we 
find that the current of the inverter is equal to the sum of the rectified 
currents after the charging time of the capacitor. The results of 
control of the active and reactive powers are respectively presented 
in Fig.12 and Fig.13. These results allow us to conclude that the 
control strategy presented is adequate. It shows that variations in 
tidal speed are taken into account for the control of active power. 
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Fig.10. DC bus voltage control results 
 
Fig.11. Current diagrams measured on the DC bus 
 
Fig.12. Active power control results 
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Fig.13. Reactive power control results 
Conclusion 
In this article we presented the architecture of the farm with 9 
turbines and the results of simulation of the whole system. 
A tidal energy production system based on the hydrodynamic 
characteristics was simulated using Matlab / Simulink. Each machine 
is driven by a turbine with a blade length of 10 m; and the different 
24 hour tidal speed profiles are applied to them. Thus the DC bus 
voltage, the active and reactive powers have been controlled. The 
simulation results show that the proposed system is interesting for 
tidal turbine applications. 
Appendix 
Table 1  
Simulation Parameters 
 
Parametres Valeurs 
Radius of turbine,  Rt  10 m 
water density,  ρ 1024 kg/m3 
Pitch angle,    0 
Stator resistance,  Rs 0.821 mΩ 
Stator inductances in dq axis Ld, q  1.5731 mH 
Rated rotor flux linkage,  ᴪm 4 Wb 
DC-bus capacitor,  C 50 mF 
Inductance of the grid, Lres 0.5 H 
Resistance of the grid  Rres 50 Ω 
  
Total inertia moment J 1000 kg.m2 
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Number of pole pairs P 52 
Viscosity friction f 0.0022 
  
PMSG speed control parameters λopt=8; Cp(λopt, 0)= 0.5120; 
tsd= 0.05s; Kp=1.624105; 
Ki=1.3456107 
DC - bus voltage control parameters tsdc= 0.02s ; Kpdc=20.3; 
Kidc=4205 
Id,q currents control parameters trepir=0.011s;Kpir =99.8636; 
Kiir =9986.4 
Active/reactive power control parameters trepps =0.13s; Kpps =0.0846; 
Kips=0.2856 
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Abstract 
In the conditions of overcoming the consequences of the economic crisis in 
Ukraine, effective subsoil use becomes of fundamental importance. Ukraine is one 
of the few countries in the world provided with its own natural resources, with the 
vast majority of required minerals. However, so far there is no reason to say exactly 
about all resources, perhaps not so much about already explored deposits, but about 
potential reserves. For example, it is the presence of native copper in the Rivne-
Volyn region, which is reasonably predicted in the territory of Polissya. Activating 
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these resources by identifying specific fields and organizing their development is an 
urgent task today. 
Scientists have determined the content of relations between state bodies that 
make and implement decisions and consumers of subsoil resources. The implemen-
tation of management decisions is carried out at the regional level, which necessi-
tates the increase of responsibility and certain autonomy of territorial authorities. 
The regional level of utilization of MRs (mineral resources) is largely determined by 
the implementation of management functions to achieve strategic goals by perform-
ing operational tasks and types of work [2]. 
The main task of state regulation of subsoil use relations is to ensure the repro-
duction of the mineral base, its rational use and the protection of subsoil. 
 
Introduction 
Activity in the field of exploration, use and protection of mineral 
resources is an institutional activity based on the legislative and legal 
norms of activity of the relevant bodies of the Ukrainian state in the 
organization of the study of rational use of mineral resources to meet 
the needs of mineral resources and other needs of the economic 
complex, protection of the mineral resources in their close interaction 
and other natural objects and ensuring the safety of work when using 
the subsoil, as well as protecting the rights of businesses, organiza-
tions, institutions and citizens in this field.[3]. 
Relations arising from the study, use and protection of subsoil, 
and the use of waste from the mining complex and related processing 
industries (peat, sapropels and other specific mineral resources, in-
cluding groundwater, salt lakes and seas), called mining relationships 
[2]. They are regulated by the Constitution of Ukraine, decrees of the 
President of Ukraine, as well as by resolutions of the Cabinet of Min-
isters of Ukraine on the study, use and protection of subsoil, the State 
Committee of Ukraine for Industrial Safety, Labor Protection and 
Mining Supervision, the Law on Environmental Protection, the Code 
of Ukraine on Subsoil , The Mining Law of Ukraine, the Laws of 
Ukraine “On the State Geological Service Ukraine”, “About conces-
sions”, “About production sharing agreements”, “About oil and gas”, 
“About rent payments for oil, natural gas and gas condensate”, 
“About state regulation of production, production and use of precious 
metals and precious metals stones and control over operations with 
them”, “About the extraction and processing of uranium ores”, or-
ders and other acts of the legislation of Ukraine [4-7]. 
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The main task of institutional management of subsoil use rela-
tions is to ensure the reproduction of the mineral resource base, its 
rational use and the protection of subsoil. 
The institutional system for the management of subsoil users is 
based on thorough scientific research conducted in different regions 
of Ukraine, which have their own specific features and peculiarities 
in these regions[8]. 
Overcoming the crisis in the Ukrainian economy on the basis of 
its structural restructuring is possible Overcoming the crisis in the 
economy of Ukraine on the basis of its structural restructuring can be 
done in a short time only based on the state resources: labor and nat-
ural, basic production funds, communications, etc. relying on state 
resources: labor and natural, fixed assets, communications, etc. 
The mechanism of regulation in the field of subsoil use and envi-
ronmental protection is a system of management measures, environ-
mental legislation and economic incentives aimed at the rational use 
of nature. 
The regulation of subsoil use is a real mechanism for incorporat-
ing environmental policy into the functioning of the economic sys-
tem. There are several such regulators: regulatory and legal; organi-
zational and managerial; economic (Fig.1.1). 
Fig. 1.1. The main levers of regulation of the process of rational use of nature and 
the protection of subsoil [1] 
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ronmental interests of enterprises, institutions, organizations, society 
as a whole and individuals. In order to ensure the economic and envi-
ronmental interests of society, the state had to create the necessary 
and optimal conditions for combining economic development with 
rational use of nature and environmental protection, which is possi-
ble only through a combination of measures of administrative and 
legal influence on nature users and measures of economic regulation 
of nature use and environmental protection.  
In order to methodologically correctly consider the issues of sub-
surface users' activities in the field of greening, it is necessary to de-
fine specific categories related to mining. 
The public and community associations and organizations are al-
so part of the institutional system for managing the greening of sub-
soil users. Citizens and their associations assist the Local Councils of 
People's Deputies and specially authorized bodies of the state execu-
tive in carrying out measures for the rational use and protection of 
subsoil. Enterprises, institutions, organizations, citizens of Ukraine, 
as well as foreign legal entities and citizens can be users of subsoil. 
Actively cooperate with national subsoil users and international 
organizations, which are an integral part of institutional governance. 
Exploring the institutional prerequisites for managing subsoil us-
ers, it is necessary to distinguish the levels of regulation of relations 
in this area. Depending on the object of regulation, mining can be 
divided into: mining for geological prospecting; mining on the use of 
subsoil; mining relations for the protection of subsoil. 
The legislative segment of institutional support for subsoil users' 
activities is based on a number of legal acts and regulations. The 
Subsoil Code of Ukraine provides an approximate list of legal facts 
that give rise to mining relationships, that is, may be grounds for 
their occurrence, change and termination. In particular, in the course 
of implementation by the Councils of all levels, the Cabinet of Min-
isters, and other authorities in the field of geological exploration, use 
and protection of subsoil, which are envisaged by the Code on sub-
soil, they make decisions that are the basis for the emergence, change 
and termination of mining legal relations [5]. 
According to Article 4 of the Subsoil Code, subsoil is the exclu-
sive property of the people of Ukraine and is provided only for use 
[3]. Agreements or actions that directly or covertly violate the own-
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ership of the subsoil of the people of Ukraine are invalid. The people 
of Ukraine exercise their right to subsoil through the Verkhovna Ra-
da of Ukraine and local councils of people's deputies. Separate pow-
ers regarding the disposal of subsoil by the legislation of Ukraine 
may be conferred on the relevant bodies of the state executive power 
(Fig. 1.2). 
The main task of state regulation of subsoil use is to ensure the 
reproduction of the mineral base, its rational use and the protection 
of subsoil. 
Subsoil use and protection control is one of the functions of the 
state environmental quality management, a system of measures 
aimed at organizing the monitoring of the geological environment, 
checking the compliance of individuals and legal entities with the 
requirements and rules for rational use of subsoil, protection of sub-
soil and environmental safety. 
State regulation and control over the use and protection of subsoil 
within their competence in Ukraine is carried out by councils, state 
executive bodies on the ground, the Ministry of Nature of Ukraine, 
the Ministry of Emergencies and in matters of protection of the 
population against the consequences of the Chernobyl disaster and 
their bodies on the ground (Article 61 of the Code of Ukraine on 
bosom). State control over geological prospecting (state geological 
control) i carried out by the Ministry of Natural Resources of 
Ukraine and its bodies on the ground. State geological control bodies 
check the implementation of state programs of geological prospect-
ing, the use of decisions on the methodological support of geological 
prospecting works, the validity of the use of methods and technolo-
gies, the quality, complexity, efficiency of work on the geological 
prospecting, the completeness of baseline data and the quality of re-
serves and jointly mineral resources. 
Violation of subsoil legislation entails disciplinary, administra-
tive, civil, criminal and criminal responsibility, and it is proposed to 
revitalize the activities of territorial executive bodies in planning the 
development of a regional mineral resource base.  
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Fig. 1.2. Interaction of subsoil users with management bodies 
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diversification of energy supply sources of MR; transition to energy-
saving technologies; creation of conditions for effective development 
and implementation of scientific and technical programs, introduc-
tion of high technology, including those that use man-made fields. 
Public administration bodies in the field of use and protection of 
subsoil are divided into general and special government bodies. 
Bodies of general government in the field of use and protection of 
subsoil are authorized bodies of the state executive power, which in 
addition to the general powers in the sphere of socio-economic de-
velopment of the state also have functions to ensure the study, effec-
tive use and protection of subsoil. Such bodies, inparticular, are: 
President of Ukraine; National Security and Defense Council of 
Ukraine; Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine; regional, district and city 
state administrations [6]. 
Bodies of special state management of relations of subsoil use - 
specially authorized bodies of the central executive power, carrying 
out the functions of management in the field of study, use and pro-
tection of subsoil, ensuring the safety of works in the use of subsoil, 
protection of rights of subsoil users, protection of the environment 
from pollution associated with subsoil use etc. 
Bodies of special competence, which perform the functions of 
public administration in the field of study, use and protection of sub-
soil, by nature of their tasks and activities are divided into two main 
types: intersectional and sectorial (departmental). 
Special bodies that regulate mining relations also include the 
State Service for Mining Supervision and Industrial Security of 
Ukraine, which is a specially authorized central body of executive 
power, which carries out state regulatory regulation of industrial 
safety issues in the territory of Ukraine, as well as special permits, 
supervision and control functions. The main task of this body is: or-
ganization and implementation in the territory of Ukraine of industri-
al safety and state supervision of all subsoil users and observance of 
requirements on safe conducting of works in industry; mining super-
vision; development and implementation of measures for the preven-
tion of occupational injuries, etc. 
In the regions of Ukraine, where prospecting and geological work 
is being done, territorial geological offices and trusts are created, 
boundaries of competence, which often do not coincide with the 
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boundaries of administrative regions and oblasts. The organization of 
prospecting and exploration operations is determined by the relevant 
instructions and regulations. 
State control over the rational use and protection of subsoil is 
aimed at ensuring that all subsoil users comply with the established 
rules for the use of subsoil, legislation approved in accordance with 
the established standards, rules and regulations in the field of geolog-
ical exploration, use and protection of subsoil, the rules of public 
accounting and reporting. It is carried out by bodies of state geologi-
cal control in cooperation with bodies of state mining supervision, 
nature conservation and other control bodies [4,7]. 
State geological control bodies, within their competence, provide 
solutions to other geological prospecting issues and grant the right to; 
a significant reduction in the efficiency of work or lead to significant 
losses; to suspend the activities of enterprises and organizations en-
gaged in geological exploration without the special permits (licenses) 
or in violation of the conditions stipulated by these permits; to give 
obligatory for execution of the instruction (prescriptions) on the 
elimination of defects and violations during the geological explora-
tion of subsoil. 
State geological control bodies in accordance with the legislation 
of Ukraine may be granted other rights to prevent and stop violations 
of rules and norms of geological prospecting. The task of state su-
pervision of the safe conduct of work related to the use of subsoil is 
to ensure compliance with all subsoil users legislation approved in 
accordance with the established order standards, rules, rules for safe 
conduct of works, prevention and elimination of their harmful impact 
on the population, the environment and structures, as well as for the 
protection of subsoil [6]. 
State supervision of the safe conduct of work related to the use of 
subsoil is entrusted to the state mining supervisory authorities, which 
carry out their activities in cooperation with the state geological con-
trol bodies, nature protection and other control bodies, trade unions. 
In addition, industrial control over the use and protection of subsoil 
is carried out by enterprises, institutions and organizations (subsoil 
users), which are under the control of the relevant bodies. 
The correctness of the development of mineral deposits is con-
trolled by surveying, geological and other services. But the most ex-
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tensive and comprehensive supervision of the correctness of exploi-
tation and protection of subsoil, which includes the supervision of all 
uses of subsoil, is state mining supervision. 
Conclusions 
Institutional policy of subsoil use in Ukraine should have a sound 
legal basis. Regulatory legislative documents and by-laws of 
Ukraine, as a sovereign and independent state, have significant un-
der-development, which are long-term use and are not able to fully 
protect natural resources from the mining and geological intervention 
of neighboring states. Each region (region) of Ukraine should have a 
“Concept of integrated industrial development of natural resources 
assigned to a given region”, since after the collapse of the USSR the 
legal regime of nature management was violated, which caused con-
siderable damage to the economy of the state and mineral depend-
ence of Ukraine [7, 8]. 
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1. Introduction 
During the past years a great efforts has been paid for improve-
ment of the flotation process both mechanical equipment and the 
chemical interactions reagent – mineral. An important direction in 
this area is column flotation. The industrial experience shows that 
implementation of column flotation leads to decrease of the number 
of cleaning operations due to the improved selectivity.  
G.M. Callow patented the first pneumatic flotation cell, which 
used air sparging through a porous bottom and horizontal slurry 
flow, in 1914. The first countercurrent column flotation device was 
designed and tested by Town and Flynn in 1919. Cross-current 
pneumatic flotation machines were widely used in industry in 1920’s 
and 1930’s, but were later replaced by the impeller-type flotation 
devices in mineral processing plants. Dissolved-air flotation became 
the main type of flotation for water treatment applications. These 
substitutions were the result of the absence of effective and reliable 
air spargers for fine bubble generation and by the lack of automatic 
control systems on the early columns. During this period, both the 
poor flotation selectivity and entrainment of slimes characteristic of 
impeller-type cells was offset by the use of complex flowsheets using 
large numbers of cleaner stages and recycle lines. Column flotation 
devices were re-introduced for mineral processing in the late-1960’s 
in Canada by Boutin and Wheeler (1967) at which time wash water 
addition to the froth was used to eliminate entrainment of hydrophilic 
materials to the float product. By the late-1980’s column flotation 
had became a proven industrial technology in the mineral industry. 
These separators are routinely used on their own or in conjunction 
with other types of devices within separation circuits  
The flotation technique and technology developments are closely 
connected with the improvement of the flotation machines design. 
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The main road solving the task for flotation process intensification is 
the creation of high – productive flotation machines.  
The contemporary requirements in the field of pulp aeration and 
bubble mineralization theories impose the design of pneumatic 
flotation machines of column type that find application at the flota-
tion of ores of non-ferous, noble, rare and ferrous metals, coal and 
other mineral resources as well as wide use at purification of waste 
water from different productions. (Chernykh, 1996) 
The column flotation machine wide practical introduction appears 
to be an important achievement during the last decade in the field of 
flotation concentration. The advantages of the column flotation ma-
chine in comparison with the mechanical and pneumomechanical are 
the following: increased productivity improved hydrodynamics, of 
concentrate with the required quality at minimal quantity purifying 
and control operations, production area decrease and economy of 
electric power.  
The movement nature of the particle and the bubble is an im-
portant factor, which determines the probability of flotation complex 
formation, mineralization rate, flotation speed and the process power 
consumption. (Chernykh, 1996) The inertial forces which destroy the 
particle - bubbles complex in column are insignificant. This is con-
nected with the absence of a stirring device and the pulp flow low 
turbulence.  
The increase of the air bubbles flotation activity is connected with 
the increase of their conditioning time, i.e. the interval between the 
formation moment and the bubble mineralization. In consequence of 
the column considerable height the sojourn duration of the air bub-
bles in it is not longer than 20s, i.e. a mineralization process at opti-
mal flotation activity of the bubbles is realized. The basic research 
field in column devices is the fine-grained pulp flotation. The ab-
sence of intensive pulp mixing, product purification zone, high posi-
tion of the feeding level, and the thick froth layer contribute to the 
obtaining of concentrate of better quality in comparison with the im-
pellers. (Rubbinshtain, 1989).  
There is a bigger probability of capture and withstanding of the 
coarse particle to the bubble so in some cases the column flotation 
machine use could turn out to be expedient for coarse – grained ma-
terial flotation, as well. (Foot, 1986) 
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The flotation machines work effectiveness depends on the condi-
tions of the air dispersion. The aerators must provide a maximum gas 
content at an optimal average massiveness of the bubbles. The fol-
lowing claims are demanded to the aerators: providing for such a 
bubbles size that assures the flotation complex emerging, minimal 
pulp macrocirculation in the chamber, stable aeration characteristic. 
The aerators designs developed in accordance with the require-
ments could be combined by the action principle as follows: pneu-
matic, hydraulic (swift - flowing) and pneumohydraulic. 
The basic aerator type in the column flotation machine is the pipe 
device. An aerator representing a set of tightens in group hollow 
rings from porous (wool or porous polyethylene) or elastic (raw rub-
ber) material is proposed for the aeration characteristics improve-
ment. Changing the group tightening extent regulates the bubbles 
dispersive composition. The pulley aerator design is analogous. The 
ring pivot is vertically situated and the diameter increases from top to 
bottom. As a separate tendency the vibrating pneumatic flotation ma-
chines design should be mentioned. Their action principle is based 
on air dispersion by vibrations at its feeding to the aeration chamber. 
The pulp vibrating turbulent movement creation reinforces at the liq-
uid flow through special lattices. 
2. Experimental part 
Dedelyanova and Metodiev (2002) presented a laboratory model 
of a vibratory column flotation machine constructed in the Laborato-
ry of “Vibro-acoustic Intensification of the Technological Processes” 
at the Department of Mineral Technologies of the University of Min-
ing and Geology “St. Ivan Rilski”, Bulgaria.  
It is realized on a modular principle, which provides a possibility 
for determination of the feeding device optimal height infinitely – 
variable regulation of the pulp level and precise determination of the 
necessary quantity of extra water for the froth layer irrigation. The 
vibratory column flotation machine basic elements are sensor (fig. 1-
1), vibrator (fig. 1-2), air disperser (fig. 1-3), module for creation of 
single gas bubbles (fig. 1-4), feeding device (fig. 1-5), machine 
chamber (fig. 1-6). 
The flotation batch tests were carried out in a laboratory vibratory 
column flotation unit – two meters high and 50 mm in diameter. It is 
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made of transparent plastic tube with internal volume 4.2 l. The sam-
ple for the tests is rougher copper concentrate. Due to the fact that 
the sample is already conditioned reagent collector is not used, only 
frothier – from15 to 25 drops in order to a high froth layer to be ob-
tained.   
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Fig. 1. Vibratory column flotation machine – scheme of principle 
 
The vibratory disperser provides the opportunity of certain tech-
nological parameters research: gas bubble size change, change of the 
gas bubbles emerging speed and solid phase sedimentation speed, the 
influence on the opportunity of mineral particles attachment to the air 
bubbles, purifying of the froth layer from rock particles. 
The vibrator is electrodynamic type, power 40 W and a possibility 
of a wide range frequency and amplitude change, overlapping the 
supposed range of vibratory parameters, required by the research. 
Two modifications of the air- dispersing unit were constructed- 
for vertical and horizontal vibrations. The air-dispersing unit for ver-
tical vibrations (fig.2-1-air) disperses air by its transition through an 
annular slot, which allows rate regulation within certain range and 
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production of gas bubbles of certain size by regulation of vibrations 
frequency and amplitude.  
 
1  
 
Fig.2. The air-dispersing unit for vertical vibrations 
 
1
 
 
Fig.3. The air-dispersing unit for horizontal vibrations 
Simultaneously, with the bubbles production, the vertical oscilla-
tions create a vibroacoustic field, which is distributed along the col-
umn height. The air-dispersing unit for horizontal vibrations (fig.3-1-
air) produces gas bubbles through round holes, perpendicular to the 
direction of the vibratory field vector.   
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The feeding modulus allows pulp supply into the flotation ma-
chine and even distribution of pulp along the column section as well 
as filling with water for vibroacoustic measurements.  
The commonly used quantity of air in the tests is 100 l/h.  
The level of the pulp is adjusted based on the principle of con-
nected vessels by vertical movement of overflowing ring. The tail-
ings are discharged by plastic pipe and valve into a vessel. 
The formed complexes particle-bubble are floating into the froth 
layer - about 30-4010-2 m high. The counter flow of fresh water is 
not necessary because the vibrating field cleans the complexes dur-
ing their upward movement enough efficiently. The froth is collected 
also into a vessel for drying and assay. The time of flotation is 15 to 
30 min. depending on the solids content. The tests are carried out at 
solids content of the slurry: 0,50, 0,51, 0,75, 1,10,1,50, 1,70, 2,10%, 
2,50, 2,70, 2,90, 3,10, 3,80, 5,30,  5,90, 6,60, 10,30%. 
The energy of vibrations could be characterized by the pointer – 
Af2 and their influence upon flotation process is evaluated based on 
the difference in the grade and recovery of the valuable component 
into the concentrate compared to the zero test. The flotation tests 
were carried out at frequencies from 25 to 40 Hz, amplitudes 2.0, 2.5 
and 3 mm and values of Af2 respectively1500, 1800, 2250, 2450, 
3200 and 3675.    
3. Results and disscusion 
The use of vibration impact on flotation process is based on the 
effects, caused by vibrations onto a heterogeneous media – effective 
decrease of viscosity of the liquid phase, vibrating of particles of the 
solid phase, periodic change in the shape of the gas bubbles. These 
effects displayed at the original design of column flotation machine 
having a big ratio between height and cross section diameter, should 
be determined at definite values of vibrations’ frequency and ampli-
tude so that the resonance phenomena to be displayed into the cham-
ber. The batch tests carried out at this area should give the answer to 
the questions concerning the definite values of the effective interval of 
vibrations’ frequency and amplitude for practical use in technological 
tests with definite products of the mineral processing industry. 
During the tests are performed two types of tests: measurement of 
flotation speed of unique air bubble in calm and vibrating liquid me-
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dia and calculation of the difference in their speed; measurement of 
the amplitude of vibrations along the column flotation machine as a 
function of the water height. These tests are carried out at different 
frequencies and amplitudes of vibrations of the vibratory-acoustic 
disperser.  
3.1 Definition of the vibrations influence upon the speed of 
gas bubbles floating  
The stream-lining character of the bubbles is substantially differ-
ent to the stream-lining of the solid phase in the liquid. The smallest 
bubbles at Re < 1 keep their shape close to the spherical one because 
it is determined by the surface tension and the speed of flotation is 
defined by the Stock’s low. 
With increase of the bubbles diameter begins a process of defor-
mation. This deformation violates the straightforward character of 
movement and changes its flotation speed.  
The speed of flotation of the bubbles with deformed surface is 
bigger, which could be explained with the fact that thanks to the mo-
bile border surface, the gradient of speeds in the liquid around the 
bubble are smaller than around the spherical one.  
The decrease of speeds gradient leads to decrease in energy of 
dissipation in the liquid. The natural frequency of bubbles with di-
ameter 1-4 mm is at the range of 200-500 Hz.  
Therefore, the frequencies that have been researched at vibrating 
flotation are at the under-resonance range where stable amplitude of 
the bubbles vibration can be observed.  
The general results of experimental determination of the flotation 
speed of gas bubble in vertical vibrating field are shown at the table 
1.  
The speed of flotation of gas bubble without vibrations is bigger 
than if they are applied. The decrease of speed depends on the ampli-
tude of vibrations - with increase of amplitude the flotation speed 
decrease reaching to 13-14 % for bubble with diameter 4 mm. At the 
chart of these speeds at figs. 5 and 6 a sinusoidal dependence as a 
function of the frequency is definitely observed - the maximum is at 
30 and 45 Hz and the minimum at 20 and 35 Hz.  
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Table 1  
Velocity of bubble flotation without and with application of vibrations 
at water column 1.2 and 0.9 m and size – 4 mm 
 
V, m/s V, m/s Decrease V, m/s V, m/s Decrease
F, Hz A, mm without with in % without with in %
vibrations vibrations vibrations vibrations
0,5 26,43 25,21 3,7 26,55 25,86 2,6
1,0 25,92 25,26 3,5 26,87 25,71 3,1
20 1,5 26,43 25,26 3,5 26,47 25,28 4,7
2,0 26,20 25,00 4,5 26,39 24,66 7,1
2,5 26,30 24,84 5,1 26,39 25,00 5,8
0,5 26,14 25,42 2,9 26,47 25,42 4,2
1,0 26,09 25,10 4,1 26,63 25,42 4,2
25 1,5 26,32 25,00 4,5 26,55 24,66 7,1
2,0 26,26 24,74 5,5 26,47 25,14 5,3
2,5 26,03 25,10 4,1 26,32 25,21 5,0
0,5 26,49 25,59 2,2 26,55 24,66 7,1
1,0 26,20 24,84 5,1 26,63 24,19 8,9
30 1,5 26,20 24,44 6,6 26,55 23,94 9,8
2,0 25,97 23,81 9,0 26,55 23,56 11,2
2,5 26,09 23,12 11,7 26,39 23,32 12,1
0,5 26,61 25,81 1,4 26,87 26,16 1,4
1,0 26,32 25,26 3,5 26,71 26,01 2,0
35 1,5 25,97 24,39 6,8 26,55 25,35 4,5
2,0 26,03 24,59 6,0 26,55 25,00 5,8
2,5 26,03 24,69 5,7 26,47 25,07 5,5
0,5 26,32 25,37 3,1 26,71 25,77 2,9
1,0 26,26 24,90 4,9 26,39 25,07 5,5
40 1,5 26,14 24,05 8,1 26,63 24,73 6,1
2,0 26,20 24,29 7,2 26,47 24,32 8,4
2,5 25,97 24,29 7,2 26,47 23,75 10,5
0,5 26,55 25,53 2,4 26,87 25,94 2,3
1,0 26,14 24,54 6,2 26,63 24,39 8,1
45 1,5 26,09 23,81 9,0 26,63 24,00 9,6
2,0 25,92 23,72 9,4 26,32 23,20 12,6
2,5 26,03 23,76 9,2 26,32 22,84 13,9
0,5 26,67 25,92 1,0 26,63 25,28 4,7
1,0 26,26 25,26 3,5 26,63 25,79 2,8
50 1,5 25,97 24,29 7,2 26,55 25,00 5,8
2,0 25,92 24,34 7,0 26,32 23,02 13,3
2,5 25,92 24,44 6,6 26,32 22,78 14,2  
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Fig. 4. Decrease of the speed of flotation of the bubbles in % as a subsequence of 
applied vibrating field: A - Нeight of the water column H=1.2 m and В - Respective-
ly H=0.9 m 
 
The decrease of flotation speed of the air bubbles in vibrating 
field is definitely connected with the amplitude of applied vibrations 
and is defined by the deformation of the bubble as a result of the pro-
cesses of increase and decrease of pressure in the water column be-
cause of the pass of the wave processes. As a difference to the de-
formation of the bubbles during their free floating without vibrations, 
the deformation after application of vibrations is towards eliptical 
because of changeable pressure at the liquid. This pressure acts in 
vertical direction and diminishes the vertical size of the bubble en-
larging the horizontal one, actually, the spherical bubble is changed 
into ellipsoid. The resistance to its floating is increased because of its 
increased horizontal diameter. 
This behavior of the bubble ensures increase of the time for 
movement at the active zone of machine and increase the probability 
for contact with the particles of the solid phase. The contact bubble-
particle is facilitated because of the difference in the vibration phases 
of the bubble and the solid particles and also makes easier the de-
struction of the hydrating layers which benefits the complex bubble-
particle floating to the froth layer.  
3.2 Hypothesis for the vibrations influence upon the speed of 
floating of gas bubble and elementary act of flotation 
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The smaller amplitude of vibrations at aeration of the water is ex-
plained by the loss of energy spent on change of the gas bubbles’ 
shape. The changeable pressure caused by the front of the sound 
wave spreading along the height of column is the reason for reso-
nance effects and on the other hand this pressure changes the shape 
of the bubbles from spherical to ellipsoidal with shorter vertical di-
ameter and bigger horizontal one. This change in the shape explains 
the reason for the lower speed of flotation of the gas bubbles. The 
bigger diameter and the smaller height of the bubble lead to increase 
of resistance to the floating movement. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Amplitude of vibrations along the height of column - 1 - with air bubbles; 
2 - without them 
 
The change in the shape of the bubbles is doing with the applied 
frequency - about 25-40 Hz. The decrease of the flotation speed prac-
tically increase the content of the gas phase and possibility for min-
eralization. The change of the diameter increases the possibility for 
contact with the sold phase during the process of mineralization -– 
when the diameter increase the possibility for capturing of particles 
also increase. The vibration of the gas bubble determine the possibil-
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ity for rejection of solid particles with hydrophilic surfaces. During 
the vibration of the bubble the perimeter of wetting is changing due 
to the changes of its diameter, leading to decrease of the capturing 
force and respectively the rejection of the hydrophilic particles.  
The module for gas bubbles production provides the opportunity 
of air micrometric supply through changeable air nozzles of certain 
initial diameter. The pulp level is infinitely - variable regulated by 
the communicating vessels method.  
4. The vibrations influence on the solid phase 
Researches were carried out for the effect of frequency and am-
plitude of vibrations on speed of precipitation of mineral grains of 
different density. It was known that speed of precipitation decreases 
with the increase of intensity of oscillating, however the question of 
effect of diameter and relative weight of particles was still open. For 
that purpose a series of experiments were carried out with single 
mineral grains of a diameter from 0,09 to 0,155 and densities of dif-
ferent grains 2,65; 5,1 and 7,8 g/cm3. Frequency of oscillation 
changes from 20 to 70 Hz, and amplitude - from 1,5 to 3,0 mm. Av-
erage results of experiments were presented in tables 2. Experimental 
researches involved the conclusion that vibrating media provided 
additional force of resistance, applied to the mineral particle, which 
provoked decrease of the speed of falling down. This force is a func-
tion not only of frequency of applied vibrations, where experimental 
values showed decrease of speed depending on density of particles. It 
was visually observed that when the particle did not reduce significantly 
its speed/for certain vibration parameters/, its amplitude of oscillation is 
approximately equal to the amplitude of oscillation of the liquid. When 
speed of a particle reduces significantly its amplitude increases visibly. 
This dependency between speed of falling down of mineral grains 
into a liquid vibrating medium and parameters of vibrating field may 
be explained as an interaction between two oscillation motions - mo-
tion of mineral grains and motion of applied vibrations. 
For lower frequencies of vibration reduction of speed is lower due to 
lower vibration speed. For particles of higher density reduction is higher 
due to higher speed, with which they meet the pulsing medium. 
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Table 2  
Decrease of the speed of precipitation in dependence of density of particles 
 
Frequency Amplitude 2 mm, d=0.12 mm
f [Hz] Reduction of V [%] for density g/cm3
2,65 5,1 7,8
% % %
20 1,54
30 3,39 5,38 4,1
40 1,34 7,6 9,73
50 4,54 6,59 7,68
60 5,6 6 8,77
70 4,22 9,6 12,16  
 
4.1. Experimental Research 
 
Dedelyanova (2004) presented the results of research with vibra-
tory column flotation machine with copper ore (cake taken from a 
control thickener).   
The experiments have been carried out in a vibratory column flo-
tation machine laboratory model with height 2000 mm and diameter 
50 mm and effect of vibrations Af2  1500, 1800, 2250, 2450, 3200, 
3675, respectively, at a frequency of vibration from 25-40 Hz and an 
amplitude of 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 mm.   
Dispersion of air is through a vibration dispersant designed for 
vertical vibration. Along with the creation of bubbles, vertical oscil-
lations create a vibro-acoustic field, which is distributed along the 
height of the flotation machine camera. 
At values of vibration effect Af2=3200 (f=40 Hz, A=2.0 mm) the 
copper content of the cake reaches 32.23% at a copper content in the 
sample output of 22.76%.  
The content of copper in concentrate in the vibration increases 
312%. The results are illustrated in Figure 6. 
In summary, the effect of vibration Af2=3675 (f=35 Hz, A=3.0 
mm) and solids in the pulp 3.8%, that value is highest for this flota-
tion experiments, extraction is highest at 90.68% and value of copper 
content in concentrate is also highest at 31.44%.  
The copper content in concentrate increases 3-3.5%, and copper 
output from 23.31-27.89%. 
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  a     b 
 
Fig. 6. a - dependence of copper content in concentrate and extraction from charac-
teristic Af2  - effect of vibrations; b - dependence of copper content in tail and extrac-
tion by characteristic Af2  
 
The vibratory effect on the gas bubble is applied after it detaches 
from the nozzle. The measurements results are presented in Figure 7.  
The gas bubble emerging velocity without vibrations is higher than 
that with vibrations. Vibrations contribute to the decrease in gas 
bubble emerging velocity and extend its stay in the column flotation 
machine. 
 
Fig. 7. Decreasing of emergence velocity of gas bubble in % from emergence ve-
locity without vibrations: a - for the height of the water column H=120 cm and d = 
3.5 mm; b - for H=90 cm and d=3.5 mm 
 
According to Bogdanov (1990), forces acting on the bubble and 
the particles attached to it, accounted on the vertical axis are two 
types: forces acting on the particle and forces caused from the at-
tachment of particle to the bubble. The first type of forces are gravity 
of particle and ejection Archimedean force, as follows: gravity 
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6/
3
gdP pp  , where pd  is aligned particle diameter, p is the den-
sity of the particle and g is the gravity acceleration; ejection Archi-
medean force 6/3 gdF lpA  , where pi is the density of the fluid dis-
placed by the particle. The second type of forces are the Laplace 
force 
LF  and capillary force Fk: Laplace pressure force that is acting 
on the upper wall of the particle is 4/
2
pdF
pL
   where p=pg-pi is 
the Laplace pressure, pg and pi are respectively pressure in the gas 
and pressure in the liquid on the level of contact; capillary force 
Fk=dpsin, where  is the surface tension recorded per unit length 
of contour of tangent wall of the particle and  is the angle between 
the tangent wall of the particle and the surface of the bubble.  The 
resulting equilibrium equation of bubble and attached particle is 
6
3
lpp
KLA
ad
FFFP


, where tAftAal  sin4sin
222   is the 
acceleration of the liquid, due to the harmonious movement.  To de-
termine the angle  the equilibrium equation is expressed in the form  
 





3
sin2
46
sin
2222 tAfdpdgd ppplpp




 .  (1) 
 
The ratio of the hydrostatic pressure on the contact side of the 
particle to the Laplace pressure is defined as a form constant to the 
bubble near the particle. 
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gd
p
gd
l
blbl .  (2) 
From the equation (5) it follows that the size of the constant har-
monic variation  is a function of effect of vibrations Af2. 
5. Collision efficiency in vibration  
Productivity of flotation devices is determined by the flotation 
rate  tfdtd )(  . For the case where the properties of the mate-
rial in flotation conditions are constants (=const, N=const) then the 
equation assumes the shape    1)( kdtd . According to this 
equation, the flotation velocity is proportional to the mass of flota-
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tion material 1- and is characterized by a probability k for flotation 
by one unit time. The solution of equation is kte1 , which de-
termines the nature of the flotation process, reporting in time. 
To obtain an integrated evaluation of the flotation machine effi-
ciency, we must introduce the concepts of collision efficiency 
)/(
0
MME  , where M0 is the mass of particles that meet with 
bubbles and M  is the mass of all particles that are located in the lev-
el of contact at a point in time t.  
In (Ralston, 1999), the parameter k  is called the flotation rate 
constant and is regarded as proportional to the defined collision effi-
ciency E .  
In Rubbinshtain, (1989) the parameter E  is called the coefficient 
of grip. For two flotation processes labeled 1 and 2 for particles of 
different sizes and ceteris paribus, is presented the dependence:  
 
 
  2
1
2
1
1ln
1ln
E
E




 .        (3) 
 
 
Rubinschayn (1989) presented multiple formulas determining the 
number of collisions N  and collision efficiency E , divided in two 
groups:  
1) a relatively small group - formulae derived by accepting the 
model of turbulent motion of bubbles and particles;  
2) formulae derived by analyzing the deterministic description of 
the bubble and particle movement, processes of interaction and rele-
vant forces governing these processes.  
According to Derjaguin and Dukhin (1960), 3 zones can be de-
fined around the bubble (Figure 8): 
- Zone 1 – outermost part – of hydrostatic interaction; 
- Zone 2 (of attachment) – area of effect of surfaces;  
- Zone 3 - of stability efficiency of the bubble - particle aggregate  
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Fig. 8. Scheme of collision of the particles with the bubble 
In accordance with the areas of interaction in the aggregate bub-
ble - particle (zone 1 and zone 2) the effectiveness of a collision can 
be represented by 
vlil EEE  , where ilE  is efficiency of laminar 
(gravitation) flow (ideal liquid) and 
vlE  is efficiency of viscous flow 
(viscous liquid). Taking into account the formulas presented in 
(Bogdanov, 1990; Rubbinshtain, 1989) with some approximations, 
one can accept the formulae. 
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G  ,  1,1.0f . (4) 
From the ways of expressing the effectiveness of conflict, we can 
conclude that the vibrational motion of bubbles and particles is af-
fected by the effectiveness of a collision.  The impact is both through 
variable diameters of the bubbles and by the rate of ascent of the 
bubbles.  Given that the collision efficiency is a dimensionless quo-
tient of the ratio of the mass of the particle meeting the bubble and 
whole mass of flotation material, it is clear that we can not directly 
use formulae presented in the literature in the case of vibratory col-
umn flotation machine.  
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5.1. Determining the effectiveness of a collision at vibration 
impact 
To determine the increasing of effectiveness of collision in the 
presence of vibration, we will use another approach.  We will con-
sider the model given by Bogdanov (1990) and supplement it with 
vibrational deformations of the bubble.  We will also use results of 
experimental studies of Dedelyanova (2004). 
For an analysis of the collision process, we accept a bubble as a  
sphere and and we consider a rotating body around a vertical axis, 
passing through the center of the sphere.  We denote by 
bd  the 
aligned bubble diameter, 
pd  is the aligned particle diameter, and a is 
the diameter of the cylindrical areas include zones 1 and 2 before the 
level of collision. 
The cross section of the cylindrical region in diameter a  is 
4/20 aS   and at the level of collision   4/
2
pbb ddS  .  Produced 
for the effectiveness of conflict 
2
0










pbb dd
a
S
S
E .  The parameter 
E  is a ratio from the section of the straight part of the area, including 
zones 1 and 2 to section at the center of the bubble.  Because the 
bubble vibrates with sound frequency f , then the mean diameter bd  
is the same as without vibration.  Performing a harmonic cycle of 
bubble volume maintains the transition from sphere to rotating ellip-
soid.  When the bubble diameter is mmdb 4  and amplitude 
mmA 7.0  extremes on the vertical axis of the ellipsoid are 
mmz 3.3min  , mmz 7.4max   with horizontal axes, respectively 
mmyx 48.2maxmax   and mmyx 72.1minmin  .  Due to the high veloci-
ty of the bubble oscillation at a given frequency f  parameter a  on 
Figure 8 reaches the diameter of the bubble 
bd . 
6. Conclusions 
Although the basic concept of flotation column looks relatively 
simple, but the fundamental principles related to performance of 
flotation column are quite complex. The type of the relative motion 
of particles and bubbles is a major factor governing the probability of 
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bubble/particle attachment, bubble loading, flotation rate and power 
requirement of the processes. 
Experimental research led to the conclusion that vibrating media 
provided an additional force of resistance applied to the mineral par-
ticle, which provoke a decrease of the speed of descent.  This force is 
a function not only of the intensity of the vibrations of a complex 
variable vibration, but also of the frequency of vibration. 
The use of vibrations enables the diameter of gas bubbles to be 
adjusted in dependence of the influence of vibrations parameters 
leading to a better dispersing of the gas phase at the column flotation 
machine. The decrease of floating speed of the gas bubbles ensures 
increase of the time for mineralization and also the probability for 
collision with the particles of the solid phase. The vibration of the 
gas phase also enables mechanically entrapped particles to be 
released.  
As a logical consequence follows that at vertical vibrations the air 
disperser can disperse sufficient air quantity for the flotation process 
realization. The gas flow velocity decrease combines with the higher 
effective product content in the concentrate compared with that in the 
initial product that could be explained by the specific vibratory 
influence on the three-phase system. 
From the analytical study of the collision efficiency are confirmed 
experimentally proven facts.  It provides possibility to increase the 
residence time of the bubble in the zone of contact with the mineral 
particles. The vibrations of the hydrated layer allow for cost-effective 
implementation of the elementary act of flotation by providing larger 
relative velocities at the contact point between the bubble and the 
solid phase. 
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Absract. The references of studies about the magnetic field effect on 
prevention of asphalt, resin, and paraffin and salt deposits  formation in the oil are 
described in the article. 
The effect of constant magnetic fields on the well production is currently one of 
the most interesting, leading to an increase in the overhaul period of the well. At the 
same time, this method is debatable, sometimes leading to ambiguous and 
contradictory results. In many cases, the nature of such effect is not properly studied. 
Often, according to some researchers, effect is discovered, whereas its intensity, on 
the basis of physical considerations, is clearly inadequate for the production of any 
useful effect. This refers to the type of magnetic effects, that is based on the 
principle of protection consisting in a sharp increase in 1000-100000 times the 
number of paraffins crystals nucleus by the action of static magnetic fields of 
topology and tension in the natural trace units - rod-shaped mineral oxides / 
hydroxides of iron are water, oil and gas production in the flow of production wells. 
Key words: development of oil fields, asphalt, paraffins, resins, sediments, 
asphaltene deposits, salt deposits, the magnetic field, the magnetic anti-paraffin 
device. 
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Introduction.  
Asphalt, resin, and paraffin deposits (АRPD) are one of the most 
serious complications in downhole oil production. They increase the 
filtration resistance of oil-bearing layers, clog the pores in the rock, 
and their deposits reduce the useful section of tubing and pipelines, 
while not taking countermeasures until their complete blockage. As-
phalt, resin, and paraffins (ARP) decrease greatly overhaul period of 
the well (sometimes to 1-2 days), increase coasts and decrease the oil 
production [1].  
The production of high-paraffin crude oil also creates significant 
environmental problems because of ARP are serious polluters of the 
environment. The deposits typically consist of the paraffins, resins 
and asphaltenes, wherein the total content of these components, the 
composition of each, and their ratio to various fields varies widely. 
Mainly, the composition consists of the paraffins (from 5 to 70 %); 
asphaltene and resin content may reach to 20%, moreover, in larger 
quantities of oil the latter are present in smaller amounts in compari-
son with resins [1].  
Considerable problems in oil production can be created by the 
deposits of inorganic salts on the walls of tubing and equipment. 
Such deposits often form a very dense and mechanically strong lay-
ers, which not only reduce the cross-section of pipelines, but may 
even lead to jamming of moving parts (eg. submersible pumps), and 
its failure. To prevent, reducing the growth ARP and inorganic salts 
deposits and their removing, different mechanical, physical and 
chemical methods are used. Moreover, chemical methods became the 
most widespread. Thus, according to [1], a variety of chemical com-
pounds are currently being processed about 10% of the wells compli-
cated by ARP [1]. However, the use of chemical methods of protec-
tion against ARP deposits and organic salts, substantially increases 
the cost of oil, and often exacerbates environmental problems. How-
ever, the use of chemical methods of protection against deposits of 
paraffin and organic salts, substantially increases the cost of oil, and 
often exacerbates environmental problems. 
Recent publications analysis. As experience of two decades 
shows, to improve the productivity and efficiency of high-paraffin 
crude oil, as well as to deal with the ARP deposits and inorganic salts 
are used magnetic devices are of high effectiveness.  
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In recent years there was published a large number of mono-
graphs, reports, articles in which lay emphasis primarily on the prac-
tical usefulness of magnetic treatment. There were held numerous 
conferences and meetings on the practical application of magnetic 
treatment in a wide range of industrial productions. Number of pub-
lications and patents on this subject is currently is calculated in the 
thousands, and even tens of thousands. An important role in main-
taining interest in this direction was played by professor V.I. Klassen 
and academicians B.V. Deriahin and V.I .Lesin. 
Emphasizing of recurring parts of the general problems. The 
simplicity of the procedure, consisting in the fact that the flow of the 
fluid flows through the gap between the poles of a magnet or the so-
lenoid powered electric current, stimulated experimental work on a 
wide range of objects. Therefore, in the following years, magnetic 
treatment was applied not only for aqueous salt solutions but also for 
oil, motor fuels, solutions of polymers, drilling muds and cement, 
plant seeds, blood, etc. By using magnetic treatment the salinization 
was eliminated even when irrigation water with high salt content 
prevents the deposition of minerals and organic substances in the 
production and transportation of oil and water, achieved a significant 
reduction in viscosity slurries, etc. Widespread use of magnetic 
treatment was found in medicine to improve the condition of blood 
vessels, cleaning the blood from toxic substances, lowering a blood 
pressure [2]. 
However, in the early years, it was noted that the effects are not 
always repeated even for externally similar objects and processes. 
The effect of the magnetic field strength of several hundred oersteds 
on insensitive to such fields non-ferromagnetic materials - water, oil, 
blood, animal tissues and plants surprised greatly. All this has led to 
the fact that with respect to the magnetic effect two opposite opin-
ions were formed: first - quackery and the result of "dirty" experi-
ment, the second - at the heart of magnetic treatment are still un-
known in the physics the fundamental properties of the matter. The 
scientific community is divided into the enthusiasts who continue to 
investigate the effects of magnetic treatment and the skeptics who 
did not take seriously the regular reports of the successful use of 
magnetic treatment [3]. 
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Problem definition. In recent years, interest in the use of mag-
netic fields for the treatment of drilling fluid in order to prevent the 
ARPD has increased significantly, due to the appearance on the mar-
ket of a wide range of high-energy magnets of rare-earth materials. 
Basic material and the results. The most widely used were the 
devices found on the basis of permanent magnets. Structurally, they 
are comprised of one, two, three pairs of permanent magnets ar-
ranged in the case. The liquid flows through the gap between the two 
poles of the magnets.  
However, in practice the application of magnets for specific oil 
fields, there are numerous cases where the magnetic treatment of oil 
does not give positive results. Available setbacks to some degree dis-
credited the technology of magnetic treatment in the eyes of oil-
industry workers. In fact, the problem complicating a widespread use 
of magnetic treatment is the absence of theory explaining the nature 
of the processes, particularly the physical and chemical mechanisms 
of a magnetic field effect on the flow of oil. Because of this, the con-
ditions under which the magnetic field prevents the formation of sol-
id ARPD, until recently, remained unclear. Considering the experi-
ence of these installations operation must meet the following re-
quirements [4]: 
- geometrically fit into the design of deep-pumping unit and does 
not to create a large hydraulic resistance; 
- to ensure consistently the treatment of production fluid by a 
magnetic field with intensity of 20 - 40 kA / m, for at least 2-3 years; 
- magnets should be secured and protected from aggressive action 
of products.  
We proposed an original method for multi-reverse fields using a 
chain of permanent magnets. Using the device of this type, you can 
get multi-reversal (with a small number of reverse) magnetic field 
with predominantly perpendicular direction to the of fluid flow lines, 
with high intensity and gradient [5]. 
Devices of this kind are easily implemented with magnets in-
stalled into pipelines 2 (Fig. 1) and magnetized in a predetermined 
sequence, alternating directions of magnetization. Thus there is no 
difficulty in increasing number of reverses field. According to this 
principle a lot of magnetized devices were made. However, its use 
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creates difficulties in a regions greater length obtaining with high-
gradient fields. 
 
Fig. 1. MAPD construction: 
1 – a chain of reverse  unmagnetized permanent magnets;   
2 – pipeline; 3 – outer casing; 4 – holes fluid input and output 
 
Therefore, the regions of high-gradient fields usually constitute 
only a small part of the total channel length. Only in this small part 
of the length a fluids high magnetic treatment is carried out. 
In this context, to improve the efficiency of magnetic devices and 
their mass and size characteristics, a special attention must be paid to 
the development of devices in which the areas of high-gradient mag-
netic field are placed inside of the unidirectional field. 
Studies have shown that in passing water and in oil, even after 
their separation, always contain impurities of iron at a concentration 
of 10 to 500 g/t. These impurities are formed mainly with microcrys-
tals of ferromagnetic oxides and hydroxides of iron in three crystal-
line forms, which are recorded in natural solutions of water and oil in 
the sediments. It was experimentally established the existence of fer-
romagnetic iron microcrystals formed by single microcrystals of a 
length 10-14 m.  
It is experimentally established is the fact of aggregates disinte-
gration of particles on individual particles under the influence of a 
magnetic field. These particles are additional centers of crystalliza-
tion. In one tonne of oil total number of ferromagnetic microparti-
clesis in the range from 200 to 10 000 m2, and the total surface area 
of one gram of particles is 20-40 m2. 
Microcrystalline ferromagnetic particles effect by electric charg-
es, so that at their surfaces are adsorbed paraffins molecules, resins 
and asphaltenes which contained in the oil and which contain polar 
interclasts. In addition, due to the presence of water and heteroatomic 
impurities in the oil, water, gas mixtures such particles may exhibit 
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hydrophobic - hydrophilic properties, in conjunction with high sur-
face curvature of such particles reduces the energy consumption for 
the formation of these bubbles of gas phase and thus contributes to 
the absorption as cores of micelles in paraffin molecules. The experi-
ence proved complete absence or minor effect by using distilled wa-
ter, which also confirms the validity of the proposed mechanism of 
magnetic influence [1, 2]. 
In addition, there are also data on the efficiency of magnetic 
treatment of water and oil, which is extracted to improve and reduce 
ARPD. According to the research and industrial use, in most cases it 
was possible to completely prevent ARPD for the period of about 
one year, and in some cases it was possible to achieve prolongation 
of the well cleaning interval from 1-2 days to 10-20 months. Growth 
of the injection capacity of layers ranged from 30 to 100%.   
There is a number of other useful effects (growth completeness 
oil displacement, increasing the waterless displacement, and etc.) 
that increase the productivity of oil. It can be assumed that the role of 
magnetic device for treatment of oil, water or oil system is to create 
more centers of crystallization. When oil refining by the magnetic 
field due to the formation of additional centers of crystallization, 
paraffin crystals do not grow on the walls of the equipment and the 
amount of oil that leads to the decrease of ARPD growth.  
The magnetic anti-paraffin device has been developed (MAPD) 
with internal placement of magnets inside the pipe and with a con-
sistently placed permanently magnetized magnets chain, alternating 
the directions of magnetization. In the proposed design, each of these 
magnets pairs placed around the axis of the pipe at 180° along the 
length of the channel's relatively to previous so that each side of the 
pipe polarity facing her pole magnets, taking turns produce a multi-
reverse magnetic field with any necessary length of the interaction 
and any areas with a total length high-gradient field. 
It is necessary to mention that, despite the high visibility and 
credibility of the proposed explanation of mechanism for preventing 
and reducing ARPD, and it is difficult to obtain the necessary practi-
cal conclusions on the magnetic parameters of corresponding mag-
netic devices [3-6]. 
It should be noted that the use of magnetic treatment of liquids in 
oil extraction, even in spite of the multiplicity of its objectives, and 
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achieved technical effects, does not use up the areas of its applica-
tion.  
MAD utilization increases between refining (overhaul) period of 
wells by direct magnetic field action. MAD mechanism is pointed at 
the subject of liquid viscosity change, that flows through the device 
(Fig. 2). 
 
Fig. 2.  MAD operational procedure in the well: 1 - capital string;  
2 - intermediate string; 3 - surface casing; 4 - tubing; 5 - well pump;  
6 - pump rod; 7 - tee; 8 - pumpjack; 9 - MAD 
 
In MAD each of these pairs (blocks) magnets is rotated around 
the axis of the tube by 180° along of the channel's length in relation 
to previous so that each side of the pipe, polarity facing her pole 
magnets, alternating, create multi reverse magnetic field of any de-
sired length of interaction region and with any total length of the 
sites with high gradient field. 
The chain of cylindrical permanent magnets that is fixed in the 
conduit has reversible axial magnetization, created so that outer poles 
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have the same polarity and opposite polarity is formed in the middle 
of its length that makes it possible to receive multi reverse magnetic 
field mostly perpendicular to the direction of fluid flow lines with 
high intensity and gradient.  
Results of MAD COMSOL Multiphysics software modeling  
а - The distribution of the magnetic induction in the MAD: 
Magnetic induction is a vector physical value, the main character-
istics of the magnetic field strength and direction. Magnetic induc-
tion vector is usually denoted by Latin letter B. In the CGS system 
the magnetic induction field is measured in gauss (Gs) in the SI-
system - in Tesla (T). 
The distribution of magnetic induction can be observed in Fig. 3 and 4. 
 
 
Fig. 3. The distribution of magnetic induction in the МAD 
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Fig. 4. The graph of magnetic induction distribution on the length of MAD 
 
As a result of obtained values, we can see that while the maxi-
mum residual magnetic induction of 150 mT, which we pre-assigned 
in the initial terms in Figs 2 and 3, the maximum value after calcula-
tion is 187,5 mT. This change can be easily explained by the fact that 
the pipe is made of steel, which is ferromagnetic, i.e. the magnetic 
field strength increases, so we observe the pipe magnetization pro-
cess. 
When building a computer model of MAD, six blocks of axially 
magnetized permanent magnets were formed. The distance between 
them was 15 mm. The first pair of blocks has a magnetic induction of 
50 mT and 150, respectively. The next pair was magnetized to the 
same values of 150 mT and was returned at 180° in relation to the 
previous block so that the second block of the first pair and the first 
block of the second pair were rotated to each pole of the same pole. 
The latter, the third pair of blocks was also returned at 180° relative 
to the previous and the first block of third couple had a magnetic in-
duction of 150 mT, the second - 80 mT. 
b - The distribution of the magnetic field in the MAD 
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The magnetic field strength is a vector characteristic that deter-
mines the magnitude and direction of the magnetic field at present 
point and present sample time. 
It is usually denoted by Latin letter H, measured in Oersted in the 
CGS electromagnetic system and ampere-turns per meter (A·V/m) in 
the SI system [7]. 
The distribution of the magnetic field depicted in Fig. 4 and 5. 
After obtained results we can see that the concentration of mag-
netic field strength is observed at the end points of the magnets. On 
the graph is clearly observed a significant potential drop in the range 
of 190 and 340 mm due to the fact that the given points a pair of 
magnets rotated to each other with the same poles, i.e. there is some 
«compensation» of the magnetic field.  
 
Fig. 5.  The distribution of the magnetic field in the MAD 
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Fig. 6. Graph of the magnetic field distribution along the length of installation 
 
c - Distribution of the scalar potential in the MAD 
Vector field scalar potential A (often a potential vector field) - is 
a scalar function  such that at all points of the domain of the field 
A=grad where  grad denotes the gradient. In physics, potential is a 
magnitude, converse (force potential, power potential of the electric 
field).  
Distribution of the scalar potential in the MAD is depicted in Fig. 
7. 
The maximum and minimum values of the scalar potential are ob-
served in places where the magnetic blocks converge rotated to each 
other with the same poles [7]. 
d - Influence of MAD on mechanical impurities 
Magnetic treatment of fluids long and widely used also to im-
prove corrosion resistance of pipes and boiler equipment in water 
and heat to improve crop yield in agriculture irrigation systems for 
desalination of soil in irrigation systems to improve the effectiveness 
of drugs and medical procedures, and for many other purposes. 
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Fig. 7. Distribution of the scalar potential in the MAP 
 
The presence of impurities in the flow of oil fosters formation of 
ARPD crystallization centers, so if you remove these elements from 
the stream, the rate of sediments formation will significantly reduce. 
In Figure 8 is depicted how the MAD effects on mechanical impuri-
ties. In the process of modeling into the liquid flow was put a piece 
of cylindrical metal in radius and height of 5 mm. Usually, these par-
ticle sizes in the oil are extremely rare, but for the visualization of 
magnetic field influence such simplification will to be appropriate. 
As can be seen, the magnetic field affects the mechanical impuri-
ty that is evidenced by the line flow. Thus there is a definite change 
in the magnetic field around the metal impurities. This is the process 
of agglomeration and removal of fluid flow particles can serve to the 
formation of ARPD. 
In Fig. 9, one can observe the patterns of magnetic field lines dis-
tribution. It should be noted that the magnetic field passes through 
the oil and has impact on the entire internal environment. 
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Fig. 8. Influence of magnetic field on mechanical impurities 
  
 
Fig. 9.  Lines of the magnetic field 
 
е - Graphs, showing the patterns of magnetic fields distribution 
For better clarity, in Fig. 9 and 10 the magnetic field lines and the 
3D model of the distribution of magnetic induction are exemplified. 
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Different color intensity of the first and sixth magnets caused by 
the fact that they have a magnetic induction of 50 mT and 80, respec-
tively, and all the latest 150 mT. Also, on the border between 2-3 and 
4-5 there is a significant drop in magnetic induction, due to the fact 
that these magnets are rotated to each other with the same poles. 
 
Fig. 10.  3D model of magnetic induction distribution 
 
It is not clear, however, about the optimal parameters of the field 
that are needed to separate aggregates of microcrystals. It can be also 
assumed that at sufficiently high content of ferromagnetic microcrys-
tal aggregates of iron in water oil system it may be quite sufficient 
the creation of necessary fields only in a limited part of the magnetic 
devices channel or magnetic treatment of oil. This helps to explain 
the practical effectiveness for devices with high performance mag-
netic fields only in small parts of the cross section of their working 
channel. Therefore, it should be emphasized that the presence of fer-
romagnetic particles is regarded as experimentally established fact. 
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This lists the application of magnetic treatment now can be con-
sidered as a well-established and traditional, with a wealth of accu-
mulated experience in the development and operation of the relevant 
magnetic devices. 
However, in recent years it began to appear a lot of new, innova-
tive applications of magnetic treatment. These include, for example, 
increasingly spreading practice of using magnetic devices for natural 
gas and fuel for internal combustion engines. It is considered that the 
magnetic fuel treatment improves the completeness of its combus-
tion, reduces costs, and simultaneously improves the sustainability of 
such engines. The new, innovative applications refer the usage of 
magnetic treatment for disinfection of water and other liquids, as 
well as for preserving food [7]. 
It is still difficult to apply some of the above hypotheses about the 
mechanisms of magnetic effect. 
Conclusion. Thus, the application practicability and prospectivity 
of magnetic treatment is confirmed by the positive experience of its 
use and spreading in the various regions, not only in Ukraine but also 
abroad.  
The description of magnetic devices modeling, ranging from the-
oretical concepts to the formulas used in the calculation, are exempli-
fied in the work.  
The theoretical and laboratory studies have allowed us to use the 
results of MAD on wells of highly paraffinic crude oil. 
The modeling process of constant magnetic field on the fluid that 
moves through tubing, especially by the distribution of magnetic 
fields in the environment, has been held.  
In the process of modeling various reservoir fluid properties have 
been used, as they affect the environment and the permeability and 
change the intensity distribution of the magnetic field characteristics 
in the flow of liquid. 
The illustrative modeling results allow observing the work of the 
magnetic anti-paraffin waxes device. 
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Summary. Underground mining of useful mineral deposits causes changes in 
the virgin rock mass stress state and may affects on rock masses and mining excava-
tions damages. The result of exploitation may be tremors and rockbursts. Most of-
ten, in the case of deposits (of coal) exploitation, the higher lying beds are mined 
first. Sometimes, it is necessary to mining the lower lying bed first and undermining 
the upper bed. The clue is not to damage the undermined bed, and the damage raiser 
the distance between both beds is. 
Keywords: rock mass stability, undermining, submining, rock damage, rock 
cracking, safety distance between mined beds 
1. Introduction 
Exploitation of on-bed deposits is associated with a number of 
problems related to technological and economic requirements as well 
as work safety in mines. One of the factors is the sequence of indi-
vidual beds are mined. 
The commonly used method of mining from shallow to deepest 
beds is profitable from the point of view of utilization the deposits. 
Under some conditions the sequence is not possible to use. In the 
event of a rockburst hazard, it is necessary to carry out rock burst 
prevention, which most often requires conducting stress relief exploi-
tation of rockburst beds. 
Under market economy conditions, economic criteria drive mines 
to select the deposits to be mined. The produced coal must corre-
spond to specific, usually high quality requirements while maintain-
ing the cheapest possible mining costs. That is why information 
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about the impact of an already operated bed on the higher lying beds 
has fundamental importance. Information allows selection and se-
quence of mining bed. 
Of the many cases of undermining coal beds, they are most often 
associated with ongoing anti-rockburst prevention. 
Analytical methods for determining influence of undermining 
based on the past experience and theoretical solutions. 
Extensive research material related to the problem of undermin-
ing coal beds was collected by Staroń (1975, 1979). 
For the purposes of the analysis, Staroń distinguished three 
groups of mining impact of the mining lower bed lying on the upper 
bed. 
Staroń qualified to the first group of cases for which no clear ef-
fects of undermining were found in the uplying bed during its exploi-
tation, and assumed that the uplying bed did not have any influence 
from earlier exploitation. 
The second group included the cases in which there were clear in-
fluences in the form of folding the bed floor and its cracking, but 
these changes did not cause significant difficulties in the mining of 
the bed earlier subjected to exploitation. The intensity of impact in 
the undermined beds included in this group were defined as the aver-
age influence. 
The third group included those cases in which there were signifi-
cant influences in the form of folding the bed floor and/or its crack-
ing, which caused great difficulties in the mining of the undermined 
bed. The intensity of impact of the undermined beds in this group 
was defined as strong influence. 
Data from the observations analysed by Staroń included over 60 
cases of undermining of beds that were upper in deposits under the 
roof caving operation, distinguishing the scale of the observed char-
acteristic undermining effects. 
The discussed data cited by Staroń showed that when the distance 
between the mined and undermined beds was less than five times the 
thickness of the mined bed, strong influences were observed in the 
undermined bed. 
In the case where the distance between the mined and undermined 
beds was between five and seven times the thickness of the mined 
beds, medium or no negative influences were observed in the under-
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mined beds. If the distance between the mined and undermined beds 
was greater than seven times the thickness of the mined bed, no neg-
ative influences were observed in the undermined beds. 
The research material discussed above indicates that the intensity 
of influence in the undermined bed is significantly influenced by the 
type and properties of rocks lying between the mined and under-
mined beds, the depth deposition of the bed and the distance between 
the beds. 
The problem of determining the range and size of influence zone 
when undermining coal bed has been the subject of interest for re-
searchers and engineers for many years. Due to the complexity of 
nature of the rock mass deformation process in the immediate vicini-
ty of the mining exploitation, the hypotheses were based mainly on 
observations carried out in hard coal mines and were related to geo-
metric quantities, such as thickness of the mined bed and distance 
between the mined and undermined bed. Attempts were also made to 
connect them with the strength properties of rocks lying between the 
beds and the depth deposition of the beds. The most important for-
mulas for determining size and range of damage influences of un-
dermining can be divided into the following groups: 
- group I. - containing formulas for the required distance between 
mined and undermined beds as a function of the thickness of the 
mined bed, 
- group II. - containing formulas for the required distance be-
tween mined and undermined beds as a function of mined bed thick-
ness and rock loosening coefficient, 
- group III. - containing formulas for height of the zone of the 
damage effects of exploitation of the undermined bed as a function 
of thickness of the mined bed, depth deposition of the beds and rock 
strength, 
- group IV - containing formulas for determining the occurrence 
probability for damage effects of bed undermined bed. 
Group I. including formulas for the required distance between 
mined and undermined beds M as a function of mined bed thickness 
g, includes solutions of: 
- Czechowicz - the required safety distance between mined and 
undermined bed is: 
M = 12g 
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where 
g - thickness of the mined bed. 
- Davidianz - the required safety distance between mined and un-
dermined beds is: 
M = 20g 
- Dziunikowski, Rzempiel et al. - the required distance between 
mined and undermined beds is 
M = 8g for a regression factor of 0.144 
M = 12g for a regression factor of 0.229 
- Kiliashkov – the required distance between mined and under-
mined beds 
M = 12g + 3,5g2 
- Krupiński, Czechowicz et al. - the required distance between 
mined and undermined beds 
M = 12g     for g≤1.5m 
M = 8g     for g>1.5m 
The II. group including the formulas for the required distance be-
tween the mined and undermined beds M as a function of under-
mined bed thickness g and loosening coefficient kr, includes, among 
others, work of: 
- Chudek and Olaszowski - the required distance M between 
mined and undermined beds 
11
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kr - rock loosening coefficient, 
k'r - loosening coefficient of the rocks after pressing the rocks in the 
caving zone, 
g - mined bed thickness. 
- Makeyev Research Institute - the required distance between 
mined and undermined beds 
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- Kuznetsov - the required distance between mined and under-
mined beds 
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- Staroń - the required distance between mined and undermined 
beds 
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The III. group including the formulas for the required distance M 
between the mined and undermined beds as a function of thickness 
of the mined bed g, the deposition depth H and the tensile strength of 
rocks Rrs can include, among others Chudek's formula. Intensity of 
harmful effects of undermining is calculated from the formula: 
rs
z
R
p
gM 5,3  
where 
g - mined bed thickness, 
pz - vertical primeval stress, 
Rrs - average tensile strength of rock (layers) lying between mined 
and undermined beds. 
The IV. group including the formulas for determining the occur-
rence probability of undermining influences may include, among 
others, formulas of: 
- Budryk and Bes - the probability of strong influence p is calcu-
lated as 
)092,0exp(100
g
M
p H  
and the probability of medium and strong influence p 
)046,0exp(100
g
M
p H  
where 
MH - distance between mined and undermined beds, 
g - mined bed thickness; 
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- Staroń - the probability of loosening, the undermined bed 
(strong and medium influence p) 
)065,0exp(100
g
M
p H  
A large number of analytical solutions raises doubts, when choos-
ing one of them to be used in a particular case. Before choosing a 
solution, it is important to know how they are related to observation 
in practice.  
Comparison of cited analytical solutions with observations in 
mines can be made for individual groups. Comparing the results of 
calculations obtained on the basis of the formulas of group I, it can 
be stated that the largest required distances between the mined and 
undermined beds are obtained from the Davidianz’s and Kiliashkov’s 
formulas. These formulas show that the required distance between 
the mined and undermined bed is about 20 times the thickness of the 
mined bed; the smallest distances - Dziunikowski and Krupiński - 
8 times the thickness of the mined bed. 
Based on the observations in the coal mines, it can be stated that 
the calculations based on the formulas of the discussed first group 
give in an overwhelming majority of cases the results outnumbered. 
Studies show that if the distance between the mined and undermined 
beds is greater than seven times the mined bed thickness, no signifi-
cant damage effects were found in the undermined beds (see Staroń, 
1975). 
Such a relatively small accuracy of matching the results of calcu-
lations carried out using the formulas for mine observations results, 
due to, among others, limiting only to geometrical factors (e.g. dis-
tance between beds, mined bed thickness) and omitting the geologi-
cal structure of the rock mass, strength and deformation of rock 
properties. 
Formulas of the second group have been expanded and in addi-
tion to only geometric factors, e.g. distance between the beds, mined 
bed thickness, they take into account the properties of rocks sur-
rounding the beds by introducing so-called rock loosening coeffi-
cient. 
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Fig. 2.1. Relationship between the rock loosening coefficient kr (vertical axis) 
and the depth deposition H (horizontal axis) for different types of rocks; _ ._ . _ - 
shale, _ _ _ - sand shale, ____ - sandstone 
 
Using the rock loosening coefficient, both the deposition depth of 
the beds and the type of rock surrounding the analysed beds, can be 
taken into account in a simplified way. On the basis of laboratory 
tests, the values of rock loosening coefficient has been determined 
for individual rock types for specific depths. 
Figure 2.1 presents the variability of the rock loosening coeffi-
cient kr depending on the depth of bed depth deposition H for three 
types of rocks: shale, arenaceous shale and sandstone. 
The figure 2.1. indicates the highest value of the rock loosening 
coefficient kr was obtained for shale, and the lowest - for sandstone. 
It means that if the roof layers are more difficult to cave in, then the 
rock volume increases strongly, and effect visibly increasing their 
loosening coefficient. 
The second characteristic feature is the downward trend of the 
rock loosening coefficient kr as the depth H increases. For depth H 
from 200 m to 1000 m, the rock loosening coefficient kr takes values 
as follows: 
- for shale 1.17-1.45, 
- for arenaceous shale 1.30-1.65, 
- for sandstones 1.40-1.75. 
The loosening coefficient kr of rocks significantly influences on 
the amount of required distance between the mined and undermined 
beds at which the undermined bed will not be damaged. 
Figure 2.2 shows influence of the rock loosening coefficient kr on 
the required distance between the mined and undermined beds. 
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Fig. 2.2. The relationship between the rock loosening coefficient kr (horizontal 
axis) and the ratio of the safe distance M between the beds and the thickness of 
the mined bed g (vertical axis); ▲- after Chudek, ● - after Staroń, x - after Ma-
keyev Institute of Science and Research, ■ - after Kuznetsov 
 
The characteristics presented in the figure, drawn on the basis of 
calculations carried out according to the formulas of Chudek, Staroń, 
Makeyev Institute of Science and Research and Kuznetsov, are of 
similar shape, however, the values of the required distance between 
the mined and undermined beds M are different, expressed as times 
the thickness of the mined beds M/g. 
The graph shows that the smallest required distances M between 
the mined and undermined beds result from the formula given by 
Staroń, and the largest - from the Kuznetsov’s formula. The results 
of calculations carried out according to the formulas of Chudek and 
Makeyev Institute of Science and Research are similar. 
In order to compare the results of calculations carried out accord-
ing to the formulas of the second group, Chudek's and Staroń's for-
mulas were chosen. 
Figure 2.3 shows the relationship between the thickness of the 
undermined bed m and the ratio of the safe distance M between the 
beds and the thickness of the mined bed g for different values of rock 
loosening coefficient kr. 
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Fig. 2.3. The relationship between the thickness of the undermined bed m and the 
ratio of the safe distance between the beds M and the thickness of the mined bed 
g (vertical axis) for different values of rock loosening coefficient kr  (horizontal 
axis) according to Chudek; kr=1.2, 1.4 and 1.6, ■ - no influence, + - medium 
influence, * - strong influence 
 
It turns out that for the value of rock loosening coefficient kr from 
1.2 to 1.6 there is a large increase in the required distance between 
the mined and undermined bed M, e.g. for the loosening coefficient 
kr equal 1.2, the required distance between the mined and under-
mined bed M is equal to 20 times the thickness of the mined bed, 
while for a coefficient kr=1.6 the required distance is about four and 
a half times the thickness of the mined bed. 
These results differ from those obtained on the basis of the formu-
la given by Staroń (Fig. 2.4). 
According to Staroń, for the rock loosening coefficient kr=1.2, the 
required distance between the mined and undermined beds is equal to 
about seven times the thickness of the mined decks. For the rock 
loosening coefficient kr=1.6, the required distance between the mined 
and undermined beds is approximately 3 times the mined bed thick-
ness. 
The presented analysis of formulas included in the second group 
shows that the required distance M between the mined and under-
mined beds determined on the basis of the Staroń’s formula is defi-
nitely smaller than the calculated M values with all other formulas. 
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Fig. 2.4. The relationship between the thickness of the undermined bed m and the 
ratio of the safe distance M between the beds and the thickness of the mined bed 
g for different values of rock loosening coefficient kr according to Staroń (kr=1.2, 
1.4 and 1.6); ■ - no influence, + - medium influence, * - strong influence 
 
It should be assumed that for conditions of the Carboniferous 
rock mass with properties such as in the Upper Silesian Coal Basin, 
it will be most advantageous to determine the required distance M 
between the mined and undermined beds based on the formula de-
veloped by Chudek and Olaszowski. 
Group III. includes the formula given by Chudek for determining 
the amount of damage impacts from mining during undermining. 
The formula, the range of damage effects of mining on undermin-
ing depends on the thickness of the exploited bed, the depth of depo-
sition expressed in the form of the primeval vertical stress in the vir-
gin rock mass and on the average tensile strength of the rocks lying 
between the mined and undermined beds. 
Figure 2.5 shows the relationship between the range of damage 
mining impacts M/g on undermining to the ratio of vertical primary 
stress in the virgin rock mass to the average tensile strength of the 
rocks lying between the mined and undermined beds pz/Rrs. 
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Fig. 2.5. The relationship between the ratio of the vertical component of the 
primary stress pz and the tensile strength Rrs and the ratio of the safe distance M 
between the beds and the thickness of the undermined bed g 
 
With the increase of the ratio of primeval stress pz to the average 
tensile strength Rrs, the range of harmful effects of operation during 
picking up increases. It should be assumed that as the depth H in-
creases, it is expected that the range of damage effects of undermin-
ing exploitation increases. 
The IV. group includes formulas for determining the occurrences 
probability of undermining influences. Medium and strong influ-
ences were distinguished in the group. However, the criteria for qual-
ifying specific consequences of undermining for strong or medium 
influences were not clearly defined. 
Figure 2.6 compares the occurrence probability of undermining 
damage effects determined according to the formulas of Budryk and 
Staroń. The probability of strong damage influences as well as medi-
um and strong influences is determined on the basis of Budryk and 
Bes's formulas. The probability of strong and medium influences is 
determined on the basis of Staroń's formula. 
Comparing relevant characteristics, it can be stated that the prob-
ability values determined on the basis of the Budryk and Bes formula 
are higher than the probability values obtained on the basis of the 
Staroń’s formula. 
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Fig. 2.6. The relationship between the ratio of the safe distance M between the 
beds and the thickness of the pick-up deck g and the probability of influences p 
according to Budryk and Staroń; _ . _ . _ – strong influence (Budryk), _____ - medi-
um and strength influence, _ _ _ - medium and strength influence 
 
3. Examples of calculations 
3.1. Influence of undermining a 40I/D bed by mining the 41J 
bed 
 
For the calculation of the influence of undermining the 41J bed by 
longwall 7-2 on the 40I/D bed, the following constant values were 
determined: 
- bed 41I longwall 7-2, 
- mining depth H=815÷850 m, 
- bed thickness gw=1.5÷2.2 m, 
- height of the mining face g=2.2m, 
- rock loosening coefficient kr=1.23 (for clay and sandy shales af-
ter Fig. 2.2), 
- the smallest assumed distance between the mined and under-
mined bed MH=20 m. 
Received results: 
- required distance between mined and undermined beds: 
  according to Chudek - Olaszowski (Fig. 2.1) M=15 m, 
  according to Staroń (Fig. 2.2) M=13m, 
  according to Staroń (Fig. 2.1) for kr=1.23, ratio M/g=6.45, and 
M=14.2 m; 
- probability of loosening the undermined bed: 
  according to Budryk and Bes (strong influences) p=43%, 
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  according to Budryk and Bes (medium and strong influences) 
p=66%, 
  according to Staroń (medium and strong influences) p=55%. 
Analysis of results 
I. The calculated values of the required minimum distance be-
tween 41J and 40I/D beds are smaller than the actual distance be-
tween both beds. 
II. Comparing the obtained values with the data from observa-
tions carried out in Polish coal mines, it turns out that strong influ-
ences occurred when: 
- the distance between the mined and undermined beds was less 
than five times the thickness of the mined bed, 
- the probability of strong influences using the Budryk method 
was 65% higher, 
- the probability of occurrence of strong and medium influences 
according to Budryk is equal to- or greater than 80%, 
- probability of strong and medium influences according to Staroń 
is greater than 70%. 
The distance between mined and undermined beds is much greater 
than 5 times the thickness of the mined bed (5g=11 m (12.5 m)), e.g. for 
B15E/1983, the distance between the 40I/D and 40I/C beds is about 
36.4 m), and the obtained probability of influences p values are less 
than borderline. Therefore, strong influences should not be expected. 
Average influences observed in coal mines appeared if the dis-
tance between the mined and undermined beds was in the range of 
5÷7 times the thickness of the undermined bed, when: 
- the probability of strong influences according to Budryk is equal 
to 50% to 65%, 
- probability of occurrence of medium and strong influences ac-
cording to Budryk from 70% to 80%, 
- probability of medium and strong influences according to Staroń 
from 60% to 70% (Fig. 3.1). 
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Fig. 3.1. The probability of influence p in the 40I/D bed undermined by 41J bed 
calculated by methods proposed by various authors (Budryk, Bes and Staroń); 
red (3 right bars) indicates the maximum "safe" p-values for the conditions in 
Polish coal mines and for the distance between the mined and undermined bed 
Mminp 5÷7 
 
The obtained probability values of influences p are smaller than 
the allowable ones. Therefore, small, only locally medium influences 
are to be expected, which may cause slight folding of the bed floor 
and its cracking; these changes should not cause difficulties in the 
mining of the 40I/D bed. 
3.2. Influence of undermining a 40I/C by mining the 2nd layer 
of 40I/D bed 
For the calculation of the influence of the mining of the 41J bed 
with the G-B longwall on the 40I/D bed, the following fixed values 
were adopted: 
- bed 40I/D lonwalls G-B, G-D, G-F, G-Fa, 
- mining depth H (see Table 3.1), 
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- thickness of strata gw, 
- height of the longwall face g=3.0 m, 
- loosening coefficient kr=1.23 (for clay and sandy shales accord-
ing to Fig. 2.2), 
- smallest assumed distance between the mined and unmined beds 
MH=18 m. 
 
Tab. 3.1 
Basic data on the mining of the 40I/D bed. 
Bed Longwall 
Mining depth H, m Longwall face height g, m 
min max min max 2nd layer (underfloor) 
40I/D 
G-B 775 835 3.80 5.00 
3.00 
G-D 800 875 4.00 5.20 
G-F 830 890 4.70 5.20 
G-Fa 860 940 4.20 4.60 
 
Received results: 
- required distance between mined 40I/D and undermined 40I/C 
beds: 
- according to Chudek - Olaszowski (Fig. 2.1) M=20m, 
- according to Staroń (Fig. 2.2) M=17.7m, 
- according to Staroń (Fig. 2.1) for kr=1.23, the ratio M/g=6.45, 
and M=19.35m; 
- probability of loosening the undermined bed (Fig. 3.2): 
- according to Budryk and Bes (strong influences) p=57.6%, 
- according to Budryk and Bes (medium and strong influences) 
for the longwall probability p=75.9%, 
- according to Staroń (medium and strong influences) p=67.7%. 
 
Analysis of results 
I. Based on exploratory borehole (e.g. B15E/1983), it was found 
that the distance between 40I/C and 41J/D beds ranges from about 
18.0m to about 21.8m. Calculated values of the required minimum 
distance between 41J and 40I/D beds M is in the lower and middle 
parts of this range. 
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II. Comparing the obtained values with the data from observa-
tions carried out in Polish coal mines, it turns out that strong influ-
ences occurred when: 
- the distance between the mined and undermined beds was less 
than five times the thickness of the mined bed, 
- the probability of strong influences p using the Budryk method 
was 65% higher, 
- the probability of occurrence of strong and medium influences 
p according to Budryk is equal to or greater than 80%, 
- probability of strong and medium influences p according to 
Staroń is greater than 70%. 
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Fig. 3.2. Probability of occurrence of influences p in the 40I/C undermined bed 
by the 2nd layer of 40I/D bed calculated by methods proposed by various authors 
(Budryk, Bes and Staroń); red (3 bars on the right) indicates the maximum safe  
p-values for conditions in Polish mines and for the distance between the mined 
and undermined bed Mminp 5÷7 
The distance between the mined and undermined beds is greater 
than 5 times the thickness of the mined bed (5g=15m), and the ob-
tained probability p values are smaller than the limit values. There-
fore, strong influences should not be expected. 
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Average influences observed in coal mines appeared if the dis-
tance between the mined and undermined beds was within the range 
of 5 to 7 times the thickness of the mined bed, when: 
- the probability p of strong influences according to Budryk is 
equal to 50% to 65%, 
- probability p of occurrence of medium and strong influences ac-
cording to Budryk is 70% to 80%, 
- probability p of medium and strong influences according to 
Staroń is from 60% to 70%. 
The obtained probability values p belong to the central part of the 
border intervals. Therefore, at most average influences should be 
expected. They may cause folding of the 40I/C bed floor and its 
cracking, however, these changes should not cause significant diffi-
culties in the mining the 40I/C bed. 
 
3.3. A short numerical simulation of the influence of under-
mining a higher lying bed 
 
In order to assess phenomenon of influence of undermining the 
bed uplying the bed below it, a simplified numerical rock mass mod-
el 1500m (W) × 300m (Hm) was built. A program FLAC v.5.0 based 
on the finite difference method (Itasca Consulting Groups, US) was 
used. The program has already been described many times. The part 
of rock mass was loaded by applying a vertical stress component z 
equal to 11.0MPa to the upper edge, simulating the rock layers lying 
above. Two coal beds lay at a depth of -660.0m and -687.5m (floor). 
The thickness of both beds was 2.5m. The distance between two beds 
Mv was 25.0m, i.e. 10g. The rock mass was described by Coulomb-
Mohr criterion. Rocks were assigned material properties characteris-
tic of the Carboniferous sedimentary rocks of the Upper Silesian 
Coal Basin. 
Mining with roof layers caving was simulated for mining face 
progress up to 600m. Figures 3.3-3.6 show selected maps of the max-
imum principal stresses 1 (which can be related to vertical stresses 
z, Figures 3.3a and 3.6a) and damage zones in the rock mass (Fig-
ures 3.3b, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6b and c). 
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Fig. 3.3. Distribution of principal stress 1 (a) and damage zones (b) after face pro-
gress of the bed over a length of 50m; zones of plasticity and exceeding the tensile 
strength in Figure b have been marked with the signs ○ and × 
 
 
Fig. 3.4. Local view after face progress of the mined bed a length of 50m; zones of 
plasticity and exceeding of the tensile strength were marked with the signs ○ and × 
 
Limiting the comment to the range of rock mass damage zones 
above the mined bed, it should be stated that after exceeding the face 
progress length of 300 m, the damage zones covered the undermined 
bed. After the finishing of the 600 m mining, the damage zones 
reached 100 m above the mined bed and covered the entire under-
mined bed. 
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Fig. 3.5. Global view after face progress the mined bed over a length of 300m; plac-
es of plasticity and exceeding of the tensile strength were marked with the signs ○ 
and × 
a 
 
b 
 
c 
 
Fig. 3.6. Distribution of principal stresses 1 (a) and damage zones immediately 
after face progress of the mined bed over a length of 600 m (b) and the rock mass in 
equilibrium state (c); places of plasticity and exceeding the tensile strength in Fig-
ures b and c have been marked with the signs ○ and × 
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The numerical model does not take into account the support of 
the filled post-mining void in caving zone- it was not artificially 
filled by adding blocks. 
The obtained simulation results indicate that the extent of the 
damage zone above the mined bed is less directly affected by the 
strength and deformation properties of the rocks, and the process of 
filling the post-mining cavity void influenced critically. 
 
4. Summary and final remarks 
 
Undermining the 40I/D bed by mined the 41J bed should not re-
sult in significant influence on the 40I/D bed. The calculated values 
of the required minimum distance M between the beds (41J and 
40I/D) is smaller than the actual distance between the two beds. Only 
small and locally medium influences may occur which may cause 
slight folding of the bed floor and its cracking; these changes should 
not cause difficulties in the mining the 40I/D bed. 
Undermining the 40I/C bed by a longwall by mining the 2nd layer 
40D/D bed will have some effect on the 40I/C bed. The calculated 
values of the required minimum distance M between the 40I/D and 
40I/C beds is in the range of the actual distance between the two 
beds. The calculated values of the probability p of loosening the un-
dermined bed indicate that there will probably be average influences. 
They may cause folding of the 40I/C bed floor and its cracking, 
however, these changes should not cause significant difficulties in 
the possible mining the 40I/C bed. 
Due to the complexity of the problem of determining influences by 
the mined bed on the undermined bed, it is advisable to more complete-
ly determine the strength properties, including uniaxial tensile strength 
Rr and deformation properties, including Young's modulus E and Pois-
son's ratio  for rocks lying between both beds and making mining 
computer simulation of both beds. 
In turn, the numerical simulation results indicate that the extent of 
the damage zone above the mined bed is less directly affected by the 
strength and deformation properties of the rocks, and the process of 
filling the post-mining cavity void influenced critically. 
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Astract 
A new mathematical model of the pollution-purification process in a river sys-
tem has been developed to calculate changes in the range of quality values (concen-
tration of pollution) of river water, including control of the pollution-purification 
process, with optimal profit for producers, taking into account fines for cleaning and 
maintenance permissible concentrations in the control areas. 
 
Introduction 
Water is one of the most valuable natural resources for human 
life. However, when the needs of mankind for mineral raw materials 
are met, its production leads to the pollution of a considerable 
amount of surface and groundwater. Yes, a significant amount of 
contaminated mine and quarry water is pumped daily during the 
development of ore deposits. At the same time, these waters are used 
to replenish reverse water supply systems of mining and processing 
plants, and their surplus is collected in ponds and storage facilities. 
Tailings come to process waters after the ore is enriched. At the final 
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stage of infiltration and displacement, they fall into groundwater and 
surface water, polluting them, making polluted water unsuitable for 
direct use in the economy. A significant amount of such water enters 
the riverbeds, causing pollution of the ecosystem, which is not 
always capable of self-healing or self-purification. Therefore, solving 
the problems of rational use of water resources in the extraction of 
minerals is an important and relevant scientifically practical task.  
Many scientists have been involved in the processes of self-
purification and dilution of sewage in rivers (in particular the 
dynamics of quality) over a long time [1-14]. Thus, [11] presents a 
mathematical model of the processes of self-purification and 
dilution of wastewater in a branched river system. Here, the object 
of simulation is the water quality indicator (WQI), for example, the 
concentration in the river of pollutants [1 - 12]. It is believed that a 
reduction in the value of WQI should be interpreted as an 
improvement in water quality or vice versa [3]. One of the most 
effective self-purifying processes for reducing WQI is dilution, 
which is to mix river water with polluted water. Usually, river 
water is much larger and is much cleaner than polluted water, 
which is why dilution makes the largest contribution to reducing 
the value of WQI for polluted waters. In order to emphasize the 
presence of other self-purifying processes, besides dilution, the 
term "self-purification and dilution" is often used [15-20]. 
In [18], general approaches to the management of ecological and 
economic systems are formulated. Hierarchical management 
techniques are proposed to enable the top-level entity to achieve the 
system's sustainability requirements. Examples of application of 
these methods in the annual water quality control system are given 
and their comparative analysis is given. But this model is 
homogeneous and a number of important process components remain 
unaccounted for (eg river shape). 
The purpose of this work is to build a new model of the pollution-
purification process in the river for management and decision-
making, which is carried out under optimal profit of mining and 
processing enterprises (taking into account purification penalties) 
and ensuring permissible concentrations at the control sites.  
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General statement of the problem.  Consider such a "traditional" 
formulation of a nonlinear singularly perturbed model problem of the 
pollution-purification process 
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where Gz - curvilinear half-strip (river), bounded by the drainage 
interval   0 *, : , 0L x y x l y l       and "coastal" sections and AB
and CD (see Fig. 1); u=u(x,y,t) - concentration of pollution at a point 
(x,y) in time t,vx,vy - velocity vector components, v k grad 
r
 , 
0divv 
r
,   k a b Q    , D   - diffusion coefficient (– small
parameter),  n n M  – normal, Q - full flow, М - running point of 
the corresponding curve, , ,i i i    - continuous limited functions 
characterizing processes occurring in the coastal zone ( 2 2 0i i   ). 
Here  , , jkx y t   , where jk =
*
jk , if 
  * * 1, , , ;j k kx y Z t t t     jk =
0
jk , if  , ,jx y O  
0 0
1, ;k kt t t    jk =0 - 
in other cases, *jk  - the intensities of industrial pollutants ( jZ  - areas 
of their action, 1,j N , N  - the number of pollutants), 0jk  - the 
intensity of treatment plants (Oj - their areas of action), 
* *
1,k kt t    ,
0 0
1,k kt t   
the    current 
   , , , ,x y x y k      We denote, respectively, by the quasi-
potential, the flow function, and the dummy coefficient "(coefficients 
,a b  characterize its dependence on coastal distances). 
- according to the time intervals of their action. We consider 
in    the    river    to    be    near    perfect.    Through
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Fig. 1. The physical area of the river in question Gz 
 
Fig. 2. Relevant Gz area of complex potential Gw 
 
Since the rational use of natural resources, the introduction of 
new resource-saving technologies requires the transition to 
fundamentally new ecological and economic relations, which are 
based on the balance, proportionality of natural and industrial 
potentials, the environment should be in the system of socio-
economic relations as one of its important elements. It is impossible 
to solve this problem without a comprehensive approach, which 
involves the creation of the concept of management of eco-economic 
systems, which should formulate the main tasks of management, the 
general structure of management systems and principles of their 
organization. Therefore, we complement the “traditionally” problem 
(1) - (2) by mathematically formalizing the control method based on 
the model of river water quality control. 
We will assume that the activity of N pollutants located along the 
river is controlled by the State Environmental Security Authorities 
(SESA). The SESA regulates the quality of water in the river, 
eliminates pollution charges. The main goal of the SESA is to keep 
the river system stable. [12] There are several ways to achieve this. 
Therefore, in addition to the main goal, they are trying to maximize 
the proceeds from the enterprise. 
In [12], the following options for specifying the objective 
function (obtaining the SESA funds) are considered 
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where  * , ,j x y t  і     0 *1 , , , ,j jx y t x y t   - the number of 
contaminants discharged into the river before and after the 
contamination of contaminated water at point (х,у) at time t ; 
 0 , ,j x y t  - part of the pollution that is extracted at the j  enterprise 
in the process of purification of contaminated water (intensity of 
treatment facilities); , ,j j jFS FN FP  - the functions of the pollutant 
payment for the discharge of pollutants within the limits set by the 
standard, as well as for the normative and extracurricular discharges 
respectively, these functions depend on the total amount of pollutants 
discharged into the river after the pollution of the polluted waters, 
incl. of magnitude     0 *1 , , , ,j jx y t x y t  ; , ,j js KN KS  - the 
amount of charge per unit of pollution that is dumped at the pollutant 
at point (х,у) at the time t of discharge within the prescribed limits, 
excess and extracurricular discharges, respectively; 1, 2W W  - norms 
of the legislation for discharge of pollution;   , ,AU c x y t  - a 
function that reflects the material losses of society due to 
contaminated water (the cost of arranging new recreation facilities in 
other regions, the additional costs of river water treatment for 
consumer needs, etc.);  , ,c x y t  - total number of pollutants dumped 
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into the river;  - the time at which the review is under way; wj - 
income tax rate at the mining and j processing plant; Rj(Fj) - profit of 
the mining and j processing plant from the sale of products at the size 
of production funds Fj; VKj(Fj) - costs of basic production, which are 
included in the cost; Hj(Fj) - total wages of basic and environmental 
industries;  * 0,j j jVS    - environmental costs, which depend on the 
volume of pollutants dumped and the degree of contamination of the 
polluted waters; qj - the minimum allowable degree of purification of 
contaminated water at the mining and j processing plant. Functions 
VKj and Hj depend on the volume of production, that is, on the size of 
the production assets. Functions  * 0,j j jVS    reflects the costs j of 
the enterprise to clean up contaminated water. In this paper it is 
assumed that the following relations are fulfilled 
      ; ;j j j j j jVK F H F R F const        * 0 * 0,j j j j p jVS U    , 
where  0p jU   - are the cost functions of the mining j and processing 
plant to clean up the unit of pollutants discharged into the stream. 
The purpose of the enterprise is to maximize the profit received 
during the production activity 
           * 0 0
0
1 , maxj j j j j j j j j j j j jJ w R F VK F VS FN FP FS dt  

         (4) 
The optimization problems in (3) and (4) in [12] are solved under 
the following constraints 
 0 , , 1 , 0j jq x y t t       , max0 ,jKN KN  0 ,t   max0 ,jKS KS    
where is the value of magnitude KSmax і KNmax given; 0<<1 - steel, 
which is determined by technological possibilities of water pollution 
at enterprises. The requirements of sustainable development of an 
ecological and economic system, which includes the flow, consists of 
the need to fulfill the following inequalities  
  max0 , , ,c x y t с  0 ,t  
* 0
max0
1
, 0 ,
j j
j
Q t
Q
   
     
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(j=1,2,...N, 0
iQ  - water consumption at j mining and processing plant; 
cmax, Qmax - given), which are related to state standards for annual 
water quality and pollution. 
One of the possible ways to set the objective function in the 
simplified form is as follows 
* 0 max,q p        (5) 
where *,(0) - intensity of industrial pollutants (treatment plants), 
q,(p) - unit price of pollution (treatment). One of the "limiting" 
conditions when solving problem (1)-(5) is the following inequalities 
 * 0, , крc t c  ,    
 
* 0 1, , , ,
S
c t c x y t dxdy
S
   ; (6) 
*0        , 00        ,  (7) 
where (S) - the control area (territory), S - its area, ckp - the set 
(critical) value of the concentration of pollution, , , ,     – the 
positive real numbers are given. 
The solution of problem (1)-(2) is found by introducing a quasi-
harmonic function =(x,y), complex conjugate to =(x,y), and by 
replacing the last two boundary conditions (2) with the following 
conditions: BC=Q, AD=0, (Q - unknown parameter), replace this 
task with a more general conformal mapping task 
w=w(z)=(x,y)+i(x,y) physical area Gz to the rectangle (area of 
complex potential)  : , 0wG w Q         (see Fig. 2, we 
assume that the areas of contamination and cleanup of the area Gz are 
bounded equipotential lines of flow, hence their corresponding 
images in Gw are rectangles). Assuming that problem (1)-(2), by 
quasiconformal mapping z wG Ga  (or zwG Ga ) is decoupled, we 
replace the variables  ,x x   ,  ,y y    in equation (1) and 
conditions (2) and we arrive at the corresponding “diffusion 
problem” for the domain Gw 
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where       , , , , , ,c t u x y t      ,  
      , , , , , ,t x y t       , 
           , , , , , , , , , , , ,D t c D x y t u x y t          . 
The exact solution to this problem O(n+1) is sought in the 
following asymptotic series [17-19] 
         
   
1 1
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1 0 0
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n n n
i i i
i i i
i i i
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i
i
i
c t c t c t S t P t
P t R t
            
     
 
  


    
 
  

 (10) 
where R - residual term,  , ,ic t   ( 0,i n ) - members of the 
regular part of the asymptotics,  , ,iS t   ( 0,i n ) - are the 
boundary-type functions in the neighborhood =* (corrections at 
the outlet of the filtration flow from this layer Gz), Pi(,,t), 
 , ,iP t   ( 0,i n ) - boundary-type functions in the vicinity, 
respectively 0  , Q   (as amended on flow lines BC and AD), 
1( )       , 1/ 2( )Q     , 1/ 2      – relevant regulatory 
transformations (stretch variables), *,* - upstream (downstream) 
potentials, above sea level. 
These functions are similar to [13-17] as a result of substitution 
(10) in (1)-(2), the application of the procedure of equalization of 
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coefficients at equal degrees , and the solution of the corresponding 
"split" problems. In particular 
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where 1,i n ,    
*
2, ,f v s ds


   % %  - is the time of passage of the 
selected particle along the flow line   % from the equipotential 
line s=* to the equipotential line s=, f-1, - the function is inverted to 
the function  f- with respect to the variable . 
Further, according to (6), we find  * 0, ,c t    and, for example, 
search the coefficients *,0 so that under conditions (6)-(7) the 
objective function Ö  takes the maximum value. 
Results of numerical calculations. Consider the case where the 
river is straight and neglect the diffusion and coastal components of 
the process, namely, we assume that  : 1 0; 0zG z y x       , 
0  , 0i i i     , the process is stationary, 
   
 
  
, , ,
, , , , ,
0, , , ,
x a a
x y t g x x b b
x a a b b
 

        

    

   
where respectively  ,a a  - the source area of contamination, ,b b    - 
the treatment area, ,d d    - the control (operational) zone (see Fig. 3).  
 
Fig. 3. River bed with appropriate areas of pollution, treatment and control 
It's easy to see that  
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Figure 4 schematically depicts a corresponding graph of 
concentration distribution along the river. 
By specifying a target function, for example, in the form 
q p       , , ,         , and considering that 
    1 cra a b b c
v
      (or cr
vcb b
a a a a
 

 
 
), easily find the 
right optimal plan.  
 
Fig. 4. Stationary concentration distribution in the pollutant-purifier-control 
system 
 
Consider now a non-stationary process where the sources of 
contamination and purification (see previous example) only operate 
at intervals  ,t nt t nt    and ** ,t n t t n t      respectively, where 
n Z , t - period. Here      **, , ,g x t g x t g x t   , where  
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For convenience, we will consider a simpler case when n=0,  
* *
* *
a a a a b b b b
v
t t t t t t t t
 
     
 
,  
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 2a a b b b a d d d b         . 
The solution of such a problem (as a characteristic of the 
interaction of sources of contamination and purification and the 
speed of convective transfer of particles) at certain points of time 
will be represented as follows: c=(x,t)=0 if 0 ,x a t      and 
at a x a  , 0 t t  ;    , ,c x t x a
v

   if a x a  , 
   , ,c x t a a
v

   if a x b  ,  , 0,c x t   if x b ; 
   *, ,c x t x a
v

   if a x b  ,       *
1
, ,c x t b a x b
v
      if 
b x b  ;    *, ,c x t x b
v

 
 
if b x b  ,  *,c x t       1 b b x b
v
      , 
if ,b x d    *, 0,c x t   if    0, ,x a b   , 
 * * 3 2t t t t t t     . Figure 5 shows the distribution of pollutants 
in the river at the time of the end of the purification process (t=t*).  
 
Fig. 5. Distribution of pollution concentration at time t=t* 
 
 
Fig. 6. Distribution of pollution concentration at time  * 2t t t t    
Similar to the previous example, we find the optimal values a 
target function that allows you to control the process. Obviously, a 
"shaded" portion of contamination at time  * 2t t t t    "Stay" in 
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the control territory ,d d    (see Fig. 6). However, different limiting 
inequalities are possible: the maximum value of the concentration s 
should not exceed the specified critical value  
1
крc  
(       1 b b d b
v
       
1
крc ); average concentration in the 
control area at time  * 2t t t t    should not exceed its critical 
value,  
1
крc  ect. 
 
Conclusions 
 
Since conducting full-scale experimental studies is cumbersome 
and resource-intensive, mathematical modeling makes it possible to 
predict the impact of pollutants on the river system and to 
scientifically calculate and prevent pollution of rivers near 
settlements. 
A new model of the pollution-treatment process in the river has 
been built to manage and make decisions based on optimal profit 
margins for producers (taking into account cleaning penalties), as 
well as ensuring acceptable concentrations of contamination at 
control sites; determine the time between the discharge of pollutants 
into the river and the beginning of the treatment process, the distance 
between contamination, treatment and control areas. 
In the future, it is planned to apply this technique when solving 
the corresponding "diffusion perturbed" problems, as well as 
problems with specific boundary conditions. 
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Abstract 
Bioflotation of sulfide minerals is being developed recently at laboratory scale. 
Different bacterial cells, cell parts and microbial metabolites have been successfully 
used as reagents (mainly biodepressants and biosurfactants) to separate by flotation 
pyrite, sphalerite, galena, chalcopyrite, arsenopyrite, molybdenite, pyrrhotite, etc. 
from mixtures of those minerals or from gangue minerals, such as quartz or calcite.  
Influence of conditions for microorganisms’ cultivation and of operating param-
eters (such as pulp density, pH and temperature, concentration of bioreagents and 
their nature, addition to the system of typical flotation reagents, such as xanthate or 
activators) has been widely studied. Changes in the system ''miner-
al(s)/microorganism cells (cell parts or metabolites)'' have been investigated by vari-
ous methods, such as contact angle, electro-kinetic and zeta-potential measurements, 
Scanning Electron Microscopy/Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) 
and Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, sodium dodecyl sulfate - poly-
acrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), etc. Different mechanisms of microbi-
al action leading to minerals' surface biomodification have been raised, such as mi-
crobial cells attachment, occurrence of oxidation-reduction reactions on the interface 
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''mineral/microorganisms'', adsorption and/or chemical reactions with microbial 
metabolite products. This paper briefly presents and discusses the above-mentioned 
issues.  
Keywords: bioflotation, sulfide minerals, depression, activation 
 
Introduction 
Our society needs base metals for its sustainable development and 
this need will increase in the future. At the same time the rich ores 
deposits are practically depleted and the result is the need to process 
more and more low-grade ores. Economical extraction of valuable 
metals from such ores demands selective separation of minerals. 
Flotation is widely applied for minerals separation. The process 
uses modifiers, collectors and depressants that modify the mineral 
surface properties, as well as frothers and dispersants to increase the 
flotation froth stability. Potassium and / or sodium cyanide is the 
most often used depressant for pyrite in complex sulfide mineral 
flotation systems. Cyanide is toxic and environmental regulations are 
stringent for final disposal of cyanide bearing effluents and waste. 
The other widely used depressant, namely sodium sulfide, also raises 
environmental concerns. Lime is typically used as a modifier to 
increase the pH to alkaline levels thus depressing pyrite.  
Generally, the flotation selection of lower grade ores requires in-
creased amount of reagents. This, besides related to the price of rea-
gents and environment concerns, can lead to other negative economic 
results, such as depression of precious metals (gold, silver) that are 
lost with the gangue material. When lime is applied as pH modifier 
and the process is carried out with sea water, excess lime has to be 
used, due to the sea water buffering properties. In addition, the 
Ca(OH)+ species that present at pH above 8, in combination with 
magnesium hydroxide species from sea water can readily adsorb 
onto the valuable mineral surface, such as molybdenite, considerably 
reducing its flotability [1].  
The increased need of reagents, combined with the fact that some 
of them are not environmentally friendly and that a number of them 
lead to loss of valuable metals, means that the process is going to 
become increasingly unsustainable as ores become poorer. All men-
tioned facts lead to a necessity to develop alternative reagents.  
Bioreagents possess the potential to mitigate the toxicity issues as 
they are generally easier to remediate, more biodegradable and as a 
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whole easier and at their mature technological development stage 
even cheaper to be produced than synthetic chemicals. 
Bioflotation practically appeared in the eighties of the previous 
century as an answer of the above described problems. It is virtually 
very new branch, compared to over 150 years use of flotation. The 
bioflotation may be defined as process in which whole 
microorganisms or their parts or metabolites act as reagents 
(collectors, modifiers or surfactants) to facilitate the selective 
separation of minerals in an environmentally friendly manner [2-4].  
Systematic studies on the bioflotation of sulfide ores practically 
began in the nineties of the previous century. Bacterial cells 
belonging to genera Acidithiobacillus, Leptospirillum, Bacillus, 
Mycobacterium, Staphylococcus, etc., and their metabolites such as 
extracellular polymeric substances (EPS), bio-surfactants, and 
nucleic acid have been used as reagents in the mineral flotation 
process [5].  
The aim of this paper is to present the recent developments in the 
bioflotation of sulfide ores of base metals. Good examples of the use 
of whole cells or microbial metabolites are given. Mechanisms un-
derpinning the good results of bioflotation are briefly discussed.  
Use of whole cells as flotation reagents 
Initial bioflotation investigations tested the bacterium 
Thiobacillus ferrooxidans (T. ferrooxidans) as a means for pyrite 
depression in the desulphurisation of coal [6]. 
Later it has been found that T. ferrooxidans sets off surface modi-
fication of sulfide minerals to enhance their hydrophilicity or hydro-
phobicity for the flotation of sphalerite and galena [7]. Higher bacte-
rial growth was observed in the sphalerite suspension than in the ga-
lena suspension. It was found that the variables influencing the sur-
face modification (and, thus, flotation response of the minerals) 
comprise the cell concentration used for bacterial conditioning, the 
period of biotreatment and the pulp density. Cell protein estimations 
suggested that more cells were attached on galena than on sphalerite. 
Flotation enhancement of galena obtained through sulfuric acid 
treatment was retarded by biotreatment at all cell concentrations. 
During the conditioning with sulfuric acid solution elemental sulfur 
is generated 
ZnS -  Zn2+ + S + 2e- 
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PbS - Pb2+ + S + 2e.- 
It renders the mineral surfaces hydrphobic and hence increases 
their flotability. T. ferrooxidans is known to oxidize such elemental 
sulfur to form sulfate. At the pH of 2, the zinc sulfate formed on 
sphalerite surface is soluble, while lead sulfate formed on galena sur-
face is insoluble. Availability of oxidized insoluble products on the 
surface of the sulfide mineral impedes the action of the collector 
leading to considerably decreased flotation recovery of galena ob-
served after the biopretreatment. Such a decrease occurred for sphal-
erite only at cell concentrations enough high for bacterial attachment 
to the mineral surface, leading for a possibility for a differential 
flotation of sphalerite and galena [8]. 
Further, attempts were made to use T. ferrooxidans as pyrite de-
pressant in sulfides ores flotation [9]. Bioconditioning of pyrite with 
T. ferrooxidans produced significant modification of the mineral 
surface. The flotability of pyrite was considerably reduced, 
depending on the bacterium concentration, conditioning pH, and the 
composition of the culture medium in which the bacterium was culti-
vated. Decrease in the pyrite floatability was attributed to the 
adhesion of T. ferrooxidans on its surface thus rendering the mineral 
hydrophilic and finally resulting in its depression, hydrophobic sulfur 
oxidation, and the formation of jarosite on the surface of pyrite.  
Additional studies on mineral surfaces characterization using 
zeta-potential, contact angle, FTIR and FT-Raman spectrometry 
showed that a monolayer was formed on the pyrite and chalcopyrite 
surface in the presence of T. ferrooxidans [10]. The T. ferrooxidans 
adsorption began on pyrite at a much lower equilibrium cell popula-
tion than on chalcopyrite. In the presence of T. ferrooxidans cells, the 
xanthate flotation of pyrite was completely depressed, whereas chal-
copyrite flotation was unaffected, thus suggesting that chalcopyrite 
could be selectively floated from pyrite, at a neutral pH region, in the 
presence of T. ferrooxidans cells. 
Nagaoka and co-authors studied the flotability of 5 sulfide 
minerals (pyrite, chalcocite, molybdenite, millerite and galena) upon 
addition of T. ferrooxidans [11]. They found that the flotability of 
pyrite was significantly depressed to less than 20%, while the 
addition of the bacterium had little or no effect on the flotabilities of 
the other minerals, even when they were present in relatively large 
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amounts. Their flotabilities remained in the range of 70 - 94%. Due 
to pyrite depression 84-95% of pyrite was removed from mineral 
mixtures, while 73-100% of non-pyrite sulfide minerals were 
recovered. The inhibition of pyrite flotability was assigned to 
bacterial attachment to its surface. The number of cells adhering to 
pyrite was significantly larger than the number adhering to other 
minerals.  
The effect of T. ferrooxidans on the froth flotation of Iranian 
Sarcheshmeh copper ore was studied [12]. Pure strains of T. 
ferrooxidans were used to cause surface chemical changes in pyrite 
and chalcopyrite, and thus impact their flotation behavior. Pyrite was 
depressed in the presence of T. ferrooxidans - the recovery of was 
50% lower than in the absence of any bacteria, and xanthate as 
collector. The flotability of chalcopyrite and other sulfide minerals 
were unaffected at natural pH.  
The heterotrophic Paenibacillus polymyxa (P. polymyxa) bacteria 
was also studied in the sulfide minerals flotation [13]. A pure strain 
of P. polymyxa and mineral-adapted strains were used to cause sur-
face chemical changes on pyrite and chalcopyrite. The adaptation 
was achieved by a repeated subculturing of P. polymyxa, carried out 
in the presence of pyrite and chalcopyrite until their growth charac-
teristics became alike to the growth at the nonexistence of mineral. 
The results from Hallimond tube flotation with xanthate applied as 
collector reviled that pyrite was depressed when the tests were car-
ried out after interaction with chalcopyrite-adapted P. polymyxa. 
Chalcopyrite was not depressed. 
In further studies P. polymyxa was adapted also to galena and 
sphalerite. It was found that for the all mentioned minerals the min-
eral-adapted cells became more hydrophilic as compared to una-
dapted cells [14].  
Santhiya and coauthors [15,16] studied the influence of cells of 
Bacillus polymyxa (B. polymyxa) on sphalerite and galena flotation. 
Flotation tests showed that galena was nearly entirely depressed after 
interaction with the cells both in the absence and in the presence of 
the collector. When collector and activator were added to sphalerite, 
which was initially interacted with the cells, its floatability was re-
stored at and beyond pH 8.5. The selective flotation tests carried out 
with a synthetic mixture of galena and sphalerite confirmed that 
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sphalerite could be preferentially floated in presence of galena, the 
latter being depressed by the bacterial cells. Selective flocculation 
tests demonstrated that galena could be flocculated from sphalerite, 
which was dispersed in the presence of cells of B. polymyxa at pH 9–
9.5. Adsorption experiments and FTIR spectroscopic data showed 
that a higher amount of the B. polymyxa cells was adsorbed onto ga-
lena compared to sphalerite. The adsorption density of the cells onto 
galena was practically independent of pH while that onto sphalerite 
was found to constantly decrease with increasing pH. Additionally, 
bio-dissolution studies carried out exposed the release of lead/zinc 
species from galena/sphalerite, correspondingly. The biosorption 
experiments proved interaction of cells of B. polymyxa with those 
metal ions. The highest amount of exopolysaccharides was found in 
the cells that had interacted with galena, while the cells that had in-
teracted with sphalerite possessed the least. The cells interacted with 
sphalerite possessed the highest amount of protein while the cells 
interacted with galena possessed the lowest amount. The adsorption 
of xanthate onto galena was decreased in the presence of the cells 
whereas the xanthate adsorption on activated sphalerite was un-
changed in the pH range 9-11. The cell surface hydrophobicity tests 
confirmed that the cells that interacted with sphalerite were more 
hydrophobic compared to the cells that interacted with galena. The 
elevated exopolysaccharides and lesser protein contents together 
with the hydrophilic nature of the cells interacted with galena were 
considered as the main factors causing the selective flocculation and 
depression of galena. The higher floatability and dispersion of sphal-
erite-interacted cells were assigned to the higher amount of protein 
and lower exopolysaccharides contents leading to bigger hydropho-
bicity. 
Interaction with B. polymyxa was also successfully applied for se-
lective separation of pyrite and galena from mixture of the two min-
erals [17].  
Chemical changes on galena and sphalerite surfaces before and 
after interaction with Thiobacillus thiooxidans (T. thiooxidans) were 
studied [18]. The adsorption density of bacterial cells onto the two 
minerals was found to be independent of pH. FTIR studies showed 
that adsorption was due to hydrogen bonding between minerals and 
microbial cells. Higher number of cells was adsorbed onto galena 
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compared to sphalerite, causing galena depression. The sphalerite 
was made hydrophobic after interaction with the cells. Thus selective 
flotation and flocculation was realized leading to separation of gale-
na from sphalerite after bacterial interaction.  
Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans (A. ferrooxidans) (formerly known 
as T. thiooxidans) was studied for its ability to ensure selective sepa-
ration of pyrite from other associated ferrous sulfides [19]. It was 
found that due to the interaction with bacterial cells, pyrite was de-
pressed even in the presence of collector (potassium isopropyl xan-
thate - PIPX) while chalcopyrite showed significant flotability. The 
separation achieved was significant both at acidic and alkaline pH. 
This selectivity was observed when the minerals were interacted with 
both bacterial cells and collector simultaneously. It was found that 
the initial interaction with collector followed by conditioning with 
cells improved the flotation of chalcopyrite [20]. Thus, with this 
sequence of interactions the pyrite recovery was considerably de-
creased while the recovery of chalcopyrite was above 80%. The 
bacterial cells were able to effectively depress collector interacted 
pyrite even when the minerals were conditioned together. 
A. ferrooxidans was studied also for its ability to ensure effective 
separation of arsenopyrite from pyrite [21]. It was found that the ad-
hesion of the bacterium to the surface of arsenopyrite was very slow 
compared to that to pyrite, causing a difference in surface modifica-
tion of the minerals after their interaction with cells. A. ferrooxidans 
cells were able to efficiently depress pyrite flotation in presence of 
collectors, such as PIPX and potassium amyl xanthate. It was found 
that the flotability of arsenopyrite after conditioning with the cells 
was not significantly affected and the mineral rendered its good flo-
tability in the presence of the same collectors. The activation of py-
rite by copper sulfate was decreased when the minerals were condi-
tioned together, while the copper activated arsenopyrite was able to 
retain its hydrophobicity in presence of cells due to poor attachment 
kinetics of cells to the mineral surface, thus resulting in better selec-
tivity. 
Further studies of the same authors included chalcopyrite [22]. It 
was found that the collector was able to render good flotability to 
chalcopyrite even after interaction with bacterial cells. Thus, by con-
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ditioning with the cells and collector prior to flotation, it was possi-
ble to successfully depress pyrite from chalcopyrite and arsenopyrite.  
Use of A. ferrooxidans instead of NaCN as depressant in the flo-
tation of lean lead-zinc ore, bearing pyrite in high amounts, was stud-
ied [23]. A. ferrooxidans adapted to ore were used. The results 
showed that pyrite was significantly depressed in both galena and 
sphalerite concentrates, using A. ferrooxidans as depressant.  
Completely new research shows that bacterium A. ferrooxidans 
can be used to depress pyrite in seawater flotation of copper sulfide 
at natural pH [24]. It has been found that biodepression of pyrite was 
improved by increasing the pH from 4 to 8, with a decrease in 
recovery from 92% to 36%. The improved depression is assigned to 
the increased density of bacteria attached on pyrite, from 2.58×108 
bacteria/g to 1.99×109 bacteria/g at pH 4 and 8, respectively. It has 
been found that the collector produces a smaller increase in the 
hydrophobicity (contact angle) of pyrite when the mineral is 
preconditioned with A. ferrooxidans than when it is used alone in 
seawater. This implies that the bacteria prevent the action of the 
collector. The increased consumption of lime when seawater is used 
in flotation is avoided. 
Leptospirillum ferrooxidans (L. ferrooxidans) is another studied 
microorganism [25]. The adhesion of L. ferrooxidans cells on pyrite 
and chalcopyrite minerals was studied by using adsorption, zeta-
potential and diffuse reflectance FTIR measurements. The FTIR 
spectra of minerals treated with bacterial cells showed the presence 
of all the cell functional groups thus proving cells adsorption. The 
bacterial cells adsorption on chalcopyrite was higher compared with 
pyrite, which was in agreement with their greater depression effect 
on chalcopyrite flotation and pronounced flocculation behaviour in 
comparison with pyrite. The higher affinity of L. ferrooxidans to 
chalcopyrite was assigned to mineral's higher surface defects and 
consequently higher accessibility of iron available on mineral's 
surface as an energy source for the bacteria. Hallimond tube flotation 
tests, carried out under previously established optimum conditions 
showed that the flotation recoveries of both minerals were decreased 
in the presence of cells but the depression of chalcopyrite was much 
higher than that of pyrite. The depression of minerals was found to 
depend on cell concentration. At significantly higher L. ferrooxidans 
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concentration chalcopyrite showed floatability under the same 
conditions. 
The behaviour of chalcopyrite and pyrrhotite in microflotation 
tests was studied using pure minerals and mixtures in the presence of 
L. ferrooxidans [26]. The results indicated that for chalcopyrite, the 
flotation rate significantly increased in the presence of bacteria in the 
first 10 min and use of thionocarbamate as collector. 
B. subtilis was used for selective separation of galena and 
sphalerite [27]. The experiments showed that sphalerite can be 
preferentially (with a high selectivity index) floated from galena in 
the presence of the insoluble fraction of lysed B. subtilis cells 
initially adapted to sphalerite. Thermolysed sphalerite adapted cells 
showed enhanced selective recovery of sphalerite when compared to 
the intact sphalerite adapted cells.  
Bacillus pumilus SKC-2 and Alicyclobacillus ferrooxydans 
SKC/SAA- 2, capable to produce biosurfactants and oxidize iron and 
sulfur, were studied with respect to their ability to act as bio-collector 
or depressant in sulfide bioflotation processes [3]. It was found that 
both bacteria strains were able to change the surface chemical 
properties of pyrite due to biosurfactant production and their 
adhesion on the pyrite surface. It was established that due to their 
capability of oxidizing iron and sulfur, the bacteria were also usable 
as depressants. SEM-EDS and FTIR data also proved the ability of 
the studied bacterial strains to change the pyrite surface properties to 
more hydrophilic or more hydrophobic in dependence of time of 
incubation.  
Very recently halophilic bacteria have been studied as potential 
pyrite bio-depressants in Cu-Mo bioflotation [28]. Halophilic 
bacteria are a group of bacteria adapted to grow well at high salt 
concentrations (sea water), which are usually detrimental to the 
growth of bacteria. Halophilic bacteria are also known to produce 
EPS. Such bacteria are assumed to be beneficial if can be used in 
flotation processes in regions where sea water is applied in flotation. 
Microflotation experiments (using a Hallimond tube) have been car-
ried out with pyrite and chalcopyrite with sodium isopropyl xanthate 
as collector and bacterial cells as depressant of pyrite as substitute 
for lime. Biodepression of pyrite is observed therefore at the natural 
pH of sea water (8.00-8.22) when Halomonas boliviensis, 
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Halobacillus sp. and Halomonas sp. were used (from around 68% to 
below 10% depending on the bacterium used.) It was supposed that 
the mechanism of adhesion to pyrite by halophilic bacteria was 
hydrophobic in nature (i.e. hydrophobic extracellular moieties 
interact with mineral's surface and depress it). Chalcopyrite flotation 
was unaffected under the same conditions as the pyrite flotation and 
in fact, it was enhanced by Halobacillus sp. 
 
Use of microorganism metabolites as flotation reagents 
The idea to use not only whole microbial cells in mineral 
separation but also to gain knowledge about the impact of specific 
bacterial metabolic products become essential in the beginning of our 
century. This was evoked by the need to understand the role of extra 
cellular polysaccharides and proteins in regulating microorganisms' 
attachment to minerals.  
In one of the pioneering works the interaction of galena and 
sphalerite minerals with the metabolite obtained from B. polymyxa 
has been studied [29]. The carbohydrate component of the metabolite 
showed the highest adsorption on sphalerite at pH 6-7. For galena the 
adsorbed quantity increased with pH increase. The adsorbed amount 
of the bacterial protein on both minerals was reduced with pH 
increase. It was found that the adsorption affinity of carbohydrate 
and protein was higher for galena compared to sphalerite. 
Bioflotation tests exhibited selective depression of galena from its 
mixture with sphalerite. Entire depression of galena was observed in 
the pH range 3-11, in the absence or presence of PIPX, following 
conditioning for 15 min with B. polymyxa metabolite. Sphalerite was 
selectively floated at 3.3 (the natural pH of the metabolite) without 
application of any collector or activator. Sphalerite was floated in the 
pH range of 5-10.5 in the presence of CuSO4, PIPX and metabolite. 
Bioflocculation studies showed that under appropriate conditions 
galena was selectively flocculated from sphalerite. Co-precipitation 
tests confirmed complexation of lead and zinc species with the 
metabolic products that present in the bulk solution. 
B. polymyxa was also studied as a reagent in selective separation 
of pyrite from quartz and calcite via microbiologically induced 
flotation and flocculation [30]. It was shown that pyrite can be 
separated from quartz and calcite through either selective 
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flocculation or flotation after interaction with cells of B. polymyxa or 
bioproteins separated from the bacterial metabolite. This was due to 
the fact that cells of B. polymyxa exhibited higher affinity towards 
pyrite compared to quartz and calcite and the bacterial cell 
adsorption onto minerals followed the order pyrite>calcite>quartz. 
This phenomenon lead to the same order of the minerals' settling 
after the interaction with bacteria. Similar behavior was observed 
also with extracellular bacterial proteins. The study showed that 
through flotation pyrite could be efficiently separated from quartz 
after interaction with bacterial cells or extracellular bacterial protein. 
The efficiency of selective separation was increased by addition of 
small amount of amine collector to enhance the recovery of quartz. 
The same authors used successfully cells and metabolic products 
of B. polymyxa in flocculation and flotation to remove chalcopyrite 
from quartz and calcite [31]. The adsorption studies showed that the 
cells of B. polymyxa exhibited higher affinity towards chalcopyrite 
and their adsorption density onto this mineral was the highest when 
compared to quartz and calcite. Extracellular bacterial protein and 
extracellular bacterial polysaccharides were isolated and their effects 
on minerals were studied through flocculation and flotation. 
Selective separation of chalcopyrite from quartz and calcite was real-
ized through interaction with whole cells, as well as with 
extracellular protein. The protein flocculated chalcopyrite thus facili-
tating its settling and dispersed quartz thus decreasing its settling 
rate. It was found that chalcopyrite could be efficiently separated 
through flotation from quartz, after interaction with bacterial cells or 
extracellular bacterial protein. Further increase in the efficiency of 
selective separation was achieved by addition of small amount of 
amine collector to enhance the quartz recovery. The studies revealed 
that through microbially induced flocculation and flotation, both 
pyrite and chalcopyrite could be removed from oxide gangue 
minerals, like silicates and calcite, leading to their desulphurisation 
and consequently - environmental protection. 
Cells of P. polymyxa and their metabolite products were also suc-
cessfully utilized to separate selectively sphalerite from pyrite, 
through bio-flocculation and flotation [32]. It was suggested that the 
effective separation was due to significantly higher adsorption of 
cells of P. polymyxa onto pyrite compared to sphalerite - the phe-
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nomenon observed beyond neutral pH range. Pyrite surface became 
more hydrophilic upon interaction with bacterial cells whereas 
sphalerite surfaces became hydrophobic at near neutral pH 
conditions. In addition, flocculation of pyrite and enhanced 
dispersion of sphalerite were observed in the pH range of 8–9 after 
interaction with either bacterial cells or extracellular bioproteins. All 
those phenomena facilitated the flotation selection with xanthate. 
The same research group studied the affinity of different purified 
protein fractions of extracellular bacterial protein (EBP), isolated 
from P. polymyxa, to quartz, pyrite, chalcopyrite, sphalerite and 
galena [33]. EBP derived from P. polymyxa consisted of various 
kinds of amino acids (protein groups). Different protein fractions 
were separated from the EBP and characterized through controlled 
ammonium sulfate precipitation and SDS-PAGE. The obtained 
protein fractions exhibited varying adsorption capacity towards 
quartz, pyrite, chalcopyrite, galena and sphalerite. When bacterial 
cells were grown in the presence of the different minerals, mineral-
specific proteins were squeezed. Protein fractions possessing 
significant affinity towards surfaces of different minerals were 
isolated and tested. Appropriate use of fractionated protein groups 
made pyrite and chalcopyrite hydrophilic while quartz, sphalerite and 
galena exhibited enhanced surface hydrophobicity after biotreatment. 
In a similar way protein preconditioning led to selective flocculation 
of pyrite and chalcopyrite, while galena, sphalerite and quartz were 
dispersed. Consequently, sphalerite, galena and quartz could be 
selectively separated from pyrite and chalcopyrite through prior 
interaction with bacterial proteins. 
The above-described studies were limited mainly to use of pure 
cultures in microflotation tests. Govender and coauthors presented 
the first study demonstrating on a laboratory scale the potential use 
of free EPS, extracted from mixed bioleaching microbial consortia, 
as a viable flotation agent for bioflotation of sulphide minerals [34]. 
Analyses of the EPS extracted from different bioleach systems 
(operating at temperatures between 35 and 70 C and using pyrite, 
sphalerite and chalcopyrite) showed that the EPS were composed 
mainly of carbohydrates, proteins and uronic acids. The EPS influ-
ence on the flotability of chalcopyrite was determined. The results 
from the micro-flotation tests indicated that free EPS were more 
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efficient as a flotation agent than the cells with bound EPS. Tests 
using free EPS achieved a chalcopyrite recovery of 77% when 
chalcopyrite was floated alone and 70% during the flotation of a 
mixture of pure chalcopyrite and pure pyrite, while the recovery was 
32% when only sodium isobutyl xanthate was used. The results 
obtained suggested that free EPS, extracted from mixed bioleaching 
microbial consortia, can be used as flotation agent during bioflotation 
of sulphide minerals.  
A selective flotation of sphalerite from a sphalerite-galena mineral 
mixture has been realized using the cellular components of Bacillus 
circulans [35]. Some bacterial species are able to secrete nucleic acids 
onto their cell surface. This double stranded DNA (dsDNA) has been 
designated as extracellular DNA to distinguish it from genomic DNA that 
is intracellular. Thermolysed genomic DNA is designated as single-
stranded DNA (ssDNA). Experiments showed that flotation recovery of 
sphalerite over 80 % could be achieved by using ssDNA as a bio-collector 
in an anionic buffer. However, when pure ssDNA is used in the flotation 
of sphalerite from a sphalerite-galena mixture, the flotation recovery was 
reduced significantly compared to that of sphalerite alone. Even an 
addition of several fold excess of ssDNA did not enhance the flotation, 
possibly due to the preferential adsorption of ssDNA on galena than on 
sphalerite. However, it was found that in the presence of a large excess of 
other polyanionic species in the thermolysed cell-free supernatant (which 
consists of all the cellular non-DNA components), ssDNA was left free to 
bind with sphalerite and facilitate its flotation, while the non-DNA 
components (teichoic acids and polysaccharides) preferentially bound 
with galena. Polysaccharides have been found to possess a depressing 
action in the sulfide minerals flotation. The studies pointed out that the 
ratio of the bio-depressant and bio-collector likely regulated the flotation 
recoveries of sphalerite from the mixture of minerals. 
A selective separation of sphalerite from a mixture sphalerite/ 
galena was realized by applying cells and extracellular secretions of 
Bacillus megaterium (B. megaterium ) after the microorganism 
adaptation to these minerals [36]. The highest flotation recovery of 
sphalerite (with a selectivity index (SI) of 24.5) was achieved at us-
ing the extracellular secretions acquired after thermolysis of bacterial 
cells adapted to sphalerite. The amount of extracellular proteins 
secreted by sphalerite-adapted cells was bigger than that of galena-
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adapted or unadapted cells. The hydrophobic proteins present in the 
soluble fraction of the thermolysed sphalerite-adapted cells facilitat-
ed the flotation selectivity of sphalerite. It was found that the protein 
profile for the unadapted and mineral-adapted cells differred 
distinctly leading to variation in the yield and nature of EPS. The 
changes induced in the bacterial cell wall components after 
adaptation to sphalerite or galena with respect to the contents of 
phosphate, uronic acid and acetylated sugars were quantified. The 
role of the dissolved metal ions from the minerals as well as that of 
the constituents of extracellular secretions (such as phosphate, e-
DNA, and surface proteins) in modulating the surface charge of the 
bacterial cells and of the minerals under study was confirmed by ap-
plying different enzymatic analyses. It was discovered that zinc was 
mainly bioaccumulated, while lead was mainly biosorbed onto the 
bacterial cells. The sphalerite-adapted cells showed an increase in the 
phosphate content, while the glucosamine content was increased 
after adaptation to galena. The availability of additional molecular 
weight protein fractions as well as the higher amount of extracellular 
proteins and phosphate content, secreted after adaptation to 
sphalerite, compared to galena, facilitated the selective separation of 
sphalerite from galena.  
The same authors studied also the role of extracellular 
constituents of B. megaterium as flotation biocollector in sulphide 
minerals separation [37]. Experiments on the flotation of the 
individual minerals showed that sphalerite was preferentially floated 
compared to galena. A SI of 11.7 was attained in the presence of the 
soluble fraction of the thermolysed cells. It was higher than that 
found with the intact cells (SI of 6.5) and the insoluble fraction of the 
thermolysed cells (SI of 9.6). The results of the enzymatic treatment 
tests revealed that extracellular DNA played a very important role in 
the selective flotation of sphalerite. It was found that the ssDNA had 
a higher biocollector capacity in comparison to the dsDNA, leading 
to higher flotation efficiency. About 95 % recovery of sphalerite 
could be achieved from the mineral mixture by the combined use of 
the ssDNA and the non-DNA components of the bacterial cells, re-
sulting to SI of 19.1.  
Cells and metabolic products of Bacillus subtilis (B. subtilis) were 
used in microbially-induced flocculation and flotation in an attempt 
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to separate pyrite from galena [38]. Bacterial cells showed an 
enhanced affinity towards pyrite compared to galena at neutral pH 
range. Extracellular (EP) and intracellular bacterial proteins were 
isolated from B. subtilis before and after interaction with the 
minerals and their profiles were established. It was found that the 
presence of galena during bacterial growth encouraged increased 
generation of EP that rendered hydrophobic the galena surfaces. The 
presence of pyrite resulted in enhanced production of 
exopolysaccharides that render pyrite more hydrophilic. Similar 
changes in galena and pyrite surfaces were observed also after 
interaction with cell free extract and EP. Such microbially-induced 
mineral surface chemical changes can be used to achieve a selective 
separation through selective flotation/flocculation of minerals with-
out use of any conventional toxic collectors. The settling rate of 
pyrite was significantly increased after interaction with bacterial cells 
due to its nearly complete flocculation caused by the adsorption of 
exopolysaccharides. Settling rates for pyrite were found to be 85, 74 
and 72% as a result of interaction with cells, cell free extract and EP 
respectively. Dispersion of galena was facilitated after interaction 
with cells, cell free extract and EP due to predominant adsorption of 
secreted hydrophobic proteins. Galena flotation yield was 92, 73 and 
75% after conditioning with bacterial cells, cell free extract and EP 
respectively. Significant depression of pyrite was observed under 
similar conditions. Mineral-specific proteins (EP ones) were 
expressed when bacterial cells were grown in presence of galena. 
Generation and separation of such mineral-specific proteins points 
the way for development of suitable bioreagents for selective mineral 
separation. 
Conclusions 
Bioflotation of sulfide minerals has been developing during the 
recent 20-30 years as an answer of the scientific community to the 
need to extract metals in an environmentally friendly manner. Flota-
tion separation of minerals like pyrite, sphalerite, galena, chalcopy-
rite, arsenopyrite, molybdenite, pyrrhotite, etc. has been studied. A. 
ferrooxidans (formerly known as T. Ferrooxidans), T. thiooxidans, 
P. polymyxa, B. polymyxa, L. Ferrooxidans, B. Megaterium, and B. 
Subtilis have been and are among the most used microorganisms in 
the sulfides ores beneficiation. Recently bacteria showing dual action 
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of biosurfactants and biodepressants, such as Bacillus pumilus SKC-
2 and Alicyclobacillus ferrooxydans and halophilic bacteria 
(Halomonas boliviensis, Halobacillus sp. and Halomonas sp.) have 
also been investigated. Studies have included not only whole cells 
but also cells’ parts and / or metabolites.  
The interaction between microorganisms and minerals have been 
studied by means of different methods such as adsorption and floccu-
lation, contact angle, electro-kinetic and zeta-potential measure-
ments, SEM-EDS and FTIR spectroscopy, SDS-PAGE, etc.  
Different mechanisms of microbial interaction with minerals' sur-
face leading to essential changes in the surface characteristics of the 
minerals have been proposed but generally they may be classified as 
(a) microbial cells attachment to minerals surfaces, (b) proceeding of 
oxidation-reduction reactions on the interface mineral / microorgan-
isms, (c) adsorption and/or chemical reactions with microbial metab-
olite products.  
In order to go insight of the proposed mechanisms and to be able 
to direct them in a preferred course, systematic studies on both sides 
(biochemical and geochemical) of the mineral - bacteria interactions 
have to be carried out. Different scientific questions have to be an-
swered, such as [39]: (a) Do and how bacteria exploit the energetic 
heterogeneities of the minerals surface to adhere and/or 
oxidize/reduce the mineral? (b) what is the influence of the mineral 
particle on the microbe adhesion and the rate of the biotically in-
duced reactions with the participation of the mineral surface? (c) 
How the potential of the mineral (regulated either by pH or 
potentiostatically) influences the attachment of the whole bacteria 
cells or of the metabolites and the eventual heterogeneous charge 
transfer reaction? (d) How the presence of the bacteria and the 
potential of the mineral impact the collector adsorption, its forms and 
surface equilibria? 
Influence of conditions for microorganisms’ cultivation on their 
properties as bioreagents has been studied. It has been established 
that growth of bacterial cells in the presence of various minerals, i.e., 
bacteria preadaptation, may involve changes in cell morphology, 
qualitative and quantitative changes in the secretion of proteins and 
polysaccharides and surface changes in their levels. Such changes 
could be used to bring about increased selectivity and desired 
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mineral separation from multi-mineral mixtures. Currently these 
procedures are still expensive for an industrial application but repre-
sent an interesting perspective. This could pave the way for synthesis 
of specific environmentally friendly flotation reagents that can 
replace existing flotation agents. 
Influence of operating parameters (such as pulp density, pH and 
temperature, concentration of bioreagents and their nature, addition 
to the system of typical flotation reagents, such as xanthate or activa-
tors) has been widely studied. However, to date, microbial flotation 
tests have been primarily carried out at laboratory scale by applying 
mainly modified Hallimond tube or Microflot tests. Experiments on 
larger scale are indispensably needed.  
Nevertheless, there are more than enough evidences on the possi-
bility to expand the eco-friendly bioflotation process in mineral pro-
cessing industry. 
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The present paper provides the modelling of the explosion of the charges of the 
traditional (trotyl) and new blended explosive substances: polymix GR1/8 (74 
%)+KRUK2 (26 %), compolite GS6, polymіx GR4-T10. As a result of the research, 
it has been established that when using TNT a specific impulse is formed, which is 
by 40 % more than an explosion of new mixed explosives, and the safe distance 
from the source of the explosion of such explosives is increased by 25-50 %. On the 
basis of the established dependences of excess pressure, the specific impulse on the 
type and mass of charge, as well as the distance from the epicentre of the explosion, 
an engineering method has been developed for calculating dangerous parameters of 
the explosion impact on the environment. 
Introduction 
Due to an increase in volumes of mining operations and coming 
of quarry fields to protected ecosystems, there is a question about 
their safety regarding intense dynamic loads during the explosion of 
explosives (EX). However, blasting operations are characterised by a 
small coefficient of explosive energy use, an increase in the require-
ments of technological and environmental safety, and the economic 
inactivity of the use of expensive industrial EX. Therefore, in recent 
years several tens of new non-TNT EX mixtures have been devel-
oped. At the same time, conclusions about their technological effi-
ciency and environmental safety are based on visual observation of 
experimental and practical results of explosions. 
Special attention should also be devoted to the territory where, in 
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addition to environmental problems inherent in production processes, 
there are other types of hazards, for example, related to the carrying 
out military operations (bombing, explosives of military stockpiles of 
ammunition, mines, the use of phosphate mines, the destruction of 
infrastructure of settlements, etc.). Therefore, scientists urgently raise 
the issue of the safety of natural-technogenic environment in the 
spread of airborne shock waves. 
In this regard, the study of parameters of airborne shock waves 
(ASW) affecting the protected ecosystems in the explosions of new 
blended EX, and prediction of the degree of damage of technogenic 
systems and living organisms represent actual scientific and practical 
tasks. 
Literature review and problem statement 
As it is known, the main parameters of the airborne shock wave 
(ASW), which determine its destructive and damaging effect, are 
excess pressure ΔР, Pa; speed pressure ΔРs, Pa; specific pressure 
impulse I, Pa·s; time of shock wave action, τ+, ms. 
Excess pressure at the front of the shock wave is the main param-
eter that determines the destructive force of the shock wave. This is 
the difference between the maximum P and the atmospheric pressure 
Р0: ΔР=Р-Р0. 
For the determination of excess pressure in engineering practice, 
various modifications of the empirical formula of M.A. Sadovsky 
[1], [2], used for charge of TNT, are widely implemented. For other 
explosives, the so-called energetic TNT-coefficient is used to deter-
mine the equivalence of the explosive. However, these formulas do 
not correspond to the theory of dimensions and similarity; therefore, 
their application can lead to unsatisfactory results. 
The works of many scientists are devoted to the research into the 
definition and assessment of the impact of airborne shock waves. 
Most of the research focuses on the underground and terrestrial ex-
plosions and examines the damaging factors of a nuclear explosion. 
Methods for determining the individual parameters of the explosion 
and assessing their impressive impact on objects of the environment 
during the explosion are developed by Ya.M. Eisenberg, A.N. 
Birbaer, V.V. Boyko, O.O. Vovk, K.V.Yegupov, Yu.I. Kalyukh, 
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M.A. Klyachko, S.V. Polyakov, Yu.I. Nemchinov, O.A. Savinov, 
A.E. Sargsyan, P.Z. Lugovoi, V.G. Kravets, V.S. Kukunaev, N.S. 
Remez, L.R. Stavnetsar, A.G. Tyapin, V.G. Bezdenkov, A.M. Tro-
fimchuk, A.M. Uzdin, S.G. Shulman, N. Newmark, E. Rosenblueit 
and others. 
The research of these scientists established such damaging for en-
vironment factors as funnel on the surface of the ground, the impact 
of the explosive shock wave, the seismic effect of the explosion on 
objects, the impact of the gas-dust cloud raised in the air during the 
explosion, thermal radiation, and the damaging effect of fragments 
and debris on security objects. 
The studies of many scientists are devoted to the investigation of 
explosion damaging factors. Thus, in the publication [3], the estima-
tion of the ASW action in an emergency explosion in the stock of 
ammunition is described, the main physical processes are described 
with the action of the ASW on surrounding objects, the basic param-
eters of the ASW are defined: excess pressure at the front of the 
ASW, impulse of pressure at the compression phase, action of the 
ASW and a safe distance at shock wave action. Formulas and de-
pendences obtained in the research can be adapted and used to study 
an explosion case, for example, a terrorist act. 
In the work by Vadulina, Achyvakov and Sanimov [4], the main 
bases of human life insurance during the explosion of the pipeline 
are considered, the dependence of the conditional probability of hu-
man damage on the change in excess pressure of the shock wave of 
the explosion is studied. 
In the works [5]-[8], the influence of explosive lesions on the 
human organism is examined during technogenic catastrophes and 
terrorist acts. 
The research by Chernozubenko, Kuprinenk and Bisik [9] pro-
vides the analysis of the damage factors on the human body after the 
explosion for the possibility of providing a complex system of per-
sonal protection. The distribution of injuries of body parts of military 
personnel during an explosion have been graphically depicted. The 
damage factors of the blow-ups of the explosive device have been 
considered, such as primary (fragments of an explosive device and a 
shock wave) and secondary factors (personnel fall from equipment, 
damage by buildings and structures, stress and heart attacks). 
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Study [10] helped establish the mechanogenes is of the impact of 
the damage factors of explosive devices on the human body. The 
results of the analysis showed that the main types of damage were 
injuries of the lower extremities, internal organs, and head. 
Kryuchkova, Arzhavkina and Zhekalov in their research [11] pre-
sented results of studying dynamics of physical work ability and be-
havioural reactions of white rats at different intervals of the first day 
after damage by air shock wave of light and medium severity. 
In the works by Luchko, Remez, Vorobiov, new types of EX 
were described [12]-[15]. The authors also compared different vari-
ants of charging pores and argued about the perspective use of these 
EX. However, the issue of the impact of air shock waves of new 
blended EX remains open. 
Numerical modelling 
The goal of the research is the theoretical substantiation of the pa-
rameters of air shock waves during explosions of charges of tradi-
tional and new blended EX to predict their destructive effect on the 
environment. 
To achieve the goal, the following objectives are set: 
- to carry out mathematical modelling of the process of propaga-
tion of air shock waves during explosions and their interaction with 
natural-technogenic ecosystems; 
- to establish the mathematical dependences of parameters of air 
shock waves on the type and mass of the explosive and the distance 
from the source in order to calculate their effect on living organisms. 
An explosion of the spherical charge of EX in the air is consid-
ered. The motion of detonation products and air is described by a 
system of differential equations that determine the laws of conserva-
tion of the amount of motion, mass and impulse [2] 
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where r - coordinate, u - speed, р - pressure; t - moment of time; γ -
entropy index; ρ - density. 
Expansion of detonation products takes place according to bino-
mial is entropy [2] 
1  BAP N     (4) 
Constants in equation (2) characterise this type of EX. 
The initial conditions of this task are 
u=0, p=pn, ρ=ρn  at 0r r0 ,   (5) 
u=0, p=0, ρ=ρ0  at r0r,    (6) 
where r0 - charge radius, pn,n
 
- pressure and density of detonation 
products in the explosion, 0
 
- density of air. 
The boundary conditions are as follows: 1 - the condition of con-
tinuity of speed u and pressure on the moving contact boundary 
“products of detonation - air”; 2 - the condition of “non-penetration”- 
the speed on the charge axis is zero. For the approximation of the 
system of differential equations (1)-(3) with the corresponding initial 
and boundary conditions, the method of finite differences was used 
based on the finite-difference scheme of the type “cross” [13, 16-19] 
of the second order of accuracy in spatial and temporal coordinates. 
To calculate the effect of traditional and new blended explosives 
on the shock wave parameters, the following EX are studied [12-14]: 
trotyl, polymyx GR⅛ (74%)+KRUK2 (26%), compolite GS6, 
polymix GR4-T10 (Table 1). 
 
Table 1 
Parameters of Explosion of TNT and New Blended EX 
EX 
Parameters 
pn,
 
GPa 
Q, 
КJ/kg 
 
0, 
kg/m3 
А В∙10-5 N 
Trotyl 9.8 4184 1.25 1600   3.12 
Polymyx GR1/8 4.54 3355.7 1.242 1000 59.35 0.604 2.48 
Compolite GS6 1.75 3919.7 1.235 852 7.671 1.638 2.24 
Polymix GR4-T10 2.71 3864.4 1.245 872 5.67 1.279 2.73 
As a result of the numerical solution to the problem, graphic func-
tional dependences of the change of excess pressure on the distances 
of the spread path for different charge radii of different types of EX 
were obtained. For example, in Fig. 1 r0=0.2 m.  
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As a result of calculations, it is clear that excess pressure of air 
shock wave formed at explosion of traditional explosive substance 
TNT is much larger than during explosion of new blended EX. 
At a distance of the air-shock wave spreadin1 m in the explosion 
of charges with a radius of 0.1 m and 0.2 m, the excess pressure for 
TNT is by 2 times greater than for new blended EX. At a distance of 
1.5 m and 2 m, the difference is reduced to 90 %–75 %. At a distance 
of 5 m from the epicentre of the explosion, the excess pressures are 
almost the same. This is due to the fact that in the near area of explo-
sion, TNT has significantly larger parameters of the explosion (pres-
sure, density, heat of radiation, etc.), but with an increase in the dis-
tance from the explosive cavity the waves formed by the explosion 
of TNT expire considerably more intensively than from blended EX 
because in the explosion of the charges of TNT the energy losses at 
the front of the shock wave are much higher. 
 
Fig. 1. Dependence of the change in excess pressure of the air shock wave on 
the explosion centre at r0=0.2 m: 1 - polymix GR1/8; 2 - compolite; 3 - polymix 
GR4-T10; 4 - TNT 
From this we can conclude that in the distant zone of the explo-
sion, the parameters of air shock waves are weakly dependent on the 
type of EX, and are determined by the mass of charge. 
Thus, it can be stated that a traditional explosive substance, such 
as TNT, forms a stronger excess pressure during the explosion, and 
therefore the force of destruction of surrounding objects is higher 
than in new blended explosives. The application of the polymix 
GR4-T10, the compolite GS6 and the polymix GR1/8 
(74 %)+KRUK2 (26 %) during blasting works is safer in terms of 
excess pressure formation. 
After comparing the explosion of charges of traditional and new 
blended EX charges with excess pressure at the shock wave front, an 
impulse for the same explosives was calculated. As an example, Fig. 
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2 shows the dependence of the impulse on excess pressure during the 
explosion of charges of polymix GR4-T10 with different radii. 
As a result of calculations and graphic representation of the de-
pendence of impulse on excess pressure, it is evident that with an 
increase in excess pressure the impulse of air shock wave increases.  
а      b 
  
Fig. 2. Dependence of the impulse from the excess pressure in the explosion of 
charges of polymix GR4-T10 with different radii: a - at r0=0.1 m; b - r0=0,2 m 
 
Impulse of the air shock wave formed during the explosion of a 
traditional explosive - TNT - is more by 40 % than during the explo-
sion of new blended explosives for all investigated charge radii at a 
distance of 1 m from the epicentre of the explosion. At a distance of 
1.5 m and 2 m, this difference is 30 % and 20 %, respectively. At a 
distance of 5 m, the value of the impulse is almost the same for 
charges with radii of 0.1 m and 0.2 m, but for a charge with a radius 
of 1 m - at a distance from the epicentre of the explosion from 1.5 m 
to 20 m, the difference is 40 %, and from 20 m - 20 %. 
Consequently, a traditional explosive substance, such as TNT, 
forms a stronger impulse during the explosion, and therefore force of 
destruction of surrounding objects is higher than in new blended ex-
plosives. The application of the polymix GR4-T10, the compolite 
GS6 and the polymix GR1/8 (74 %)+KRUK2 (26 %) during blasting 
works is safer from the point of view of impulse formation. 
The results of calculations of excess pressure were compared with 
the characteristics of the destruction of structures at the explosion of 
TNT and the new mixed explosives, depending on the distance of the 
propagation wave and the radius of charge (Tables 2, 3).  
 
Table 2 
Destruction (damage) of elements of constructures sensitive 
to maximum excess pressure at TNT explosion 
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Elements of 
constructures 
Nature of destruc-
tion (damage) 
∆Р1, Pa 
 
Explosive wave propagation 
distance, rH, m 
r0=0,
1m 
r0=0,2
m  
r0=1m   
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Windows (large and 
small) 
Glass beating; 
possible destruc-
tion of window 
frames 
35000-
70000 
5 and 
more 
10 and 
more 
more 50 
Lightweight wall filling 
with wavy asbestos 
panels. 
Destruction 
70000-
140000 
5 6,5-10 50 
Wavy steel and alumi-
num panels 
Disruption of 
connections with 
subsequent severe 
deformation 
70000-
140000 
5 6,5-10 50 
Brick walls of 20 - 30.5 
cm thick (without rein-
forcement) 
Destruction 
caused by shear 
deformation and 
displacement 
490000-
560000 
1,5-2 3,5 17-18 
Wall paneling made of 
wooden panels (stand-
ard design houses) 
Disruption of 
connections and 
failure of wooden 
panels 
70000-
140000 
5 6,5-10 50 
Concrete or slag con-
crete walls of 20-30,5 
cm thick (without rein-
forcement) 
Destruction of the 
walls 
140000-
210000 
2,5-3 5-6 25-31,5 
Light ground vaulted 
structures made of cor-
rugated steel panels of 6 
- 7.5 m long, with thick-
ness of soil shattering 
over 0.9 m above the 
vault 
Complete de-
struction 
2450000- 
2800000 
1 and 
less 
2 10,5-11 
Damage to the 
part of the vault 
from the side 
facing the explo-
sion 
2100000-
2450000 
less 1 2 11-11,5 
 Deformation of 
end walls and 
arch; can damage 
the front door 
1400000-
1750000 
1-1,5 2,5 25-27 
Damage to the 
ventilation system 
and the front door 
70000-
100000 
5 6,5-8 50 
Lightweight concrete 
ground or recessed 
shelter with soil crum-
bling at least 0.9 m thick 
(panels of 5-7.5 cm 
thick); beams are locat-
ed at a distance of 1.2 m 
Destruction of 
building 
2100000-
2450000 
less 1 2 11-11,5 
Partly destruction 
of building 
1750000-
2100000 
1-1,5 2-2,5 25-31,5 
Deformation of 
panels, formation 
of a large number 
1000000-
1750000 
1-1,5 2,5 12-14 
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from each other of cracks, depres-
sions into sepa-
rate panels 
Formation of 
cracks, can cause 
damage to the 
front door 
70000-
100000 
5 6,5-8 50 
Planes on the ground Complete de-
struction 
420000 1,5-2 3-3,5 19-19,5 
Damage when 
restoration is not 
economic feasible 
280000 2-2,5 4 22,5 
The plane needs 
major repairs to 
restore 
210000 2,2-3 4,5 25-25,5 
No repair or 
minor one is 
required 
70000 5 9,5-10 50 
 
Table 3 
 
Destruction (damage) of elements of constructures sensitive 
to maximum excess pressure at new EX explosion 
Elements of 
constructures 
Nature of destruction 
(damage) 
∆Р1, Pa 
 
Explosive wave propagation 
distance, rH, m 
r0= 0,1 
m 
r0= 
0,2 m  
r0= 1 m   
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Windows (large 
and small) 
Glass beating; possi-
ble destruction of 
window frames 
35000-
70000 
5-50 10-50 
50 and 
more 
Lightweight wall 
filling with wavy 
asbestos panels. 
Destruction 
70000-
140000 
2,5-4 5-8 24-40 
Wavy steel and 
aluminum panels 
Disruption of connec-
tions with subsequent 
severe deformation 
70000-
140000 
2,5-4 5-8 24-40 
Brick walls of 20 - 
30.5 cm thick 
(without rein-
forcement) 
Destruction caused 
by shear deformation 
and displacement 
490000-
560000 
1,5 2,5-3 14-14,5 
Wall paneling 
made of wooden 
panels (standard 
design houses) 
Disruption of connec-
tions and failure of 
wooden panels 
70000-
140000 
2,5-4 5-8 24-40 
Concrete or slag 
concrete walls of 
20-30,5 cm thick 
(without rein-
forcement) 
Destruction of the 
walls 
140000-
210000 
2 4-4,5 20 
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Light ground 
vaulted structures 
made of corrugat-
ed steel panels of 
6 - 7.5 m long, 
with thickness of 
soil shattering 
over 0.9 m above 
the vault 
Complete destruction 
2450000- 
2800000 
less 1 3,5 8,5-9 
Damage to the part of 
the vault from the 
side facing the explo-
sion 
2100000-
2450000 
less 1 4 9-9,5 
 Deformation of end 
walls and arch; can 
damage the front 
door 
1400000-
1750000 
less 1 4,5 10-10,5 
Damage to the venti-
lation system and the 
front door 
70000-
100000 
2,5-3 6-8 29-40 
Lightweight con-
crete ground or 
recessed shelter 
with soil crum-
bling at least 0.9 
m thick; beams 
are located at a 
distance of 1.2 m 
from each other 
Destruction of build-
ing 
2100000-
2450000 
less 1 4 9-9,5 
Partly destruction of 
building 
1750000-
2100000 
2 4-4,5 20 
Deformation of pan-
els, formation of a 
large number of 
cracks, depressions 
into separate panels 
1000000-
1750000 
1 5 10-11,5 
Formation of cracks, 
can cause damage to 
the front door 
70000-
100000 
less 1 4,5-8 29-40 
Planes on the 
ground 
Complete destruction 420000 1,5 3 15,5 
Damage when resto-
ration of plane is not 
economically feasible 
280000 1,5-2 3,5 18 
The plane needs 
major repairs to 
restore 
210000 2 4 20 
No repair or minor 
repair and replace-
ment is required 
70000 4 8 40 
 
Comparison of the results of the calculations of the excess pres-
sure formed during explosion of the TNT and the new mixed explo-
sives indicates that, if the same pressure is generated with the same 
EX radius, the distance at which the structures are destroyed is more 
than for TNT. For example, when the walls are destroyed by the 
pressure of 140000-210000 Pa at r0=0.1 m, the explosion of new EX 
occurs at a distance of 2 m, and during the explosion - at a distance 
of 2.5-3 m. 
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Thus, the use of explosives such as polymix GR4-T10, compolite 
GS6, and polymix GR⅛ (74%)+KRUK2 (26%) is safer to maintain 
the integrity of structures at greater distances. 
Table 4 presents the results of calculations of the dependence of 
the degree of damage to people during the explosion of TNT and 
new blended EX on the distance of the spread of an explosive wave 
for different charge radii. 
 
Table 4 
The Degree of Damage to People in the Explosion of Different EX 
Degree of damage 
∆Р1, Pа 
 
Spread of an explosive wave, rH, m (*) 
r0=0.1 m r0=0.2 m r0=1m 
1 2 3 4 5 
Death of people as a direct effect 
of ASW  
Death of people under the ruins 
of buildings  
Death of people as a result of 
smite from solid objects 
190000 
2.5-3 
3-3.5 
5-6 
5,5-6,8 
25-31,5 
47-48 
Serious damage as a result of 
ASW action 
Serious damage when the build-
ing collapses or the body moves 
by an explosive wave 
69000-
76000 
4.5-6 
4.7-7.8 
9.5-10.5 
7.3-8.5 
49.5-50.5 
more than 
50 
Serious damage as a result of 
eardrums and lungs under action 
of an explosive wave  
Defeat by fragments and ruins of 
the building 
55000 
8-9 
10-11 
16-16.5 
more than 
50 
more than 
50 
Defeat by fragments and ruins of 
the building. Probability of 
rupture of drum chambers 10 % 
24000 more than 50 
more than 
50 
more than 
50 
Temporary loss of hearing or 
injuries as a result of secondary 
effects of an explosive wave 
(collapse of the building and 
body transference)  
Fatal or serious damage from 
direct exposure of an explosive 
wave is unlikely 
16000 more than 50 
more than 
50 
more than 
50 
Injuries associated with the 
destruction of glass and damage 
to the walls of the building 
5900–
8300 
more than 50 
more than 
50 
more than 
50 
* The numerator contains data for the TNT, in the denominator – for new com-
pound substances. 
 
From Table 4, it can be concluded that the use of such a tradition-
al explosive like TNT is more dangerous to human health than the 
use of new blended explosives, as, for example, the death of people 
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as a result of direct exposure to ASW from the time of the explosion 
of EX with r0=0.1 m at an excess pressure of 190 KPa for TNT will 
take place at a distance of 2.5-3 m, and during the explosion of new 
blended EX - at a distance of 3-3.5 m. 
In work [20] with the experimental data, the degree of contusions 
(DC) in dogs caused by the action of air shock waves was analyzed, 
which came with the following values of maximum and average pres-
sure. At the same time, the authors proposed the use of parameter 
Pcp=Iуд/t, equal to the ratio of the specific impulse to the time of action 
of the ASW because the spread of experimental data is much smaller 
than for Pmax. In order to assess the damage of people in the explosion of 
EX, in emergencies or terrorist acts, it is important to assess the likeli-
hood of getting a damage from the ASW and the degree of contusion, 
and the most acceptable is the class of parametric laws of damage (PLD) 
using the Weibull-Gnedenko distribution. To solve this problem, the 
recalculation of the degree of concussion at certain parameters of air 
shock waves was performed in the research. 
For practical application of theoretical results of the spread of 
ASW and their effects on environment, the method of calculating the 
safe parameters of the explosion was developed. 
To construct dependence of Рср from relative distance calculations 
were carried out, for example, for TNT they are given in Table 5. 
Table 5 
Dependence of the pressure on the relative distance for TNT 
r,м  
∆Рср, Pа 
m=6,7kg m=13,4kg m=6702kg m=6.7kg m=13.4kg m=6702kg 
1 1.885 2.375 18.848 2.6·106 20.13·106 2.5·109 
1.5 1.26 1.58 10.57 0.8·106 6·106 7.44·108 
2 0.943 1.188 9.424 0.36·106 2.6·106 3.14·108 
5 0.38 0.48 3.77 70.7·103 211·103 2·107 
10 0.19 0.24 1.9 53·103 60.7·103 2.56·106 
20 0.095 0.12 0.95 50.9·103 53.2·103 0.36·106 
 
On the basis of the established dependences of excess pressure, 
specific impulse from type and mass of EX, as well as distance from 
the source of the explosion, nomogram to determine the distances or 
masses of EX, safe for living organisms was built (Fig.3): 1 - trotyl, 
2 - polymix GR⅛ (74%)+KRUK2 (26%), 3 - compolite GS6, 4 - 
polymix GR4-T10. Following degrees of concussion are marked: 1 - 
light, 2 - medium, 3 - hard, 4 - difficult edge, 5 - death. 
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Fig. 3. Nomogram to determine the safe parameters of explosion of different EX 
for dogs, rabbits, pigs: 1 - trotyl; 2 - polymix GR⅛ (74 %)+KRUK2 (26 %); 3 - the 
compolite GS6; 4 - the polymix GR4-T10 
 
Figure 4 presents nomograms for determining safe parameters of 
explosion for people in explosion of charges of different types of EX. 
Numbering of curves in Fig.4 corresponds to the numbering of Fig.3. 
 
Fig. 4. Nomogram to determine the safe parameters of explosion of different EX 
for people: 1 – trotyl, 2 – polymix GR⅛ (74 %)+KRUK2 (26 %), 3 – the compolite 
GS6, 4 – the polymix GR4-T10 
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Results and discussion 
As it is known, the main parameters of the air shock wave, which 
determine its destructive and striking effect, are excess pressure, 
speed pressure, specific impulse of pressure and action time of the 
positive phase of the shock wave. 
Today, new non-TNT blended EX, the technical and economic ef-
ficiency of which is proven, become a widespread practice. Howev-
er, there is no theoretical substantiation of the environmental safety 
of the use of these EX and the interaction of airborne explosive 
waves during explosive operations with elements of ecosystems. 
On the basis of mathematical modelling, the research investigates 
the dependence of the change in parameters of air airborne explosive 
waves on the mass of charge of explosive at different distances from 
the epicentre of the explosion. For a charge weighting10 kg, the fol-
lowing dependences for the ASW parameters are established, i.e., for 
the TNT: excess pressure 9901.3x0.7034, pressure of the speed 
throng y=423.12x1.301, specific impulse y=0.63x0.6667, action time of 
the positive phase of the wave y=4.6171x0.1667; for the polymix GR4-
T10: excess pressure y=7932.4x0.647, pressure of the speed throng 
y=250.87x1.2262; for the compolite GS6: excess pressure 
y=7932.4x0.647, pressure of the speed throng y=250.87x1.2262; for the 
polymix GR⅛ (74 %)+KRUK2 (26 %): excess pressure 
y=7457.5x0.636, pressure of the speed throng y=218.73x1.211. 
For a charge weighting 50 kg, the following dependences for the 
ASW parameters are established, i.e., for the TNT: excess pressure 
y=4·106x-1,53s, pressure of the speed throng y=5·107x-2,00s, specific 
impulse y=85,545x-1, action time of the positive phase of the wave 
y=2,8025x-0,5; for the polymix GR4-T10: excess pressure y=2·106x-
1,424, pressure of the speed throng y=1·107x-2.803; for the compolite 
GS6: excess pressure y=2·106x-1.426, pressure of the speed throng 
y=1·107x-2.806; for the polymix GR⅛8 (74 %)+KRUK2 (26 %): ex-
cess pressure y=2·106x-1.407, pressure of the speed throng y=1·107x-
2.772. 
Based on the comparison of the calculated results and the degree of 
damage we have, the use of an explosive such as TNT is more danger-
ous to human health than the use of new blended explosives because, for 
example, the death of people as a result of direct influence of ASW in 
explosion of EX with r0=0.1 m at an excess pressure of 190 KPa for 
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TNT takes place at a distance of 2.5-3 m, while during the explosion of 
new blended EX -at a distance of 3-3.5 m. 
Based on the established dependences of excess pressure, specific 
impulse from the type and mass of charge of EX, as well as the dis-
tance from the epicentre of the explosion, an engineering method 
was developed for calculating the dangerous parameters of the ex-
plosion on the environment. 
Conclusions 
1. The effective calculation method based on numerical simula-
tion of the explosion of spherical charges of traditional and new ex-
plosives in the air has been developed, which allows obtaining the 
parameters of airborne shock waves, depending on time, distance, 
mass of charge and type of EX. 
2. Based on the mathematical modelling of the spread of airborne 
shock waves and their interaction with natural-technogenic environ-
ment, the influence of traditional and new blended explosives on the 
parameters of ASW has been studied. As a result of numerical calcu-
lations, it has been established that during the explosion of charges of 
traditional EX (trotyl), a stronger excess pressure (by an average 
85 %) than in the new blended EX is formed. Consequently, the use 
of the polymix GR4-T10, compolite GS6 and polymix 
GR⅛(74 %)+KRUK2 (26 %) during blasting works is safer in terms 
of excess pressure formation. 
3. The functional (degree) dependences of excess pressure on the 
distance of the source of the explosion and the charge and impulse 
mass on the excess pressure and the charge radius for different types 
of EX have been determined. 
4. It has been established that with an increase in excess pressure, 
the impulse of the airborne shock wave increases. When using TNT, 
a specific impulse is generated, which is much stronger (by 40 %) 
than that of blasting new blended explosives. 
5. It has been established that the destructive and damaging effect 
of the explosion charge of TNT is much greater than of the new 
blended EX. The safe distance from the source of the explosion of 
such charges increases by25-50 %. 
6. The engineering methodology has been developed for calculat-
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ing the dangerous parameters of the explosion on the environment 
based on the established dependences of excess pressure, specific 
impulse on the type and mass of charge of EX, as well as the dis-
tance from the epicentre of the explosion. 
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Abstract 
This research analysed the productivity and technical efficiency in the granite 
aggregate production and also investigated the causes of inefficiencies in selected 
quarries across the south western region of Nigeria using stochastic frontier produc-
tion function which incorporates a model of inefficiency effect. This was achieved 
through the collection of secondary data with a careful and thoughtful review of 
literature. The technical efficiency was estimated using Software for Statistics and 
Data Science (STATA). It was determined that the mean monthly granite production 
is 17,854.23 tonnes and about 86% of Mean production was influenced by the fac-
tors of production used in the study. The result also shows that 100% of the variation 
in quarries’ output was due to inefficiencies on the part of the production processes 
rather than random variability. Variables such as total number of equipment, mean 
days of weekly use, number of skilled staff and quantity of fuel used per month, are 
factors which positively influence the output of the quarries, an investment on 
equipment would increase productivity and allows for continuity of operation 
against possible breakdown. The mean efficiency estimate of 68.4% is an indication 
that there is a chance to improve production. The implication of the study is that 
efficiency in granite aggregate production among the quarries could be increased by 
31.6%. Factors such as age of equipment, availability of engineers for repair and 
number of working hours per day were found to be the sources of technical ineffi-
ciency. It is recommended that provision should be made by stakeholders investing 
in the quarries to provide access to affordable production inputs for an effective 
improvement in the level of efficiency among quarries. 
Key Words: Technical Efficiency, Granite, Quarry, Productivity, stochastic 
frontier. 
1. Introduction  
Quarrying is the process of cutting or digging of stones, and relat-
ed materials from an extraction site or pit. The different between 
mining and quarrying is that mining involves taking an economically 
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useful material from the ground while quarrying involves obtaining 
quarry resources usually rocks, found on or below the land surface 
(Banez et al., 2010). However, quarry project is a capital intensive 
investment with many uncertainties (Opafunso and Ajaka, 2004) and 
the survival of a mine is determined by how efficient it is technically 
and in terms of cost.  
The main concern of the extractive industry includes the produc-
tivity, effective use and maintenance of all types of machinery pos-
sessed by the company (Jaroslaw and Magdelena, 2018). Productivi-
ty is a basic and intuitive measure of performance (Machek and Hnil-
ica, 2012).The effective utilization of mine machines is of utmost 
importance for the granite quarries as this is one of the major dicta-
tors of productivity despite the availability of all other input. This has 
motivated the managers of mining enterprises to take a series of 
measures, including activities aimed at enhancing effectiveness of 
the entire process of mining production. Consequently, this will re-
sult in the identification of areas which offer the possibility of in-
creasing the effectiveness of the technical resources owned by min-
ing enterprises. Conventional methods of granite quarrying are be-
coming increasingly expensive due to the sequence of diverse opera-
tions involved. Irrespective of the amount of granite aggregates pro-
duced, a quarry can operate technically efficiently only if the produc-
tion is maximized with optimal use of input factors.  
Technical efficiency measures the percentage of actual output rel-
ative to the potential output that is produced from the same set of 
inputs from a fully efficient firm (Aigner, 1968). This definition 
means that increase of technical efficiency can lead to profit maximi-
zation and improvement of the firm performance. Consequently, 
many granite aggregate quarries in Nigeria regards raising productiv-
ity as one of their main priorities because it is an important indicator 
to measure the developmental level of production systems. It reflects 
the utilization degree of various kinds of production factors such us 
resource, environment, capital, technology and energy sources (Liu 
et al., 2016). However, little has been done on how technically effi-
cient is their operation. The above observations necessitated this re-
search work in order to analyze the technical efficiency in the quarry 
operations in some selected quarries in Nigeria.  
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The quarry firm - level of efficiency of resource use has important 
implication on mining in Nigeria, since efficient quarry firms make 
better use of existing and available resources, producing maximum 
output at lowest possible cost (Melodi, 2019). However, the im-
portance of analyzing the technical efficiency of an industry cannot 
be over emphasized because it plays a significant role in the econom-
ic growth of the firm. Thus, it is important to not only focus on how 
government must improve the business environment, studies have to 
be done to shed light on how to improve the efficiency of firms by 
analyzing their technical efficiency. The problem of measuring the 
technical efficiency of an industry is hence important to both the 
economic theorist and the policy maker and as a result of these fac-
tors, new technical and organizational solutions in mining have to be 
implemented. 
2. Literature Review 
Quarrying of granite consists of removing blocks or fragmented 
rock from an identified and unearthed geologic deposit. Differences 
in the particular quarrying technique used often stems from varia-
tions in the physical properties of the granite deposit such as density, 
fracturing/bedding planes, and depth, financial considerations, and 
the site owner’s preference (Anaekwe, 2010). The operation process 
involves removal of overburden using heavy equipment (including 
transport to waste dump), drilling, cutting, splitting, and use of ex-
plosive charges, on-site transport of fragmented granite (run-off 
mine) using heavy equipment, crushing of run-off-mine to different 
aggregates sizes (Alaba and Agbalajobi 2017). 
Productivity is a crucial factor in production performance of firms 
and nations, it is expressed as the ratio of output to inputs used in a 
production process, (Courbois and Temple, 1975). Efficiency is con-
cerned with the relative performance of the processes used in trans-
forming given inputs into outputs (Arene, 2008). Efficiency im-
provement is an important source of production growth in any econ-
omy. Productivity and efficiency studies have taken the attention of 
most mine economists and policy makers in recent years, since no 
meaningful economic development can take place in the absence of 
productivity growth (Sawaneh et al., 2013).  
Technical efficiency measures the ability of a firm to obtain the 
maximum output from given inputs. Technical efficiency is the suc-
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cess with which an organization uses its resources to produce out-
puts, that is the ability to produce a given level of output with a min-
imum quantity of inputs under certain technology. Technical effi-
ciency is a principal element in economic productivity and profitabil-
ity 
The concept of efficiency measurement begins with Farrell 
(1957) who define a simple measure of firm efficiency which could 
account for multiple inputs. The estimation of production frontier 
with the stochastic frontier approach is used in this study. This meth-
od appears to be superior because it incorporates the traditional ran-
dom error of regression. In this case the random error, besides cap-
turing the effect of unimportant left out variables and errors of meas-
urement in the dependent variable, would also capture the effect of 
random breakdown on input supply channels not correlated with er-
ror of the regression. An appropriate formulation of stochastic fron-
tier model (Battese, and Coelli, 1995) in terms of a general produc-
tion function from tth production unit is 
( iiiji UVXfY  )(  ),   (1) 
where 
Yi = Output of ith quarry, 
Xij= the actual jth input used by ith quarry, 
= the regression coefficient to be estimated,  
Vi= random variables outside the control of the quarry, and 
Ui= error term under the control of the quarry. 
 
3. Materials and Method 
The study covered a total of twenty quarries from the four states 
(Ogun, Ondo, Oyo and Osun state). 
Table 1 
Quarry coordinates 
S/N 
Quarry 
Name 
Coordinate 
1 OGUN1 6º 45′ 31′′ N, 3º 21′ 08′′ E 
2 OGUN2 6º 52′ 10′′ N, 3º 16′ 23′′ E 
3 OGUN3 6º 38′ 21′′ N, 3º 36′ 48′′ E 
4 OGUN4 6º 44′ 49′′ N, 3º 47′ 06′′ E 
5 OGUN5 6º 54′ 53′′ N, 3º 33′ 16′′ E 
6 ONDO1 7º 09′ 23′′ N, 5º 42′ 06′′ E 
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7 ONDO2 7º 01′ 08′′ N, 5º 24 ′11′′ E 
8 ONDO3 7º 10′43′′ N, 5º 12′ 43′′ E 
9 ONDO4 7º 06′ 03′′ N, 5º 31′ 00′′ E 
10 ONDO5 7º 07′ 23′′ N, 5º 19′ 14′′ E 
11 OYO1 8º 30′ 02′′ N, 4º 35′ 26′′ E 
12 OYO2 8º 22′ 35′′ N, 4º 28′ 45′′ E 
13 OYO3 8º 17′ 44′′ N, 4º 24′ 39′′ E 
14 OYO4 8º 26′ 15′′ N, 4º 33′ 20′′ E 
15 OYO5 8º 32′ 09′′ N, 4º 20′ 00′′ E 
16 OSUN1 7º 51′ 46′′ N, 4º 37′ 23′′ E 
17 OSUN2 7º 44′ 21′′ N, 4º 55′ 00′′ E 
18 OSUN3 7º 32′ 48′′ N, 4º 47′ 01′′ E 
19 OSUN4 7º 39′ 12′′ N, 4º 30′ 43′′ E 
20 OSUN5 7º 41′ 01′′ N, 4º 49′ 14′′ E 
 
Data Collection and Analysis 
A well-structured questionnaire was used to collect the data of the 
quantity of granite aggregate produced per month and other produc-
tion variables which includes; Number of equipment, Hours of daily 
use of equipment, Mean days of weekly use of equipment, Number 
of skilled staff, Number of unskilled staff, Quantity of fuel use per 
month, Age of quarry, age of the equipment, Availability of engineer 
for repairs, Total number of downtime, Number of working days per 
week, Number of working hours per day, Number of monitoring per 
month, Year of experience of quarry manager. Statistical Package for 
Social Sciences (SPSS) and Software for Statistics and Data Science 
(STATA) were used to analysis the data for the various objectives by 
using the appropriate models. 
Productivity Estimation 
In other to estimate the level of productivity of granite aggregates 
production in the study area, the productivity of each of the quarries 
was determined using the formula below; 
)()(Pr xInputyOutputoductiviti    (2)  
The factors influencing the productivity of granite aggregates 
production in the selected quarries was also determined using multi-
ple regression analysis. The principal components technique that was 
used maximized the sum of squared granite aggregates extracted. 
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Estimation of Production function: 
A two stage stochastic frontier approach was used. In the first 
stage, stochastic production function and the technical efficiencies 
was estimated using the Maximum Likelihood Estimation technique. 
The stochastic frontier production function model is specified as 
LnYi=ln0+1lnX1+2lnX2+3lnX3+4lnX4+5lnX5+6lnX6+Vi-Ui (3) 
Where Ln is Natural logarithm, Yi is the Output of granite aggregates 
(tonnes), 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 are unknown parameters to be estimated, Z1is 
Total number of equipment, Z2is Hours of daily use of equipment, Z3is 
Mean days of weekly use of equipment, Z4is Number of skilled staff, Z5is 
Number of unskilled staff, Z6is Quantity of fuel used per month, 0 is a 
Constant term, Vi  is random error component which is due to factors be-
yond the control of the quarry, Ui is the nonnegative technical inefficiency 
component of the error term. 
According to Coeli et al. (2005), output oriented technical effi-
ciency can be represented by    
 
 
)(
max
exp
exp
exp ui
ii
iiii
vX
uvX
Y
Y
TE 





  (4) 
TE = Technical Efficiency 
In the second stage, the research used Censored Maximum Like-
lihood Estimation technique to investigate the causes of inefficiency. 
In this estimation technique the specific technical efficiency esti-
mates were used as the dependent variable. The inefficiency of pro-
duction Ui is modeled in terms of the factors that are assumed to af-
fect the efficiency of the processor as follows 
n
n
ni ZU 

8
1
0      (5) 
Ui=0+1Z1+2Z2+3Z3+4Z4+5Z5+6Z6+7Z7+8Z8 (6)  (6) 
 
Where Uiis the nonnegative technical inefficiency component of 
the error term, 0 is constant term, 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 are unknown 
parameters to be estimated, Z1is Age of equipment, Z2is Availability 
of engineers for repair, Z3is Total number of down time, Z4is Age of 
quarry, Z5is Number of working days per week, Z6is Number of 
working hours per day, Z7is Number of monitoring visits per month, 
Z8is Year of experience of quarry manager. 
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4. Result and Discussion   Productivity Analysis 
 
The productivity was estimated and the productivity statistics is 
shown in table 2, the major leading production variables are identi-
fied to be monthly granite production with a mean of 17,854.23 
tonnes, monthly productivity per worker with a mean of 706.04 
tonnes and monthly productivity per hour with a mean of 41.74 
tonnes. From figure 1, the quarry with the highest productivity is 
identified to be OGUN1 (1,726.14) while the quarry with the lowest 
productivity is OGUN5 (256.83) indicting that among all the meas-
ured quarries, OGUN5 has the poorest combination of basic factors 
of production such as the ratio of the number of skilled staffs to that 
of unskilled staffs, number of workings days per week and the num-
ber of working hours pay day. 
Table 2  
Quarry production and Productivity statistics 
 
Production variables min. max. Mean Std. 
Dev 
Hours of daily equipment use 7.00 11.00 9.34 1.5312 
Days of Weekly equipment use 5.00 7.00 5.82 0.9869 
Skilled Staff (persons) 4.00 30.00 18.57 20.4936 
Unskilled Staff (persons) 10.00 50.00 26.31 14.8210 
Working Days per week  5.00 7.00 5.86 0.7422 
Working Hours per Day 8.00 11.00 9.53 1.1034 
Granite Production 
(tonnes/mth) 
4,000 40,000 
17,854.
23 
9534.66
03 
Productivity per worker 
(tonnes/pers/mth) 
256.8
3 
1,726.1
4 
706.04 
526.078
2 
Productivity per hour 
(tonnes/hr/mth) 
485.1
7 
3,636.4
0 
41.74 
729.510
8 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of quarry productivity 
 
Factors Affecting Productivity: 
Multiple regression analysis was carried out to determine the fac-
tors influencing productivity in the selected quarries and the result is 
presented in Tables 3, 4 and 5.  
The correlation coefficient (R) is calculated as 0.927, i.e. the cor-
relation between the dependent (Mean Production of the quarries) 
and the independent variables (Mean age of equipment, Number of 
working days per week, Number of working hours per day, Age of 
the quarry, Number of skilled staff, Number of unskilled staff, Total 
repairs). The value of 0.927 implies a high and positive correlation 
between the dependent and the independent variables, the value also 
indicates a good level of prediction. The coefficient of determination 
(R-square) is estimated to be 0.859, which implies that about 86% of 
Mean production are accounted for by the included independent var-
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iables. The remaining 14% is attributed to extraneous others factors 
that are not included in the model.  
Table 3 
Regression Model Summary 
Model R 
R 
Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
1 .927a .859 .777 .51942 
a. Predictors: (constant), Mean age of equipment, Number of working days per 
week, Number of working hours per day, Age of the quarry, Number of skilled staff, 
Number of unskilled staff, Total repairs he F-ratio in the ANOVA (Table 7) tests 
whether the overall regression model is a good fit for the data.  
 
The table shows that the independent variables statistically signif-
icantly predict the dependent variable, F (7, 12)=10.438, p=0.000, 
significant at 5% level.  
Table 4 
Analysis of Variance Anovaa 
Model 
Sum of 
Squares 
df 
Mean 
Square 
F Sig. 
Regression 19.712 7 2.816. 10.4 000b 
Residual 3.238 12 270 38  
Total 22.950 19    
a. Dependent Variable: Mean Production 
b. Predictors: (Constant), Mean age of equipment, Number of working days per 
week, Number of working hours per day, Age of the quarry, Number of skilled staff, 
Number of unskilled staff, Total repairs. 
 
The estimates of regression coefficients as presented in table 8, 
reveals that Number of working days per week, Number of working 
hours per day, Age of the quarry, Number of unskilled staff, Total 
repairs have direct relationship with the Mean production but only 
the estimated coefficients of Total repair is significant at 5% level 
i.e. Total repair p(0.001)<0.05 . On the other hand, the estimated co-
efficient Mean age of equipment and Number of skilled staff have 
inverse relationship with the Mean production. Furthermore, the es-
timated coefficients reveals that a unit increase in number of working 
days per week results in 0.041 units increase in the mean production, 
also a unit increase in Number of working hours per day, Age of the 
quarry, Number of unskilled staff and Total repairs results in 0.241, 
0.462, 0.408 and 0.768 units increase in the mean production respec-
tively. However, a unit increase in the Mean age of equipment and 
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Number of skilled staff results in 0.154 and 0.160 units decrease in 
the mean production respectively.  
Table 5 
Regression Coefficients  Coefficientsa 
Model 
Unstandardized 
Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients t Sig. 
B Std. Error  
(Constant) -782 1.261. - -.620 .547 
Mean age of equipment -154 222 1.111 -.696 500 
Number of working days per 
week 
041 377 023 109 915 
Number of working hours per 
day 
241 410 097 587 568 
Age of the quarry 462 218 410 2.121 055 
Number of skilled staff  -160 133 -.214 -1.206 251 
Number of unskilled staff 408 237 339 1.723 111 
Total Repairs 768 179 702 4.301 001 
 
Technical Efficiency Assessment 
The statistics summary for the production variables used in the 
analysis are given in Table 2. The study shows that the mean granite 
stone production is 17,854.23 tonnes per month. The mean number 
of skilled and unskilled staff are 18.57 and 26.31 respectively which 
implies that there is dominant number of unskilled workers involved 
in granite production though the technical knowledge of the opera-
tion is required for efficient and effective production. Also the table 
reveals the mean hours of daily use and the mean days of weekly use 
of the equipment to be 9.34 hours and 5.78 hours. The mean age of 
equipment is 6.54 years, mean number of downtimes is 3.61 and 
mean availability of engineers for repair is 1.48. 
Table 6 
Statistics of the production variables used 
Variables min. max. Mean Std. Dev. 
Granite stone production 
(tonnes/mth) 
4,000 40,000 17,854.23 9534.6603 
Total number of equipment 5.00 15 7.15 3.9807 
Hours of daily equipment use 7.00 11.00 9.34 1.5312 
Number of skilled staff (per-
sons) 
4.00 30.00 18.57 20.4936 
Number of  unskilled staff 
(persons) 
10.00 50.00 26.31 14.8210 
Quantity of fuel used per 
month (litres) 
3,500.00 101,760.00 39,374.63 38,944.16 
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Age of equipment (years) 2.00 12.00 6.54 1.0962 
Mean days of weekly use of 
equipment 
5.00 7.00 5.83 0.9869 
Total number of downtime 1.00 8.00 3.61 1.6606 
Availability of engineer for 
repairs 
1.00 2.00 1.48 0.4743 
Number of working days per 
week (days) 
5.00 7.00 5.86 0.7442 
Number of working hours per 
day (hours) 
8.00 11.00 9.53 1.1034 
Number of monitoring visit 
per month 
1.00 4.00 2.66 2.7408 
Year of experience of quarry 
manager 
5.00 20.00 9.11 6.2795 
Age of Quarry (years) 3.00 15.00 8.51 7.7872 
 
From the stochastic frontier regression model that was carried out 
and presented in Table 10, the sigma-square 2 has an estimate of 
approximately 0.03 which attests to the good fit and correctness of 
the model. Also, the gamma  estimate of approximately 1.00, this 
means that 100% of the variation in quarries’ output was due to inef-
ficiencies on the part of the production processes rather than random 
variability. The total number of equipment has a positive sign 
(0.0588), this indicates that a percentage increase in the total number 
of equipment available for use would result in 0.0588% increase in 
granite production. The estimated coefficient of mean days of weekly 
use of equipment is 5.4, which is significant at 1%, this means that 
an increase in days of weekly use equipment will equally lead to in-
crease in the quantity of output of granite aggregates produced by the 
quarries. Number of skilled staff is positively correlated and insignif-
icant with an estimate of 0.32 while quantity of fuel used per month 
(liters) also has positive estimated of 0.21 implying that increase in 
the use of these variables will also lead to increase in the output of 
the quarries if properly managed. The variable with negative coeffi-
cients such as hours of daily use of equipment which is significant at 
5% and number of unskilled staff. This implies that as the hours of 
daily use of the equipment (-2.1) and the number of unskilled staff (-
0.21) increases there is a negative effect on production efficiency.  
 Table 7 
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Maximum likelihood estimates of stochastic frontier for granite aggregate pro-
duction 
 
Variables Parameters Estimate Std. error t-value 
Constant 0 6.2130 1.3754 5.9928 
Total number of equipment 1 0.0588 1.2033 0.0521 
Hours of daily use of equip-
ment 
2 -2.1572 1.1164 -1.9074 
Mean days of weekly use of 
equipment 
3 5.3921 0.9438 5.9882 
Number of skilled staff (per-
sons) 
4 0.3160 0.2203 0.8469 
Number of unskilled staff (per-
sons) 
5 -0.2075 0.4133 -0.4635 
Quantity of fuel used per 
month (litres) 
6 0.2109 0.2855 0.9257 
Variance Parameters     
Sigma-squared  2 0.0295 0.0324 0.8651 
gamma r 0.9863 0.0205 59.3 
Log likelihood function  1.7812   
LR test of one-sided error  9.6035   
 
Technical Efficiency Estimates of the quarries 
The estimated value of the technical efficiencies of each quarry is 
shown in Table 4, it can be deduced that the quarry with the highest 
technical efficiency is identified to be ONDO2 (0.9937) while the 
quarry with the least technical efficiency is OGUN5 (0.4352). This 
means that ONDO2 makes the highest output with its average given 
input while OGUN5 makes the lowest output with its average given 
input based on the variables considered. The mean technical efficien-
cy is 0.6843. 
Table 8  
Technical Efficiency Estimates of the selected Quarries 
 
Quarries Efficiency Estimate 
OGUN1 0.9554 
OGUN2 0.8761 
OGUN3 0.4728 
OGUN4 0.9795 
OGUN5 0.4352 
ONDO1 0.6495 
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ONDO2 0.9937 
ONDO3 0.8737 
ONDO4 0.7840 
ONDO5 0.8245 
OYO1 0.5129 
OYO2 0.4536 
OYO3 0.5242 
OYO4 0.6379 
OYO5 0.4581 
OSUN1 0.7735 
OSUN2 0.4965 
OSUN3 0.7329 
OSUN4 0.6915 
OSUN5 0.5607 
 
 
Fig. 2. Comparison of technical efficiencies 
 
Technical Inefficiency 
Table 5 describes the factors causing inefficiency in the study ar-
ea. The coefficients for age of equipment (0.1653), availability of 
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engineers for repair (0.5935) and number of working hours per day 
(0.1847) was estimated to be positive which indicates an increase in 
technical inefficiency and consequent decrease in technical efficien-
cy, i.e. as the age of equipment increases productivity efficiency of 
the quarries drops, the availability of workers to implement preven-
tive and corrective maintenance on quarry equipment would positive-
ly affect technical efficiency and reliability on the equipment for 
production, thereby decreasing technical inefficiency. Consequently, 
an increase in working hours per day would improve productivity 
and technical inefficiency decreases. Factors such as total number of 
downtime (-0.906), age of quarries (-0.1847), number of working 
days per week (-0.2490), number of monitoring visit (-0.0315) and 
years of experience of quarry manager (-0.0448) were estimated to 
be negative implying that these variables led to decrease in technical 
inefficiency or increase in technical efficiency. Therefore from the 
result, the major factors contributing to technical inefficiency in the 
quarries are; age of equipment, availability of engineers for repair 
and number of working hours per day. 
Table 9 
Technical inefficiency factors 
Variables Parameters Estimate Std. error t-value 
Inefficiency effect model     
Constant  0 0.1654 0.9971 0.1743 
Age of equipment (years) 1 0.1653 0.1764 0.9532 
Availability of engineers for 
repairs 
2 0.5935 0.7824 0.9675 
Total number of downtime 3 -0.0906 0.1825 -0.6041 
Age of quarry (years) 3 -0.1847 0.1373 -1.6202 
Number of working days per 
week (days)  
5 -0.2490 0.7450 -0.4680 
Number of working hours per 
day (hours) 
6 0.1857 0.3918 0.7063 
Number of monitoring visits per 
month 
7 -0.0315 0.1594 -0.0951 
Year of experience of quarry 
manager 
8 -0.0448 0.0658 0.7414 
Variance parameters     
Sigma-squared  2 0.0295 0.0324 0.8651 
gamma  0.9863 0.0205 59.3 
Log likelihood function  1.7812   
LR test of the one-sided error  9.6035   
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Conclusion and Recommendation 
Based on the findings, the mean monthly granite production is 
17,854.23 tonnes, monthly productivity per worker is 706.04 tonnes 
and monthly productivity per hours is 41.74 tonnes/hr. However, 
these outputs can increase with the right combination of production 
variables.  
The study further shows that about 86% of Mean production was 
influenced by the factors of production used. Consequently, the 
number of working days per week, Number of working hours per 
day, Age of the quarry, Number of unskilled staff and Total repairs 
all have positive influence on the production. However, factors such 
as Mean age of equipment and Number of skilled staff have negative 
influence on the production. 
Out of all the quarries used for the study, ONDO2 has the highest 
technical efficiency while the quarry with the least technical effi-
ciency is OGUN5 quarry. This means that ONDO2 makes the high-
est output with its average given input while OGUN5 makes the 
lowest output with its average given input based on the variables 
considered. The mean technical efficiency is 0.6843 which indicates 
that production can still be increased by 31.6% using available tech-
nology. This means that substantial opportunities should be explored 
to increase productivity and income of quarries through availability 
and efficient utilization of productive resources. Factors such as age 
of equipment, availability of engineers for repair and number of 
working hours per day were found to be the sources of technical inef-
ficiency. 
The following recommendations are made based on the findings 
and conclusion of this study; 
1. For an effective improvement in the level of efficiency among 
quarries, provision should be made by stakeholders investing in the 
quarries to provide access to affordable production inputs such as 
latest equipment, standby engineer for repair, etc., and the practice of 
two shift in a day should be encourage. 
2. More studies should be done on technical efficiency as very 
few published works has been carried out on technical efficiency in 
the mining industry considering the fact that it plays a significant 
role in the economic growth of the firm. 
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Abstract. The subject of the research is the energy losses of gas pipeline sys-
tems of complex geometry (bends, tees) with consideration of different operational 
parameters (pressure, velocity of two-phase flow, volume fraction of the disperse 
phase). 
Methodology. CFD (computational fluid dynamics) simulation was used to per-
form the research, which included a set of physical, mathematical and numerical 
methods designed to calculate the characteristics of gases and liquids. CFD model-
ing was performed in ANSYS Fluent R19.2 Academic software. The Eulerian ap-
proach and the Mixture model were used. 
The purpose of the research is to determine the dependence of hydraulic energy 
losses of two-phase gas flow in elements of gas pipelines with complex geometry on 
the transmission mode of parameters, dispersed phase characteristics and the 
geometric parameters of the studied elements. 
Research results. It is established that energy losses of gas pipeline systems 
elements with complex geometry are significantly influenced by the volume fraction 
of the dispersed phase. The most significant effect of such volume fraction was 
observed in bends with a large angle and a small bending radius. In particular, 
pressure drop values at the outlets increased at high multiphase flow velocities and 
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low pressures. Also, the energy losses of two-phase flow in small diameter bends are 
significantly increased. 
With regard to tees, their hydraulic energy loss is affected by the volume frac-
tion of the dispersed phase when the rounding radius of the connection between 
main line and the branch is the smallest or no rounding is present at all (welded 
branches). The increase in the volume fraction of the dispersed phase leads to a sig-
nificant increase in pressure drop values in the tees, where the gas flow from the line 
transfers completely into the branch. 
Introduction  
Most of Ukrainian gas fields are in their final stages of develop-
ment. At this stage, the extracted gas is characterized by a high con-
tent of formation water and carbohydrate condensate. Also, gas from 
wells removes rock particles, sand, sulphur and the like. These sub-
stances are transmitted to the separation plants by the gas-flow 
through the field gas pipelines. A large amount of harmful impurities 
is carried out through the separation installations due to the bumpers 
worn-out and many other reasons, into gathering pipelines and fur-
ther to the main gas pipelines. Installation of new separation installa-
tions or their reconstruction considering the gas production reduction 
in Ukraine is inefficient. 
Also, in the inner cavity of most gas pipelines, there is a scale that 
is detached from the pipes as well as products of intrinsic corrosion. 
When the dew point of the transferred gas is reached, the condensate 
occurs within the hydrocarbons. 
If the velocity of the gas stream is a sufficiently high liquid drops 
and solid particles are trapped so that two- or multiphase flows oc-
cur. Compared to single-phase two- and multiphase flows are much 
more complex because they can have different structures (stratified, 
dispersed, etc.) and are described by different models. 
Many researches were aimed to the study of multiphase flows in 
rectilinear sections of pipelines [1-4]. Researchers have found that 
dispersed harmful impurities in pipeline flows lead to an increase in 
hydraulic energy losses. 
The problem of predicting energy losses of two-phase flows in el-
ements of gas pipelines with complex geometry is much more com-
plicated than in straight sections of pipelines, since the physical pic-
ture of the flow in such elements is extremely complex and clearly 
uncertain. This is especially true of bends and tees, which are the 
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most common elements of gas pipeline systems. In such elements, 
the direction of the two-phase flow changes, resulting in a centrifugal 
force, which leads to an uneven phase re-distribution and friction 
between the phases (the phase of higher density undergoes greater 
action by the centrifugal force), the momentum is lost, and secondary 
flows of force occur depending on the geometry curvature. All this 
causes a complex redistribution of speed and flow pressure, resulting 
in significant losses of hydraulic energy. 
As the concentration of the dispersed phase increases, its influ-
ence on the movement of the transported medium and energy loss 
increases. In this case, the gas phase has a significant impact on the 
dispersal distribution processes. Therefore, when investigating the 
flow of pipelines, the mutual effect of the phases on one another 
must be taken into account. 
Multiphase gas-dynamic processes and the amount of hydraulic 
energy losses depend significantly on the elements geometry of gas 
pipeline systems. There are many complex pipeline systems with a 
large number of complex geometry elements – bends, tees, fittings, 
etc. Hydraulic energy losses in such elements are quite significant. 
Given the large scale of the gas transmission system, even a slight 
reduction in energy losses in its individual elements can significantly 
reduce overall energy costs for transmission. 
Today's energy efficiency requirements call attention to many 
aspects and issues related to the design, operation and reconstruction 
of gas pipeline systems. Therefore, the study of the dependence of 
the energy loss of two-phase gas flows in elements of gas pipelines 
with complex geometry on the modes of operation, improving the 
design of these elements to reduce hydraulic resistance is an urgent 
task. 
As of today, there are few publications on the results of pressure 
drop studies, dynamics of two-phase flow concerning pipelines with 
complex geometry. Researchers have found that if the flow is two-
phased, then the pressure drop values in such elements are greater 
than if the flow is single-phased. Moreover, the value of the pressure 
drop is largely influenced by the concentration of the dispersed parti-
cles. The value of the energy losses of a two-phase gas stream is not 
yet well understood, as it depends on many factors. 
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Most studies of two-phase flows have been performed experimen-
tally in laboratory conditions [5-7], since such flows are three-
dimensional and not available for any simplified theoretical analysis. 
There are the following disadvantages of the experimental approach: 
– limited parameters of multiphase flows and geometric parame-
ters of pipeline elements; 
– small operating pressures and diameters of the studied pipeline 
systems elements; 
– the obtained correlation dependencies do not cover all modes of 
transmission, geometric parameters; 
– it is extremely difficult, and in many aspects it is impossible to 
study the physical picture of the multiphase flows transmission along 
the elements with complex geometry. 
In recent years, computer modeling of pipeline flows, specifically 
CFD modeling [8-10], has become popular. CFD modeling is a pow-
erful tool that allows to study the dynamics of single, multiphase 
flow, change all output parameters in a wide range, quickly obtain 
high-quality results, visualize the simulation results, which gives an 
understanding of the physical picture of multiphase flow inside pipe-
lines elements. It can be effectively used to investigate the influence 
of mode and geometric parameters on gas-dynamic processes, design 
of minimally energy-consuming pipeline systems. 
In order to determine the pressure drop in the elements of gas 
pipelines with complex geometry by CFD modelling, Eulerian ap-
proach was chosen in this work, which considers the dispersed phase 
as a continuum. Variable parameters of the experiment were the vol-
ume fraction of the dispersed phase, gas flow velocity, pressure, ge-
ometric parameters. 
The results of CFD modelling were visualized by the creation of 
pressure fields in longitudinal cross-sections of simulated elements 
of gas pipeline systems with complex geometry. The pressure drop in 
the simulated elements and their dependence on the studied parame-
ters of two-phase flows, geometrical parameters of the elements were 
determined. 
1. Analysis of gas pipeline flows composition 
Condensate, water, products of in-pipe corrosion, lubricant, scale, 
which were peeled off from pipes, particles of rocks, sand, are accu-
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mulated in the internal cavity of gas pipelines, which have been op-
erated for many years. Condensate and water are removed from the 
wells and occur when the dew point of the gas over water and hydro-
carbons is reached. In gas pipelines, this occurs at a distance of more 
than 25 km from the compressor stations at the places where the 
pipeline route is lowered to the surface. The acidic environment cre-
ated by the liquid accumulations in the internal cavity of the gas 
pipelines leads to an increase in the rate of in-line pipeline corrosion 
and, as a result, an increase in the content of metals and corrosion 
products in the internal cavity of the gas pipelines, which are solid 
harmful impurities. For example, the inspection results of an indus-
trial pipeline with a diameter of 920 mm with a length of 45 km on 
the outskirts of Doha (Qatar) revealed 7 tonnes of in-line corrosion 
products. [11] 
Field and gathering gas pipelines contain much more impurities 
than main lines. The major contamination substances of such pipe-
lines are formation water and hydrocarbon condensate. The type and 
qualitative composition of harmful impurities for each of the fields is 
specific and inherent only for the studied gas-bearing area: 
- for Lviv region there is a presence of formation and condensa-
tion water with a considerable content of fine mechanical impurities 
as a corrosion by-product; 
- for Poltava deposits - localization of condensate with different 
density; 
- for the group of wells of Shebelinsky GCF in the area of CGPI-
19 - clay-liquid suspension. [12] 
The harmful impurities in the cavity of gas pipelines are one of 
the biggest problems of gas transmission organizations. They can 
accumulate at lowered sections, drop off at pipeline walls, or move 
in a stream. The accumulated and delayed harmful impurities exert 
additional hydraulic resistance, which leads to an increase in energy 
costs for gas transportation (compression at compressor stations) and 
a reduction in the extraction of hydrocarbons from the reservoirs. 
The appropriate gas flow velocity is required in order the harmful 
impurities extracted from the well and accumulated in the internal 
cavity of field, gathering and main gas pipelines continue to move in 
the flow. According to J. Smart [13], the minimum velocity of flow 
when solid particles move through a pipeline depends on the proper-
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ties of the substance of the stream, the diameter of the pipeline, pres-
sure, density and particle size. For example, at a pressure of 7 MPa, 
the minimum flow velocity for moving solids is about 3 m/s for pipe-
lines with a diameter of 200 mm, 4 m/s for pipelines with a diameter 
of 600 mm, and 4.2 m/s for pipelines with a diameter of 1200 mm. 
As soon as the solid particles start to move, the movement will con-
tinue until the flow rate decreases or the pressure is to be increased.  
Transfer of droplets of liquid or solid particles in the gas flow, 
removal of liquid accumulations from lowered sections of the route 
leads to the occurrence of multiphase flows. Multiphase are called 
flows, which consist of a continuous phase (gas or liquid) and the 
dispersed phase (liquid and solids) mixed in it. The simplest case of 
multiphase flow is a two-phase one. The two-phase medium consists 
of a continuous phase and a dispersed phase, for example: gas - liq-
uid droplets; gas - solid particles; fluid - solid parts; liquid - bubbles 
of steam. 
The concentration of harmful impurities in gas pipelines in real 
time can be measured by an optical method. The optical device emits 
optical waves of different lengths within the infrared range into the 
gas stream. [14] 
Two-phase flow leads to an increase in the loss of hydrodynamic 
flow energy in pipeline systems. These losses increase significantly 
in the elements of gas pipelines with complex geometry. 
2 Elements of gas pipeline systems with complex geometry 
Modern gas pipeline systems contain a large number of various 
elements with complex geometry. The most common of these are 
bends, tees, couplings. They are also called moulds or fittings. These 
shaped elements are produced by various manufacturers and have 
different geometry. 
Specifically, many bends and tees are as a part of piping of vari-
ous technological objects – compressor stations, gas refineries, un-
derground gas storages, gas distribution stations, etc. The bends also 
contain compensators for above-surface pipe crossings, they are also 
located in places of sharp terrain breaks, pipeline route turns. 
The bends are curves with an angle of 30, 45, 60 and 90° and 
small radius (Fig. 1a). 
In welded tees, the connection of the main line (base line) and the 
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bend (side elbows) is made at right angles (Fig. 1b). In hot stamping 
tees, stamped tees, the branch connects with the main line by means 
of rounding (Fig. 1c). According to the requirements of SNiP 2.05.06 
[15], the radius of curvature R must be not less than 0.1 Do.b., where 
Do.b. is the outer diameter of the branch. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Elements of gas pipeline systems with complex geometry: а – bends; 
b – welded tee; в – stamped tee 
 
The flow (separation) of the main pipe in tees is basically divided 
and the flows out of two pipes merged into one pipe. 
In practice, there are a lot of tees, in which the flow moves in 
main line from which it flows completely into the branch. Such tees 
are a part of piping at the compressor stations of the main gas 
pipelines, underground gas storage, gas distribution stations and the 
like. In addition, in the place of technological crossings between gas 
pipelines, where all the flow from one line flows to another, as well 
as in case of multi-line offshore pipelines, where all the flow is 
transmissed by backup lines, etc. 
3. Selection of research method 
Multiphase gas flow in bends and tees is much more complicated 
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than single-phase. These elements of the gas pipeline systems change 
the direction of gas flow, resulting in an unequal redistribution of 
phases (the phase of greater density undergoes more centrifugal 
force), flow velocity and pressure, which cause hydraulic energy 
losses. The value of hydraulic energy losses depends on the mode 
and geometric parameters, the dispersed phase concentration. 
Quantitative determination of hydraulic energy losses of two-phase 
flows in bends and tees is a big problem during the design and 
hydraulic analysis of gas pipeline systems. There is very little 
experimental data in the literature. The reason for this is the large 
number and range of variable parameters of multiphase flows and 
geometric parameters of pipeline fitting elements. In addition, 
considering gas pipelines, especially main lines, it is extremely 
difficult to study experimentally multiphase flows, and in many 
aspects it is impossible. The reasons for this are the following: 
- it is impossible to determine the exact value of velocity, 
pressure at any point in a complex 3D stream; 
- it is impossible to visualize the flow of gas in the steel fitting 
element; 
– gas pipelines are under high pressure and are explosive. 
CFD modeling is an effective tool for quantifying the effect of 
multiphase flow parameters and geometric parameters of gas pipeline 
system elements on hydraulic energy loss. This method has become 
especially popular in the study of complex multiphase flows in recent 
years, when the computers' capabilities increased many times and the 
calculation time has decreased significantly. CFD modeling is main-
ly used for two purposes: 
- research purposes - to gain an understanding of the various basic 
processes; 
- designing purposes. The designer can predict what will happen 
in the design. Thus, it is possible to optimize the design, to create a 
new one without experimental research, which saves considerably 
time and costs. 
CFD modeling gives an understanding of the complex dynamics 
of multiphase gas flows motion along the elements of gas pipeline 
systems, it visualize in detail the three-dimensional multiphase flow 
and study the pressure drop, phase distribution (volumetric particles), 
flow velocity, turbulence, kinetic energy and more. It is also possible 
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to change the initial mode parameters, element geometry under study 
and investigate their influence on the physical picture of multiphase 
flows movement, hydraulic energy losses. At any point in the 3D 
stream, the value of any parameter can be easily determined. Many 
of the above-mentioned aspects cannot be determined experimental-
ly. 
For the proper modeling of pipeline flows, CFD incorporates var-
ious complex multiphase models that have proven themselves to be 
more accurate than other models, especially when complex flow ge-
ometry is important. [16, 17] 
It is best to use the Eulerian approach to study hydraulic energy 
losses in pipeline system elements. For multiphase flows, the concept 
of volume fraction, another additional flow parameter, is introduced. 
The Eulerian approach is applied when the volume fraction of the 
dispersed phase is significant. The Eulerian approach contains sever-
al models. 
VOF model - surface tracking. This model is designed to model 
two or more streams of immiscible substances (stratified flows) with 
a clear extended (i.e., comparable in size to the size of the calculated 
geometry) interface (separation limit). The form of this interface is 
the only result of the simulation. The VOF model contains a set of 
momentum conservation equations and the tracking of the volume 
fraction of each of the fluids at each computational point of the entire 
3D flow geometry. In this model, there is no sliding between the 
phases, and it is not possible to capture the flow dynamics for large 
slip coefficients. The simulation results are in good agreement with 
the experimental data up to the slip factor 20. 
Mixture model is a multiphase model. The Mixture model is de-
signed for two or more phases (liquid or solid). The phases are inter-
penetrating continua. 
The Mixture model differs from the VOF model in two respects: 
- the Mixture model allows the phases to penetrate each other. 
The volume fractions of the continuous phase q and the dispersed 
phase p can have any value from 0 to 1, depending on how much 
space they take; 
- the Mixture model allows the phases to move at different 
speeds. The concept of slip speed is introduced for this purpose. It 
performs well at high slip ratios of over 262. Also, the phases can 
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move at the same speed and the Mixture model is then reduced to a 
homogeneous multiphase model. 
Only one of the phases can be docked in the Mixture model. 
The Eulerian model is a model of interpenetrating environments. 
The Eulerian model contains a set of n momentum and continuity 
equations for each phase. The equations are closed by coefficients of 
pressure and inter-phase exchange. Phases are interpenetrating con-
tinua. [18] 
In this study the Mixture model will be used because it is de-
signed to model dispersed multiphase flows where phases can move 
at different speeds, capable of simulating any number of phases (liq-
uid or solids) and is relatively easier to be understood than the Eu-
lerian model and is accurate enough. 
CFD modeling will be performed by ANSYS Fluent R19.2 Aca-
demic software. 
4. Mathematical model 
The Mixture model contains continuity equations for mixture, 
momentum conservation and mixture energy, volume equation for 
dispersed phases, and algebraic expressions of relative velocities (if 
the phases move with different velocities). 
Continuity equation for mixture: 
    0


mmρmρ
t
 ,                                    (1) 
where m– mixture density; 
  
m  – mixture average velocity. 
Mixture density: 
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where k – phase k volume fraction; 
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n – phase number. 
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where 
k  –average mass velocity of the phase k . 
By adding individual momentum equations of each phase, the 
momentum equation of the mixture can be obtained 
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where F  - bode force; 
m - mixture viscosity; 
g  - gravity acceleration; 
k,dr
 - drift velocity of the dispersed phase k ; 
Mixture viscosity 
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 ,                                   (6) 
where 
k  – phase k  viscosity. 
Drift velocity of the dispersed phase 
mkk,dr  
.                                   (7) 
The relative velocity (also called slip velocity) is the difference 
between the velocity of the dispersed phase p and the velocity of the 
continuous phase q 
qppq  
,                                        (8) 
where 
p
 – dispersed phase velocity; 
q
 – continuous phase velocity. 
The mass fraction of the dispersed phase k 
m
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Disperse phase drift velocity is the difference between the slip ve-
locity and the algebraic sum of the product of mass particles on the 
velocity of the dispersed phase 



n
k
pkkсpqp,drv
1
 .                         (10) 
The algebraic slip formula is used in the Mixture model. The 
basic assumption of the algebraic slip model of the mixture is that the 
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local equilibrium between the phases must be reached at a short spa-
tial length. Then the relative velocity is equal 
 
а
p
mp
dragf
p
pqv 
 
 ,                            (11) 
where p – relaxation time of the dispersed phase particles; 
fdrag – function switch; 
p – density of the dispersed phase; 
а  – acceleration of dispersed particles. 
The relaxation time of the dispersed phase particles 
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where dp – diameter of dispersed particles; 
q – continuous phase viscosity. 
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Acceleration of dispersed particles 
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The particle acceleration is given by gravity and/or centrifugal 
force in the dispersive flow model. To account the presence of other 
particles, the particle relaxation time changes. In turbulent flows, the 
relative velocity must contain the diffusion component caused by the 
dispersion, which should be in the momentum equation for the dis-
persed phase. In the Mixture model, this variance is added to the 
relative speed 
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where p  – volume fraction of the dispersed phase; 
q – volume fraction of continuous phase; 
vm – turbulent viscosity of the mixture; 
D – the Prandtl number. 
The energy equation of the mixture 
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where keff - effective conductivity; 
hk - enthalpy of phase k ; 
SE - energy transfer due to conductivity. SE includes any other 
volumetric heat source; 
From the continuity equation of the dispersed phase p, the volume 
fraction equation for the dispersed phase p can be obtained 
     p,drppmpppp
t
 

 . [18]    (17) 
5. Geometric modeling 
Both the multiphase gas-dynamic processes occurring in these el-
ements and their hydraulic energy losses, depend significantly on the 
geometric shape and geometric parameters of the gas pipeline sys-
tems elements. Since multi-phase flows in elements of gas pipelines 
with complex geometry are extremely complex, and their physical 
transmission pattern is three-dimensional, the study should be per-
formed using 3D geometric modeling. 
3D geometric models of the internal cavity of gas pipeline system 
elements were designed in the academic version of the AutoCAD 
software. The shape and geometric dimensions of the elements are 
identical to the industrial designs and correspond to TU 27.2-
05747991-001 [19] and OST 102-61 [20]. 
Modern pipeline systems contain a large number of various 
elements of gas pipeline systems of complex geometry such as tees, 
bends, fittings and the like. These elements are produced by various 
manufacturers and have different geometry. 
The geometric parameters of the pipeline bends, on which the 
hydraulic energy losses of the multiphase flow depend, are the 
internal diameter of the bend Din, the bending angle φ, and the 
bending radius of the bend RB (Fig. 2a). The influence of these 
parameters on the hydraulic energy loss in gas pipeline branches has 
not been sufficiently investigated. Five different outside diameters 
were selected to perform such studies - 89 mm, 219 mm, 530 mm, 
1020 mm and 1420 mm. For a diameter of 530 mm, bends were 
drawn with a bend radius equal to DN (DN - conditional bend 
diameter) and bending angles of 30°, 45°, 60° and 90°, as well as 
with an elbow angle of 90° and bending radii of DN, 1.5 DN, 2 DN, 
2.5 DN and 3.5 DN. Bends were drawn with adjacent pipe sections. 
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Fig. 2. Geometric models: а – bend; b – welded tee; c – stamped tee 
 
The geometric parameter of the pipeline tees, on which the hy-
draulic energy loss of the multiphase flow largely depends, is the 
rounding radius of the connection between the main line and the 
branch. The effect of this parameter on hydraulic energy losses in 
pipeline tees has not been sufficiently investigated. To perform such 
studies, an internal cavity of the welded tee with an outside diameter 
of 530 mm was drawn, in which the connection of the main line and 
the bend is made at elbow angles (Fig. 2b). Also, an internal cavity 
of the stamped tees with an outside diameter of 530 mm was drawn, 
in which the transition from the bend to the line is made by rounding 
(Fig. 2, c). Since the rounding radius of the stamped tee RT must be 
not less than 0.1 Dout.b, five models of the inner cavity were drawn, 
with a rounding radius varying from 0.1 Dout.b to the maximum pos-
sible (53 mm, 95 mm, 136 mm and 178 mm). 
The wall thicknesses of each bend, tee, and adjacent pipe sections 
were calculated for the appropriate pressure. According to the value 
of the nominal wall thickness of the taps and pipes, their internal di-
ameter was determined. 
Geometric models of bends and tees were imported from Auto-
CAD to Ansys Fluent. 
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6. Boundary conditions 
In addition to the geometric shape and geometric parameters, the 
hydraulic energy losses in the elements of the gas pipeline systems 
are significantly influenced by the mode parameters of multiphase 
flow transmission and the characteristics of the dispersed phases, 
which were set in the ANSYS Fluent pre-processor. The continuous 
phase was selected as natural gas, which was accepted as a 
compressible medium. Steel was used as the material of the tee wall. 
The coefficient of equivalent roughness of tees and adjacent sections 
of pipes was set equal to 0.03 mm. 
Experience of gas pipelines operation shows that the main cause 
of gas pipelines hydraulic resistance increase is liquid harmful 
impurities. Liquid contaminants may be condensate or water, which 
in large volumes are drawn from wells, fall out of gas when the dew 
point of the pumped gas is reached. The presence of condensate in 
the gas pipeline leads to the transmission of the two-phase mixture, 
which causes an increase in hydraulic energy losses. Therefore, the 
condensate density of 960 kg/m3 was set as the dispersed phase. This 
value is close to the density of water.  
The main transmission mode parameters, which have the greatest 
influence on energy losses, and the effect of which was studied are 
the velocity of multiphase flow and pressure. The velocity of the 
continuous and dispersed phase, which was assumed to be equal to 
each other, was set at the inlet of each bend, and the pressure was set 
at the outlet of the bend. The inlet velocity varied from 7 m/s to 19 
m/s in 3 m/s increments and pressures was ranging from 3 MPa to 7 
MPa in 1 MPa increments. A separate simulation was performed for 
each velocity and pressure values. 
The temperature of the continuous and dispersed phases corre-
sponds to the conditions of the gas pipelines operation and was set at 
273 K. Also at the inlet and the outlet of the bend a turbulence inten-
sity of 5% (for this value the flow is considered to be completely tur-
bulent) and the hydraulic diameter were set. The hydraulic diameter 
was assumed to be equal to the inside diameter of the pipeline. The 
main characteristics of the dispersed phase, which have the greatest 
effect on energy loss, and the effects of which were studied are parti-
cles concentration and size. 
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The maximum diameter of the dispersed liquid phase droplets ac-
cording to [21, (14.13)] is equal to 
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where Din - pipeline internal diameter; 
kf - coefficient of aerodynamic drag resistance, kf =0,4; 
gas - gas density; 
liq - liquid phase density; 
We – dimensionless parameter – Weber number 
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where  - the surface tension of the liquid phase at the gas bound-
ary. 
The surface tension of the liquid phase at the gas boundary de-
pends on the pressure and temperature of the gas and was determined 
according to [22, Tab. VI.2]. 
The maximum calculated (18) diameter of liquid phase droplets 
was about 100 μm. Therefore, the droplet diameters were assumed to 
be 100 μm, 50 μm, 10 μm, 5 μm, and 1 μm. The particle concentra-
tion in Ansys Fluent is given as the volume fraction of the dispersed 
phase, which varied from 0.1 to 0.3 in 0.05 increment. The volume 
fraction is determined by the amount of dispersed phase in the con-
tinuous. The volume fraction is taken to be a dimensionless value, 
which is the ratio of the volume of the dispersed phase to the total 
volume of the multiphase system. 
In tees, the loss of hydraulic energy, in addition to the geometric 
shape and geometric parameters, is strongly influenced by the flow 
direction and the ratio of costs in the branch and main line. However, 
almost all theoretical and experimental studies in the laboratory are 
mainly concerned with the separation and merging of flows in tees. 
These results are incomplete because they do not cover all possible 
combinations of flow directions in tees found in various gas pipeline 
systems. The influence of tee geometry on hydraulic energy losses 
has not been established for the combinations of flow directions not 
covered. 
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In practice, there are a lot of tees in which a stream moves in a 
main line from which it flows completely into a branch. Such tees 
are a part of piping of the main gas pipelines compressor stations, 
underground gas storages, gas processing plants, gas distribution sta-
tions and the like. In addition, they are in place of technological 
overriders between gas pipelines, where all the flow from one line 
flows to another, in places of multiline underwater pipelines, where 
all the flow is transmissed by backup lines and the like. For such a 
scheme of flow movement in the tees, there is little information 
about the loss of energy in them today, not only considering multi-
phase flows, but also single-phase ones. In addition, as a result of the 
complete flow of gas from the main line to the branch, the gas flow 
from the wall at the beginning of the branch is detached, resulting in 
a significant vorticity, recirculation of the flow, and therefore the 
energy losses for this direction of flow of the tee will be maximum. 
As tees were studied in which the gas flow from the main line 
completely flows into the bend, then the velocity of each phase was 
set at the branch inlet, and the pressure was set at the branch outlet. 
The velocity was set at 13 m/s and the pressure value was 5 MPa. 
The dispersed phase was given at spherical form with a diameter of 
50 μm. The volume fraction of the dispersed phase was set to 0.2.  
7. Research of hydraulic energy losses 
Pressure losses of multiphase flow in gas pipelines elements with 
complex geometry are the main indicators by which their hydraulic 
energy losses can be estimated. Therefore, in the postprocessor of the 
ANSYS Fluent software, the results of each simulation were 
visualized by constructing a pressure field in the longitudinal cross 
sections of each bend and tee. For example, the outlet with an 
external diameter of 530 mm is considered. The continuous and 
dispersed phase velocity at the inlet is 13 m s, the outlet pressure is 5 
MPa, the droplet diameter of the dispersed liquid phase is 50 μm, the 
volume fraction of the dispersed phase is 0.1 and 0.3. The pressure 
fields in the longitudinal cross sections of the bends are shown in 
Fig. 3. 
Changing the direction of the multiphase gas flow in the bend 
leads to a complex pressure redistribution (Fig. 3). In the bend there 
is a radial pressure gradient, which is caused by the centrifugal force 
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acting on the multiphase flow. In addition to the radial pressure 
gradient, pressure losses in the bend are caused by turbulent vortices 
on the internal side of the bend after the bending place. By increasing 
of the volume fraction of the dispersed phase increases, the pressure 
drop in this place falls down (Fig. 3), which has a significant effect 
on the total pressure drop in the bend. 
The pressure drop in the bend ΔP was determined by subtracting 
the inlet pressure and the outlet pressure at the bend. The greatest 
pressure drop occurs when the volume fraction α of the dispersed 
phase is 0.3 and these value equals to 17504 Pa. When the volume 
fraction of the dispersed phase α is 0.1, the pressure loss in the bend 
is 9864 Pa. As a result of volume fraction of the dispersed phase is 
increasing from 0.1 to 0.3, the pressure drop values in the outlet 
increase almost twice. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Pressure field in the longitudinal cross sections of bends: a - volume fraction 
of the dispersed phase 0,1; b- volume fraction of the dispersed phase 0,3 
 
The dependence of the pressure drop in the bends on their 
geometrical parameters (bend external diameter, radius and bending 
angle) was investigated at continuous two-phase flow mode 
parameters and unchanged dispersed phase characteristics. The speed 
of the continuous and dispersed phase at the inlet was set equal to 
13 m/s, the bend outlet pressure was 5 MPa, the droplet diameter of 
the dispersed liquid phase was 80 μm. Only the volume fraction of 
the dispersed phase changed. 
Pressure drop in bends of different diameters was determined for 
bends with an elbow angle of 90° and a bending radius equal to the 
nominal diameter of the bend DN. Fig. 3 shows the graphical 
dependence of the pressure drop in the bend ΔP on the bend outside 
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diameter Dout.b for different volumetric fractions of the dispersed 
phase, namely 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. 
The results obtained show that with all other parameters being 
equal, the pressure drop in the bend increases with decreasing diame-
ter for all volume fractions of the dispersed phase (Fig. 4). Moreover, 
the larger the volume fraction of the dispersed phase, the greater the 
pressure drop in the bend of the same diameter. It can also be ob-
served that the increase in pressure drop in small diameters (less than 
500 mm) is much more intense than in large diameters. Therefore, 
the influence of the bend diameter on the energy loss must be taken 
into account, especially with regard to the bend diameters less than 
500 mm.  
 
Fig. 4. Dependence of the pressure drop in the bend on the bend outside diameter for 
different volumetric fractions of the dispersed phase 
 
Pressure drops in bends with different bending angles were 
determined for bends with an outside diameter of 530 mm with a 
bending radius equal to the nominal diameter of the DN bends. Fig. 5 
shows a graphical dependence of the pressure drop in the bend ΔP on 
the its bending angle φ for different volume fractions of the dispersed 
phase, namely 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. As we can see, as the bending angle 
increases, the pressure drop falls down with in a linear dependence 
for all volume fractions of the dispersed phase. Moreover, the larger 
the volume fraction of the dispersed phase, the greater the inclination 
of the straight line to the abscissa and the more intense the pressure 
drop in the bend. 
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Pressure drop in bends with different ratio of bending radius to 
nominal bending diameter was determined for bends with an outside 
diameter of 530 mm with an elbow angle of 90°. Fig. 6 shows a 
graphical dependence of the pressure drop in the bend ΔP on the 
ratio of the bending radius to the nominal diameter of the bend 
RB/DN for different volume fractions of the dispersed phase, namely 
0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. The bending radius of the bend has a significant 
effect on the pressure drop in it when it is less than 2.5 DN. There is 
a sharp increase in pressure drop in the bend while reducing the 
outside radius. Moreover, the larger the volume fraction of the 
dispersed phase, the more intense the pressure drop with decreasing 
the bend radius. At large radii of bend when it is more than 2.5 DN 
the pressure drop is minimal and practically does not change. 
 
Fig. 5. Dependence of the pressure drop in the bend on the bending angle for 
different volume fractions of the dispersed phase 
 
 
Fig. 6. Dependence of the pressure drop in the bend on the ratio of its bending radius 
to its nominal diameter for different volume fractions of the dispersed phase 
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The dependence of the pressure drop in the bend on the mode 
parameters of the two-phase flow, the characteristics of the dispersed 
phases were investigated at constant bend geometric parameters. The 
bend diameter was 530 mm, the bend elbow angle - 90°, the bending 
radius of bend was equal to the nominal diameter of the bend. The 
greatest pressure drop occurs in the bends with an elbow angle of 90° 
and a bending radius equal to the nominal diameter of the bend (Fig. 
5, 6). 
The dependence of the pressure drop in the bend ΔP on the veloc-
ity of the two-phase flow at the bend inlet V (Fig. 7) and the volume 
fraction of the dispersed phase α (Fig. 8) was investigated at a pres-
sure at the bend outlet equal to 5 MPa and the diameter of the drop-
lets of liquid dispersion phase equal to 80 μm. 
 
Fig. 7. Dependence of the pressure drop in the bend on the velocity of the two-phase 
flow at the bend inlet for different volume fractions of the dispersed phase 
 
With the increase in the velocity of the two-phase flow there is a 
significant increase in the pressure in it (Fig. 7). Trends remain 
unchanged for all volume fractions of the dispersed phase. In the low 
velocity zone, the volume fraction of the dispersed phase has less 
influence than in the high velocity zone. Such a pattern can be better 
seen in Fig. 8. At low velocities of two-phase flow at the bend inlet 
(about 7 m/s), with the increase of the volume fraction of the 
dispersed phase, the pressure drop values do not increase 
significantly. Instead, at high velocities (about 19 m/s), there is a 
sharp increase of pressure drop values in the bend with an increase in 
the volume values of the volume fraction. 
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Fig. 8. Dependence of the pressure drop in the bend from the volume fraction of the 
dispersed phase for different velocities of two-phase flow at the inlet 
 
The dependence of the pressure drop in the bend ΔP on the 
diameter of the dispersed particles dp was investigated at the inlet for 
the two-phase flow velocity equals to 13 m/s and the pressure at the 
bend outlet equals to 5 MPa. As the diameter of the dispersed 
particles increases, their effect on the pressure drop in the bend 
increases with a linear dependence (Fig. 9). This trend is typical for 
all volume fractions of the dispersed phase. Only in the area of 
dispersed particles of small diameters with a volume fraction of the 
dispersed phase equal to 0.3 a sharp increase in pressure drop values 
was observed. 
The dependence of the pressure drop in the outlet ΔP on the 
pressure at the bend outlet P was investigated with a velocity of two-
phase flow at the inlet that was 13 m/s and the droplet diameter of 
dispersed liquid phase was 80 μm. As the pressure in the pipeline 
decreases, there is an increase in the pressure drop values in the bend 
for all volume fractions of the dispersed phase. (Fig. 10) Moreover, 
in the area of small pressures with decreasing pressure at the bend 
outlet, the pressure drop values in the bend are increasing more 
intensely. 
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Fig 9. Dependence of the pressure drop in the bend on the diameter of the dispersed 
particles for different volume fractions of the dispersed phase 
 
 
Fig. 10. Dependence of the bend pressure drop on the outlet pressure for different 
volume fractions of the dispersed phase 
 
For tees, the effect of the rounding radius at the connection of the 
line and the branch RT on the tee pressure drop for different volume 
fractions of the dispersed phase was investigated, namely 0.1, 0.2 
and 0.3. The tee is equilateral with a diameter of 530 mm. The gas 
flow moves the tee main line from which flows completely into the 
branch. The speed of the continuous and dispersed phase at the inlet 
of the tee main line was set equal to 13 m/s, the pressure at the outlet 
of the tee outlet was 5 MPa, the droplet diameter of the dispersed 
liquid phase was 80 μm. 
If the rounding radius connection between the main line and the 
branch is reduced, there is a significant increase in the tee pressure 
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drop values (Fig. 11). It has been found that the larger the volume 
fraction of the dispersed phase, the more intense the pressure drop 
will be in case of the rounding radius the connection between the 
main line and the branch being decreased. 
 
Fig. 11. Dependence of the pressure drop in the tee on the rounding radius of the 
connection between the main line and the branch for different volume fractions of 
the dispersed phase 
 
Conclusions. 
1. The performed researches give understanding of regularities of 
liquid dispersed harmful impurity influence in gas pipelines on 
hydraulic energy losses of gas pipeline systems’ elements with 
complex geometry. The increase of the volume fraction of the 
dispersed phase leads to an increase in pressure drop values in the 
bends and tees. The most significant such effect of the volume 
fraction was observed in bends with a large angle and a small 
bending radius. In particular, pressure drops in bends increase at high 
multiphase flow velocities and low pressures. Also, the energy losses 
of two-phase flow in small diameter bends are significantly 
increased. In the case of tees, the most significant effect on the 
hydraulic energy loss is caused by the volumetric fraction of the 
dispersed phase when the rounding radius of the connection between 
the main line and the branch is the smaller or rounding is absent at all 
(welded tees). The increase in the volume fraction of the dispersed 
phase leads to a significant increase in pressure drop values in the 
tees, in which the gas flow from the main line transfers completely 
into the branch. 
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2. In order to minimize the energy losses of multiphase gas flow 
in gas pipeline elements, it is recommended, when designing new 
and refurbishing old gas pipeline systems, to give priority to bends 
with the largest possible bending radius and stamped tees with the 
largest rounding radius of the connection of the main line and the 
branch. 
3. The obtained knowledge is useful for operators of gas pipeline 
systems that can optimize the operating parameters of two-phase gas 
flow transportation and can reduce the energy losses of pipelines, 
and engineers who can optimize the geometric parameters of bends 
and tees to minimize these hydraulic energy losses. 
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Abstract. The increase in coal mining is constrained by the gas factor. At high 
speed of wall advance, the current standards for the forecast of methane emission 
give significant errors. The goal of work is to study features of methane emission in 
coal mines at high speed longwall face advance. 
The proposed method takes into account the geomechanics of the filtration re-
gion formation in the calculation of methane inflow. The method consists in sequen-
tial calculation of geomechanical parameters, rock permeability coefficients and 
methane filtration parameters. Established that the step of landing the main roof 
increases linearly with increasing speed of longwall advance. The blocks size in-
creases and the fracturing rocks decreases.  The size of the filtration area is reduced 
near the working stope. The front boundary of the filtration area moves closer to the 
longwall face.  
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Remote sources of gas emission go beyond the filtration area. The residual pres-
sure of methane increases in undermined gas-bearing rocks and coal. The process of 
destruction and the emission of electrons decreases. This leads to a slowdown in 
methane desorption processes.  
Thus, an increase in the speed of wall advance allows to reduce specific gas 
emission in the production sites. However, the requirements for the powered roof 
and drift supports are increasing due to the increase and redistribution of stresses in 
the rocks. This should be taken into account when choosing the optimal operating 
conditions for the mining section of a coal mine. 
Key words: longwall, wall advance, geomechanical processes, gas dynamics, 
methane emission, desorption. 
 
1 Introduction 
During the design, the expected methane abundance of the mining 
sites is determined from the methane content of the coal seams and 
the host rocks. As a rule, their natural methane content for existing 
mines is determined by exploration data. Actual methane emissions 
are calculated by the mine ventilation service based on measure-
ments of air flowrate and gas concentration.  
Over the past 10-15 years, Ukrainian mines have switched to in-
tensive coal mining technologies. Longwall average load was in-
creased by 3-5 times. The requirements for monitoring the mine at-
mosphere were tightened. Analysis of the control results showed that 
with loads on the working face of more than 3 thousand tons/day, the 
forecast and control data differ significantly [1, 2]. Therefore, at the 
wall advance speed of more than 6 m/day, an uncertain situation oc-
curs, which can lead to a decrease in mining safety. The reason for 
this phenomenon is rocks stress redistribution, rock deformation, and 
methane filtration. To date, research in this area has been episodic. 
The goal of this work is to study features of methane emission in 
coal mines at high speed of the wall advance. 
The objectives of the study included: determining the effect of the 
rate of mining on geomechanical processes in the rock massif; study-
ing the mechanism of formation of the filtration area and determining 
the dependence of permeability on the rocks stress state; establishing 
the dependence of changes in the flowrate of methane into the lava at 
various speeds of its movement. 
 
2 Methods  
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The problem was solved using analytical research methods based 
on continuum mechanics, elasticity theory, gas dynamics, and mate-
rial resistance methods. 
The methane filtration process in disturbed rocks in the zone of 
influence of the mine working was studied by the method of numeri-
cal three-dimensional modeling.  
The methodology for studying the process of gas evolution from 
the host rocks into the mine workings included: calculation of geo-
mechanical parameters; calculation of rock permeability coefficients 
depending on the components of the principal stress tensor; calcula-
tion of filtration parameters (methane pressure, filtration rate, me-
thane flowrate).  
The results were analyzed and summarized. 
3 Results and discussion  
3.1 The influence of the speed of longwall face advance on geo-
mechanical processes in a rock massif 
It is known that the dominant factor of geomechanical processes 
in the “longwall – rock massif” system is the formation of a rock 
console (plate) hanging over the waste [3]. Moreover, the increase in 
the speed of the movement of the coal face leads to an increase in the 
size of this console. 
Let us evaluate the changes in the magnitude of the load on the 
clamping area of the rock-roof console. To simplify the calculations, 
we neglect the secondary features in the kinematics of the phenome-
non under consideration. Since we are interested in the bending of 
the plate, we accept the hypothesis of direct normals. Therefore, 
when solving the problem, we use the following assumptions: 
- until the plate is deformed, the set of points lying on a straight 
line normal to the elastic median plane remains on the straight line 
normal to the elastic deformation surface; 
- the zz component is small in comparison with other components 
of the stress tensor; 
- when the plate is bent, the median plane is not deformed. 
With these assumptions, we write the differential equation for the 
elastic surface of a curved plate in the form 
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3 4 2 2 4
2 4 2 2 4
2
12(1 )
pEh u u u u
q
x x y y
    
   
     
,  (1) 
where E is Young's modulus of elasticity, Pa; hp is plate thickness, 
m;  is plate Poisson's ratio; u is displacement, m; q is load intensity 
distributed evenly, N/m. 
Let the plate be clamped by the load per unit length evenly dis-
tributed along the edges y = 0 (Fig. 1). 
 
Fig. 1. The scheme for calculating the change in the magnitude of the load in the 
destruction zone of the face roof 
We set the equation of the elastic surface in the form 
1 2
1 1
sin sin
k n
k x n x
u A
a b
  
 
   ,  (2) 
where A is maximum displacement, m; a, b is plate length and width, 
m. 
The displacement of the plate u and the speed of its displacement 
must satisfy the boundary conditions, which depend on the method 
of fixing the plate, and the initial conditions: 
0 1 2 0 1 2( , ); ( , )
u
u u x x v x x
t

 

 for t = 0, 
where u0 is starting point (x1, x2) offset, m; v0 is initial set speed at a 
point (x1, x2), m/day. 
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Let us consider the main roof with a thickness hr in the form of a 
plate hr=hp, fixed on two adjacent sides a and b. The solution of 
equation (1) by the Runge-Kutta method in general is written as fol-
lows 
2
2
2
D
a M
 


 , 
where 
3
212(1 )
rEhD



 is plate bending stiffness, N/m; M* = hr is 
plate weight per unit area, kg/m2;  is roof rock density, kg/m3;  is 
coefficient of the type of jamming of the roof contour. 
For a plate with two adjacent rigidly fixed and two free sides, the 
circular frequency of its own oscillations is equal to: 
4 2 2 4
1 1 1
3,518 (3,493 3,374 )
D
a a b b M
 

     .  (3) 
Given 2 f   and the velocity of the longitudinal acoustic 
wave in the plate is equal to 
2(1 )
p
E
с
 


, 
we rewrite formula (3) in the form  
4 2 2 4
1 1 1
0,145 (3,493 3,374 )p pf h c
a a b b
    . 
The equations for determining bending moments are written as 
follows 
2 2 2 2
2 2 2 21 2
1 2 2 1
; ;x x
u u u u
M D M D
x x x x
 
      
        
      
 
2
1 2 2 1
1 2
(1 ) .x x x x
u
M M D
x x


   
 
 
Substituting solution (2) into these equations, we obtain for the 
values of the maximum bending moment 
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1 2
4 2 41
2 2 2 2 2 3
1 2
4 2 42
( )
sin sin ;
(3,493 3,374 )
( )
sin sin .
(3,493 3,374 )
p
x
p
x
a b a b h k x n x
M
b a a a b
a b b a h k x n x
M
b a a a b
     

     



  


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       (4) 
For the case in question  = 0,245. Support reactions at the edges 
of the plates are equal to 
1 2 1 2
1 1 2 2
2 1
;
x x x x
x x x x
M M
R Q R Q
x x
    
      
    
,            (5) 
where Qx1 и Qx2 is values of cutting forces N equal to: 
2 2
2 1 1
2 21
2 1 1 1 2
2 2
2 1 2
2 22
2 1 2 1 2
;
.
x x x
x
x x x
x
M M u u
Q D
x x x x x
M M u u
Q D
x x x x x
     
     
     
     
     
     
               (6) 
In view of equations (4)-(6), the support reactions fixed at the 
edges of the plate are equal to 
2
2
2 21
4 2 2 4
1 2
sin
1 1 1
(3,493 3,374 )
p
x
h x
R
a b b
a
a a b b
  
 
 
  
       
; 
2
1
2 22
4 2 2 4
1 2
sin
1 1 1
(3,493 3,374 )
p
x
h x
R
b a a
b
a a b b
  
 
 
  
       
. 
The resulting reaction will be expressed as 
2 2
4 2 2 4
2 1 1 2
1 1 1
(3,493 3,374 )
ph
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a a b
a a b b
 
 
  
          
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ph
ab
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a a b b
 


 
  
  
        
. 
Let us evaluate how the load will change when the roof length is 
equal to half the length of the longwall face (a=L/2), and change b 
within lbl+l. Then, with b=l and hp=hr 
I
2
4 2 2 4
4 2(1 )
16 4 12
(3,493 3,374 )
2
rh LlR
Ll
L L l l
 


 
  
  
        
. 
At b = l + l 
II
2
4 2 2 4
4 ( ) 2(1 )
.
2 ( ) 16 4 1
(3,493 3,374 )
2 ( ) ( )
rh L l lR
L l l
L L l l l l
 


 
 
   
   
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Neglecting the terms of the second order of smallness, we obtain 
2
4 2 2 4
4 4(1 )
16 4 12
( ) (3,493 3,374 )
rh l LR
Ll l l
L L l l
 


 
   
   
          
. 
From the expression it follows that the increment of the load at 
the point of clamping the face roof is directly proportional to the in-
crement of its length, power, and also the speed of longwall move-
ment (Fig. 2). 
In addition, there are changes in the electrodynamics of the pro-
cess. Electron emission decreases due to a decrease in the surface 
area of the resulting cracks [4, 5]. The energy of these electrons is 
sufficient to activate methane molecules bound by the Van der Waals 
forces. Consequently, the process of methane desorption with an in-
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crease in the speed of movement of the longwall face also slows 
down. 
 
Fig. 2. The dependence of the increment of the load on the clamp of the roof on 
its thickness (1) and increase the length of the console when: 2 – hr=2 m, 3 – 
hr=4 m, 4 – hr=6 m  
Summarizing, we can draw the following conclusions. 
1. In a transversely isotropic rock massif, the length of the 
longwall roof console is directly proportional to its thickness and 
elastic modulus of rocks, inversely proportional to the depth of min-
ing and the degree of heterogeneity of the massif, it increases linearly 
with increasing speed of the face 
2. In unstable and medium-stable rocks, with an increase in the 
speed of movement of the longwall from 0 to 12 m/day, the fall step 
of the main roof increases from 15-17 to 25-28 m. 
3. With an increase in the speed of movement of longwall face 
due to a decrease in the intensity of formation of cracks, the methane 
desorption process slows down. This is due to a decrease in the acti-
vation of bound methane molecules by emitting electrons. 
3.2 Simulation of methane filtration process  
The most general model of a rocks is a fractured-porous, layered, 
and anisotropic medium within each layer. A gas flow consisting of 
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air, methane, and other gases we assume a continuous medium that 
fills the entire fractured-pore space of the massif. 
Let’s consider the conditions when the longwall moved away 
from the shaft furnace a sufficient distance and moves at a constant 
speed. The filtration area moves with the face at the same speed. In 
this case, the equations of deformation and filtration, boundary and 
initial conditions remain unchanged [6]. Therefore, we consider this 
processes as steady in a moving coordinate system associated with a 
moving longwall face. 
Methane in sandstones and coal is in free and bound states [7, 8]. 
Thus, the methane desorption and its decay property in time have a 
significant effect on the filtration process. Methane desorption from 
disturbed coal seams and gas-bearing sandstones can be represented 
as the uniformly distributed methane sources q(t). In the case of gas 
desorption from a coal seam, we assume that 
0( )
atq t q e  , 
where q0 is initial gas emission, m3/t; а is coefficient of accounting 
for properties of gas emission from a coal seam, 1/s; t is time from 
the start of gas emission, s.  
Taking into account the speed of the wall advance Vlw, m/s, and 
the distance from the boundary of the filtration area z, m  
0
z
a
Vlwq q e

  . 
The calculations take into account that exhaustion of emissions 
from gas-bearing sandstones occurs 4 times faster [9]. Coupled qua-
si-stationary three-dimensional processes of the rocks deformation 
and gas filtration in a disturbed area are described by a system of 
equations [10, 11]  
,
2 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2
( ) 0;
( ) 0;
2
ij j iX t
k p p p
q t
m x y z


 
   
    
   
 
ij,j is the derivatives of the stress tensor components along x, 
y, Pa/m; Xi(t) is the projections of the external forces acting on the 
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volume unit of a solid body, N/m3; p is the gas pressure, Pa; k is the 
permeability coefficients, D; m is poros s; 
q(t) is the gas release function. 
The boundary conditions for the task set 
1
0;xu       1
0;zu       2
0;yu 
   
0
1
;p p

     0
2
;p p

     0
3
;p p

     
4
0.1 MPa;p

  
1 2 is the vertical and the horizontal boundaries of the out-
er contours; p0 3 
is the boundary of the filtering are 4 is the internal contour (the 
mine working). 
The problem is solved in an elastic-plastic formulation. For the 
mathematical description of the process of rocks changeover into a 
disturbed state, the Mohr-Coulomb failure theory is applied. To solve 
the problem, we used the finite element method. 
Verification of the gas filtration model in the disturbed area was 
performed by comparing the calculated data on the gas release into 
the well with analytical solutions; comparison with experimental data 
on the distribution of gas pressure around the well and pressure 
changes in the dig up coal seam. The calculation error did not exceed 
15 %.  
Geomechanical parameters Q* and P* are used to analyze the 
stress state of rocks. Q* - the parameter characterizing the diversity 
of the stress field components; P* - the parameter characterizing the 
unloading of rocks from the rock pressure 
1 3 *Q
H
 


 ,       3*P
H


 , 
where 1, 3 is maximum and minimum components of the principal 
stress tensor, MPa;  is the averaged weight of the overlying mine 
rocks, N/m3; H is the mining depth, m. 
3.3 Permeability of fractured rocks 
The results of numerous experiments show that the permeability 
of the rock is a function of the acting stresses and has different mean-
ings in different areas.  
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Permeability under elastic and uniform compression. Outside the 
zone of influence of mining, the rocks are in a state of compression 
with approximately equal components 123 (Q
*<0.6). Compac-
tion of rocks and overlapping of fissure-pore channels occur. The 
permeability filtration k is practically zero. The parameter P* exceeds 
the threshold value P*=0.1, at which the deformation occurs in the 
regime of plastic or pseudoplastic flow [12]. With elastic defor-
mation, the filtration properties of the medium do not significantly 
change [13]. We can assume that the zones of elasticity and uniform 
compression do not belong to the filtration area 
k=0 for Q*<0.6; P*>0.25.    (8) 
Permeability in the area of initial and intense cracking. For 
1>3 (0.6<Q
*<0.8) microcracks begin to form. The increase in the 
permeability coefficient is insignificant, since this stage is character-
ized by the accumulation of single, non-interacting defects [12]. In 
this zone 
k=kmin for 0.6<Q*<0.8.   (9) 
Outside elasticity zone and when the ultimate strength is reached, 
which corresponds to the region of intense crack formation (Q*>0.8), 
uncontrolled crack growth occurs. At this stage, deformations rapidly 
increase due to the propagation of cracks and loosening of the rock 
[12]. With an increase in Q*, the permeability coefficient increases 
by 2-3 orders of magnitude [14, 15]. A further increase in permeabil-
ity beyond the ultimate strength occurs only due to the expansion of 
existing cracks. Using experimental data [16], the dependence of the 
permeability coefficient on Q* was obtained 
0.26 * 4.65Qk e   при 0.8<Q*<1.0.   (10) 
Permeability in the rock destruction zone. When the rate of crack 
formation reaches a maximum, and the stresses of the ultimate 
strength of the rock, the process of macroscopic destruction begins. 
Destruction of geomaterials can be brittle, plastic or intermittent slip 
[12]. The permeability of the rock depends on this. The brittle frac-
ture of the rock is characterized by an increase in deformations, loos-
ening and, accordingly, the volume of the material. In the case of 
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plastic flow, material softening occurs without loosening it. Develop-
ing cracks are closed and their edges are tightly compressed. During 
compression deformation occurs with loosening for the condition 
P*<0.1 [17]. In this case, the permeability coefficient takes the max-
imum values 
k=kmax for P*<0.1; Q
*>1.0.    (11) 
So the relationship between permeability coefficients in the dis-
turbed rocks and geomechanical parameters is determined by rela-
tions (8)-(11). 
3.4 An example of calculating methane filtration parameters 
for Pokrovskoye mine control conditions 
Let us consider the rock area with 1st northern longwall (Fig. 3). 
The depth of mining is 570 m, the length of the longwall is 260 m. 
The thickness of the developed coal seam d4 is 1.5 m. There are coal 
seam d41 (0.15 m) 20 m above and coal seam d42 (0.1 m) 38 m above. 
 
Fig. 3. Design model: 1 – the coal seams; 2 – the sandstones; 3 – the goaf  
Potential sources of methane emissions are coal seams and sand-
stones. The natural gas content of coal is 20 m3/ton, sandstones is 3.5 
m3/ton.  
The fields of stress, permeability, distribution of methane pres-
sure values and its filtration rates at each point of the studied area has 
been calculated. The calculations have been made for the wall ad-
vance speed Vlw 3, 6 and 9 m/day. The distribution of the relative 
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methane pressure p/p0 in the central longitudinal section is shown in 
Fig. 4.  
a)  b)  
c)   
Fig. 4. Isobars of relative methane pressure in the central longitudinal section of 
the zone: a - Vlw=3 m/day; b - Vlw=6 m/day; c-  Vlw=9 m/day 
The p/p0 distribution in the cross section z=50 m at a distance of 
25 m behind the longwall face is shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen from 
the figures that in an untouched massif, the methane pressure re-
mains equal to the pressure in the seam. Inside the filtration zone, the 
gas pressure is reduced. Methane partially moved to longwall atmos-
phere. With an increase in the speed of wall advance, the zone of 
reduced methane pressure decays, the rates of its desorption and fil-
tration decrease as well. As a result, less methane is moved to the 
longwall. 
a 
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b 
 
c 
  
 
Fig. 5. Isobars of methane relative pressure in the cross section of the studied 
zone, z=50 m: a - Vlw=3 m/day; b - Vlw=6 m/day; c - Vlw=9 m/day 
At Vlw=3 m/day in the roof of the longwall, two layers of gas-
bearing sandstone and two coal seams will be inside of filtration ar-
ea. The size of the sources of methane emission decreases with an 
increase in the speed of wall advance. At Vlw=12 m/day, the coal 
seam 
2
4d  and the upper part of the gas-bearing sandstone are outside 
the filtration area. Its front border shifts closer to the longwall face. 
The volume of the filtration area at Vlw = 6 m/day decreases by 20 %, 
and at Vlw=9 m/day by 46 %. 
The methane relative pressure (p/p0) in the coal seams 
1
4d and 
2
4d  
at various speed of wall advance is shown on Fig. 6 и 7. Coordinate z 
of longwall face is 75 m. 
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Fig. 6. Methane relative pressure in coal seam d41 during its undermining 
 
Fig. 7. Methane relative pressure in coal seam d42 during its undermining 
It can be seen from Figure 6, the methane pressure in seam 
1
4d  is 
lower than in seam 
2
4d . The coal seam d4
1 is well degassed, unlike 
the one located above seam 
2
4d . With an increase in the speed of 
wall advance, the relative residual pressure of methane increases 
from 0.25 to 0.6 (Fig. 6). The pressure in the upper coal seam at 
Vlw=9 m/day differs slightly from the pressure in the undisturbed 
seam (Fig. 7). Methane from it almost does not enter the longwall at 
such a speed of wall advance. 
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Increase in pressure with increase in the wall advance speed also 
slows down the process of desorption of methane from underworking 
coal seams. 
Comparing the factual specific methane flowrates (Q/A, where Q 
– daily average methane inflow in longwall and adjoining mine 
workings, m3; A – daily average coal production, t) in various mining 
sites with the calculated ones, we will see that specific methane 
flowrates decrease with increasing speed of wall advance in both 
cases (Fig. 8). 
 
Fig. 8. Specific methane emission rate at the treatment area per ton of coal 
mined during coal production intensification 
Thus, it was found that there is the reduction of methane specific 
emission at intensification of coal production from softly coal bed. 
4 Conclusions  
The length of the console hanging over the worked out longwall 
space is directly proportional to the thickness of the main roof and 
the modulus of elasticity of the rock, inversely proportional to the 
depth of mining and the degree of heterogeneity of the massif. With 
an increase in the speed of the wall advance, the length of this con-
sole increases linearly. 
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With an increase in the wall advance speed, the size of the blocks 
of destroyed sandstones increases, the process of formation of cracks 
in the roof rocks slows down. The size of the filtration area near the 
longwall is reduced. The front boundary of the filtration area shifts 
closer to the face. Remote sources of gas evolution completely or 
partially go beyond the filtration area. The residual pressure of me-
thane in underworking gas-bearing rocks and coal seams increases. 
The cracking process slows down. For this reason, the emission of 
electrons from new cracks decreases, which activate methane mole-
cules bound by the Van der Waals forces. This leads to a slowdown 
in methane desorption processes. 
Thus, an increase in the speed of the wall advance can reduce the 
emission of methane in mine. However, due to the increase and re-
distribution of stresses in the array, the requirements for mechanized 
and drift supports increase. This should be taken into account when 
choosing the optimal operating conditions for the coal mine section. 
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Abstrat 
The natural resources, the technical level and the value of a nation's human re-
sources largely determine its economic development. 
The proper management of these resources requires reliable information on their 
nature, importance and conditions of existence in order to determine the most ration-
al methods of exploitation. 
In the specific case of the Republic of Guinea, bauxite is of prime importance 
because of its immense resources which can be exploited according to current tech-
nology. It is the country's largest mineral resource and the main source of foreign 
exchange.  
Guinea is the world's second largest producer of bauxite after Australia, with an 
estimated bauxite potential of over 40 billion tons, which would ensure centuries of 
production at the current rate of exploitation. The bauxite deposits in the Republic of 
Guinea constitute a special geological phenomenon, which some have described as a 
"geological scandal". 
The Bauxite Company of Guinea, which is the largest mining company, respon-
sible for about 60% of the country's exports, exploits the exceptionally high-grade 
bauxite reserves of the Boke region. In recent years, the company's profit has de-
creased as a result of an increase in financial charges related to investments in the 
replacement and modernization of production machinery and equipment. Although 
the bauxite reserves of the region of Boke are no longer of the exceptional quality of 
the past, the quantity assessed on the site, still allows it to envisage a significant 
increase in production; however, each prospect of increase in production, necessarily 
entails a new investment.  
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This is a major handicap and raises questions: "How do we increase production 
with less expenditure?" 
This is why, despite the large number of equipment and resources involved in 
mining, the CBG is still faced with problems of efficiency in order to increase its 
production in order to meet the demands of its customers. 
 In order to find a solution to this thorny problem, a systematic analysis of all the 
technical and natural factors affecting the efficiency of production equipment such 
as (availability factor, utilization factor defined and loading factor of the bucket of 
excavators having a direct influence on the cycle time; 
Therefore, after evaluation of the current parameters of the operations by the sta-
tistical method to obtain their theoretical characteristics, these values are compared 
with their practical average or experimental values in order to estimate the efficiency 
of the operations. 
As a result of this comparison, we found on average per day and per piece of 
equipment lost time deviations from the planned value. By relating these losses of 
time in the calculation of the technical production parameters, we have found a sig-
nificant production margin; because when one proceeds to the reduction of the lost 
time of the cargo and transport units, one certainly ensures an improvement in the 
rate of use of the equipment. This ensures an average cycle of 28 minutes per race 
and per truck for 16 races per shift; an actual production margin of 30% of its 
planned value for the study period 
 
Introduction 
The harmonious development of science and technology would 
be impossible if man did not proceed to extract the useful minerals 
which today constitute the framework on which the technological 
progress of the world today is built. 
Thus aluminum by its properties (non magnetic, ductile, light, 
decorative, good electrical and thermal conductor), by the diversity 
of its uses (thermite, Aeronautics, shipbuilding, civil construction...) 
to name only these is at present the most familiar of metals after Iron 
having a competitive price on the world market.  
Demand for aluminum increased dramatically during and after the 
Second World War and remains strong for several decades of techno-
logical progress and economic growth in countries (from 1946 to the 
mid-1970 s). 
Since the end of this period, demand has declined, as the market 
for aluminum products in the industrialized countries was approach-
ing saturation point on the one hand and on the other hand due to the 
general economic recession in the world. 
However, economic growth and the promising future of previous 
years led industrialists to build a large number of alumina and alumi-
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num plants around the world. Since many of them were put into op-
eration at the very moment when demand was falling, it was the im-
balance between production capacity and demand that was the result. 
Today the aluminum industry is increasingly cut with a large 
number of isolated alumina and electrolysis plants that sell their 
products on the open market. 
These various opportunities have made the global aluminum in-
dustry intensely competitive. It is hoped that global demand for alu-
minum and therefore for alumina and bauxite will continue to grow. 
Each mining company today faces three major challenges. 
 In view of the increasing competition, a high-quality product 
must be supplied in sufficient quantity. ; 
 Economic issue: to maximize the gain, it is necessary to ensure 
the projected production at a competitive cost. ; 
 Technological challenge: in order to keep customers, it is neces-
sary to reduce production time, by maintaining the efficiency of 
technological equipment and installations, correct planning and rig-
orous monitoring of production operations. 
 In addition to these main issues, there is also the issue of the en-
vironmental impact of mining, which ultimately determines the fea-
sibility of all mining projects, regardless of their industrial value. 
The Bauxite Company of Guinea, which is the largest mining 
company, responsible for about 60% of the country's exports, ex-
ploits the exceptionally high-grade bauxite reserves of the Boke re-
gion.  
For years this company has contributed between $ 100 million 
and $ 200 million in revenue to the state budget, constituting a major 
part of the dividends that the government draws from its participa-
tion, despite all funding coming from outside. 
As part of its commitment to provide quality and quantity bauxite 
that meets customer requirements and meets specification limits, any 
deviation from targets results in a loss of revenue that is detrimental 
to the company's profitability. 
In recent years, the main objective of the Company des Bauxites 
de Guinee is to increase the value of its production each year by 
keeping the total cost of production constant. 
It is in this perspective and in the perspective of making our mod-
est contribution to the search for a solution to the problems related to 
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the management of the efficiency of the mining machines at the 
Company des Bauxites de Guinea (CBG) that we present this mono-
graph, in which we have carried out a statistical analysis of the ex-
perimental data on all the technical indices of operation of the min-
ing machines from: 
Availability factor which characterizes the condition of the vari-
ous types of equipment; 
Utilization factor which characterizes the way in which the com-
pany's work is organized; 
Load factor of the bucket of the loading units as well as the aver-
age number of buckets to load a bucket, having a direct influence on 
the duration of a run (production cycle). 
Actual efficiency of loading units 
Loading is a major technological operation affecting the technical 
and economic indices of exploitation. This is why, in order to ensure 
a better exploitation efficiency, it deserves special attention in the 
organization the management of the time of production. 
At the Sangaredi mine (CBG), the loading of the damaged mass is 
carried out by two types of machines: hydraulic excavators (PC-1800 
and PC-3000) and hydraulic loaders (Caterpillar 992-GK and Ko-
mat'su WA-900-3). 
As an example we study the trend parameters of the statistical dis-
tribution of the real yields of the excavator PC-1800 in the month of 
April 2019 which are presented in Table №1. 
Since this statistical series is linear, and contains several data, we 
proceed with the transformation of this linear series into a classified 
series. 
For this, the number of classes is determined by the formula : 
K=1+3.3 log n 
where  K - number of classes;  
 n - total number of employees in the series. 
In our case n=88 then K=1+3.3 log 88 ≈7 so K=7 
Let us calculate the class I interval by the following formula 
max minQ QI
K

 , 
where I-class interval; 
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- Maximum value of the yield (as of April 2019 equal to 
2300t/poste) ;  
- Minimum value of the yield (as of April 2019 equal to 200 
t/poste). i=300 
Following these results, we get the following table 
 
Table 1 
 Absolute and relative frequency distribution 
for the excavator PC-1800 
Class no  Class Center class Effective 
Relative 
frequency 
1 200-500 350 8 0,09 
2 500-800 650 20 0,23 
3 800-1100 950 28 0,32 
4 1100-1400 1250 22 0,25 
5 1400-1700 1550 2 0,02 
6 1700-2000 1850 7 0,08 
7 2000-2300 2150 1 0,01 
K=7   n=88 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Frequency range: excavator PC-1800 
 
Determination of trend parameters of the series: 
Arithmetic mean for the linear series it is calculated from the ex-
pression 
1
1 n
r i
i
X Q X
n 
    
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But for a classified series, it is accompanied by absolute frequen-
cies such as  
1
1 n
r i ri
i
Q FQ
n 
    (for n>30) 
where n - sample size; Fi - effective or absolute frequency; X - 
Class center. 
For our case we have  
N>30
1
1 n
r i
i
Q FQ
n 
   (t/p) or 
1
88100
n
i
i
FQ

  
Table 2 
Calculation of trend parameters of the series: Excavator PC-1800 
Centre des clas-
ses ri r
Q Q   
2
ri rQ Q  Fi  
2
i ri rF Q Q  
350 651 423801 8 3390408 
650 351 123201 20 2464020 
950 51 2601 28 72828 
1250 249 62001 22 1364022 
1550 549 301401 2 602802 
1850 849 720801 7 5045607 
2150 1149 1320201 1 1320201 
    12939680 
 
Variance: calculated by the following formula 
 
2
2
1
1 n
r i ri r
i
Q F Q Q
n 
   
Standard deviation: it represents the square root of the variance 
rQ  thus  
2
2
1
1 n
r i ri r
i
Q F Q Q
n 
    Qr=383,46 t/p 
The probability density function: the distribution is described by 
the probability density formula 
 
 
2
22
2
1
2
ri rQ Q
ri
r
Q e
Q




  
According to the values of Qri we will have the values (Qri) of 
in Table 3 
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Table 3 
Summary of the values of the probability density function 
 
Qri (t/p) 350 650 950 1250 1550 1850 2150 
 riQ 10
-4
 2,46 6,85 10,32 8,44 3,73 0,89 0,12 
 
Fig. 2. Probability density curve for the excavator PC-1800 
 
Theoretical data Distribution: 
The theoretical distribution of data plays an important role in 
solving problems in many practical areas. Several laws of distribu-
tion are used for this purpose, such as : binomial law, poison law, 
uniform law, normal law among which the normal or Gaussian law is 
the most used because it can be exploited to solve a large number of 
problems of interpretation, namely the description of the distribution 
of experimental errors. 
It can serve as a mathematical model for the representation of a 
large number of theoretical distributions. 
This is why in our case if the actual Qr performance meets the fol-
lowing conditions: 
If Qr is the result of several independent cases with additive ef-
fects and each of the cases has a negligible effect on the whole, then 
Qr is distributed according to the normal law. 
The probability density function in this case is as follows 
 
 
 
 
2
1001
2 29408310.4 10
riQ
rQ e

 
Probability density curve 
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 
 
2
221
2
ri r
r
Q mQ
Q
r
r
Y f Q e
Q 


   
where mQr-mathematical expectation of the variable Qr; 
 Qr - standard Deviation of the variable 
The curve Y is symmetrical with respect to the line perpendicular 
to the X-axis in Qr=mQr; 
On each side of the summit there are inflection points A and B 
from which the curve approaches the X-axis. 
When Qr tends to±∞; Y tends to zero. 
The probability density function at the center of symmetry of the 
curve is equal to 
 
 
2
22
max
1
2
r r
r
Q mQ
Q
r
r
f Q Y e
Q 


   
when Qr=mQr we will have 
 
2
22 0 1
r r
r
Q mQ
Q
e e


   
As well   max
1
2
r
r
f Q Y
Q 
 
 
  max
1
383.46 2 3.14
rf Q Y 

 
4
max 10.43 10Y
    t/p 
By integration, the cumulative normal function is equal to 
   
 
2
221 1
2
r r
r
Q Q
Q
r r r r
r
F Q f Q dQ e dQ
Q 

 
 
     
If the change of origin and scale is done in the following way 
r r
r
Q Q
t
Q

  
We obtain the reduced normal centered variable defined on R by 
the probability density 
 
2
2
1
2
t
Y f t e


   
Then the Laplace function defined by  
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 
2
2
0 0
1
( )
2
t
t t
Q t Q t dt e dt


    
2 2
2 2
1
( ) 0.4
2
t t
Q t e e

 
    
2
2( ) 0.4
t
Q t e

  
According to the values of t in this function, the following table is 
obtained 
Table 4 
Summary of the values of the probability density function as a function of the 
reduced centered variable (t) 
t -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
f(t) 0,004 0,05 0,24 0,4 0,25 0,05 0,004 
 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov hypothesis Test 
In the statistical treatment of experimental data, it is usually as-
sumed that the distribution of these data follows a certain theoretical 
law depending on the nature of the characters studied, which is a hy-
pothesis. 
Thus, the test of Kolmogorov Smirnov allows to answer the ques-
tion: Can this hypothesis be applicable to these data or not or can one 
consider as true a sample drawn from a population of theoretical dis-
tributions of data? 
Kolmogorov Smirnov's test is a means of comparing a theoretical 
and observed distribution. 
According to the data in the table of values of the density function 
of the reduced centered variable (t) which is equal to 
iX Xt


  
where Xi
 
- center classes; X  - arithmetic average; ϑ - standard Devi-
ation. 
For the case of yields we will have 
Q Q
ri rt


  
where Qri - class center; rQ - arithmetic average; ϑ - standard devia-
tion 
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For the theoretical and the observed frequency to have the same 
scale, the value of the function f(t) found in the table of values of the 
density function shall be corrected by the following scale coefficient: 
88 250
57.37
383.46
echelle
n
K



    
where n - total staff ; ω - class interval; ϑ - standard deviation  
Table 5  
Calculation of parameters to test the yield distribution. For the PC-1800 shovel 
Qri | |ri rQ Q  t f(t) 
Freq 
theoriq 
Freq 
cum 
Freq 
obse 
Cumul Ecart 
350 651 1,70 0,3123 17,91 17,91 8 8 13,49 
650 351 0,91 0,2637 15,12 33,03 20 28 1,85 
950 51 0,13 0,3956 22,69 55,72 28 56 0,77 
1250 249 0,65 0,3230 18,53 72,25 22 78 0,23 
1550 549 1,43 0,1435 8,23 82,48 2 80 7,87 
1850 849 2,21 0,0347 1,99 84,47 7 87 5,38 
2150 1149 2,00 0,0044 0,25 84,72 1 88 0,70 
Kéchelle=57.37
 
 
Of the maximum deviation found and the number of samples ob-
served, the parameter n is given by the following formula: 
According to the table for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, we find 
the probability P(n). If P() is greater than 0.05 then we can say that 
the studied distribution follows the normal law. In our case the max-
imum deviation Ecartmax=13.49; n=88 
Then 
9.91
1.0564
88
n   n=1,06   
Depending on the values of n, the corresponding values of P(n) 
are chosen. So for n=1,06 then P(n)=0.2700  
This value of P(n) is greater than its lower limit, so this distribu-
tion follows the normal law. 
Confidence interval 
The question can be answered as to the quality of the estimation 
of the mean m of the distribution by the mean of the sample. 
If A and B are the random values, (a, b) is the confidence interval 
at the rate if the probability P. P(a≤m≤b)≥1-α  
Estimate the mean m at the rate of 95%, the confidence interval will be 
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1.96 ; 1.96X X
n n
  
  
 
 
The precision is thus calculated by the formula 
 nR 96,1  
The above expressions are valid for sufficiently large samples 
(n>30). 
Since in our case n is greater than 30 (n>30) we will have 
1.96 ; 1.96r rQ Q
n n
  
  
 
 
For an estimate of the average at the 95% rate, the precision is 
therefore 
383.46
1.96 80.12
88
R    R=80,12 
So 1001 80.12rQ    
In the same way, we have processed the experimental data on the 
actual performance of the three (3) other models of loading equip-
ment, namely: 
Excavator PC-3000; CAT – 992-GK Loader and Komat'su Wa – 
900-3 Loader. The treatment results are shown in Tables 7, 8 and 9. 
 
Table 7 
Summary of the results of the calculation of the trend parameters of the distribution 
of the real yield of the three gears 
Parameter 
Gear 
Average 
 rQ  t/post 
Variance 
(V) t/post 
Standard devia-
tion (Qr) t/post 
Excavator PC-3000 917 184019 429 
Loader Caterpillar 992-GK 1036 185075 430 
Loader Komat’su WA-900-3 1108 257460 507 
Table 8 
Summary table of the values of P(m)
 
as  a function of the values of m  
Parameter 
Gear 
Ecartmax iF n   n P(n) 
excavator PC-3000 11,18 90 1,17 0,1122 
Loader Caterpillar 992-GK 10,47 84 1,14 0,1777 
Loader Komat’su WA-900-3 11,70 74 1,36 0,0681 
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In conclusion, all the values of the probabilities found P(n) are 
above the threshold of P(n)=0,05; then we can affirm that the distri-
butions of the real yield of the three (3) cargo gear according to the 
normal law. 
Since the sample size is greater than 30 (N>30) for the three (3) 
loading units then we can estimate the average at the 95% rate with 
the following confidence interval 
1.96 ; 1.96X X
n n
  
  
 
 
Table 9 
Summary table of confidence intervals of the actual yield per shift of the three gears 
with 95% probability 
Parameter 
Gear 
Arithmetic averag-
es 
Confidence inter-
vals 
Excavator PC-3000 917 917±89 
Loader Caterpillar 992-GK 1036 1036±92 
Loader Komat’su WA-900-3 1108 1108±109 
 
Analysis of technical indices affecting the performance of 
loading units 
 
The operating efficiency of loading units is calculated by the fol-
lowing formula  
3600 p r u
Ex
c f
E T K K
Q
t K

   


 t/p 
In the course of studies on the variation of the values of the actual 
efficiency of loading machines, we have found that there are three 
(3) main technical indices which directly affect the efficiency, de-
pending on the condition of the slag mass (grain size, bulking, geo-
metric dimensions, physical condition, etc.) and the way in which  
- Utilization factor (Ku); 
- Load factor (Kr); 
- Duration of the working cycle (tc); 
- Coefficient of availability (Kd) 
Utilization factor study (Ku)  
The utilization factor represents the ratio between the time 
worked and the programmed time and is written as follows 
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trav
u
prog
T
K
T
 ; (%) 
où Ttrav - time worked by post; Tprog - time programmed by post. 
This formula is actually applied to find the utilization factor (Ku) 
at the first workstation. For the other two (2) items, the following 
expressions are used 
II
II
u uI
I
Q
K K
Q
  et 
III
III
u uI
I
Q
K K
Q
  
where KuI, KuII and KuIII are the utilization factor for the 1st, 2nd 
and 3rd shift respectively. 
Statistical processing of experimental data on coefficients of 
utilization of loading units 
We treat the experimental data in the same way as the previous 
method applied to real yields. The results of the treatment are shown 
in Table 10. 
Table 10 
Summary of confidence intervals for shift utilization factors of loading units,  
with 95% probability 
 
These confidence intervals show that the value of each distribu-
tion is very close to the average of the utilization factors of each 
loading unit. This means that the organization of loading work at the 
Sangaredi mine affects the cycle time of the machines. 
Study of the filling factor of the bucket 
In practice, the extracted ore does not occupy exactly the geomet-
ric volume of the excavator bucket. Depending on The Shape of the 
load and the bulking of the rock, the actual capacity of the bucket 
may be lower or higher than its geometric volume. When the ore is 
well fractured during mining, the degree of bulking increases, which 
favors normal filling of the excavator bucket. But on the contrary, 
Parameter 
Gear 
Arithmetic average Confidence interval 
Excavator PC-3000 0,70 0.7±0.0294
 
Loader Caterpillar 992-GK 0,54 0.54±0.0337
 
Loader Komat’su WA-900-3 0,71 0.71±0.0305
 
 0,65 0.65±0.0373
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when the cut Mass contains a high percentage of pieces of Rock 
whose dimensions are outside the gabarie, that is to say, exceeding 
the geometric dimensions of the bucket of the excavator, then the 
filling of the bucket of the excavator is called into question and the 
duration of the cycle of loading of the trucks will increase. 
This is why, in calculating the efficiency of the machines, we 
have taken into account the degree of utilization of the capacity or 
the coefficient of filling of the excavator bucket expressed by the 
actual quantity of ore in the bucket compared to its geometric capaci-
ty 
r
r
V
K
E
  
where Kr - filling factor of the bucket ; 
 Vr - actual volume of rock in excavator bucket; 
 E - capacity of the excavator bucket, given by the manufac-
turer. 
To determine the values of this coefficient we used the results of 
the average tonnages loaded in the trucks during our research period 
(April 2019). 
According to this method, the expression of the filling coefficient 
of the bucket becomes 
g
r
r
Q
K
Q
  
where Qg - actual quantity of ore in the bucket of the excavator; 
determined by the average tonnages put in the trucks, by the expres-
sion 
moy
g
g
T
Q
N
 , 
where Tmoy - average tonnage loaded in trucks during the month of 
April 2019; Ng - average number de godet pour charger un camion. 
A cause de son impact sur le nombre de godet, la durée du cycle 
de chargement ainsi que le rendement d’exploitation des équipe-
ments, le coefficient de remplissage mérite une attention particulière 
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Analysis of the filling factor and the number of buckets in the 
loading units 
This analysis is based on the study of the interdependence be-
tween the load factor and the average number of excavator buckets to 
fill the dump truck. 
To determine the interdependence between these two parameters 
for each of the loading units, the actual values of these indices were 
used to determine their correlation using the correlation coefficients 
(table 11). 
Table 11  
Summary of the results of the calculation of the correlation coefficients 
Loading units 
Correlation Coeffi-
cients 
Interpretation 
Excavator PC-1800 - 0,82 Negative strong 
Excavator PC-3000 - 0,90 Negative strong 
Cat 992-GK loader - 0,84 Negative strong 
Komat'su WA-900-3 loader - 0,91 Negative strong 
 
On the basis of the results of the calculation of the correlation co-
efficient of these two technical indices, it can be confirmed that there 
is a strong but inverse correlation between the filling coefficient and 
the number of buckets. 
Study of the availability factor of loading units 
The availability coefficient is the ratio between the time available 
and the time programmed 
d
d
p
T
K
T
 , 
where Td - time available; Tp - time planned. 
The treatment of the experimental data is carried out in the same 
way as the previous method applied to the utilization factor. The re-
sults of the treatment are shown in Table 12. 
Table 12 
Summary of the results of the calculation of the technical indices of loading units 
Loading units Kd real Kd provide Ku real Ku provide 
Excavator PC-1800 0,82 1 0,70 0,95 
Excavator PC-3000 0,81 1 0,54 0,95 
Cat 992 - GK loader 0,87 1 0,71 0,95 
Komat'SU WA-900-3 load-
er 
0,85 1 0,65 0,95 
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From this table it appears that the actual average values of the 
availability coefficient of the loading machines are below their fore-
cast values of 18% which shows that, according to the data of our 
research period, the planned time management organization for the 
loading machines is not respected, because of the frequency of stop-
pages caused by unexpected breakdowns. 
The utilization factors are lower than the planned values of 30%, 
which explains the decline in the production efficiency of loading 
units.  
This phenomenon can be caused either by poor management of 
the available time, or by the poor physical quality of the ore or by the 
various conditions of use of the machines, such as: the state of the 
flat, the size of the slashed mass, the percentage of the big blocks, the 
incompetence of the operators. 
Conclusion 
Systematic study and analysis of production processes to improve 
the production of CBG is a very important and very complicated task 
from the point of view of the need to increase the efficiency of the 
machines without spending much.  But the current practice of the 
CBG, other mining companies, and mining sector actors in this spe-
cific area of mining, shows us that almost 30% of equipment operat-
ing time is lost due to lack of rationality in time management and 
proper monitoring of production equipment. 
The development of this work has enabled us to identify in gen-
eral, the complexity of the organizational problems of the Bauxite 
Company of Guinea; but in particular the problems related to the 
management of the productivity of the machines as well as of the 
operating cycle at the Sangaredi mine. 
Based on CBG's technical capabilities and production objectives 
under normal conditions, we have theoretically assessed all the pa-
rameters of the production sector in relation to planning, namely: 
Yields, to estimate the productivity of production equipment; 
Technical indices to measure their effects on gear performance. 
Following this evaluation, we analyzed the values of these pa-
rameters under actual field conditions to determine the shortfall, 
comparing the results of the practical analysis with their theoretical 
values. This comparison enabled us to discover significant differ-
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ences between these two values in terms of time, efficiency, produc-
tion and the number of production equipment. 
Thus, to reassure ourselves and confirm with certainty the exist-
ence of these important margins on all the parameters evaluated, we 
used an effective instrument for diagnosing technical procedures, 
called the statistical method.  
This method enabled us, using the results of the statistical pro-
cessing of the experimental data on yield and on all the technical in-
dices having a direct or indirect influence on the yield of the loading 
units , to answer the question whether or not these loading units are 
capable of meeting the production objectives.  
From these analyses it can be seen that the average values of the 
technical indices (coefficient of use, coefficient of availability ...) are 
well below their company's target average values, which gives the 
opportunity to increase production capacity with less expense. 
It should also be noted that this study is characterized by a two-
fold interest: 
Scientific: to provide useful information on the operating strategy 
and management of production equipment; possibility of using statis-
tical methods to diagnose operating processes; 
Economically: avoid spending unnecessarily on each production 
increase project by applying the principles of organization and man-
agement of the working time of each piece of equipment in order to 
improve their performance. 
This would result in a production surplus of about 30% of the 
planned production at the Sangaredi mine. 
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Abstract 
The essence of the work is to study and model individual technological opera-
tions and determine the technological parameters of underground development of 
zeolite-smectite tuffs deposits by hydro-well method, taking into account the domi-
nant factors of the process. 
The work research the process of destruction of the massif under different condi-
tions and methods of influence, identifies the main parameters that affect the process 
of hydrodynamic erosion of zeolite-smectite tuffs and established dependencies 
between the physical and technological indices of hydromonitor erosion of the mas-
sif rocks, determined the relationship between the indices of energy of erosion min-
eral consumption to optimize the extraction process. 
The parameters of the technology of mining of the chambers of zeolite-smectite 
tuffs by hydro-well method deposits have been substantiated, the dependence of the 
flow transport ability on the flow rate of the hydromonitor under different conditions 
of movement of the destroyed tuff in the mining chamberhas been investigated and 
established. This will allow the effective extraction of zeolite-smectite tuffs for fur-
ther use in various industries. 
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Introduction 
Due to the widespread use of zeolite-smectite tuffs, the issue of 
using well hydrotechnology for their extraction is included in the 
state program of development of mineral resources of Rivne region 
[1-3]. 
To substantiate the parameters of well hydrotechnology for the 
production of zeolite-smectite tuffs in the work conducted research 
and proposed solutions that consist in establishing the laws of the 
process of erosion of rock, transportation in the flow of hydraulic 
mixture and the formation of mining chambers, which will be the 
basis of theoretical and technical solutions [4-7]. 
The novelty and the distinguishing features of the investigated 
and modeled methods of self-propelled hydraulic transport along the 
bottom of the extraction chambers is that the calculation is conducted 
with the condition of determining the qualitative and quantitative 
parameters of the erosion process: the amount of working agent re-
quired for erosion; the productivity of the erosion of the minerals, the 
coefficient of roughness of the bottom; radius and angle of the ero-
sion sector. 
Given that the creation of a common model of well hydrotechnol-
ogy, mining is almost impossible due to methodological and techno-
logical difficulties, studies have been conducted for individual tech-
nological operations [8, 9]. 
Investigation of processes of erosion and fluidity of the hy-
draulic mixture 
The movement of fluid in a jet is characterized by the movement 
of water particles in the absence of rigid boundaries of the channel. 
During the movement of a jet, when several liquids are mixed, dif-
ferent in density, as well as in multiphases, when the substance of the 
jet and the substance of the medium are in different physical states 
(in gaseous or dropping), and sometimes with the admixture of solids 
in the boundary layer of the jet, phenomena occur so complex that at 
the present stage there are no reliable methods for their analytical 
determination [10, 11]. 
The specificity of the formation of the jet in the well hydromoni-
tor is such that as the flow of water to the nozzle, it meets on its way 
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various supports that contribute to the turbulence and cavitation of 
the flow, which impair the quality and parameters of the jet. The final 
formation of the jet occurs in the nozzle, the purpose of which is to 
convert the static pressure of water into the kinetic energy of the jet, 
and as the cross section of the nozzle at constant flow of water in-
creases its speed. At the same time, the pressure loss in the nozzle, 
which is proportional to the square of the flow velocity, increases. In 
the final section of the nozzle, the static pressure takes into account 
the velocity head, taking into account the pressure loss [12]. 
The study of the distribution of the axial dynamic pressure of the 
jet along its axis with the central and lateral nozzles of the monitor 
head showed that the axial dynamic pressure of the jet from the lat-
eral nozzle at a distance of 100-150 mm is 45-55% of this value for 
the central nozzle. This is due to the large losses of head when water 
enters the side nozzle, which significantly degrades the hydrodynam-
ic characteristics of the jet. 
The speed of rotation of the head of the monitor was determined 
on the stand (Fig. 1). Analyzing the research data, the dependence of 
the speed of rotation of the hydromonitor head on the pressure at dif-
ferent angles of rotation of the lateral nozzle is established, which is 
shown in Fig. 2. 
The rotating motion of the head gives the centrifugal components 
of the reaction forces of the jet from the side nozzles. The speed of 
rotation of the head п was determined at different angles of rotation 
of the central jack nozzle relative to the axis of the head and at dif-
ferent values of the head of water Н0 at the inlet to the head. During 
the studies, the angle of rotation of the conveyor nozzle remained 
constant at α2=15°. 
Studies have also found that with increasing pressure from 0,4 to 
1,1 MPa, the pressure loss on the sections of the telescopic shaft of 
the monitor is practically absent. The telescopic shaft also serves as a 
straight section that stabilizes the flow of water before the nozzle. 
Water costs for hydro screwdriver at the nodes of the telescopic shaft 
units were 15-18%. 
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Fig. 1. Scheme of a stand for research of a hydromonitor head 
 
Fig. 2. Dependence of speed of rotation of the monitor head on the water head at 
different angles of rotation of the side nozzle п=f(H0) 
 
According to geological studies tuffs lie above the water satura-
tion zone [1, 13]. In this regard, in our studies, we considered un-
filled medium jet hydromonitor (1MPa - 4MPa) pressure. 
When the action of the jet on a flat wall, located perpendicular to 
its axis, the impact force was calculated by the formula 
2
000 VP в ,    (1) 
where ρв - is the density of water, V0– is the velocity of the jet at the 
outlet of the nozzle, and ω0 - is the cross-sectional area of the jet. 
 
30° 
45° 
60° 
24° 
n, 
rpm 
Н0,МPа  
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In chambers, the erosion of the jet acts on a flat wall with a one-
way outlet. The impact force of the jet in this case 
K'P=P 0
I
0 ,    (2) 
where K'- is the coefficient taken within 1,3-1,4. 
The specific pressure of the jet on the obstacle in all cases was de-
termined by the formula 
000 = ω/Pp
ii .   (3) 
Pressure water jet has no solid particles, so as it moves away from 
the nozzle, it changes all its initial parameters – shape, diameter, 
speed, pressure. The reasons for this change are air resistance; aera-
tion of the jet by air and its spraying, accompanied by an increase in 
diameter; the action of compressed air inside the jet; the presence of 
turbulent formations inside the jet; the effect of gravity. 
The maximum pressure along the cross-section of the pressure 
water jet, ie axial dynamic pressure, as shown by studies, for all val-
ues, of the diameter of the nozzle and the pressure of water decreases 
with increasing distance from the nozzle and for low-pressure and 
medium-pressure water jets is determined by dependency 
k
n
oc
l )l/l(p/p

 -0 ,   (4) 
where p0 - is the jet pressure at the outlet of the nozzle, k' - is the co-
efficient characterizing the intensity of jet decay (for low-pressure 
water jets with a nozzle d0=50-190 mm k'=0,5; for medium-pressure 
ones - k'=0,85). 
As the distance from the nozzle pressure water jet due to the oc-
currence of transverse velocities and interaction with the air expands 
and its diameter increases. To calculate the diameter of the jet dl at a 
distance l from the nozzle used the expression 
250
0
1150
0
50
0
,
l
,,
l )p/p()d/l(dd  ,  (5) 
where μ=0,93-0,96 - is the nozzle flow factor, рl - is the average dy-
namic jet pressure at a distance l from the nozzle, calculated by the 
average pressure at the outlet of the nozzle 
ll pp  0 .    (6) 
The following formula is used to calculate the parameters φl 
  4 0510 320320  Hd/l/ ,l .  (7) 
where Н0 - is the initial head. 
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The average velocity of the jet Vl at a distance l from the nozzle 
was calculated by the formula 
5041 ,ll p,V  .    (8) 
Solving the flight range of a jet is of great practical importance, 
especially when determining the location of a hydromonitor with 
respect to a slope. 
The theoretical jet flight range (excluding aeration and air re-
sistance) was determined by the formula 
3
2
0 2sin)g/V(L
Т
стр  ,   (9) 
where α3 - is the angle of inclination of the jet to the horizon, deg. 
From the conducted researches it follows that the maximum flight 
range of the jet will be at the angle of inclination of the jet monitor to 
the horizon α3=30-45º. 
To destroy rocks, the pressure of the jet on contact with the rock 
must be greater shear resistance. 
For cemented tuffs and similar rocks the shear resistance is ex-
pressed by the Coulomb formula 
вГ tg)p(c   ,  (10) 
where σ - is the total normal voltage; рГ - is a neutral voltage equal to 
the hydrostatic pressure of water in the pores; с - clutch coefficient 
(for loose tuffs it is possible to accept: c=0); φв - is the angle of inter-
nal friction. 
The decrease in shear resistance of zeolite-smectite tuff rocks during 
vibration is due to the change in stress state, as well as due to chang-
es in the angle of internal friction or coefficient of friction. As a re-
sult, there is a violation of the structure of the rock due to the dis-
placement of individual unstable particles. When the vibration is af-
fected, there is a process of constant dilution: the first impulse 
changes the upper layer, which in turn causes the unloading of the 
lower layers and their transition to a rarefied state in subsequent vi-
brations [14, 15]. The dilution zone is constantly moving, extending 
into the depth of the layer. 
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Modeling of the process of pulp hydrotransport in the extrac-
tion chamber 
The displacement of the hydromonitor tuff destroyed by the jet to 
the absorber of the dispenser occurs in the stream along the bottom 
of the chamber by self-propelled or pressure flow of water. In addi-
tion, self-propelled  delivery can be effectively used on the surface, 
from minning wells to a map of the inwash or pumping dredge pump 
[16-19]. 
The erosion of the camera is carried out by sectors, which causes 
the presence of different specific costs of the working agent along 
the length of transportation and leads to variability of flow rates. Ul-
timately, the factor of variability of specific costs and velocities in-
fluences the transport capacity of the stream, which is minimal near 
the slope and increases in the direction of final production. On the 
other hand, the amount of minerals destroyed is maximum near the 
slope of the mining chamber and minimum near near of final produc-
tion. Therefore, the loss of minerals near the slope is large enough, 
even at the first meters of the blasting radius of the extraction cham-
ber, increasing (due to the imposition of previous floods) as the slope 
is advanced. Over time, this makes it impossible to transport the re-
flected mineral without repeated erosion the entire area of the sector. 
Increasing the transport capacity of the stream near the slope by in-
creasing by increasing the work agent cost will not only lead to a 
significant cost overruns, but also to an increase in the productivity 
of hydroerosion. This creates the same problem - the inability to ar-
range at the periphery of the extraction chamber (near the slope) such 
flow rates that would allow the transport of all the amount of reflect-
ed minerals [20-22]. This significant difference is the basis of studies 
and calculations of hydraulic transport of mining in hydro-well.  
The process of hydrotransporting the pulp to an automated well 
monitor or outlet is a separate element of the system, so the reliabil-
ity of this link determines the efficiency of the entire technological 
complex. Knowledge of the nature and basic laws of this element 
will allow you to choose the optimal conditions of transportation of 
the hydraulic mix [23, 24]. 
It is worth noting another important fact: studies of hydrotrans-
portation in related industries were carried out, as a rule, with the 
invariance of the flow of working fluid, whereas the hydrotransporta-
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tion of the mixture under these conditions occurs at a variable flow 
of water. In addition, all known studies were carried out in the trans-
portation of material that has no initial velocity (fixed on a trench or 
the bottom), which is significantly different from the conditions of 
erosion and hydraulic transport to the bottom of the chamber. Here, 
the eroded minerals have a considerable amount of kinetic energy 
when they fall to the bottom of the chamber. With a certain flow of 
working fluid and a sloping bottom, the initial speed of the hydraulic 
mix can have a predominant effect on the subsequent transportation 
at the bottom of the chamber. 
It is characteristic that in the majority of studies the task of active in-
terference in the process of formation and preservation of the dynamics 
and kinematics of the movement of the mixture was not put in order to 
obtain optimal conditions for self and forced hydraulic transport. The 
solution to the problems of hydrotransportation was basically to deter-
mine the transport capacity of the stream. This approach to the calcula-
tion of hydrotransportation under the conditions of well hydrotechnolo-
gy is unacceptable, since the ability of hydrotransportation is based on 
the possibility of hydro fracture [25]. 
The absence of analogues and the need for efficient hydrotrans-
portation require the identification and establishment of the follow-
ing dependencies: the effect of water flow on the flow capacity of the 
stream; the influence of the slope of the bottom of the camera on the 
transport capacity of the stream; the effect of the roughness of the 
bottom of the camera on the transport performance; detecting the 
effect of the initial energy of the particles on the technological losses 
[26, 27]. 
The potential energy of the open flow of the pulp is spent on the inter-
action of: the working agent with the bottom and walls of the camera; 
fluid particles with each other (friction in a liquid); particles of moving 
rock with each other and overcoming local resistance. It is not possible to 
quantify energy consumption individually for each interaction, so the 
method of cumulative estimation of flow performance is adopted. The 
total work is expressed by the maximum transport capacity of the solid 
flow at a given inclination of the bottom of the chamber of extraction and 
consumption of the working agent [27]. 
It is extremely difficult to investigate the parameters of the tech-
nology of mining of minerals from the camera, so experiments were 
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carried out in a laboratory on a model stand (Fig. 3). It is practically 
impossible to perform absolutely appropriate modeling of well hy-
draulic production of tuffs, so the results of the studies are only 
quantitative. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Scheme of the stand for studying the technology of working out of the 
extraction chambers: 1 - rock of the roof; 2 - layer of zeolite-smectite tuff; 3 - the 
underlying rock; 4 - mining chamber; 5 - erlift; 6 - erlift nozzle; 7 - suction pipe; 8 - 
air separator plate type; 9 - casing string (well); 10 - a hydraulic monitor; 11 - hy-
draulic mi 
 
The purpose of the research on the choice of the scheme of work-
ing out of the camera was to determine the most effective way of 
destruction and extraction of rock, the choice of the method of carry-
ing out excavation works, as well as to determine the characteristics 
of the extraction equipment. Three schemes of working out of the 
chamber were studied: counter, back slope and circulating flow. 
According to the first scheme, the extraction works were carried 
out by sectors around the production well. 
In the second scheme, the drilling first occurred by beating the 
wells with a channel and then expanding it. In this case, the well hy-
dromonitors work on each other, creating favorable conditions not only 
for the destruction, but also for the transportation of rock in the chamber, 
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as the jet energy is used most rationally in the coincidence of the move-
ment of the hydraulic mixture and the promotion of the slope. 
The third scheme is close to the first and provided for the for-
mation of the primary chamber is not over the entire radius of effec-
tive action of the jet. The gradual and continuous rotation of the noz-
zle of the hydromonitor creates a circular circulation of the hydraulic 
mix in the bottom zone of the chamber. In this case, the jet energy is 
also used to transport the mixture to the dispenser. 
The experiments were carried out at diameters of nozzles hy-
dromonitor d0 equal to 4,2 and 6,0 mm, changing the water pressure 
Н0 from 0,2 to 0,7 MPa and reservoir power 0,08-0,19 m. erlift per-
formance 5 and density hydraulic mixtures 11 were measured by 
measuring capacities. Model layer 2 is represented by zeolite-
smectite tuffs from the basalt quarry of the village of Ivanchi, select-
ed from a depth of 15,2 m. Roof 1 and the bottom 3 of the reservoir 
were made in accordance with basalts and lavobreccia. The walls of 
the laboratory unit were made of transparent glass to accurately de-
termine the shape and size of the chamber 4. The clamping lining 
created the ability to load the layer. 
Averaged data of studies of tuffs by counter- slope are shown in 
Fig. 4. 
Studies have shown that increasing the diameter of the nozzle and 
the water pressure increase the erosion rate and increase the efficien-
cy of the extraction chamber (Fig. 4, Charts 1,2,3), but the increase 
in efficiency is limited by the performance of the dispenser. Increas-
ing the water pressure in the nozzle of the hydromonitor creates an 
increase in the density of the hydraulic mixture only up to a certain 
limit (ρh=1,3 g/cm3). 
Analysis of the results of the studies showed that of working out 
of layers from top to bottom in a single-well production scheme cre-
ates favorable conditions for the flow of hydraulic mixture to the 
dispensing device. The scheme of working out of the chambers by a 
back slope is promising only for the extraction of the rock in pillars. 
A limitation to its application is the small angle of deviation from the 
erosion axis. 
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Fig. 4. Dependence of speed and time of erosion on the range of the slope: 1,2,3 
- dependence of the speed of erosion u on the range of the slopel; 4,5,6 - dependence 
of the erosion time t on the range of the slopel; 1,4 - d0=4,2 mm, H0=0,7 MPa; 2,5 - 
d0=6,0 mm, H0=0,2 MPa; 3,6 - d0=4,2 mm, H0=0,2 MPa 
 
The erosion of the reservoir and working out  of the chambers by 
the circulation flow showed that, regardless of the power of the waste 
layer of rock, water pressure and diameter of the nozzle development 
stopped at a rotation of the nozzle 25° from the initial position. 
The process of working out the chamber with undercutting the 
bottom was less effective due to the collapse of the ore and disturb-
ance of the circulation flow. In the circulation scheme, it is preferable 
to increase the pressure on the nozzle to increase the working out. 
Flooding the camera dramatically reduces the efficiency of the dis-
charge. Layered extraction by circulating flow under equal condi-
tions reduces the working time of the camera of the same size by 
about 25%. 
The circulation pattern is very sensitive to changing modes of op-
eration of the hydromonitor and erlift and therefore it is advisable to 
apply it to the rock with a granulometric distribution. Due to the 
limitation of production sizes and low circulation stability in the bot-
tom zone, the circulation scheme is less efficient compared to the 
previous two. Its effectiveness was noted only at the beginning of the 
formation of the extraction chamber. 
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Thus, as a result of the conducted research, it is established that 
the most effective and promising application of mining in hydro-well 
of zeolite-smectite tuffs is a single-well production scheme with a 
counter-slope in which the erosion occurs in sectors and round-
shaped extraction chambers are formed. And considering that the 
roof of the zeolite-smectite tuffs are powerful layers of basalt, the 
most rational system of development is a chamber system with an 
open treatment space in which the extraction of tuffs will be carried 
out by layers. Layers should be designed with a slope sufficient for 
the self- propelled movement of the destroyed rock. 
Studies have also found that for large particles (size 8-10 mm), 
the impact of flow growth occurs only until the liquid level increases 
to the height of the particle, that is, until it is fully immersed in the 
liquid. Further increase in flow creates a much smaller effect on the 
intensity of the action on the particle, since the surface of the liquid 
does not collide with the plane of the particle perpendicular to the 
velocity vector, and has an effect only on the flow plot. It can be as-
sumed that with a further increase in the cost of transportation will 
increase, but the magnitude of the increase in cost will cause only a 
slight increase. This leads to the conclusion that there is a limit to the 
impact of increasing the cost of transporting particles of destroyed 
tuff.  
The effect of falling pulp flow on the transport capacity of the 
stream was also investigated in the experiment. It is revealed that the 
initial energy of the falling pulp during the erosion intensifies the 
turbulence of the flow in the bottom space and thereby reduces the 
probability of sedimentation of the particles, creating an initial veloc-
ity of the incident particle. As a result of the blow, the particles of the 
reflected tuff rise, the pulp density increases and, as a consequence, 
the ejection force increases, which reduces the adhesion forces of the 
particle to the bottom. 
When the level of the pulp in the bottom space of the chamber 
was high enough, the energy of falling particle with this layer was 
exhausted and the sedimented particles could not move. In other 
words, there must be turbulent motion at the periphery of the 
extraction chamber and the level of pulp optimal in terms of particle 
wear. 
To create a level playing field transportation along the entire 
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length of the displacement of the reflected mineral in the extraction 
chamber, it is necessary to maintain a constant flow rate equal to the 
speed of reliable transportation. In this connection, it is necessary to 
create a rational, scientifically sound profile of the bottom of the 
extraction chamber, which must meet the following requirements: 
- to create the optimum (effective in turbulence conditions) flow 
depth at the slope. If the depth of the pulp in the extraction chamber 
is large enough (as observed at small angles of inclination of the bot-
tom), then the energy of the reflected particle of the rock will be ex-
hausted upon fall and the deposited particles will not be able to be 
drawn into motion; 
- to create the maximum force of rolling; 
- have the optimum length of transportation of the reflected min-
eral. 
Therefore, a rational profile should provide: 
- constant flow velocity equal to the speed of reliable transporta-
tion; 
- minimum losses of minerals during forming; 
- the inability to settle the minerals at the bottom of the extraction 
chamber. 
Analyzing the research data it is established that the flow 
transport properties are in most cases described by exponential de-
pendencies or polynomials of the first order, ie linear functions, and 
the study of the transport capacity of the flow when changing the 
flow rate of the hydromonitor and the inclination of the bottom of the 
extraction chamber indicate that this process is approximated to an 
equation of this kind 
307150320410 ,і,Q,іQ,)Q,і(Q тртртрп  .  (11) 
The maximum permissible relative error of approximation does 
not exceed 10%. 
Conclusions 
The process of hydraulic fracturing of the massif during the de-
velopment of the zeolite-smectite tuffs deposit in the rivne-volyn 
region by the mining of zeolite-smectite tuffs by hydro-well method 
was investigated under various conditions and methods of influence 
and the dominant parameters affecting the hydrodynamic erosion 
technology were identified 
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In the erosion of the breed, the residence time in the rarefied state 
is determined by the thickness of the layer, its water permeability, the 
change in pores volume in the process of compaction, the placement 
of drainage and the duration of the dynamic load, destructive struc-
ture. 
As a result of studies of the transportation process, it is estab-
lished that the pulp falling to the bottom of the extraction chamber 
intensifies the turbulence of the flow in the bottom space by creating 
an initial speed of movement of the pulp to the suction nozzle of the 
dispenser, which reduces the subsidence of tuffs particles in the 
stream, the maximum height of which does not exceed two altitudes 
times the size of the largest fractions of the destroyed rock. 
It is established that the dependence of the flow capacity on the 
flow rate of the hydromonitor and the slope of the bottom of the 
chamber for the destroyed zeolite-smectite tuff is linear in nature and 
directly proportional to the specified parameters. 
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Abstract 
In view of rapid decrease of resources of raw-material base of continental for-
mations, problems of ore field development in the World Ocean become absolutely 
essential. They are connected with the progress of topical research of resource-
saving methods intended to extract solid minerals.  
Construction of mining marine complexes on the basis of hydraulic systems for 
the extracted primary material hoisting is notable for high probability of their engi-
neering implementation. Pump hydraulic hoisting and air-lift one are considered as 
the potentially productive alternatives to transport polymetallic concretions despite 
their high power intensity. The abovementioned sets the relevant research and de-
velopment problem to improve accuracy of experimental methods. 
Subjects of the study are vertical high-speed unidirectional annular flows and 
disperse flows within blading sections of deep-water hydraulic hoisting. 
Objective of the research is to analyze the solid material transportability with the 
help of vertical three-phase flow in terms of annular and disperse flow structures as 
applied to hydraulic hoisting modeling.  The objective is in the natural line with 
statement of the research and development problem. 
The idea is to decrease power intensity of hydraulic hoisting and to improve its 
efficiency owing to selection of reasonable consumable parameters while advancing 
both experimental calculation techniques and theoretical ones as well as implement-
ing innovative designs. 
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Originality is that for the first time the experimental methods have been devel-
oped to analyze three-phase flow with an active role of solid particles using the im-
proved experimental and technical basis. 
Innovative scientific finding is in the opening of previously unknown phenome-
non titled conventionally «change of a leader» which is a definite stage in the de-
velopment of dynamics of turbulent heterogeneous flows. 
 
Introduction 
Having analyzed and generalized their thirty-year experience in 
the design of deep-water pump and air-lift hydraulic hoisting, the 
authors believe that the available analytical methods are not efficient 
due to significant quantitative and qualitative differences in the end 
results of the modeling. 
The efforts applied to improve theoretical models [4] in isolation 
from the currently unavailable experimental capability only result in 
unjustified losses of time and mental labour. As for the semiempiri-
cal models [10, 11], they are far from being reliable due to the use of 
closing empirical dependences generated exclusively with the help of 
short modeling facilities. The matter is that it is impossible to simu-
late the majority of determinant multiphase hydrodynamical process-
es, implemented in the deepwater hydraulic hoisting, using the short 
experimental devices since deepwater air-lift hoisting involves 
changes in structure of heterogeneous mixture flow,  hundred-fold 
extension of a gaseous phase within a lift pipe, pressure nonlinearity, 
absorption  and desorption processes under the conditions of high 
pressure gradients, multiscale turbulent fluctuations, specific features 
of a boundary layer as well as phase interaction etc. 
Methodology to design deepwater hydraulic hoisting has been 
proposed. According to the methodology, at the current stage of ma-
rine facilities, the developers should focus on the upgrading of test 
benches and on the improving of experimental methods. Theoretical 
methods should be improved in parallel. The abovementioned is the 
research stage paradigm. One may say allegorically that theory has to 
step aside for systematic experiments. 
Implementation of innovative techniques is the promising tenden-
cy to improve the efficiency of hydraulic hoisting [7, 9]. 
Since the experiments concerning three-phase flows are in the ini-
tial stage, it is possible to talk today only of the extension of area of 
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empiric analysis of sporadic results, and of verification of phenome-
nological hypotheses. 
Experimental studies of annular and disperse structure 
Experimental studies of vertical multiphase flow were carried out 
in the laboratory of hydraulics and hydraulic drive of the Rock Me-
chanic Department of the NTU “Dnipro Polytechnic” on the basis of 
the developed integrated experimental hydraulic bench (see Fig. 1). 
Experiments concerning projectile flow structure have been carried 
out earlier [1-3]. 
In view of the new object studies, certain units have been recon-
structed and modernized which is described by certain specifications 
[8]. 
The bench design provides a possibility to simulate two- and 
three-phase flows, and to analyze trajectory parameters of sole solid 
particles as well as their groups within the blading sections of air-lift 
facilities. Moreover, the bench helps study the airlift behaviour when 
a value of relative geometric submersion of a mixer is 0.4-0.95 [5, 
12]. In view of small dimensions, the experimental device can be 
only used to study morphology of certain structures of three-phase 
mixture flow within a vertical pipeline, transportation kinematics of 
solid particles in terms of different flow structures, and qualitative 
studies of metering characteristics of short airlifts. 
 
Fig. 1. Integrated experimental hydraulic bench 
The authors do not set a goal to implement physical simulation of 
behaviour of powerful highly productive deepwater hoisting. 
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The research programme provided series of experiments for different 
groups of round particles of a monodisperse composition. Each particle 
group differed in diameters of the samples under study, and their densi-
ties. In this context, diameters of the particles being studied varied within 
the range of 0.002-0.014 mm and their densities varied within the range of 
1100-1400 kg/m3. In addition, groups of particles with similar diameters 
and varied densities were analyzed. 
The complex experimental hydraulic bench consists of compres-
sor unit 1 with pressure pipeline 2;  pool 3; centrifugal pump 4 with 
intake pipeline 5, and pressure pipeline 6; lifting pipe 7 and feeding 
pipe 8 of airlift connected with pool 3. 
Pipeline 9 is connected with reservoir 10 through valve 37. Air 
separator 11 is mounted on lifting pipe 7. Pipeline 12 is connected 
with reservoir 10 and pool 3. Intake pipeline 5 is equipped by one-
way valve 30 and vacuum measuring transducer 13. Compensatory 
pipeline 14 involves valve 38; it is connected with pressure pipeline 
6 and reservoir 10. Mixer 15 is connected with pressure pipeline 2, 
lifting pipe 7, and feeding pipe 8. Additional pipeline 16 involves 
valve 39; it is connected with pressure pipeline 2 and feeding pipe 8. 
Metering reservoir 17 is connected with pool 3 through a casing neck 
18. Lifting pipe 7 includes an area made of transparent plastic (plas-
tic pipe 19). Connection pipe 20 is connected with compensatory 
pipeline 14 and pipeline 12. Laser light source 21 and photoresistor 
22 are fastened in the upper share on the diametrically opposed sides 
of pipe 19. Connection pipe 20 includes valve 40; casing neck 18 
includes valve 41. Bypass pipe 22 is connected with additional pipe-
line 16 and pressure pipeline 6. Reservoir 10 is equipped with a 
float-type transducer to determine liquid level 24 connected with 
feeding pipe 8 through bypass pipeline 25. Photoresistor 22 is in-
stalled in the frame, making safe from outer light; it is connected to 
computer system 26. Outlet pipeline 27 is connected with air separa-
tor 11 and pool 3. Bypass pipeline 25 includes valve 42. Supplemen-
tary connecting pipe 28 is connected with additional pipeline 16 and 
atmosphere; additional connecting pipe 29 is connected with intake 
pipeline 5 and bypass pipeline 25. One-way valve 31 and valve 43 
are mounted within a pressure pipeline 2; valves 44, 45, and 46 are 
mounted within supplementary connecting pipe 28 and feeding pipe 
8 respectively. Outlet pipeline 27 includes valve 47; it is connected 
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with metering reservoir 17 through separate pipeline 32. Separate 
connecting pipe 33 is connected with atmosphere, gas meter 34, and 
pressure pipeline 2; feeding pipeline 8 is connecter with manometer 
35. Valves 48 and 49 are mounted within bypass connecting pipeline 
23 and supplementary connecting pipeline 29 respectively. Pressure 
pipeline 6 is equipped with manometer 36 and valves 50 and 51; sep-
arate connecting pipe 33 is equipped with valve 34. The device pro-
vides the use of valves 37-40, 42-47, and 49-52 of ball type. 
Basic regularities of the three-phase flow and its effects 
Analysis of gas-liquid flows demonstrates definite achievements 
as for the two-phase flow theory development [6]. However, the data 
are hardly used for calculation of parameters for hydraulic hoisting 
of solid material since the processes are complex and poorly under-
stood. The area cannot avoid extra deep analysis of the complicated 
physical phenomena as well as experimental results. 
Vertical flow of a three-phase mixture (i.e. liquid, gas, and solid 
particles) arises within the marine air-lift. Availability of a solid 
phase varies significantly the structure of differential equations as 
well as ideology of the development of mathematical models and 
experimental methods. 
It is possible to make a final conclusion concerning one or another 
method while comparing analytical results with the experimental data 
obtained using full-scale facilities.  However, it is impossible to imple-
ment such efficient devices if a wide range of empirical problems were 
not solved at the stage of pre-design research. 
Various structures of gas-liquid flow, differing in the interaction 
mechanisms of the flow phases, are of diverse potentials as for solid 
material transportation. In terms of a bubble flow structure, and a 
slug one, solid particles are transferred owing to high density of the 
mixture; in terms of annular structure and disperse one, stable hoist-
ing of the particles is supported by high velocities of the flow. 
The following can be considered as the basic difficulties while 
solving the problem [8]: 
– the necessity to take into consideration relative phase velocity, 
depending upon the size of particles, their shape, surface roughness, 
concentration of the solid within sludge as well as effect of the pipe-
line walls, while determining density of the mixture, and its transpor-
tation velocity; 
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– since composition of the solid particles is not homogenous in 
terms of their sizes, availability of a boundary layer in the neigh-
bourhood of the pipeline walls results in the origination of a radial 
force factoring into size separation of the particles; 
– rotation of the particles and their mutual collision as well as col-
lision with the pipeline walls initiate distortion in the liquid flow and 
in the increase of turbulent fluctuations. 
Such a transition from one structure to another one takes place 
along with the increase in volumetric flow rate of a gas phase de-
pending upon diameter of the pipeline and its length,  physical prop-
erties of the liquid and its velocity as well as upon a number of other 
factors. The mechanism of structure transition may be interpreted as 
follows. When low-flow rate gas is supplied to a vertical liquid col-
umn, gas phase is distributed in the form of separate bubbles. If the 
bubbles are of rather small diameter, they move like solid spheres 
performing upward vertical motion.   However, while achieving crit-
ical size (i.e. a value depending upon the mixture pressure) the bub-
bles start their deformation; their motion becomes zigzagged and 
randomized. Along with the increase in the bubble volume, their col-
lision and slug formation take place. While achieving higher veloci-
ties, rod-like gas places within a central share of a pipeline pushing 
liquid away to a periphery. In this context, the liquid layer has undu-
lating boundary line.  Liquid waves fractionize and draw into the 
central gas column in the form of small components. Basically, the 
liquid moves up owing to resistance forces arising within a boundary 
line. In the process of further flow acceleration, the wall liquid layer 
drags into a gas core; a disperse structure of the mixture flow in the 
form of liquid drops is formed. 
The data, represented fragmentally, involve the development of 
experimental methods as well as modernization of architecture of 
facilities in the context of the development of mining methods along 
with adequate equipment when sufficient experience of industrial 
hydraulic hoisting is accumulated. 
The expanded conclusions  
1. The current methods of deep-water hydraulic hoisting devel-
opment should rely upon synthesis of classical scientific bases of 
liquid and gas mechanics with the latest advances in the empirical 
suspension theory, and engineering knowledge of the designers. 
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2. The experimental bench did not demonstrate ideal annular or 
disperse structures of the three-phase flow; their visualization is ra-
ther fuzzy and indistinct. 
Maybe, the fact is explained by extra turbulization of the flow due 
to the availability of solid particles within the mixture being trans-
ported; specific features of boundary lines of the phases; and a nature 
of phase interaction.  Thus, the unified disperse-annular model 
should be considered from the viewpoint of the applied calculation of 
deep-water hydraulic hoisting. In all cases, the flow under study in-
volves numerous liquid drops compressing the gas core at the ex-
pense of mass exchanging processes. 
3. Certain experiments demonstrated stable liquid plates and 
spacers shutting down gas core of the three-phase flow. In the con-
text of Griffith’s experiments, formation of such spacers is connected 
with a slug flow implementation [ ]. Disappearance of the plates co-
incides with a slug mode transition to an annular one.  Probably, the 
experimental fact may be recommended a priori as a criterion of 
changes in flow structures in terms of three-phase flow as well. 
However, changes in the mode should involve greater value of actual 
gas content of the flow since certain share of the consumed energy is 
spent for the solid material transportation. 
4. Visual studies of both annular and disperse modes have helped 
detect previously unknown phenomenon titled preliminary as a 
«change of a leader» being typical only for vertical unidirectional 
high-velocity three-phase flow. The phenomenon idea is as follows: 
if annular flow structure is applied then transportation of the majority 
of solid particles within high-velocity gas core leaves behind liquid 
located mainly at the pipeline periphery owing to the force interac-
tion with walls. In the context of a disperse structure of the three-
phase flow, liquid drops, which joined the total flow, leave behind 
solid particles owing to the difference of acting gravitational forces. 
The abovementioned results from the gas core destruction as well as 
from the intensive intermixing of upward phase trajectories. It goes 
without saying that the phenomenon needs more scrupulous and 
careful verification, and systematic performance of more delicate 
experiments. 
 Moreover, it is also possible to formulate additional useful effect 
according to which logic one may suppose conceptually that leveling 
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of profile of velocities of solid particles and liquid drops means indi-
rectly changes in the flow structures. 
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Absract. Justification of magnetic fields treatment to prevent asphalt-resin-
paraffin deposits (ARPD) on oil and gas equipment, and consider some current 
views on the state of ARPD problem on oilfield equipment and possible methods for 
its solution using magnetic treatment. 
Analysis and generalization of magnetic treatment results of production fluid us-
ing COMSOL Multiphysics software. 
The technology of magnetic fields effect to prevent asphalt-resin-paraffin depos-
its was introduced in the article. The results of production fluid magnetic treatment 
made it possible to use it in oil-wells equipped with oil-well pumping units and also 
at free flow production method or in wells operated by electric-centrifugal pump, as 
well as in oil pipelines. 
The use of high energy magnets based on rare earth materials can reduce as-
phalt-resin-paraffin deposits in the oil equipment. 
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The proposed magnetic treatment creates opportunities for field exploitation at 
the later stages of development which are characterized by a high content of asphal-
tenes, resins and paraffins. Results of production fluid magnetic treatment have 
proved the efficiency of this treatment, which has doubled a turnaround time. 
Keywords: development of oil fields, asphalt, paraffins, resins, sediments, 
asphaltene deposits, salt deposits, the magnetic field, the magnetic anti-paraffin 
device. 
1. Introduction 
Characteristic features of the current stage of oil industry devel-
opment in Ukraine are the following: reduce of oil production vol-
ume, increase of inactive and low-debit wells, water cut production, 
scaling and solids, etc. Relevant industry task now is to reduce the 
number of inactive, not pumping and complicated wells. 
It is known that the formation of asphalt-resin-paraffin deposits 
(ARPD) in producing wells is accompanied by accidents, mainly due 
to breakages of sucker rod and polished rod that repeatedly reduces 
their turnaround time (TT) and production volumes. 
 Different methods are used to control ARPD: the use of scrapers, 
well treatment by hot oil and water, flushing with distillate, organic 
solvents, aqueous solutions of surface-active agents (SAA), electric 
bottom-hole heating, magnetic treatment and inhibiting of borehole 
production, use of hydrocarbon oxidizing bacteria, etc. [1]  
However, all the known methods of ARPD control are limited 
depending on conditions of specific fields. For example, biotechno-
logical method is limited to high formation pressure and gas factors, 
a high content of hydrogen sulfide in the oil and temperatures above 
40-50 °C and is recommended for wells operated by rod pumps. 
Magnetic treatment has its own requirements to applicable envi-
ronment, such as gas factor (20-300 m3/m3), the presence of ferro-
magnetic particles in well production, content of asphaltenes and 
resins no less than content of paraffin in oil and so on. Electrical 
methods have quite complex ground equipment for supplying elec-
tricity to underground heating equipment [1-3]. 
However, the problem of ARPD in the oil fields is actual and 
needs further improving methods for its solution. Research and expe-
rience have discovered the advantages and disadvantages of different 
ways of ARPD control in conditions of specific fields. 
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Many deposits of Ukraine are characterized by high temperature 
of oil saturation with paraffin that reaches 48-50 °C. In addition, a 
typical part of paraffin deposits is ceresine - crystalline high-paraffin, 
the number of carbon atoms in which reaches to 36-56 poorly soluble 
in oil, which melting point is 80-92 °C. The corresponding composi-
tion of paraffin is presented in Table 1. 
Table 1 
 Homologous composition of paraffins  
Components Mass fraction of components in the wells of Boryslav 
OGCF, % 
Resins 2,33 1,55 3,53 2,47 
Asphaltenes 2,19 3,96 5,49 2,30 
Paraffins 23,82 26,54 56,29 30,57 
Ceresin 5,00 11,00 34,00 25,00 
Ceresin content in the composition of ARPD can be predominant. 
For example, according to the data in one of the production wells 
70,5% of selected sediment was ceresin. 
The industrial observations found that paraffin deposits in pro-
ducing wells of Ukraine deposits decrease with increasing debits of 
wells and at insignificant water content in the oil. 
There are two stages of ARPD formation and growth. The first 
stage is the crystal nucleation and growth of paraffin crystal directly 
in contact with the oil surface. The second stage – precipitating of 
larger crystals on the surface covered with paraffin. 
The formation of ARPD is significantly affected by the following 
factors: 
• reducing of pressure on the bottom hole and the related hydro-
dynamic equilibrium of gas-liquid mixture (GLM); 
• intensive gassing; 
• reducing the temperature in the reservoir and borehole; 
• changing the speed of the GLM and its individual components; 
• hydrocarbon composition in each phase of the mixture; 
• ratio of phases; 
• surface condition of the pipes. 
The intensity of ARPD formation depends on the prevalence of 
one or more factors that may vary over time and depth, so the num-
ber and nature of the deposits are not permanent [4-8]. 
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When bottomhole pressure is less than saturation pressure of oil 
aeration, the equilibrium system is disturbed, which increases the 
volume of the gas phase and liquid phase becomes unstable. This 
leads to the separation of paraffin not only in reservoir but also in a 
well, starting from the bottomhole. 
When pumping an operating pressure at pump sunction may be 
less than the saturation pressure of oil aeration. This can lead to par-
affin deposition in the receiving part of the pump and on the walls of 
the production string. In the tubing above the pump, there are two 
zones. The first zone - directly above the pump: the pressure 
increases dramatically and occurs more saturation pressure. The 
probability of deposition in the area is minimal. 
Second - zone of pressure reduction to saturation pressure and be-
low, where intensive paraffin precipitation starts. 
In a flow wells while maintaining pressure in bottomhole, equal 
to saturation pressure, can be expected a paraffin precipitation in the 
tubing. 
Practice shows that the main objects in which ARPD are formed 
are well pumps, tubing, flow line from the well, gathering stations 
[5]. 
The most intensive paraffin deposition is on the inner surface of 
the tubing. The thickness of sediments gradually increases from the 
starting point of their formation at a depth of 500-900 meters and 
reaches a maximum at a depth of 50-00 meters from the wellhead, 
and then reduced to the thickness of 1-2 mm in the wellhead (Fig.1). 
 
 
Fig.1. The deposition of ARPD on depth of well 
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With the decrease of depth is observed the reduction of asphalt-
resins in ARPD and the increase of solids and solid paraffins (Fig. 2) 
 
 
Fig.2. The deposition of ARD and paraffins on the depth of wells 
 
The closer to the wellhead, the more ceresin in ARPD composi-
tion and, consequently, higher structural strength of deposits. 
Oil is a complex mixture by chemical composition of components 
that, depending on the structure and the external environment may be 
in different states of aggregation. Temperature reduction causes a 
change in the physical state of the components, leading to the for-
mation of paraffin crystallization centers and their growth. 
Laboratory studies have shown that the rate of paraffins formation 
has an effect on allocation process and behavior of gas bubbles in the 
flow of mixture. It is known that gas bubbles have the ability to float 
suspended particles of paraffin. When bubbles contact with the pipes 
surface the paraffin particles come in contact with the wall and de-
posit on it.  
In the following, the process of paraffin deposition increases be-
cause of its hydrophobicity. On the wall of the pipe is formed a layer 
of paraffin crystals and bubbles in the gas. The smaller gas-saturated 
layer, the greater density it has. Therefore, more dense sediments are 
formed at the bottom of the lifting pipes where gas bubbles are small 
and have greater strength adhesion to paraffin crystals and pipe 
walls. 
The intensity of ARPD formation largely depends on the rate of 
fluid flow. At low flow rates, the formation of ARPD is quite slow. 
With speed increase (at transition to turbulent flow regime) deposits 
intensity initially increases. Further increase of liquid-gas mixture 
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speed (LGM) leads to decrease of ARPD intensity as the high rate of 
fluid flow allows paraffin to keep the crystals in suspension state and 
take them out of the well. Furthermore, the flow tears a part of 
deposits from the walls of the pipes, which explains the sharp 
decrease of deposits in the range of 0-50 m from the wellhead. At 
high speeds the flow of the mixture cools slower than at small. In 
turn at low speeds the formation ARPD slows [6]. 
On the formation of deposits also has an effect on the state of sur-
face pipes. Microroughnesses are the sources of vortex formation, 
and speed retarders on the wall of the pipe. This is the reason for 
formation of crystallization centers, sticking of paraffin crystals to 
the surface of the pipe, blocking of their movement between the as-
perity and valleys of the surface. 
The process of ARPD formation has an adsorption character. Ad-
sorption processes are accompanied by the occurrence of double 
electric layer on the surface of paraffin contact with gas-oil flow. 
When mechanical equilibrium violation of  layer on the surface of 
the pipe or paraffin layer appear uncompensated charges of static 
electricity, in other words electrification takes place on the pipe sur-
face and on the surface of paraffin crystals that intensifies the adhe-
sion paraffin to metal. 
It is assumed that magnetic fields effect is one of the most ad-
vanced physical methods. The use of magnetic devices to prevent 
ARPD began in the fifties of the last century, but because of low ef-
ficiency it did not become widespread. In particular, there were no 
magnets that could work long and steadily in well. 
In a 1995-2015 the interest in the use of magnetic field effect on 
ARPD increased significantly, due to market appearance of a wide 
range of high-energy magnets from rare earth elements. 
2. The main part 
Recently, interest in the use of magnetic fields for treatment of 
production fluid to prevent ARPD increased significantly, due to the 
appearance at the market of a wide range of high-energy magnets 
from rare earth materials. It has been established that under the 
influence of a magnetic field in a moving fluid is the destruction of 
units consisting of submicron ferromagnetic microparticles of iron 
compounds, which are at a concentration of 10-100 g/t in the oil and 
associated water. 
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Each unit contains from several hundred to several thousands of 
microparticles, because the destruction of units causes a sharp (100-
1000) increase in the concentration of paraffins crystallization and 
formation on the surface of ferromagnetic particles of micron size 
gas bubbles. As a result of units destruction paraffin crystals fall as 
finely dispersed, volume, stable suspension, and the growth of depos-
its rate is reduced proportionally to the reduce of average size of fall-
en paraffin crystals in the solid phase [7]. 
Formation of gas micro bubbles in the centers of crystallization 
after magnetic treatment provides, according to some researchers, the 
gas-lift effect, leading to the growth of wells production rate. Mag-
netic treatment of oil, including oil and gas mixtures produced in 
wells was intended to prevent (or significantly reduce) the formation 
ARPD and salts in the tubing and reduction of surface corrosion of 
pipelines [8].  
One of the most important results of magnetic treatment is the oc-
currence of gas micro bubbles formed on the surface of the iron par-
ticles. Studies have shown that these micro bubbles have electric 
charge and high adsorption activity with respect to organic and min-
eral deposits. 
After magnetic treatment such bubbles provide liquid detergent 
properties similar to those that occur when washing powder or soap 
are added to water. For effective magnetic treatment effect in a num-
ber of processes is necessary a combination of several factors. This 
explains the poor reproducibility typical for magnetic treatment [6-
8]. 
However, the methods of analysis of the substance and hydrody-
namic conditions of liquids flow make it possible to create or select 
technological processes in which consistently appear industrially im-
portant effects. It is possible to predict the expected effects in each 
case, and to prove from a physical point of view those already ob-
served. 
The effect of magnetic field on the formation of paraffin deposits 
in the lab helped to solve several problems in the selection of perma-
nent magnets for this or that well in particular field. 
Ferromagnetic particles test in borehole production - the first 
crystals seeds of ARPD by filtration of oils, can find out reasonabil-
ity of magnetic field processing of the product. In the study of rheo-
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logical behavior of oils after magnetic treatment was noted that mag-
netic field has an effect on their properties in different way (Table 2). 
 
Table 2  
Rheological parameters oil before and after magnetic treatment  
oil Boryslasv OGCF 
Oil , мPа·s c,Pа EактkJ/mole 
Before magnetic treatment  778,1 303,2 12,84 
After magnetic treatment 605,0 267,3 8,21 
Decrease of rheological characteristics for oil are observed – dy-
namic viscosity by 28%, the yield stress at 13%, the activation ener-
gy of viscous flow by 56% [3]. 
In case of a sufficient content of asphalt-resinous substances and 
trace iron in the borehole fluid, the analysis of static magnetic field 
effect on it in the lab, makes it possible to determine the exact topol-
ogy and the magnetic field and the desired temperature for effective 
operation of instrument that determines the previous installation 
depth of the magnetic device. 
The magnetic device is convenient in operation because it does 
not require maintenance and supply of any kind of energy. The most 
effective is the use of magnetic devices immediately after wells 
cleaning from existing deposits [4]. 
Magnetic device for ARPD control is installed on the tubing 
string. Production fluid stream that passes through the activator 
comes under influence of strong magnetic fields of permanent mag-
nets, which prevents the formation of deposits asphaltenes, resins, 
paraffins and salts on the inner surface of the tubing [1-5]. 
It is considered that the use of magnetic devices can increase the 
production of wells during overhaul period by 2-5 times, leading to 
considerable economy and can increase oil production. 
The magnetic device is convenient in operation because it does 
not require maintenance and supply of any kind of energy. The most 
effective is the use of magnetic devices immediately after well 
cleanup from existing deposits. 
Magnetic fluid magnetizing device consists of a body-pipeline 
with a soft magnetic material and fixed to the axis of the magnetic 
system, which is a consistent set of permanent magnets with sequen-
tial magnetization directions along a body-pipeline. These permanent 
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magnets have a circular shape and radial magnetization and placed 
on the magnetic circuit. On the outer surfaces of permanent magnets 
are fixed pole pieces, and magnets are placed between the pads of a 
nonmagnetic material [9]. 
The outer surface of the magnetic system with nonmagnetic spac-
ers between the magnets and pole pieces placed on permanent mag-
nets shaped like a cylinder and as a working channel for the treated 
liquid is the annular gap crossing between the magnet system and the 
body-pipeline. Figure 3 shows a diagram of the installation of a 
magnetic device in the well 
Fig. 3. ARPD control technology in the produc-
ing wells equipped with sucker-rod pumping unit: 1 
- deep pump; 2 - magnetic device; 3 - tubing string; 
4 - column casing; 5 - column rod (steel); 6 - centra-
tors-protectors; 7 - polished rod;  8 - insulating in-
sert; 9 - balance; 10 - drive unit; 11 - fiberglass rod; 
12 - station of cathodic protection (power supply); 
13 - cable (flexible);  14 - cable 
 
Magnetic device is a body of ferromag-
netic pipe. At one end of the pipe is fixed a 
sleeve joint for tubing. On the inner sur-
face of the housing permanent magnets are 
fixed.  
Device is installed in the tubing string 
under the bottom-hole pump or in the nec-
essary part of the tubing string. With the 
passage of a mining fluid through the body it is treated by magnetic 
field. 
Some characteristics of the magnetic device: 
- the diameter of the device, mm - 73; 
- working life, years, not less - 30; 
- performance - explosion-protected; 
- working pressure, MPa - up to 15; 
- weight of magnetic device, kg – not more than 10; 
- operating temperature range of production fluid – 10-120 °C; 
- production fluid composition in which is guaranteed the effi-
ciency of the magnetic device - watering at least 25%, mineralization 
of at least 150 g/kg [10]. 
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The use of magnetic device increased the average turnaround time 
of wells complicated by the formation of emulsions and ARPD, on 
average twice. Chemical treatment of the wells was stopped. 
At Boryslav OGCR the use of magnetic device made it possible to in-
crease the turnaround period of wells in 2,2 times and to decrease the num-
ber of thermal and chemical treatments, respectively, in 2 and 5 times. 
The use of magnetic device in wells complicated by ARPD allowed 
increasing their average turnaround time in 2 times at stopping chemical 
treatments of wells.  
Magnetic treatment is aimed to increase turnaround period of wells by 
directional magnetic field effect [11]. 
The use of magnetic treatment can be effective, as in case of 
flowing, and the operation of the depth-rod, by centrifugal and dia-
phragm pumps and also on oil pipelines to increase their anti-
corrosion resistance. 
Payback of magnetic devices to prevent the ARPD formation de-
pending on the turnaround period and geological characteristics of 
the particular wells ranges from one to three months.  
3. Conclusions  
 In the article is proposed magnetic treatment of production fluid 
as a method of ARPD control. Magnetic device runs into the well 
and this ensures the effectiveness of magnetic treatment of the whole 
volume of liquid that passes through the device in the same condi-
tions of high-gradient field with sufficient duration of treatment.  
Magnetic treatment differs from other methods of treatment fluid 
so that work does not require any power supply to the unit, as it is 
based on permanent magnets. 
Magnetic Anti-Paraffin Device can work in large diameter 
pipelines, thus providing the necessary magnetic field and magnetic 
induction. Therefore, in our opinion, it should be used in the wells 
with high content of ARPD deposits. 
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Abstract 
Prospects for the development of resource-saving technologies in mining are 
priorities, the state and further development of which depends on the existence of an 
independent Ukrainian state and the development of the energy sector of the econo-
my. The essence of this process is that energy sector reforms should help integrate it 
into the EU energy space and at the same time create a positive foundation for re-
forming the entire economic complex of Ukraine, raising people's living standards to 
European standards. A special role in this is played by new technologies, the intro-
duction of which is one of the main tasks of a steady progress in the strategy of de-
velopment of the mining and processing industry. The solution to this complex prob-
lem is related to the introduction and increase of efficiency of resource-saving tech-
nologies of mining and processing of minerals. 
The mining industry is currently in a difficult state, driven by both objective and 
subjective factors. Among the problems that need urgent solution is the reduction of 
the negative impact of the fuel and energy complex on the environment, which ne-
cessitates the improvement of the environmental management system with the use of 
new technologies. 
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Introduction 
Ukraine as an independent state has not overlooked all the envi-
ronmental problems that are characteristic of modern society. With a 
considerable list of works planned and completed during the years of 
independence, the state of the environment remains crisis with a ten-
dency to deteriorate. For the sake of objectivity, it should be noted 
that Ukraine inherited from the Soviet Union an environmentally 
dangerous structure of the economic complex - dominated by metal-
lurgical, mining, fuel and energy, chemical and petrochemical indus-
tries, extensively developed agriculture. The partial improvement of 
the environmental pollution and the reduction of harmful emissions 
observed since 2000 are not due to the systematic work of the author-
ities on environmental protection, but simply due to a significant 
drop in production in the basic industries. By and large, no progress 
has been made besides building a vertical of environmental watch-
dogs and establishing a specialized ministry in the executive branch. 
During the years of independence, Ukraine failed to address any of 
the environmental problems inherited from the Soviet regime. 
The Ministry of Energy and Environmental Protection of Ukraine, 
which was established on December 9, 2010 through the reorganiza-
tion of the Ministry of Environmental Protection of Ukraine, is func-
tioning in Ukraine in 2019 and is joined by the Ministry of Energy 
and Coal Industry of Ukraine. The main purpose of such transfor-
mations is to ensure a comprehensive approach to public policy on 
the use of natural resources and energy, and to formulate a single 
policy to address the negative effects of global climate change. This 
approach is common in European and world practice, in particular in 
EU countries (France, Denmark, Greece, Portugaland Australia). In 
other words, the development of the country's energy supply and the 
preservation of the ecological balance are indispensable components 
of the sustainable development of society. 
 
Mining is a major strategic prerequisite for the development 
of the economy, the basis for ensuring all types of social life  
Therefore, defining and implementing the directions of its devel-
opment are priority tasks in ensuring national security, political and 
energy independence, sustainable development. 
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Fuel and energy complex (FEC) of Ukraine covers the activities 
of exploration and production, processing and production, storage 
and transportation, transmission and distribution, trade and sale (sale) 
of energy products - fuel, electricity and heat. Formed in its time as 
an integral part of the fuel and energy complex of the USSR, it does 
not fully meet the conditions of energy functioning on the basis of 
sustainable development. Thus, the general structure of Ukraine's 
fuel and energy complex is shown in Fig. 1. 
 
Fig. 1.  FuelandenergycomplexofUkraine 
Generally, the implementation of the state policy on the 
functioning of the fuel and energy complex occurs within the three 
spheres concerning fossil fuels; development of nuclear power; 
electricity complex. Ukraine's energy supply activities are carried out 
by the coal-industrial complex; electricity complex; nuclear-
industrial complex; peat mining complex; oil and gas and oil refining 
complex. 
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The base for the fuel and energy complex of Ukraine is the coal 
industry. Analyzing the coal industry, it is worth noting that in terms 
of geological reserves of fossil coal, Ukraine ranks first in Europe 
and eighth in the world. Explored reserves amount to about 56 billion 
tons, forecast reserves - about 170 billion tons of coal of all brands - 
from brown to anthracite and coking [1]. 
Currently (excluding annexed territories) in Ukraine, coal 
reserves are operated by almost 50 mines. Some of them - 33 mines 
with a total production capacity of 11.7 million tons - belong to state-
owned coal mines. The private sector is represented by 16 mines, the 
vast majority of which are in concession at DTEK LLC. 
One of the main problems of the industry is the low technical 
development of production, the lack of widespread introduction of 
innovative technologies for field development. Currently, under the 
authority of the Ministry of Energy and Environmental Protection of 
Ukraine, only 1 mine (3%) has been operating for less than 30 years 
since the start of coal production. 6 mines (18.2%) have a lifetime of 
30 to 50 years, 15 mines (45.5%) - 50-70 years, and 11 mines 
(33.4%) - more than 70 years. At the stage of liquidation are 13 
unprofitable coal mines, 5 more mines are in the stage of preparation 
for liquidation. The two liquidated mines contain drainage 
complexes for the construction and reconstruction of which were 
foreseen by mine elimination projects[2]. 
The state scientific, technical and design potential of the industry 
consists of 8 institutes. The state of affairs in the field of coal-
industrial complex is characterized by the following key indicators: 
volume of production at coal-mining enterprises, cost of 1 ton of fin-
ished commodity coal production (FCCP), number of employees at 
state-owned coal-mining enterprises, amount of budget support to 
cover losses and losses. 
The trends of the mentioned indicators during 2016-2019 indicate 
an aggravation of the negative situations in the industry. For exam-
ple, recent years are characterized by a general decline in production 
volumes, an increase in state support for coal mines to partially cover 
the costs of the cost of finished commodity coal products, import 
dependence, and a decrease in the number of employees of state coal 
mines. 
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In the current conditions, the problem of assessing the efficiency 
of functioning of state-owned enterprises in the coal industry com-
plex is acute. During the period, the production of ordinary coal de-
creased by 9.7 million tons as a whole. at state-owned enterprises by 
almost 2 million tons. At the same time, the share of production by 
the private sector has increased, although the number of state-owned 
mines is almost double the number of private mines. 
Thus, the share of coal production by state coal-mining enterpris-
es in 2016-2018 is approximately 13% of the total production in 
Ukraine (Fig. 2). At state-owned coal-mining enterprises, the cost of 
1 ton of GTVP for the 12 months of 2018 amounted to 3200 UAH, 
and for the first half of 2019 - 3860 UAH. However, in the cost 
structure, wages and salaries account for almost 50%. Costs of fin-
ished coal products for the first half of 2019 amounted to UAH 
4,869.0 million and increased by UAH 345.5 million or 7.6% com-
pared to the corresponding period of 2018. Budget support for state-
owned coal mining companies in 2018 amounted to UAH 3 726 mil-
lion, of which UAH 2,661 million to cover losses. In turn, only UAH 
484 million was allocated for technical re-equipment and moderniza-
tion. 
The volume of finished commodity coal produced by state-owned 
enterprises for the first six months of 2019 amounted to 1 255.4 
thousand tons, which is 85.3 thousand tons less than planned (-6.4% 
to the plan) and 89, 7 thousand tons to the corresponding period of 
2018. The value of commodity coal products in the same period 
amounted to UAH 2 732.4 million, which is UAH 110.1 million, or 
3.9% less than in the corresponding period of the previous year. Due 
to the increase in prices of coal products by an average of 3.0% com-
pared to 2018, it allowed to receive UAH 292.4 million of additional 
income, but due to the loss of commodity output the positive result 
was reduced by UAH 402.5 million. Long-term deficit of own and 
budgetary funds for technical re-equipment of coal-mining enterpris-
es registered and operating in the territory in which the state authori-
ties fully exercise their powers (in 2013-2017, the financing of tech-
nical re-equipment from the state budget was not carried out at all) 
led to the fact that only 20 new treatment holes were commissioned 
in 2015 from the 32 lava coal mines; in 2016 - 15 new potholes; in 
2017 - 25 lav; in 2018 - 16 lavas, compared to 73 introduced in 2013. 
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Fig.2. Dynamics of coal production in Ukraine 
 
In 2019, the number of operating treatment holes is only 36 (with 
an operating line length of 5 896 m) against 48 holes (with a line of 7 
814 m) in 2016. Due to the lack of mining equipment, coal is ex-
tracted from 11 treatment holes by jackhammers (SE 
"Mirnogogradvugillya", SE "Toretskugol", SE "Pervomaiskugol" 
and PJSC "Lisichanskugol"). There is no clearing front at the mines 
1-3 Novogrodivsk, Privolnyansk and Novodruzhesk. 
At the same time, it is burdened with a whole set of environmen-
tal problems. It has a complex man-made impact on the environment, 
namely changing natural hydrological regimes; remove large tracts of 
land for waste heaps and waste heaps from the standard environmental 
regime; stationary powerful sources of harmful emissions into the at-
mosphere and hydrosphere are created. 
Peat-mining industry in Ukraine is represented by 9 peat-mining en-
terprises (in Volyn, Zhytomyr, Kyiv, Khmelnytsky, Rivne, Sumy and 
Chernihiv regions). They are united in the state concern Ukrtorf [3]. 
Ukraine is the southernmost European country in which peat re-
sources are of industrial importance, making peat a real reserve for 
improving Ukraine's fuel and energy balance. The largest resources 
in peat are in the three regions of Polissja: Volyn, Rivne and Cher-
nihiv. On their territory, 1051 fields were discovered and explored 
(36% of all country deposits), and the geological peat reserves 
amount to 1.09 billion tons (50% of Ukraine's reserves)[4]. 
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The main negative trend during 2016-2019 is the gradual decline 
of the prepared for extraction of peat reserves due to the decrease of 
the areas set aside for the production activity of the land. The reason 
for this is the too complicated procedure of land allocation for the 
development of peat lands. Another factor that does not allow to in-
crease peat production and production of peat briquettes is the moral 
and physical obsolescence of technological equipment at state peat 
mining enterprises. In order to stimulate the development of peat ex-
traction and its processing, the following measures should be imple-
mented: 
• optimize the structure of the enterprises of the branch, liquidate 
the branches and subsidiaries, which have developed their own re-
serves or whose activities were unprofitable; 
• concentrate equipment, machinery and mechanisms on prospec-
tive enterprises; 
• involve representatives of the scientific community in the study 
and solution of the problems of the peat mining industry. 
As for the development of the gas industry, it operates on a rela-
tively small resource base - proven natural gas reserves in Ukraine 
amount to 1193 billion cubic meters, forecast resources - 3491 bil-
lion cubic meters. The largest stocks (43 percent of total forecast 
stocks) in Eastern Ukraine. The shelf of the Azov and Black Seas is 
also promising - up to 46% of forecast stocks. Potentially unconven-
tional gas reserves are potentially promising: 
- 1.2 trillion.shale gas cubic meters; 
- 8.5 trillion.cubic meters of dense gas collectors; 
- over 12 trillion. cubic meters of coal bed methane. 
In the field of oil and gas condensate production there is a de-
crease in key indicators. Total oil and gas condensate production ac-
counts for about 20% of Ukraine's total consumption of petroleum 
products. At the same time, there is a fall in production volumes by 
state-owned enterprises and an increase in production volumes by 
private enterprises. The problems of functioning of the gas industry 
are similar to the problems of oil production, but have specific fea-
tures taking into account the transit capabilities of the gas transporta-
tion system of Ukraine. 
Taking into account the current trends in the world, it should be 
noted that the use of renewable energy sources will save traditional 
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scarce energy resources and improve the ecology of production. 
However, the current lack of incentives by the state aimed at support-
ing the independent development of the peat mining industry does 
not allow it to ensure proper use of energy potential, which in turn 
puts obstacles in the way of reducing Ukraine's energy dependence 
on imported energy (natural gas, oil).FEC 
There is no closed technological cycle of radioactive waste pro-
cessing in the FEC of Ukraine. All operating nuclear power plants 
have their own temporary storage facilities for spent fuel and radio-
active waste. Their filling is on average 60%. Liquid radioactive 
waste repositories are filled by 20-80%. These repositories are tem-
porary and are not designed for long-term storage and increase of 
radioactive waste. For example, about 200 tons of irradiated and 
fresh nuclear fuel mixed with other components are concentrated at 
the Shelter facility of the decommissioned Chornobyl NPP. 
The volume of radioactive waste in Ukraine is projected to in-
crease due to: 
- return of highly radioactive waste to Ukraine after the pro-
cessing of spent nuclear fuel of Ukrainian NPPs in Russia; 
- operation of operating NPPs as a result of their prolonged ser-
vice life, introduction of new nuclear power units; 
- accumulation of radioactive waste for temporary storage; 
- the absence of a truly modern infrastructure for the treatment, 
storage and disposal of radioactive waste. 
In general, in the years of Independence, with the tragic example 
of previously committed criminal negligence (Chornobyl NPP), all 
governments of Ukraine have postponed resolving the problems of 
radioactive waste management for an uncertain future. For a country 
with 15 nuclear reactors operating at 4 NPPs and technological de-
pendence on the treatment of radioactive waste from Russia, the ab-
sence of an appropriate state program could lead to new catastrophic 
consequences in the near future. 
So, as we can see, FEC of Ukraine does not meet the require-
ments for the energy complex of an independent state: two funda-
mental principles of energy, namely - reliable, sustainable energy 
supply and efficient use of energy resources, have been significantly 
violated. Due to inconsistent activities of the state authorities, not 
only the improvement and optimization of the fuel and energy com-
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plex was not carried out, but also its technical condition, technologi-
cal and raw material external dependence, as well as the increase of 
negative technogenic influence on the environment, despite the sig-
nificant reduction of production volumes, production and production, 
resources in Ukraine. 
Introducing the innovative model of development of the fuel and 
energy complex of Ukraine, foreign experience should be taken into 
account. Currently, about 18 countries on the European continent 
plan to completely stop coal production and combustion and thus 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Abandoning coal is an important 
step in the fight against global warming, because it is the dirtiest fuel. 
 For example, Germany is preparing to give up coal consumption 
by 2038; Great Britain by 2025, France by 2022; Greece - until 2028; 
Hungary until 2030. Japan, Portugal and the Netherlands also refused 
to develop the coal industry. 
 Analyzing the European experience, it can be noted that the 
abandonment of coal and the transition to renewable energy are a 
general trend towards a sustainable future and part of the climate 
change commitments made by the EU in the context of the ambitious 
European Green agreement ”and the 2015 Paris Agreement. 
 The EU's transition to a climate-neutral economy is linked not 
only to the need to fulfill legal and political obligations, but also to a 
change in the mentality of Europeans and the massive climate strikes 
of young people. After all, the use of fossil fuels, in particular coal, is 
associated not only with the destructive effects on the atmosphere, 
land and water resources, flora and fauna, which is manifested in the 
collapse of the mountain range over treatment facilities, the drainage 
of aquifers, salinization and pollution of soil, soil and soil surface 
water, but also threatens the health of citizens. 
 Ukraine also has the Green Energy Transition Concept by 2050, 
which envisages the full replacement of coal generation and the tran-
sition of Ukraine's economy based on the use of fossil fuels - coal, 
oil, gas, to a climate-neutral economy in the long run. The main tasks 
of the Concept are: 
- energy efficiency; 
- reduction of the share of extractive industries in the economy 
and, accordingly, complete replacement of coal thermal power plants 
by 2050; 
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- integration of energy markets of Ukraine with the European 
ones. 
Particular attention should be paid to minimizing the potential 
negative impact on the socio-economic and environmental situation 
in the coal mining regions. To this end, appropriate integrated pro-
grams aimed at social reconversion of regions should be developed 
and implemented; mitigating the social and environmental conse-
quences of restructuring; development and implementation of em-
ployment measures and providing psychological support to former 
employees of coal mining enterprises; involvement of energy effi-
cient developments and technologies in the process of restructuring 
of coal enterprises, taking into account the most successful experi-
ence of the EU Member States. 
In view of the above, we believe that in order to achieve sustaina-
ble growth through the development of a more competitive low car-
bon economy, which requires efficient, rational use of resources, en-
vironmental regulation is a key element at this stage as a legal basis 
for the establishment and implementation of an environmentally 
friendly management process. , adoption and implementation of de-
cisions enshrined in international, regional (European), national 
(state, corporate, international) sce, public) legislative and regulatory 
acts [5]. In Fig. 3 schematically shows an environmental manage-
ment system that is guided by the principles, methods and tools of 
environmental regulation. 
Analyzing the applied nature of the opportunities for energy of 
Ukraine, which will be opened by the implementation of the task of 
the NES for integration into the EU energy space, we mentioned 
above the planning of the strategic change of directions of electricity 
flows: from the existing scheme "Russia's Unified Energy System - 
Ukrainian Energy System" to the scheme "Ukrainian Energy System 
- EU Energy System" . Unfortunately, the political approach to this 
problem dominates the economic and (especially dangerous) over the 
technological. Abstracting from the analysis of possible economic 
losses, we will discuss in more detail the technological and organiza-
tional-legal problems of reorientation of electricity flows. 
First, Ukraine's energy system is characterized by technological 
conservatism - that is, during the last two decades, there have been 
no significant changes in both the generation structure and the net-
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work structure. Placement of generation capacity, base consumers, 
network capacity, structure of fuel resources have practically not 
changed. The unified power system of Ukraine operates in parallel 
with the energy associations of the Republic of Belarus, Moldova, 
the Russian Federation (OEC Center, UES of the South), except the 
so-called "Burshtynenergy" (Burshtyn TPP, Kaluskaya TPP and 
Tereble-Rickskaya Hydroelectric Power Plant), which is with the 
European grid. 
Second, the fall in electricity consumption in Ukraine in the 
1990s created an impression on government officials and experts 
about the artificial excess of generating capacity and slowed down 
the processes of modernization in electricity. In technological terms, 
Ukraine has fallen behind even its closest neighbors by decades. In 
accordance with the project, the scheme of capacity allocation of Za-
porizhzhya NPP, Khmelnitsk NPP, Exactly NPP is not completed. 
The structure of the generating capacity is not optimized. 
Third, state interference in power management is weakened, es-
pecially after two stages of so-called privatization of the industry 
have taken place, which has led to the domination of the interests of 
oligarchic groups over the interests of consumers. The Ministry of 
Energy and Coal did not become a source of energy policy in the 
country. 
Fourth, the energy market management system, established over 
ten years ago, needs continuous improvement. 
The analysis provided grounds for concluding generally about the 
positive trends in the relationship between energy development, 
overall economic growth and the reduction of the negative environ-
mental impact of FEC. 
However, their instability must be taken into account. And con-
sidering that the period from 2012 to the present is characterized by 
the deepening of the systemic crisis in the fuel and energy complex 
of Ukraine and its characteristic signs are the reduction of electricity 
production, reduction of oil and gas production, the curtailment of 
the work of coal-mining enterprises, we believe that in order to 
achieve the strategic priorities of national energy development, iden-
tified in the NES Ukraine project for the period up to 2035, some 
conceptual positions require correction and clarification.  
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Fig. 3 - EnvironmentalManagementSystem 
This, in particular, the accelerated achievement of energy inde-
pendence, must be implemented taking into account the development 
of its own technological capabilities and environmental regulatory 
methods and mechanisms. 
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In independent Ukraine, a system of environmental regulation has 
been established, containing active legislative, administrative, eco-
nomic measures and levers, which are used by public authorities of 
different levels to force pollutants to limit harmful substances, as 
well as to materially encourage conscientious environmental users. 
To prevent the negative impact of anthropogenic activity on the 
environment and the rational use of natural resources in the system 
of organizational and management methods, special procedures were 
introduced at the state level: environmental expertise; environmental 
monitoring; standardization and standardization; target planning. 
It is worth noting that integrated environmental programs are an 
effective way of solving nature conservation issues. They make it 
possible to provide the necessary concentration of economic, finan-
cial and production resources in priority areas of environmental poli-
cy. Forming government programs allows you to concentrate re-
sources to solve a particular problem; unite the efforts of all stake-
holders; set strategic goals and develop long-term strategies. Howev-
er, in the context of inconsistent government policy, the results of the 
use of targeting methods do not meet the predicted possibilities. 
In Ukraine, a system of state regulation of the state of the envi-
ronment has been created, one of the key elements of which is the 
ecological regulation of the functioning and development of econom-
ic entities, including FEC (Fig. 4). 
However, the implementation by the state authorities of the avail-
able capacity to regulate the state of the environment is insufficient. 
It should be noted that today the innovative direction of develop-
ment is the basic strategy for business, where knowledge together 
with social capital creates competitive advantages of individual 
countries and regions to a greater extent than their natural resources 
[6]. Innovation processes are becoming a major source of economic 
growth, especially in the context of the current paradigm of sustaina-
ble development and scarcity of natural resources, including energy 
[7]. Quality technological and organizational change is the basis of 
innovation. 
Strategic directions of innovation activity are legislatively deter-
mined for the FEC of Ukraine modernization of power plants; new 
and renewable energy sources; the latest resource-saving technolo-
gies; protection and rehabilitation of the person and the environment. 
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Legally, the main task of the programs of innovation activity in 
the fuel and energy complex is to create the optimal fuel and energy 
balance of the state, taking into account energy security; diversifica-
tion of sources of supply of energy raw materials and energy tech-
nologies; increase in the share of coal and electricity consumption by 
reducing the share of natural gas; development and implementation 
of the latest technologies of coal combustion and modernization of 
thermal power plants; creation of its own nuclear fuel cycle; devel-
opment of the use of renewable energy sources. 
Considering the technological level of the fuel and energy com-
plex, the total need for innovative financing (according to experts) 
annually ranges from 8 to 12 billion UAH. Undertakings will not be 
able to obtain such financial resources without their own foreign in-
vestments.  
Therefore, the problem of creating an attractive investment cli-
mate in FEC of Ukraine to activate innovation processes is of partic-
ular importance. 
An objective indicator of the effectiveness of innovative activities 
in the fuel and energy industry, taking into account the requirements 
of environmental regulation, should be to achieve certain levels of 
baseline indicators that characterize the efficiency of the fuel and 
energy and its environmental impact.  
As an option for possible evaluation, we propose a set of parame-
ters, shown in table 1, formed using data from the National Institute 
for Strategic Studies [8-10]. 
Achieving these levels of benchmarks requires more than just 
boosting investment activity.  
Ultimately, the environmental regulation of FEC (as well as other 
sectors of the economic complex) requires the construction of a new 
system of relationships in the chain: central government - regional 
government (local government) - the entity. 
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Fig. 4. Methods and mechanisms of environmental regulation 
 
Table 2 
 Baseline performance indicatorsthe functioning of the FEC and its environmen-
tal impact 
Indicators 
2013 
year 
2020 
year 
2025 
year 
2030 
year 
2035 
year 
1. GDP energy intensity, kgc/$ 1 
of GDP 
0,33 0,27 0,23 0,20 0,17 
2. Fuel consumption at TPP for 
electricity sold, gp/kWh. 
396 384 367 353 334 
3. The level of residual resource 
of FEC fixed assets,%. 
20 30 50 60 80 
4. The share of shunting power 
generating capacity of fuel and 
energy complex to the total in-
stalled capacity, %. 
8,6 12 14 16 18 
5. The share of losses in distri-
bution grids,%. 
12 11 10 9 8 
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6. The share of exchange trading 
in energy,% of domestic con-
sumption, including electricity, 
coal, oil, gas and other fuels. 
10 25 50 60 70 
7. Share of renewable energy 
sources in gross final energy 
consumption,%. 
4,5 11 15 18 20 
8. The share of local alternative 
fuels in local fuel and energy 
balances,% to total consump-
tion. 
 10 15 18 20 
9. Reduction of CO2 equivalent 
by end-use,% since 2010.  >5 >10 >15 >20 
10. Reduction of CO2 emissions 
in the production of 1 kWh,%, 
from 2010 
 >5 >10 >15 >20 
11. Reduction of specific emis-
sions in CO2 equivalent in pro-
duction 1 Gcal, %, from 2010. 
 >5 >10 >15 >20 
12. The share of capacity in 
thermal generation that meets 
EU environmental requirements 
(SO2, NOx, ash emissions), %. 
 20 40 80 100 
 
However, the dominant role of central authorities in the imple-
mentation of the system of environmental regulation and control of 
this process has objectively encountered insurmountable difficulties 
in the current conditions, namely: lack of effective and objective en-
vironmental monitoring; poor control over the implementation of 
state environmental programs and a formal approach to monitoring 
the implementation of regional environmental programs. 
At the same time, regional authorities and local self-government 
(unlike similar structures in EU Member States) do not consider the 
environmental issues of their territories as absolutely priority issues, 
focusing mainly on socio-economic issues, the state of housing and 
communal services, and employment. 
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Conclusions  
The innovative model of the development of the FEC of 
Ukraine, taking into account the requirements of environmental 
regulation, requires a change in the system of relations between 
the authorities, strengthening the competence, activity and ca-
pacity of local authorities to solve environmental problems cre-
ated by economic entities located in the territories of the re-
spective communities, and euro adaptation and consistent in-
vestment from business entities, as well as EU budget support 
and financial assistance. Increased investment in environmental 
programs, effective control and monitoring, application of en-
vironmental management at the sectoral, regional levels and 
directly by economic entities will provide the process of re-
forming environmental regulatory tools for the Euro adaptation 
of national energy. 
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Purpose. Experimental confirmation of mathematical models obtained in previ-
ous studies, testing and industrial implementation of a jet pump dredger. 
Methodology. Standard methods of experimentation with experimental and in-
dustrial mining of construction sand applied with different settings of the jet suction 
member. 
Findings. The method for calculating the rational parameters of hydraulic ripper 
was introduced in the design of a jet suction member with a hydraulic ripper. The 
use of a jet working member as the main equipment of a jet pump dredger made it 
possible to efficiently mining a gravel bed during the development of the East-
Bugsky-2 construction sand deposit. The industrial implementation of the jet pump 
installation using the example of an ejector dredger project showed the practical 
feasibility, technological and economic efficiency of the use of ejector dredgers in 
the mining of flooded and underwater sand and gravel deposits with a significant 
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content of coarse gravel. To confirm the reliability of the previously obtained analytical 
dependencies and determine the operational characteristics of the equipment, field exper-
imental studies of the jet suction member were carried out.. An ejector dredger is used 
in the development of the East-Bugsky-2 sand deposit. 
Conclusion. The use of a jet dredging member as the main equipment of a jet 
pump dredger made it possible to efficiently mining a gravel bed during the devel-
opment of the East-Bugsky-2 field of construction sands. 
Keywords: The jet pump dredger, jet suction member, hydraulic ripper, full-
scale experiment. 
 
Introduction  
The existing variety of mining equipment for the mining of flood-
ed and underwater sand and gravel deposits, domestic and imported, 
available on the market, allows you to choose equipment for the vast 
majority of options for the layout of mining complexes. At the same 
time, on the domestic market there are no offers of mining and trans-
portation complexes applicable for the development of specific com-
plex structural deposits, which include river, lake, flooded sand and 
gravel ore and non-ore deposits with a significant content of coarse 
gravel. 
The development of such deposits, using traditional design suc-
tion dredges based on slurry pumps, due to their design features, is 
associated with a number of difficulties, which are mainly the impos-
sibility of mining and hydrotransporting coarse gravel. 
Objectives. The purpose of the work is experimental confirma-
tion of mathematical models obtained in previous studies, testing and 
industrial implementation of a jet pump dredger. 
Description of the research methodology. Is applied standard 
methods of experimentation with a full-scale and industrial mining of 
construction sand with different settings of the jet suction member. 
Presentation of the main research. The solution to the problem 
of mining deposits with a significant content of coarse gravel can be 
accomplished by using pump dredgers with a jet system for forming 
a face, preparing pulp and hydrotransport (ejector dredger). 
East-Bugsky-2 field of construction sands (Nikolaev region, 
Ukraine), is characterized by the presence of coarse gravel in miner-
als. For the mining of a gravel formation, during the detailed design, 
it is recommended to use an ejector dredger, which was designed by 
modernizing the melioration dredger MZ-8. 
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When modernizing the mining system of the MZ-8 dredger, the 
developed method for calculating the rational parameters of hydrau-
lic disintegrants and the known methods for calculating jet pumps 
were applied [1, 2]. The project for the modernization of the MZ-8 
dredger [3] provides for reconstruction and updating of: base vessel; 
engine room with the installation of a new pumping equipment, 
drive, stop valves, pipelines; cabs of the bagermaster with installa-
tion of start-up and control systems for the main electric drive, as 
well as equipment control systems for working movements of the 
working member. The work was carried out as part of the project 
№110025 «Justification of the rational parameters of the dredger 
MZ-8», 2009. After modernization, the dredger was named jet pump 
dredger. The work substantiates the parameters of the mining and 
hydrotransport systems, developed the design of the working mem-
ber of the jet preparation system and hydrotransport of mined miner-
als. As a result of the rationale for rational parameters, the main ele-
ments of the water supply system of the jet suction member were 
chosen. The hydraulic system of the ejector dredger assumes the 
presence of a high-pressure water pump 1 with suction 2 and pres-
sure 4 pipes (Fig. 1). To protect the suction pipe, a check valve 3 
with a protective mesh is provided. 
A valve 5 was used to start the pump and regulate the water sup-
ply. To control the pressure, pressure gauges are installed in the wa-
ter supply system, directly behind the pump, and in the slurry pipe-
line. Pressure gauges are duplicated on the control panel in the cabin 
of the bagmeister. Working member with a jet pump and hydraulic 
ripper 7 is connected to the ship's water supply 4 and the slurry pipe-
line using flexible pipelines 6. The monitoring of the production pro-
cess is carried out by means of a vacuum gauge, the sensor of which 
is installed on the suction pipe of the working member, and the de-
vice - on the control panel in the cabin of the bagmeister.  
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Fig. 1. The hydraulic system of the ejector dredger: 1 – water pump; 2 – suction 
pipe; 3 – check valve; 4 – pressure water supply system; 5 – valve; 6 – flexible pipe-
line; 7 – jet suction member; 8 – pressure slurry pipe 
 
The hydraulic system of the ejector dredger works as follows: 
with a water pump 1 pressurized water is supplied by a water pipe 4 
to a working member 7. The water pump is started after filling the 
system with water using the auxiliary pump with the valve closed 5. 
A protective mesh is provided to protect the system from large con-
taminants. Working member 7 implements the process of jet prepara-
tion of the minerals in the underwater bottom face and hydrotran-
sport of the obtained slurry by the hydrotransport system 8 to the 
place of storage or processing. The recommended technology for the 
application of the developed working member, in which it is possible 
to achieve its maximum efficiency, has become pit mining technolo-
gy. 
The main element of the ejector dredger is a working member 
with a jet pump (Fig. 2). The design is developed using specialized 
computer programs (SolidWorks, MathCad). 
In the summer of 2011, work on the manufacture, installation and 
completion of equipment was completed. Full-scale tests of the jet 
pump dredger took place in the conditions of the East-Bugsky-2 field 
of construction sands, which is located in the Voznesensk district of 
the Nikolaev region. Total area of the field – 32,25 hectare [4]. The 
territory of the quarry field is divided into four blocks. Approved 
mineral reserves amount to 3977 thousand m³.  According to the pe-
culiarities of the geological structure, the field belongs to the 1st 
group, such as reservoir, sustained in structure, capacity and quality 
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of the mineral. Within the limits of calculating reserves, the ineral is wa-
tered, the water level is at around 16,000 m. Mining and geological condi-
tions of the field contribute to the development of open pit using floating 
dredgers. Overburden is represented by a soil-plant layer, loams, partially 
- by sandy loam. The average thickness of the soil-plant layer is 0,64 m, 
the loam layer is 1,26 m. Average minerals layer power in the overwater 
part is 8,13 m, and in the underwater part is 4,4 m.  
During the tests, such mining and technical parameters were con-
trolled: 
HB - pressure in a pressurized water pipeline, МPа; 
HB - vacuum in the suction pipe (the gauge is installed in the 
suction pipe of the working member), kPа; 
LП  - slurry pipeline length, m; 
hП - geometric elevation of slurry above water level, m; 
h3 - geometric height of the slurry suction, m; 
dЭ – diameter of ejector nozzles, m; 
dp – diameter of erosion nozzles, m; 
nЭ – number of ejector nozzles, pieces; 
np – number of erosion nozzles, pieces; 
Т – production equipment turning on time, min. 
a 
 
b 
 
 
Fig. 2. Jet suction working member:a - general view; b - jet pump 
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To confirm the reliability of the developed analytical dependencies 
[1] and determine the operational characteristics of the equipment, full-
scale field experimental studies were carried out. The full-scale experi-
ment was carried out with a slurry pipe length LП of 80 m, mining depth 
h3 of 2 m, geometric elevation of slurry above water level hП of 5 m. Dur-
ing the experiment, the volume concentration of the slurry was measured 
during discharge to the alluvium map. Productivity by slurry and minerals 
were determined by the volumetric method. The obtained experimental 
data of the full-scale experiment performed during pilot tests of the ejector 
dredger are shown in tables 1, 2 [5, 6]. 
The experiment was performed in two stages. The first envisaged the 
use of a simplified washout system for face jet preparation, while the cavi-
ty of the erosion nozzle had a direct connection with the pressure cavity of 
the working member, i.e., the pressure in the pressure cavity of the work-
ing member was 1,02-1,06 MPа (Table 1).  
Table 1 
The experimental data of a full-scale experiment. Pressure in the pressure 
cavity of the working member is – 1,02-1,06 MPа 
 
Level in a measured 
capacity, mm 
Slurry volume 
concentration, Co 
Pressure 
gauge, HB, 
MPа 
Vacuum 
Gauge HB, 
kPа slurry sand 
1 2 3 4 5 
The experimental data for: dЭ – 19 mm, dp – 7 mm, nЭ – 8 pieces, np – 1 pieces. 
182 20 0,11 1,06 18-20 
180 18 0,1 1,06 16-18 
175 15 0,09 1,04 16-18 
181 12 0,07 1,04 16-18 
  Co average – 0,09   
The experimental data for: dэ - 19 mm, dp - 7 mm, n - 8 pieces, np - 2 pieces. 
slurry sand    
180 19 0,11 1,04 16-18 
185 15 0,08 1,04 16-18 
182 13 0,07 1,04 16-18 
180 14 0,08 1,04 16-18 
178 12 0,07 1,04 16-18 
174 13 0,07 1,04 16-18 
183 10 0,05 1,04 16-18 
  Co average – 0,08   
 
At the second stage, erosion of the soil in the face was performed by 
nozzles, in which, by throttling, the pressure in front of the nozzle was 
reduced to the calculated values, i.e., the pressure in the pressure cavity 
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of the working member was 0,5-0,6 MPа. The obtained experimental 
data are shown in table 2Table 2 
The experimental data of a full-scale experiment. Pressure in the pressure 
cavity of the working member is 0,5-0,6 MPа 
Level in a measured 
capacity, mm 
Slurry volume 
concentration, Co 
Pressure 
gauge, HB, 
MPа 
Vacuum 
Gauge HB, 
kPа slurry sand 
1 2 3 4 5 
The experimental data for: dЭ – 19 mm, dp – 7 mm, nЭ – 8 pieces, np – 1 pieces. 
180 3 0,02 1 22 
180 7 0,04 1 20 
180 15 0,08 1,06 18 
180 17 0,09 1,06 18 
180 13 0,07 1,06 18 
185 5 0,03 1,06 18 
  
Co average av-
erage – 0,06   
The experimental data for: dЭ – 19 mm, dp – 7 mm, nЭ – 8 pieces, np – 1 pieces. 
185 25 0,14 1,06 16-20 
185 20 0,11 1,04 16 
170 15 0,09 1,04 18-20 
170 17 0,10 1,04 18-20 
170 26 0,15 1,04 15-18 
180 30 0,17 1,04 14-16 
185 27 0,15 1,04 14-16 
185 25 0,14 1,04 14-16 
180 25 0,14 1,04 14-16 
170 12 0,07 1,04 14-16 
  
Co average   
average – 0,12   
The experimental data for: dЭ – 19 mm, dp – 7 mm, nЭ – 8 pieces, np – 2 piece 
180 33 0,18 1,02 10 
180 31 0,17 1,02 12 
185 29 0,16 1,02 12 
175 26 0,15 1,02 10-12 
170 28 0,16 1,02 10-12 
180 29 0,16 1,02 11 
180 29 0,16 1,02 11 
180 27 0,15 1,02 11 
  Co  average – 0,16   
 
Continuation of table 2 
The experimental data for: dЭ – 19 mm, dp – 7 mm, nЭ – 8 pieces, np – 3 pieces 
180 26 0,14 1,04 12 
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180 33 0,18 1,04 13 
185 36 0,19 1,04 13 
185 27 0,15 1,04 13 
150 16 0,11 1,04 12 
180 19 0,11 1,04 14 
135 17 0,13 1,04 14 
160 26 0,16 1,04 14 
175 27 0,15 1,04 14 
180 32 0,18 1,04 14 
165 29 0,18 1,04 14 
175 24 0,14 1,04 14 
175 38 0,22 1,04 14 
180 24 0,13 1,04 12 
190 33 0,17 1,04 12 
160 24 0,15 1,04 12 
185 33 0,18 1,04 12 
  Co average – 0,16   
 
Comparison of experimental data indicates the effectiveness of 
the application of the developed calculation method for the design of 
jet systems for the minerals slurry preparation in the underwater bot-
tom face of jet pump dredgers. The maximum average volumetric 
concentration of slurry for the first stage was Co=0,09, for the second 
stage Co=0,16. It is characteristic that the complete absence of the 
action of the erosion nozzles during the mineral slurry preparation 
for mining showed a minimum concentration of the slurry Co=0,06 
[7, 8].  
Based on the results of full-scale tests of an ejector dredger, its 
operational characteristics were determined [9]:  
 soil type - loose sand, gravel up to 120 mm; 
 mining depth up to 6 m; 
 horizontal transportation range - up to 250 m; 
 pump drive - 160 kW; 
 slurry productivity – 500 m3/h. 
The ejector dredger manufactured on the basis of the MZ-8 
dredger, since 2011, has been used in the development of the 
East-Bugsky-2 sand deposit.  
Conclusions. The developed method for calculating the rational 
parameters of hydraulic disintegrants was introduced in the design of 
the jet pump suction member with a hydraulic disintegrant. The use 
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of a jet dredging member as the main equipment of a jet pump 
dredger made it possible to efficiently mining a gravel bed during the 
development of the East-Bugsky-2 field of construction sands. 
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Abstract. The main goal of the paper is to determine the optimal parameters of 
stope roof deformation depending on different mining and geological conditions for 
a selected technological scheme of stowing, as well as load distribution in structural 
elements of powered roof supports for selecting the optimal configuration of the 
stoperoof support unit. Modelling is performed for three variantsof stope stowing 
when the stope is developed through a thinly stratified rock massif under different 
mining and geological conditions in a three-dimensional representation with realiza-
tion of conditions for mutual slipping of rock strata. It is determined that the de-
signed unit of powered roof support allows overcoming structural features of a roof 
support used during partial stowing by increasing the safety margin of elements 
supporting the tail console. The safety marginincreaseis achieved by introducing 
additional rigid structural elements what reduces the level of stress concentration in 
joints of a roof support structure.Using an integrated approach to determine the effi-
ciency of selected roof supporting scheme allows estimating reliability of the select-
ed modelling scheme when predicting changes in a state of a geomechanical system. 
This is a new method for evaluating the efficiency of various technological solu-
tions. The results indicate that when using packs, a process of crack formation in an 
immediate roof of stopesis stopped by localizing areas and stress values that con-
tribute to growth of main cracks.The optimal selection,from astandpointof dynamic 
stabilityof animmediate roof of stopes and packs, isselection of the minimum per-
missible height of extracted rocks while ensuring a statistical equilibrium of sides of 
packs.This allows determininga mechanism ofselection of stope movement velocity, 
a type and geometric parameters of erected packs. 
Introduction  
Mining and geological conditions of stope operation in Ukrainian 
mines needs solving complicated technological problems providing 
an opportunity of mineral mining [1-3]. Rock mass features, and me-
chanical characteristics of rocks, composing it, form the conditions 
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under which deformation of a mine working boundary may achieve 
up to 90% of its initial linear dimensions. Nature of such phenomena 
is as follows: even significant reinforcement of supports in mine 
workings cannot provide rock convergence decrease. Analysis of 
deformation features of geomechanical system of mine workings has 
revealed the two dominating alternatives of deformation develop-
ment within the rock mass: deformations being oriented close to a 
vertical axis, and deformation, being oriented close to a horizontal 
one [1, 3]. It is obvious that nonhomogeneity of mechanical charac-
teristics of rocks is the basic factor determining directions of the 
dominating deformations if only the mine workings were driven in 
the undisturbed rock mass. Mutual effect of the mine workings varies 
shaping conditions of a deformation field of the geomechanical sys-
tem which results in the necessity of extra protective measures. In 
this context, the rocks, being cut in the process of selective coal min-
ing and left within a production unit, may be used to erect protective 
structures providing satisfactory deformation mode of geomechanical 
system of a stope-mine working conjugation. 
Efficiency of various structures of the powered support legs de-
pends directly upon mining and geological conditions as well as up-
on technological conditions of a specific production unit. For in-
stance, in terms of Samarskaia mine [1, 2] the powered support was 
reinforced with the help of pit props providing immediate roof hold-
ing within the operating area of a shearer. Hence, design characteris-
tics of the powered support in the context of backfilling technique 
implementation have been determined for two alternatives – rigid 
alternative, and flexible one.   
Statement of the problem. To carry out comparative analysis of 
the efficiency of different structural features of the powered support, 
a model of rock mass, corresponding to actual operation conditions, 
has been developed.  
Longwall 4205 of 
2
4C  seam is equipped with the powered com-
plex КД-80, coal shearer КА-200, conveyor СП-251.14. The 
longwall length is 180 m. Ventilation scheme of the longwall is di-
rect-flow 3-В-Н-г-пт. The first part of the simulation results is given 
in [3]. Modelling is performed for three variants of stope stow-
ingwhen the stope is developed through a thinly stratified rock mas-
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sif under different mining and geological conditions in a three-
dimensional representation with realization of conditions for mutual 
slipping of rock strata. Deformational and mechanical characteristics 
of elements of the studied geomechanical massif are defined consid-
ering the results of laboratory studies and a natural experiment, 
which determine the behavior mechanism of a granular medium of 
stowing. The analysis of deformations of a geomechanical system 
allows determining the degree of influence of different variants of a 
technology of protecting a stope and deformational characteristics of 
a rock massif. 
Analysis of a state of the disturbed rock mass  
The identified discontinuities and areas of rock softening have 
been analyzed as for their interaction and integral effect on a stope 
support. As a consequence, 3-D model of the layered rock mass has 
been developed involving maximally each feature of strengthening char-
acteristics and deformation characteristics of the rock and coal seam. 
Stage one is the longitudinal stratification of a rock block, neigh-
bouring the coal seam. The process takes place at the expense of the 
effect of a high-stress closed area occurring within the rock mass at 
the depth of 4-7 m down from the stope face. Stage two is the pro-
cess when the forming blocks of layer one develops excessive pres-
sure bearing on the lower plane of layer two from the top of the rock 
layer. Through a minor height of the layer, critical concentration of 
the deformation energy forms a plane of the block separation with 
2.5-4.5 m intervals henceforth forming chain of plastic hinges 
providing smooth lowering of coal lumps. Stage three of rock block 
formation takes place owing to grouping of stress concentration areas 
being shaped within the upper boundary and lower boundary of a 
rock layer located as the third one from above the coal seam. There-
fore, through different types of the geomechanical processes, for-
mation of a block structure takes place within a stope roof. Parame-
ters of the block structure are determined unmistakably in the process 
of the computational experiment which will provide in future ade-
quate research as for the efficiency of the powered support sections 
with different designs [3].   
Standard form of vertical stresses within the stratified rock mass 
accords well with general ideas concerning rock pressure formation 
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which can also be indirect confirmation of correctness of the parame-
ters selected to describe geomechanical model for the computational 
experiment. The obtained curves of vertical stresses are separated 
into two areas of compressive stresses and tensile stresses by means 
of a parallel plane passing at the distance of 1.5 m from the stope 
face towards the mined-out area. Certain share of the analytical mod-
el, neighbouring the undisturbed rock mass, experiences compressive 
loads and the share, around the mined-out area experiences tensile 
loads. Ultimate compressive stresses are concentrated right behind 
the stope face.  
Analysis of rock mass deformation development in terms of 
different backfilling methods.  
Taking into consideration the computational experiment parame-
ters, distribution of deformations within the rock mass is analyzed 
only from the viewpoint of qualitative evaluation if continuity of 
each component of the analytical model is preserved which excludes 
naturally origination of considerable rock mass deformations di-
rected lengthwise stratification plane. 
Figures 6 represent fragments of 3-D analytical model of geome-
chanical model of a stope-mine working conjugation in the process 
of use of packs and complete backfilling respectively.  
Distribution of total deformation, if heights of the rocks being cut 
are 0.5 and 0.6 m, is similar which means lack of effect of backfilling 
alternatives on the processes of roof rock deformation under prelim-
iting conditions. Deformation nature of the undisturbed rock mass 
deformation coincides both qualitatively and quantitively. Hence, in 
the context of the computational experiment, the selected parameters 
of the powered support provide comparably effective resistance to 
the neighbouring rock mass deformation under various conditions of 
a stope backfilling.  
Within the edges of parallelepipeds, distribution of deformations 
varies depending upon the selection of either packing or complete 
backfilling. In this context, the two specific areas of roof rock layers 
deformation can be singled out: upper rock layers of the model; and 
two rock layers neighbouring superiorly the coal layer. Behavior of 
the rock mass within the stope roof in the process of complete back-
filling is of more complex structure in deformation area one, and in 
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deformation area two in the process of packing. Thus, determine two 
different approaches for the analysis of deformations within the areas 
– the generalized analysis in the selected vertical plane, and compari-
son of a certain rock layer along the stope.  
 
 
Fig. 1. Total deformations of rock mass in front of the stope face in the process 
of complete backfilling if height of the rocks being cut is 0.7 m [3] 
 
Fig. 1 represents distribution of deformations within a plane, se-
lected in the process of stress pattern. The curves demonstrate that 
increase in height of the rocks being cut results in the decreased de-
formation value of roof rocks of a stope according to a law being 
close to linear one. Rock mass deformation in the neighbourhood of 
a mine working for the calculations, performed for partial backfill-
ing, is of similar value and pattern. However, if calculations are 
made for 0.7 m height rocks, being cut, deformation value in the 
neighbourhood of a mine working decreases by 18%. The above is 
followed by the decreased deformations in the rock layer one of the 
immediate roof of the mine working.  
Hence, due to the varied patterns of deformation distribution 
within the rock layers of a mine working roof, rock mass discontinui-
ty along stratification plane is observed resulting in the formation of 
a local area with minor transverse strength inside o rock layers one 
and two. In this context, above rock layers form a block lowering 
uniformly into the mine working. In actual practice, partial failure of 
the immediate roof of a stope takes place with the transition to fol-
lowing state of stable equilibrium. The calculation results show: the 
greater the value of such a failure is, the less time it takes for stage 
two of the immediate roof failure in the process of packing.  
It is typical for deformation curves to preserve quality of defor-
mation distribution within a roof of a stope irrespective of the height 
of rocks being cut. However, 22% decrease in absolute deformation 
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values as for 0.5 m height of rocks being cut takes place to compare 
with calculations for 0.6 and 0.7 m heights. It means that in terms of 
complete backfilling, increase in the height of rocks being cut im-
pacts bearing capacity of protective structures; as for the rocks, hav-
ing low strength characteristics, selection of the parameter value is 
critical.  
To compare with the calculation results concerning packing (see 
Fig. 2), in terms of complete backfilling, changes in height of rocks 
being cut factor into the increased deformations of rock mass in the 
neighbourhood of a mine working. If height of the rocks being cut is 
0.5 m then roof rock deformations are comparable for packs and 
complete backfilling. If the heights are 0.6 and 0.7 m then the defor-
mations experience 12-15% increase. Thus, mine working support 
takes up the increased wall pressure which worsens its operational 
characteristics [5, 6]. 
Effect of operational parameters of packs and complete back-
filling  
Deformation processes of a stope boundary takes place due to 
displacement of roof and floor of a mine working. That depends up-
on significant length of a stope together with minor height of the 
mine working. Roof fault and floor heaving follow the rule of plane-
parallel displacements oriented perpendicularly to a gravity force 
axis [6, 9]. In such a case, vertical stresses become the dominating 
conditions providing equilibrium of geomechanical system of a mine 
working. The stresses also exert forming influence on other compo-
nents of stress-strain state of the rock mass within areas neighbouring 
the stope and the mine workings.   
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Fig. 2. Vertical stresses in a cross section at 0.5 m distance from a mine working 
in the process of packing when height of rocks being cut is 0.5 m  
 
Rapid growth of deformations, caused by vertical stresses within 
the mine working roof, results in the high-speed fissuring. Origina-
tion of the main cracks prevents from dissipation of the accumulated 
energy of rock deformation factoring into the uncontrolled break-
down of boundary rock layers. Stope advance gives rise to the in-
creased rock pressure within the powered support area; loss of roof 
rock strength of the mine working takes place resulting in its perfor-
mance degradation. Thus, to understand the processes involved in the 
deformation of boundary of the conjugated mine workings, it is re-
quired first to analyze the pattern of vertical stress distribution within 
the rock mass.  
Start consideration of volumetric curves of vertical stresses from 
the degree of effect of operational parameters of packs within the 
mined-out area of a stope on SSS in a mine working wall. Fig. 3 ex-
plains stress pattern in a section, being cross relative to a stope face 
of rock mass located at 0.5 m distance from mine working-stope con-
jugation plane. A model of the powered support in the form of 1 m 
height and 5.5 m width parallelepiped in at the center. Undisturbed 
rock mass is to the left of the model; mine working with packs or 
complete backfilling is to the right. Such an arrangement is preserved 
for each further similar curve. 
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Fig. 3. Vertical stresses in a cross section at 0.5 m distance from a mine working 
in the process of complete backfilling when height of rocks being cut is 0.5 m  
 
Total analysis of curves in Figures 2 and 3 has shown the follow-
ing: more than 90 % of the analytical model experience compressive 
stresses to be correct for elastic problem statement while correspond-
ing to conditions of vertical stress application to upper and lower 
edges of the model; maximum compressive stresses are in front of 
the stope face towards the undisturbed rock mass which corresponds 
to the practices of stress measurements under full-scale conditions; 
formation of tensile stress areas depends upon the effect of the pow-
ered support model on the neighbouring rock layers which is in the 
good agreement with its actual operational conditions [7]; and verti-
cal stresses within the mine working roof exceed stresses in its floor 
and the fact is supported by operational practices of stopes in West-
ern Donbas mines. 
Range of maximum stresses for the three computational options 
coincides almost completely; less than 5% deviations are fall into the 
analytical error. Qualitative distribution of vertical stress is of the 
nature, being typical for all the calculations; however, both value and 
size of stress intensity gradient within a mine working roof increases 
from alternative 0.7 m height of the rocks being cut to 0.5 m height. 
In this context, stresses within the mine working floor decrease but 
the velocity drops twice. 
Effect of the tensile stresses on the state of a mine working roof 
localizes within the area neighbouring the powered support. As a 
result, at 5 m distance from the powered support model, vertical hor-
izontal directional stress gradient in the mine working roof is equal 
to zero.  
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Hence, use of packs to provide reasonable operational perfor-
mance of a stope-mine working conjugation makes it possible to ob-
tain uniform distribution of load on the support and on the protective 
structures of a mine working support in a vertical direction which 
should cut the likelihood of the main fissuring as well as dimensions 
of areas loss of strength within neighbouring rock mass. On the other 
hand, changes in height of the rocks being cut leaves invariant opera-
tion of the powered support and, having no influence on the stress 
distribution within the undisturbed rock mass behind the stope face.   
Curves in Fig. 2 involve characteristic features, which are not typ-
ical for calculation options where packing is applied. Change in 
stress pattern within the stope roof in the area of rock mass neigh-
bouring the powered support model is the principal distinction of the 
model.  
First, the powered support effect on the stress distribution within 
the stope roof covers 10-15 m towards the mined-out area if increase 
in maximum stresses is 21-24% to compare with calculations con-
cerning use of packing. It means that complete backfilling makes it 
possible to engage greater rock amount to a process of roof stabiliza-
tion. However, the feature is neutralized completely by the increase 
in vertical stresses. Thus, accumulation of potential energy of roof 
deformation for the calculation options, demonstrated in Figures 2 
and 3, is similar quantitively. At the expense of the varied value and 
geometry of vertical stress gradient, distance between the main fis-
sures increases relative to packs if complete backfilling is applied 
which results in the formation of larger rock blocks [7]. 
Second, maximum compressive stresses are in front of a stope 
face within the undisturbed rock mass. Values of the stresses, ob-
tained for packs, experience 20-50% exponential increase along with 
the increase of height of rocks being cut. In this context, a curve in 
Fig. 3 demonstrates abrupt jump of compressive stresses within the 
powered support model-stope roof contact zone. Such a feature is 
also typical for other curves represented in Fig. 3, which points to the 
varied nature of the powered support-rock mass interaction. Both 
front share of leg of the powered support and rare share are under the 
effect of alternate load, which increases the likelihood of “rigid” set-
ting [8, 11]. Henceforward, the alternate load is understood as a state 
when a stress field, characterizing material compression and tension, 
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is formed simultaneously within the selected volume of analytical 
model. 
The obtained results help conclude that the behaviour of boundary 
rock mass in the context of packing and complete backfilling is de-
scribed with the help of linear regularities and exponential regulari-
ties stipulating  difference increase in maximum vertical stresses de-
pending upon the height of rocks being cut. 
а 
 
b 
 
Fig. 4. Vertical stresses within the central cross section of a mine working at 0.5 
m height of rocks being cut when: а - packing is applied; and b - complete backfill-
ing is applied 
 
If longwall length is 250 m, at 120 m distance from a stope-mine 
working conjugation, rock mass area is formed within which factors 
of technogenic impact on the rock mass stress-strain state are almost 
minimized. Hence, use the area to analyze stress distribution taking 
into consideration three typical longitudinal sections of packs: first – 
in close proximity to a pack within empty of a stope (see Fig. 4а); 
and second - along a side surface (see Fig. 4b). 
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Stress distribution within a roof in Fig. 10, a shows that it resists 
uniformly a displacement to the stope cavity lengthwise and the re-
sistance is by 17% less to compare with floor resistance.  Stress dis-
tribution within the stope floor is of regular nature with 9-12% stress 
value vibrations of maximum. Stresses, taken by the pack model, 
exceed greater vertical stresses than rocks neighbouring it; distribu-
tion of the stresses is of a regular nature as well.  
Therefore, the pack operates like an equalizing damper in the pro-
cess of effort transmitting from a roof to a floor. Minimum vertical 
stresses within the pack are located at the beginning at Lн=2.5 m dis-
tance from the edge of the powered support model. The Lнvalue is 
the determining parameter to select a velocity of a stope face dis-
placement in the process of packing.  
If the broken rock is laid down continuously along the stope in 
case of complete backfilling which results in natural compaction of 
the stowing, the formation of packs needs certain time interval, de-
termined on the basis of mechanical disintegration conditions, during 
which the bulk rock will gain carrying characteristics. The character-
istics can form naturally if only minimum external loads are availa-
ble not initiating dynamic phenomena within the packs being formed. 
Hence,   
 voп=Lнtст,   (5) 
where voп s a stope advance; Lн is a length of a pack area rejecting 
mine pressure; and tст is stabilization period of the pack meter.  
Stabilization period of a pack meter may be determined either ex-
perimentally or with the help of methods of extrapolation of findings 
obtained for different rocks and their failure conditions [10]. Howev-
er, the parameter also depends upon the height of rocks being cut 
since it experiences effect by a value of total pack amount. Moreo-
ver, variation of the parameter, stipulated by the considered system 
state, is of nonlinear nature preventing from the use of mathematical 
scaling methods.  
The calculations have shown that maximum Lн value corresponds 
to 0.6 m height of rocks being cut reaching 3.4 m; if the height is 0.7 
m then minimum value (i.e. 1.2 m) is obtained. Thus, the parameter 
has nonlinear characteristic too.  
Ultimately, determination of a stope optimum advance in terms of 
a factor, providing carrying capacity of a pack, takes place according 
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to the results of full-scale experiments. The development of physical 
and mathematical model of the process needs further research which 
tendency and volume do not correspond to the area under considera-
tion.  
In Fig. 3, the coal seam and rock layers, neighbouring it, experi-
enced high compressive stresses. At the mean, the stresses within the 
area are 4% higher than stress values in the undisturbed rock mass 
but the area extent is 18-22 m. Within the central cross-section plane 
(see Fig. 4b) such an area is not available and area of high vertical 
stresses formed vertically. Stress increase within the area is up to 
12% of maximum theoretical values. Thus, in the context of com-
plete backfilling, changes in vertical stresses along the stope are of 
qualitative and quantitative nature being expressed in the high stress 
area reorientation from horizontal to vertical as well as in 6-9% in-
crease in the stress values.  
Comparative analysis of the curves has explained that in the con-
text of the two cases, geometry of the area of high compressive 
stresses is similar to a gradient value. Stresses, experienced by rocks 
of a stope (see Fig. 3), are 8% less to compare with those in Fig. 4b. 
In terms of complete backfilling alternative, no vertical floor stresses 
along the stope cross section are observed.  
As a whole, when complete backfilling is used, rock mass loading 
is uniform; nevertheless, concentration of compressive stresses with-
in the undisturbed rock mass is higher to compare with the use of 
packs. Thus, qualitative variations in stress distribution among 
curves, represented in Figure 4a, and Figure 4b, are as follows: 
- in terms of computational alternative one, local stress concentra-
tion within the disturbed rock mass and within a stope floor  is 22% 
less to compare with alternative two; and  
- material at a wall surface of a pack takes stresses by 18% more 
to compare with complete backfilling. 
The abovementioned points to the formation of conditions for dy-
namic phenomena origination in packs along the whole length of the 
mine workings. Loose rock thickening takes place under the effect of 
high rock pressure. Depending upon loading conditions, it may result 
in the geomechanical system stabilization or, instead, in the active 
development of the main fissures within immediate roof of the mine 
working. Determination of the geomechanical system stress-strain 
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state development under the conditions is a separate problem solved 
with the use of multiparameter system to analyze conditions of com-
plicatedly structured enclosing rock mass [8-11].  
In the context of complete backfilling, area of high compressive 
stresses to be calculated for 0.6 m and 0.7 m heights of rocks being 
cut is of a similar shape differing qualitatively from 0.5 m alterna-
tive. 1.5 times increase of compressive stresses in the stope immedi-
ate roof above the powered support is typical for such calculation 
options. Hence, increase in the amount of rocks being cut in the pro-
cess of complete backfilling does not result in the change of stress-
strain state of the rock mass. Nevertheless, pressure on the powered 
support also increases consistently for 0.5 m height of rocks being 
cut meaning incremental probability of a of “rigid” setting of the 
powered support legs. 
Analysis of curves of vertical stresses has helped conclude the 
following: under the considered mining and geological conditions, 
operations of a mine working are provided better in the context of 
packing to compare with complete backfilling; if packing is used, 
changes in roof and floor of the stope follow a regular law along the 
stope advance axis and  across it; height of rocks being cut effects 
the immediate roof state change during packing and complete back-
filling but following different laws; and in the context of packing, 
vertical stress are distributed more uniformly along the stope face 
within the undisturbed rock mass to compare with complete backfill-
ing being 12-16% less in terms of absolute values. 
Analysis of stress distribution within stratification planes of 
rock mass along a stope advance  
Under the conditions of high structuredness of rock mass, enclos-
ing a mine working, horizontal stresses are among the basic factors 
determining parameters of the controlled roof rock caving during a 
stope advance. Changes in the stress values along the stope face as 
well as transversely to it identify both shape and time frame of the 
formation of a destructive breaking wave within the rock layers mak-
ing a roof of the considered geomechanical system. 
Following analysis is a comparison of horizontal stress character-
istics in different sections of one and the same calculation. Deter-
mine backfilling effect on the state of the fine-grained rock mass 
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within a roof of geomechanical system of a stope and a mine work-
ing.  
Availability of a vertical plane, oriented along the stope face and 
located above the powered support, is the common feature of the 
curves. Within the plane, analytical stress sign changes from com-
pressive to tensile.  
Parameters of the plane, its dimensions, and changes in its ge-
ometry (i.e. transformation into the curved surface) help determine 
dimensions of the rock mass being involved to a process of axial de-
formation of a stope roof. 
Moreover, it is required to take into consideration variations of 
horizontal stresses in the depth of the undisturbed rock mass as well 
as from the worked-out area of the stope since it identify both degree 
and conditions of effect of maximum horizontal stresses on the back-
filling method being applied in the specific case.   
Hence, along with the stress analysis within the equilibrium 
plane, it becomes possible to determine the conditions of axial load-
ing of a stope backfilling. 
Comparison of Figure 5, a, and Figure 5, b helps understand that a 
height of alternate stresses increases by 27% from the mine working 
edge to a central share of the stope.  
Local areas of high compressive and tensile stresses also increase 
towards the stope central share.  
In terms of absolute values, the increase is 2 to 53% and change 
in dimensions of the areas achieves 145%.  
However, the increase is observed only vertically.  
Relying upon the results, it is possible to conclude that the in-
creased height of the sign-variable plane results in the increase of 
horizontal stresses within the local area of a roof of the mine working 
neighbouring the powered support model pointing to the intensifica-
tion of horizontal displacements depending upon distancing from the 
stope edge.  
That factors into the formation of an ovoid-like front of the pro-
gress of the main fissures directed across the stope.   
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Fig. 5. Horizontal stresses in cross section in the process of packing when height 
of rocks being cut is 0.5 m: а - at 0.5 m distance from a mine working; and b - with-
in a central transverse plane  
 
To compare with curves in Fig. 5, Fig. 5b demonstrates increase 
in horizontal stresses within the undisturbed rock mass, and within 
the stope floor meaning the increased share deformations arising 
when rocks are converged to the stope cavity. If in the neighbour-
hood of the mine working effect of the undisturbed rock mass within 
walls of mine working helps decrease a level of horizontal stresses, 
significant distance neutralizes the effect. Thus, the less difference 
among stress distribution within sections in Figure 5a, and Figure 5b 
is, the more stable is the roof of the considered geomechanical sys-
tem. Basing upon the statement, formulate rule one – optimum back-
filling conditions are possible if only minimum deviations take place 
in the alternating-sign plane along the whole length of a stope.  
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Comparative analysis of curves in Fig. 6 has shown that 12% 
stress increase within the undisturbed rock mass in front of a stope 
results in 7% load increase on stowing within the mined-out area. 
Hence, for Ukrainian mines, the two factors are related and their 
connection helps evaluate strength degree of structural bearing ca-
pacity of protective measures as for the original rock mass. Thus, we 
obtain rule two – decrease in the difference of horizontal stress in-
crement within the undisturbed rock mass in the context of packing 
or complete backfilling shows the increase in the bearing capacity of 
the protective structure to compare with other alternatives. 
As for the calculation alternative, the intensity of changes in hori-
zontal stresses along a stope is 1.3 times higher to compare with 
packing. Height of alternating-sign stress plane achieves upper 
boundaries of rock layers of the analytical model. Thus, mechanical 
state of rock layers within the considered geomechanical system de-
teriorates in the context of complete backfilling. 
Stresses inside immediate roof of a stope within its central cross 
section (see Fig. 6) shape a pattern being close to a vertical section 
formation above the powered support legs. Within a central share of 
a stope, legs of the powered support resist to loads, increased by 40%, 
which are directed towards the mined-out area; i.e. despite complete back-
filling, the mine working roof demonstrates intensification of deformation 
processes intended to separate certain share of the immediate roof along 
the stope face. It turns out that for complete backfilling conditions, stress-
strain state of rock mass is less stable to compare with packing (see Fig. 5) 
but is still out of keeping the criteria of rock failure with the formation of 
the main fissures [13]. 
When complete backfilling takes place and height of rocks being 
cut is 0.6 m, sharp increase in the value of horizontal stresses is ob-
served in the neighbourhood of a mine working as well as in the cen-
tral share of a stope. 
Shaping nature of the areas of high stresses remains invariable; 
nevertheless, their dimensions experience 17% increase. Therewith, 
in the neighbourhood of a mine working, average increase in tensile 
stresses is 14% and increase in compressive ones is 9 % which can 
be explained by sharp increment of load on the support and on pro-
tective structures of the mine working. The above mentioned may 
accelerate a process of rock heaving and arch lowering [9, 10]. 
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Fig. 6. Horizontal stresses in cross section in the process of complete backfilling 
when height of rocks being cut is 0.5 m: а-  at 0.5 m distance from a mine working; 
and b-  within the central transverse plane  
 
 In addition, a height of alternating-sign stress plane remains in-
variable for each computational alternative. That also means the lack 
of fundamental changes in the shaping of areas of ultimate rock state 
within the stope roof. Nevertheless, the constant increase in the absolute 
values of horizontal stresses shows that heightening of rocks being cut 
increases a risk of roof rock softening right above the powered support 
section. The dependence is nonlinear, and experiences its decrease in pro-
portion to the heightening of rocks being cut. 
In view of the fact that in the context of complete backfilling hor-
izontal stresses within a roof of a stope are of maximum values, it is 
required to analyze specific features of their distribution in the im-
mediate roof.  In terms of the mining and geological conditions, im-
mediate roof of the stope consists of three rock layers ordered in the 
analytical model from one to three starting from the coal seam being 
mined. 
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Findings  
Assume a stope face-its central vertical section junction as the ar-
ea to be analyzed. Levels one and three take up stresses with a wider 
scatter but degrees differ. Such a specific feature of the graphs de-
notes effect of rock deformation characteristics on the stress distribu-
tion within the rock mass substantiating indirectly the adequacy of 
the calculations.   
However, there is a specific feature concerning horizontal stress 
distribution when heights of rocks being cut are 0.6 m, and 0.7 m. If 
in rock layer one, stress values increase gradually, in layers two and 
three, values of maximum stresses are less for 0.7 m height of rocks 
being cut to compare with 0.6 height meaning changes in the condi-
tions of equilibrium state of the model of a stope roof. Such a change 
in maximum stress values is followed by partial transition of rock 
layers to the limit state resulting in the immediate roof softening un-
der the effect of compressive horizontal stresses.  
Analysis of graphs of tensile stresses (see Fig. 7) [3] demonstrates 
a pattern opposing the graphs of compressive stresses. If height is 0.5 
m, then changes in maximum stresses in terms of rock layers of the 
immediate roof differ markedly from 0.6 and 0.7 m heights of rocks 
being cut; layer one is loaded greater and load, taken up by layer 
three, is quite lesser. 
 
Fig. 7. Changes in the reduced maximum tensile horizontal vertical stresses on 
the stope face within the central share of the mine working in the process of com-
plete backfilling in terms of different heights of rocks being cut  [3] 
 
On the whole, calculation alternative for 0.6 m height demon-
strates indices of the limit efficiency state as for the provision of a 
stope immediate roof in the context of complete backfilling. Fur-
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thermore, effect of compressive stresses on the stable state of a mine 
working immediate roof is greater to compare with the effect by ten-
sile stresses.  
Conclusions 
1. Modelling is performed for three variants of stope stowing 
when the stope is developed through a thinly stratified rock massif 
under different mining and geological conditions in a three-
dimensional representation with realization of conditions for mutual 
slipping of rock strata. Deformational and mechanical characteristics 
of elements of the studied geomechanical massif are defined consid-
ering the results of laboratory studies and a natural experiment, 
which determine the behavior mechanism of a granular medium of 
stowing. The analysis of deformations of a geomechanical system 
allows determining the degree of influence of different variants of a 
technology of protecting a stope and deformational characteristics of 
a rock massif. 
2. It is established that a concentration of horizontal stresses di-
rected along a stope face over a powered support in a roof of a mine 
working is the main factor affecting a mode of development of main 
cracks in a roof of a working during stowing. The interaction mecha-
nism at junctions of a stope and another working is studied to deter-
mine a development mechanism of a stope roof collapse considering 
the influence of stowing parameters. Analysis of a stress-strain state 
of a stope roof by selected mining, geological, and technological pa-
rameters allows determining the conditions of rock strata interaction, 
the result of which is a roof collapse on packs. 
3. It is determined that the designed unit of powered roof support 
allows overcoming structural features of a roof support used during 
partial stowing by increasing the safety margin of elements support-
ing the tail console. The safety margining crease is achieved by in-
troducing additional rigid structural elements what reduces the level 
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of stress concentration in joints of a roof support structure.Using an 
integrated approach to determine the efficiency of selected roof sup-
porting scheme allows estimating reliability of the selected model-
ling scheme when predicting changes in a state of a geomechanical 
system. This is a new method for evaluating the efficiency of various 
technological solutions. 
4. The results indicate that when using packs, a process of crack 
formation in an immediate roof of stopes is stopped by localizing 
areas and stress values that contribute to growth of main cracks. The 
optimal selection, from a standpoint of dynamic stability of animme-
diate roof of stopes and packs, is selection of the minimum permissi-
ble height of extracted rocks while ensuring a statistical equilibrium 
of sides of packs. This allows determining a mechanism of selection 
of stope movement velocity, a type and geometric parameters of 
erected packs. 
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Abstract 
The subject of the study the possibility of applying the finite element method 
to determine the bearing capacity of a damaged reinforced concrete structure and the 
subsequent selection of its reinforcement parameters with composite materials. 
Research methodology – the studying of finite element models of the servicea-
ble destroyed and restored structure and determination of design parameters of the 
structure before destruction, after the destruction, and after its strengthening. 
The goal – identification of the possibility of further operation of the damaged 
structure using the finite element method, finding the most dangerous places in the 
construction, selection of parameters for its amplification. 
Conclusion of the study. The proposed research method made it possible to 
more accurately and at a lower cost, identify the most dangerous areas in the dam-
aged structure, and verify the effectiveness of the applied method of its restoration. 
The method showed high efficiency in assessing the bearing capacity of a structure 
with complex reinforcement in which part of the reinforcement is in a destroyed 
state. 
1. Introduction 
The need to restore the bearing capacity of reinforced concrete 
structures arises, usually in two cases. The first is due to the recon-
struction of buildings and structures and the associated increase in 
the intensity of the operational load. The second case is due to the 
restoration of the bearing capacity lost during operation due to corro-
sion, mechanical damage, manufacturing, or installation defects. 
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One of the innovative ways to restore the load-bearing capacity of 
reinforced concrete structures is the method of constructing a rein-
forcing system made of composite materials [1-4]. This method suc-
cessfully used throughout the world and is gaining great popularity in 
Ukraine. 
Based on carbon fiber, composite materials usually used as an ex-
ternal reinforcement system in the construction industry for reinforc-
ing the load-bearing construction structures of buildings and struc-
tures. The advantage of carbon composite materials is their manufac-
turability, low weight, relatively high strength, resistance to aggres-
sive external factors, minimal material size, minimum requirements 
for installation work, high installation speed. 
The main elements of the external reinforcement system of flexi-
ble reinforced concrete structures are fabrics and lamellas of various 
grades. They are gluing to the surface of building structures in a pol-
ymer matrix, which provides tight adhesion of the reinforcing filler 
to the reinforced structure. The most common reinforcement method 
is carbon lamellas. The article considers the calculation of the bear-
ing capacity and reinforcement of a damaged reinforced concrete 
structure using the finite element method in the ANSYS software 
package. 
2. Object of study 
The strengthening calculation was made for the railway bridge 
overpass Zaporizhia Ferroalloy Plant. The three-span beam overpass 
has a longitudinal scheme -16.5 +13.5 +16.5 m. The angle of inter-
section of the overpass with the street - 39 (Fig. 1). 
 
Fig. 1.  General view of the overpass 
Spans consist of two monolithic main reinforced concrete beams, 
which are connected by a slab and diaphragms. Longitudinal work-
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ing reinforcement of class A-II 28 mm, located in 4 rows in height 
(9 rods in one row). Part of the rods does not reach the support and 
diverted into the compressed zone of concrete (Fig. 2).  
 
Fig. 2  Span beam reinforcement 
Long consoles on which a railing installed arranged to create a 
ballast trough. The design load on the span construction — Н 7. 
The examination found that one of the spans, located on the side 
of the ferroalloy plant, has defects in the form of destruction of con-
crete in the stretched zone and destruction of part of the rods of the 
working reinforcement. In one rib, the torn two lower rows of rein-
forcement. The concrete strength of monolithic beams and dia-
phragms was determined using an ADA Schmidt Hammer 225 scle-
rometer and is in the range of 25.8-26.8 MPa, which is higher than 
the design grade of concrete - M250, except for damaged places 
where the average concrete strength was 18.8 MPa. 
Damage (Fig. 3) occurred as a result of the transverse impacts of 
freight road transport on the lower edge of the beams due to a de-
crease in the size of the roadway. The reason for the decrease in size 
is an increase in the height of the carriageway during the repair of 
road works. 
To checking the load-bearing capacity of the beam, 3D models 
were created in the ANSYS software package that takes into account 
the geometry of the structure before (Fig. 4) and after its damage 
(Fig. 5). The load C14 applied to the model following DBN B.1.2-
15: 2009 [5] and DBN B.2.3-14: 2006 [6]. 
In the computational finite element model for numerical analysis, 
the symmetry of the computational domain taken into account. When 
creating the calculated finite element (FEM) model, the elements 
were used: for concrete (B35) - SOLID186, for reinforcement (A-
300 steel) - REINF264. When generating a mesh of the reinforce-
ment, the MESH200 element used. 
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Fig. 3. Damaged span beams 
Solid186 - is a higher-order 3-D 20-node solid element that ex-
hibits quadratic displacement behavior. The element defined by 20 
nodes having three degrees of freedom per node: translations in the 
nodal x,y, and z directions. The element supports plasticity, hypere-
lasticity, creep, stress stiffening, large deflection, and large strain 
capabilities [7]. 
 
Fig. 4.  FEM beam model before damage 
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Fig. 5. FEM beam model after damage 
Reinf264 used in the analysis of structural reinforcement of 3D 
beams, shells, and solid elements. The element is suitable for model-
ing reinforcing fibers with arbitrary orientation. Each fiber is mod-
eled separately as an element that has only uniaxial rigidity. RE-
INF264 has plasticity, stress stiffening, creep, large deflection, and 
large strain capabilities. 
The characteristics of the materials used in the calculations shown 
in table 1. 
Table 1 
Structural characteristics of the materials used in the calculations 
№ Parameter Value 
 Concrete  
1 Young's Modulus 22360 MPa 
 Poisson's Ratio 0,18000 
 Bulk Modulus 11646  MPa 
 Shear Modulus 9474,6 MPa 
 Compressive Ultimate Strength 41,000 MP 
 Tensile Ultimate Strength 5,0000 MPa 
 Structural Steel  
 Young's Modulus 2e+05 MPa 
 Poisson's Ratio 0,30000 
 Bulk Modulus 1,6667e+05 MPa 
 Shear Modulus 76923 MPa 
 Compressive Ultimate Strength 0 MPa 
 Compressive Yield Strength 250,00 MPa 
 Tensile Ultimate Strength 490,00 MPa 
 Tensile Yield Strength 295,00 MPa 
 Carbon fabric-tape-1000-12K-420.Сt-11083  
 Young's Modulus X direction 1,21E+05 MPa 
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 Young's Modulus Y direction 8600 MPa 
 Young's Modulus Z direction 8600 MPa 
 Poisson's Ratio XY 0,27 
 Poisson's Ratio YZ 0,4 
 Poisson's Ratio XZ 0,27 
 Shear Modulus XY 4700 MPa 
 Shear Modulus YZ 3100 MPa 
 Shear Modulus XZ 4700 MPa 
 Orthotropic Stress Limits  
 Tensile X direction 2231 MPa 
 Tensile Y direction 29 MPa 
 Tensile Z direction 29 MPa 
 Compressive X direction -1082 MPa 
 Compressive Y direction -100 MPa 
 Compressive Z direction -100 MPa 
 Shear XY 60 MPa 
 Shear YZ 32 MPa 
 Shear XZ 60 MPa 
 
3. Results of the research 
As a result of the calculations, data obtained on the stress and 
strain states of concrete and beam reinforcement before and after 
damage (Fig 6 -15).  
 
Fig. 6. Estimated beam deformation before damage 
 
Fig. 7.  Estimated deformation of a damaged beam 
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Fig. 8.  Normal Stress distribution in the concrete of the beam before damage 
 
Fig. 9. Equivalent Stress distribution in the concrete of the beam before damage 
 
Fig. 10. Normal Stress distribution in the concrete of a beam after damage 
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Fig. 11. Equivalent Stress distribution in the concrete of a beam after damage 
 
 
 
Fig. 12. Distribution of Normal Stresses in the beam reinforcement before damage 
 
 
 
Fig. 13. Distribution of Equivalent Stresses in the beam reinforcement before dam-
age 
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Fig. 14. Distribution of Normal Stresses in the beam reinforcement after damage 
 
 
Fig. 15. Distribution of Equivalent Stresses in the beam reinforcement after damage 
 
The maximum values of the data shown in table 2. 
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Table 2 
 Maximum deformations and stresses in the structure before and after damage 
 
Maximum parameter value Before damage After damage Δ, % 
Beam deflection 32.87 59.29 59.1 
Normal stress in concrete    
 tension  3.2 3.3 0.3 
compression 24.3 32.37 33.2 
The normal stresses in the reinforcement 202.00 447.93 217.5 
 
Although stresses in reinforcement after damage increased by al-
most two times, the static load-bearing capacity of the beam remains 
sufficient. However, the deflection of the damaged beam does ex-
ceed the permissible values. 
To preventing further destruction of the beam to ensuring its bear-
ing capacity and to preventing’s corrosion of the reinforcement, addi-
tional reinforcement was developed by gluing a unidirectional carbon 
fiber Carbon fabric-tape-1000-12K-420.Сt-11083 onto the lower belt 
of the beam. The concrete coating restored in the zone of damage to 
the lower belt before gluing the CFRP. The structural characteristics 
of carbon fiber given in table 1 and figure 16.  
The adhesive bonding of concrete and carbon fiber is modeled by 
Cohesive Zone Material (CZM) using Separation-Distance based 
Debonding. Contact algorithm: Penalty method. Contact detection at 
the Gauss integration point. The system generated elements 
SURF154 and SURF156 to implement the model. 
The FEM model of the reinforced beam shown in Figure 17. The 
distribution of deformations and stresses in concrete and reinforce-
ment shown in Figures 18-22. 
Fig. 16 . A properties of Carbon fabric-tape-
1000-12K-420.Сt-11083: 
 
E1 - Orthotropic Young's Modulus in-plane, in 
fiber direction;  
E2 - Orthotropic Young's Modulus in-plane, or-
thogonal to fiber direction;  
G12 - Orthotropic Shear Modulus in-plane, in fi-
ber direction 
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Fig. 17. Intensified beam design model 
 
 
 
Fig. 18. Deflection of the intensified beam 
 
 
 
Fig. 19. Normal Stresses in the concrete of intensified beam 
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Fig. 20. Equivalent Stresses in the concrete of intensified beam 
 
 
 
Fig. 21. Normal Stresses in the reinforcement of the intensified beam 
 
 
 
Fig. 22. Equivalent Stresses in the reinforcement of the intensified beam 
 
The parameters of deformation and stresses in concrete and the re-
inforcement of intensified beams shown in table 3. 
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Table 3 
Maximum deformation and stress in the structure before damage and after intensi-
fied 
Maximum parameter value Before 
damage 
After inten-
sified 
Δ, % 
beam deflection 32.87 38.5 17,1 
normal stress in concrete    
  tension  3.2 3.7 15.6 
  compression 24.3 26.3 8.2 
the normal stresses in the rein-
forcement 
202 345 70 
 
An analysis of the results shows that reinforcing the structure 
with unidirectional carbon fiber with a thickness of 1 mm reduces the 
increase in deflection from 59 to 17 %, stresses in the stretched zone 
from 33 to 8 %, and in the reinforcement from 217 to 70 % com-
pared with the unreinforced structure. 
Analysis of the reinforced structure in the ANSYS software pack-
age revealed a picture of the normal stress distribution in the gain 
element, frictional stress between the gain element and the beam, and 
distribution of pressure in contact zone (Fig. 23-25). 
 
Fig. 23. Normal Stress in the carbon gain element 
 
 
Fig. 24 .Frictional Stress in the carbon gain element 
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Fig. 25. Pressure in contact between concrete and carbon gain element 
Analysis of the obtained data shows that the maximum stresses 
in carbon fiber do not exceed 20% of its bearing capacity. The max-
imum frictional stress between the beam and the carbon element is 
3.25 MPa, and maximum pressure in glue is 0.008 MPa, which does 
not require bonding with high-quality epoxy adhesives. 
Conclusions.  
The use of the ANSYS software package in calculations of rein-
forcement of reinforced concrete structures allows a comprehensive 
analysis of the stress state of a damaged structure, to identify the 
most dangerous zones in the structure and to develop optimal 
schemes for its amplification. 
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Abstract 
Mining operations produce unequal socio-economic consequences and reward 
on its near-by communities. This study focused on economic and environmental 
impacts of artisanal gold mining on near-by community of Sauka-kahuta, Nigeria. 
Its objectives include examining the socio-demographic characteristics of artisanal 
gold miners; describing mining characteristics; and identifying the environmental 
and economic impacts of artisanal gold mining on nearby communities. Thirty one 
structured questionnaires were retrieved from forty questionnaires administered. The 
study revealed that a proportion of 71.0% of the artisanal respondents were between 
21 to 40 years; male were 80.6%. Islam as religion (93.5%), primary education as 
highest education qualification (48.4%), Hausa by tribe (96.8%) and non-residence 
in nearby community (83.9%) were the dominant characteristics of artisanal miners 
in the study area. Increase in wealth status, creation of employment (100.0%) and 
improvement in household income (100.0%) were the confirmed socio-economic 
benefit of gold mining on the nearby community. Environmental effect of mining 
was observed to be substantially and severely negative; these include deforestation 
(67.7%), flooding (100.0%), poor assess road condition (71.0%), poor soil manage-
ment practice (84.9%) and land degradation (100.0%). In conclusion, artisanal and 
small scale gold mining provide positive economic impacts through the provision of 
immediate means of livelihood for the residents of the community but the unskilled 
system adopted by the artisanal miners brought about environmental problems in the 
area studied. It is therefore recommended that community awareness and education 
be prioritized by governmental mining agencies and other relevant bodies to reduce 
exposure of residents to environmental dangers. 
Key words: Artisans, gold, mining, community 
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1.0 Introduction 
Gold mining is an age long economic activity in solid mineral ex-
ploration practices in Nigeria and around the world. Persistent hike 
in the price of gold caused by the increased competitiveness among 
its players and other gem stones were considered as the cause of the 
resurgence of this practice especially in the northern Nigeria. A 
number of negative environmental consequences and impact are as-
sociated with mineral exploration in Nigeria especially on the nearby 
communities of exploring sites.  Literatures abound with reports of 
various devastating negative environmental impacts of gold mining 
in Nigeria; For example, devastating lead poisoning of children in 
Zamfara (Ajumobi et al. 2014; Haidara et al. 2017; Mejia 2015) and 
Niger States and environmental pollution due to significant emis-
sions of mercury (used in processing) into the soil and air (Ajumobi 
et al. 2014). 
Mining activities in Nigeria is characteristically artisanal and 
small scale accounting for well over 90% of mining activities most 
especially mineral types like gold, barite, lead, zinc etc. Their prac-
tices are always unguided and not regulated due to lack of proper 
policies in place to control their operations (Mallo, 2012). The un-
controlled actions of these informal miners have resulted in serious 
environmental degradations (Prasetyo et al, 2010; Girigisu et al. 
2012), crude operational systems (Colins and Lawson, 2014, Hoad-
ley and Limpitlaw, 2004) and loss of economy minerals (Mallo, 
2012). 
In regards to this, Ako et al, (2014) observed that most artisanal 
and small scale miners handling different mineral types, work in dif-
ficult and often hazardous conditions in the without the required safe 
mining regulations to safeguard their mining activities. Throughout 
history, it is believed that the exploration of heavy metals and other 
elements associating with the mining of gold expose the miners to 
toxicity present in these metals (Girigisu et al., 2012). Unlike some 
countries in West Africa, Nigeria does not have a well-developed, 
large scale mining companies with sustainable and structured opera-
tion policy, therefore the majority of gold mining in the country is 
carried out without due regulation by artisanal and small-scale min-
ers.  
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Gold veins occurrence makes Minna and its environs in Niger 
State, Nigeria vulnerable to highly environmental hazards such as 
land degradation, de-vegetation, loss of aquatic plants and animals, 
water pollution and air pollution, resulting from the activities of arti-
sanal and small-scale miners (Ako et al, 2014). Due to the migratory 
style of operations, the artisanal miners often leave the dug-out area 
not domesticated, and this pose various dimension of hazards to hu-
man beings and animals. Apart from safety and health impacts, mer-
cury used in processing of mined gold-veins and lead associated with 
gold deposits impacts the environment detrimentally.  
Up to 95% of mercury used is released into the environment (En-
vironmental Law Institute, 2014). Unlike mercury, lead dusts does 
not travel very far, they settle out on the ground and can easily con-
taminate the soil. During periods of heavy rains, the lead dust can 
leach into groundwater systems and contaminate them. Most mine 
sites are located around farmlands where the harmful chemicals may 
contaminate the leaves and fruits of arable and cash crops through 
the soil resulting to severe heavy metal contamination of water 
sources and poisoning of humans and animals, if ingested (Eludoyin 
et al, 2017). 
Economically, the activities in the mineral sector are not yielding 
the desired benefits because there are no records of payments of tax-
es and royalties to the government. Nigeria is losing lots of monetary 
value from the untapped mineral deposits and smuggling of the little 
that are mined out of the country. Many professionals such as geolo-
gists; mineral economists; mining engineers; etc. in the mineral in-
dustry in Nigeria believed that under the Nigerian soil are enormous 
wealth and riches of solid minerals but majorities of Nigerians are 
wallowing in abject poverty (Melodi, 2017). 
The Nigerian Extractive Industries and Transparency Initiative 
[NEITI] (2012) stated that the Ministry of Mines and Steel Devel-
opment (MMSD) has identified about 34 different kinds of solid 
minerals and precious metals buried in Nigerian soil waiting to be 
exploited that have potentials to contributing significantly to Nige-
ria’s economic development. The commercial value of Nigeria’s sol-
id minerals has been estimated to be in hundreds of trillions of dol-
lars, with at least 70 per cent of these buried in the bowels of North-
ern Nigeria (Eludoyin et al, 2017). The cost of health implications 
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outweighs benefits gained in mining operations especially when it 
comes to the issue of artisanal miners’ activities (Melodi, 2017). 
The Artisanal and Small-scale Mining (ASM) sector is growing 
rapidly around the Globe because the sector has potential to provide 
quick way to riches and means of ensuring daily sustenance (Hoad-
ley and Limpitlaw, 2004). This sector also has a potential of creating 
profitable and productive employment, able to give economic suste-
nance to employees.  In Nigeria, ASM is flourishing due to lack of 
rule of law and unscrupulous traders acquiring the minerals mined 
from artisanal miners cheaply and not ready to pay taxes or royalties 
due to government (Melodi, 2017).  
Whether operating on a large or small scale, gold mining has po-
tential of improving the standard of living of people in the communi-
ty, which of course not without a price – series of health and envi-
ronmental risks associated with their activities. The impact may even 
stretch several years beyond the life span of the mining operation. 
Gold mining operations has the potential to significantly improving 
the socio-economic living of the poor masses engaging directly or 
indirectly in artisanal mining in those communities by boosting their 
income level (Darma, 2016). 
Hence, this study seeks to investigate the economic and environ-
mental impact of artisanal gold mining on Near-by community in 
Nigeria. The specific objective of this study are to examine the socio-
demographic characteristics of artisanal gold miners, mining charac-
teristics, identify the environmental and economic impacts of arti-
sanal gold mining on nearby communities.  
2.0  Methodology 
The study was carried out in Sauka-Kahuta residential layout, Ni-
ger State Nigeria. It lies within latitude 09035’22” North to 
09030’36” North of the Equator and longitude 06028’11” East to 
06032’13” East of the Greenwich Meridian (Amadi et al, 2015). The 
topography of the area is undulating drained by River Chanchaga and 
its tributaries. The gold mining pit is located on 09033’27.5” North 
and 06032’34.8” East and elevation of 228 meters. It covers about 
6335.4m2 (1.5655 acres) in landmass having an orientation along 
north-south direction with a depth of about 8.4 meters.  
Primary data used for this study were collected by simple random 
selection through the use of well-structured pre-tested questionnaires 
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and personal interviews, which addressed important data on artisanal 
miners’ profiles, economic and environmental impacts (artisanal 
miners and residents’ perspectives) of artisanal mining activities, 
perceived socio-economic impacts of artisanal gold mining in the 
study areas. 
Five soil and nine water samples were taken at different locations 
around the mine site to adequately and effectively capture the im-
pacts of the mining activities on both the domestic water available to 
the community and soil use for farmland around the mine area.  
One sample was collected at upstream and used as “control” sam-
ple for the other four samples (one sample each on the overburden 
heaps on both sides of the pit and two samples at downstream with 
different distances from the waste dump).  
Pitting sampling method were used to collect the soil samples. 
The mini-pit was dug to about 15cm to have access to fresh topsoil 
component before samples was collected. The collected samples was 
careful packed in polythene bags and labelled. The samples was sent 
to laboratory (National Geo-Science and Laboratory Research Cen-
ter, Barnawa, Nigeria) for the testing of concentration of the selected 
six (6) heavy metals, namely: lead (Pb), cadmium (Cd), chromium 
(Cr), copper (Cu), zinc (Zn) and iron (Fe) with use of AAS (Atomic 
Absorption Spectrometry) machine. The AAS is an analytical tech-
nique that measures the concentrations of elements. Atomic absorp-
tion is so sensitive that can measure down to parts per billion of a 
gram (µg dm-3) in a sample. The technique uses the wavelengths of 
light that is specifically absorbed by an element. It is particularly 
useful for measuring the presence and amounts of toxic metal cations 
in environmental samples, as well as interrogating the metal content 
of ores in the mining industry to evaluate the economical worth of 
pursuing their extraction. 
Nine (9) water samples was collected for this study from three 
different water sources available within the study area; namely; well 
water, borehole water; and stream water. Three samples each from 
each water sources was collected using a 50cl plastic bottles and 
send to laboratory (Spectral Laboratory Services, Kaduna) for twelve 
(12) physico-chemical parameters analysis. The analysis of the water 
samples was also focus on the presence some of heavy metals pre-
sent in the samples. 
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The well and borehole water samples was collected randomly 
from the residences, farms, and schools that are situated around the 
mine area. The stream water samples was collected from the only 
stream water available in the area. The first stream sample was col-
lected at the upstream, second sample at some distance away from 
the first, and last sample at downstream.  
Descriptive statistics was used to indicate artisanal miners’ pro-
files, economic and environmental impacts of artisanal mining activi-
ties, perceived socio-economic impacts of artisanal mining of gold in 
the study areas. The analysis will involve the use of Analysis of Var-
iance (ANOVA); mean, maximum, and minimum table; T-test; and 
frequency tables. Charts and flow diagrams was used to showing the 
different levels of heavy metals present in both the soil and water 
samples. 
3.0 Results 
3.1 Artisanal Miners’ Profiles 
Table 1 
Socio-Economic Profile of Respondents (contd.) 
 Mean Minimum Maximum 
Residence (Years) 3.00 1 5 
Experience (Years) 12.23 2 31 
Family Size (Persons) 4.23 1 12 
 
According to Table 1, resident respondents had a mean of 3 years 
of residence, working experience of 12.23 years keeping a family 
size of an average of 4.23 persons. 
Most (71.0%) of the respondents interviewed for this study were 
between 21 and 40 years while very few (6.5%) were between 46 
and 50 years. Male respondents (80.6%) were observed to be more 
than the female counterpart. This might be connected to the cultural 
believes and high energy demand involved in artisanal mining, mak-
ing it not too fit for female participation. 
The result further indicates that many of the miners are married 
(64.5%) while few (29.0%) of them are still single. A proportion of 
58.0% of the artisanal miners respondents take the mining activities 
as full-time job, working as self-employed, while 25.8% are engaged 
in other non-mining economic activities which includes farming, 
cart-truck pushing, bike riding etc. Respondents, who were mainly 
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migrants (83.9%) attained primary school education as the highest 
level of education (48.0%) while 16.0% had secondary school educa-
tion.  
3.2 Economic Impacts of Artisanal Gold Mining Activities on 
Residents 
 
Fig.1. Nature of Economic Impact of Artisanal Gold Mining Activities 
Figure 1 identified the general nature of economic impacts of arti-
sanal gold mining activities at Sauka-Kahuta, Minna, Nigeria. Many 
(61.3%) of the respondents agreed to increase in their wealth status 
indicating a positive impact (above average). Most (100.0%) re-
spondents agreed that the artisanal mining at the study area has help 
people of the community to be engaged in one job or another, which 
has equally improved the level (100.0%) of household income. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Effect of Mining on Wealth Status across Means Years of Experience 
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This study identified that artisanal miners with much years 
(17.05) of experience agreed that they have had more cases of posi-
tive economic impacts of mining on their wealth status, while miners 
with fewer (4.58) years have a contrary experience. This variation is 
not farfetched from the fact that the respondents with many years of 
experience in artisanal mining have accomplished some prosperities 
in life that can be attributed to their engagement in this informal min-
ing activities than those joining the trade newly. Therefore, it can be 
inferred that the activities of artisanal gold mining are perceived to 
be beneficial and positive by respondents having many (17.05years) 
years of experience. It was observed that the economic effect of arti-
sanal gold mining in the study area was significant at 1% level. Indi-
vidual artisanal miner with larger family size (5.26 persons)  had 
positive impacts from the market formation created by the activities 
of the artisanal miners and have chances of raising a larger family 
than respondents with fewer (2.83) family size (Figure 2). This is 
because larger family size has high number of persons to participate 
in trading of essential commodities with artisanal miners and con-
tribute more to the households’ income than family with fewer per-
sons. This difference is observed to be significant at 5% level. 
 
3.3 Environmental Impacts of Artisanal Gold Mining Activi-
ties 
3.3.1 Mining Methods and Characteristics 
 
 
Fig. 3. Mining Methods Used 
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According to Figure 3, surface mining was the dominant mining 
method adopted by the artisanal miners in the study area. The num-
ber of pits dug to locate the veins was largely (89.7%) more than 
three. Most (67.7%) of the artisans do not care about the safely of 
dug out materials, although, some (10.3%) still believed the materials 
were not deposited safely. 
 
Fig. 4. Number of Pits Dug to get to Vein 
 
Fig. 5. Place of processing mined Gold 
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Processing of mined gold materials was carried out majorly 
(85.7%) at nearby stream (Figure 5); while few other miners have 
mined materials processed at mining site (14.3%). The type of pro-
cessing method adopted by most (90.3%) of the miners was amal-
gamation method (Fig VIII) which involves dissolves of gold parti-
cles in mercury. The process includes the following: crushing and 
milling of gold-vein materials; sluicing and washing of sluice cloth; 
panning and adding of mercury; squeezing of amalgam; and burning 
of amalgam to remove the mercury from the bounded gold particles.  
3.3.2 Perception of Residents 
Table 2    
Perception of Residents on Environmental Impact of Gold Mining 
 Severity 
Not Severe 
Freq. (%) 
Severe 
Freq. (%) 
Very Severe 
Freq. (%) 
Water Pollution 30 (96.8) 1 (3.2) 0 (0.0) 
Deforestation* 10 (32.3) 9 (29.0) 12 (38.7) 
Flooding* 8 (25.8) 23 (74.2) 0 (0.0) 
Poor Assess Road 
Condition* 
9 (29.0) 22 (71.0) 0 (0.0) 
Soil Management* 5 (16.1) 12 (38.7) 14 (45.2) 
Noise 20 (64.5) 11 (35.5) 0 (0.0) 
Air Pollution 18 (58.1) 13 (41.9) 0 (0.0) 
Land Degradation* 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 31 (100.0) 
* Environmental impact is severe 
 
Fig. 6. Leading Perceived Environmental Impacts 
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Table 2 and Figure 6 revealed that there was severity (38.7%) of 
deforestation due to the activities of artisanal mining and building up 
of residential houses around the mining site. Some of these houses 
are already sited before the advent of artisanal mining activities in 
the study area. It was observed that the area was prone to flooding 
(74.2%), which has resulted in poor (71.0%) access road in the study 
area. The natural state of soil around the study area was observed to 
be affected (45.2%), which caused high (100.0%) land degradation.   
The physico-chemical properties analysis of the water sources is 
depicted in Fig X to XXI. The results revealed that the mean concen-
trations of Cd, Mn, and Pb are higher compared to the World Health 
Organization’s (WHO) standards (2017) for domestic water sources. 
Ca, K, Mg, and Na values range from 0.01mg/l - 2.10mg/l, 
2.10mg/l - 18.80mg/l, 5.0mg/l - 14.0mg/l and 123mg/l - 210mg/l 
with concentrations of 1.06mg/l, 7.63mg/l, 7.90mg/l, and 153.30mg/l 
respectively. The results also revealed that the mean values of Ca, K, 
Mg, and Na are lower compared the WHO’s standards (2017) for 
domestic water sources. It revealed that both the borehole waters 
(BH) (2 PCU) and well waters (WW) (4.17 PCU) are lower com-
pared to WHO’s Standards (5 PCU), while the stream waters (SW) 
(6 PCU) is high. 
The mean Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) values for all the water 
samples are lower compared to the requirements of the WHO (2017) 
for domestic waters. The average value for Turbidity of the water 
sources are higher compared to WHO’s Standards (1.5 NTU), the 
WW (44.00 NTU); SW (17.67 NTU); and BH (2.77 NTU). 
3.4 Socio-Economic Impacts 
According to the perception of the residents of nearby community 
on the impact of artisanal gold mining in the area. Artisanal mining 
activities in the study area was noted to increase migration into the 
community (90.3%) for various reasons, which was observed to be a 
negative impact (90.3%). There was positive impact of market for-
mation (83.9%) from sales of foods and other materials to the arti-
sanal miners, which increased the households’ income (100.0%). The 
study indicated that there were increased in the household wealth 
status and employment opportunities (100.0%), even though there 
was negative impact (100.0%) of social vices in the study area. The 
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cost of living was seen to be significantly high (87.1%) with positive 
impact in the standard of living (90.3%) of residents of nearby com-
munity. The cost of basic household’s items is high (41.9%), which 
was observed to have negative impact (74.2%) on respondents. There 
was negative impact (74.2%) on water and land use from the activi-
ties of artisanal miners, which was observed to affect the environ-
ment negatively (71.2%) 
4.0 Conclusion 
It is no doubt that ASM provide positive economic impacts in the 
study area through the provision of immediate means of livelihood 
for the residents of the community but the unskilled system adopted 
by the artisanal miners has brought about environmental problems in 
the study area such as land deformation, destruction of farmlands, 
loss of soil enrichments, etc. 
The chemical analysis of both the water sources and soil samples 
from Sauka Kahuta gold mining area showed that there is significant 
level of Cr, Cd, Pb, and Mn; and reasonable level of Zn, Cu, Ni, Ca, 
and Mg in the various water samples collected. These elements have 
contaminated the study area through the activities of the artisanal 
miners, if they are absorbed by the plants that are consumed by the 
residents and consumption of drinking water with these toxic materi-
als there is possibility of health problems through the accumulation 
of these elements in the body tissues. This may result to kidney and 
liver damages and also carcinogenic diseases. 
4.1 Recommendations 
The environmental management regulations should be review to 
ensure that environmental problems caused by the activities of arti-
sanal and small-scale miners are brought to barest minimum while 
putting into considerations the following recommendations: 
1. Community awareness and education should be prioritized by 
governmental mining agencies to reduce exposure of residents to 
environmental dangers; 
2. Training of artisanal miners by relevant agencies of govern-
ment is important to adopt environmentally sustainable safer mining 
and trading practices;  
3. Strengthening of “no child labour” campaign in the ASM sites; 
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4. Formalization of ASGM sector into a formidable economic en-
tity is needed to adequately maximize the inherent economic benefit 
of gold mining. 
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Abstract 
Taking into account the high actual energy intensity of excavation of the 
excavator type mechanical shovel, the idea of its reduction due to the information 
component is considered in the work - that is, optimization of the operating mode of 
the excavator according to the criterion of minimum energy intensity is used. 
The purpose of the work is analytically and experimentally established 
dependence of the energy intensity of the excavation works on the performance of 
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the excavator, which is of extreme nature, which allows to establish its local optimal 
value, which corresponds to the minimum energy intensity of digging for different 
categories of rocks. 
In system optimization, considering a quarry as a system of two or more 
working excavators, the mathematical model of their joint work is formulated as an 
Eulerian problem on conditional extremum, which includes a goal function and 
constraints using the method of indefinitely multiplying the solution Lagrange. 
It has been found that the optimal local digging performance values for each 
excavation block do not coincide with the optimal values for system optimization for 
the career as a whole (the principle of emergence). 
Thus, the system optimum mode of excavation allows to obtain the lowest 
energy intensity of the process of excavation in comparison with the local optimum 
mode, and even more so with the actual daily one. 
Key words: Excavator, performance, power consumption, optimization, 
operating modes, local, system, minimum. 
 
Introduction 
 
For comparative evaluation of the performance of quarries for the 
extraction of building materials use the indicator of total cumulative 
cost, or other indicator, which includes the cash costs of production. 
But the work of such enterprises over the last two decades has shown 
that in an unstable economy, the estimation of production efficiency by 
cost indicators leads to negative consequences. Under these conditions, 
a much better result is the use of natural indicators [1]. 
In this regard, the energy used in excavation works is used as an 
indicator of efficiency [1;2]. On the other hand, the introduction of 
such an indicator is due to the significant increase in the recent tariff 
for all types of energy, including electricity. 
The most profound and systematic relationship of the energy 
intensity of the rock excavation process with the parameters of the 
excavation process was investigated by I.O. Tangayev [2]. The 
results of his research, carried out during the operation of the 
excavator on blocks with different mining and technological 
conditions, physical and technical properties of the rock mass and the 
parameters of the collapses, made it possible to recommend the 
energy scale of excavation of rocks for practical use. 
Using the given classification of rocks by the energy intensity of 
the excavation, it is easy to set the table for each rock category as the 
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average performance of the excavator and the associated average 
energy of the excavation [2]. 
Comparing the energy intensity of the excavation process in 
domestic and foreign quarries is clearly not in our favor (2 to 2.5 
times higher), which requires searching for operating modes that can 
reduce energy costs. 
Thus, the purpose of the study is to determine the dependence of 
the energy intensity of excavation work on the performance of the 
excavator, which allows you to set its local value, which corresponds 
to the minimum energy intensity of digging for different categories 
of rocks. 
To achieve this goal, the following scientific problems are 
formulated and solved: 
Considering that the process of excavation is a random dynamic 
non-stationary dissipative process, for its mathematical modeling it is 
necessary to apply the principle of duality when moving mass in 
space [3], which allowed to consider the process of digging as a 
probable non-stationary motion of a body of variable mass in a solid 
medium in a solid medium from the mass and filling the volume of 
the bucket with the products of destruction, in the form of the 
Hamilton-Jacobi and Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov (FPC) equations; 
the analytical solution of these equations made it possible to 
determine the dependence of the exploitation energy of the 
excavation works on the productivity of the excavation, which is of 
extreme nature; 
the study of the established dependence on the extremum has 
allowed to establish both the optimum values of the excavator 
productivity for the given conditions, and the minimum values of the 
energy of digging; 
the developed approach allowed to consider the work of 
excavators of three main modes: actual average mode; local optimal 
mode; system optimal mode and perform a detailed analysis of these 
modes for different categories of rocks. 
 
Excavator operating modes while optimizing the quarry pro-
cess. 
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The scientifically grounded method of calculating the operational 
productivity of direct-excavator type excavators has made it possible 
to consider three basic modes of operation of the excavator: 
- average actual mode of operation; 
- local optimal; 
- system optimal. 
The theoretical calculations given in  and experimental studies [2] 
have shown that energy costs for rock excavation are described by 
the Hamilton-Jacobi equation 
 
  0K B K
x
дD t e K П
D t
дt E
    (1) 
and FPK(Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov) equation 
 
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
  

       (2) 
where D(t) is the mechanical action expended on the excavation of 
the specified number of meters of cubic mountain mass, J·s; Ех is the 
energy of idle motion of the excavator, J.; еК , - energy intensity of 
the digging process, J/m3; КВ - the utilization coefficient of the exca-
vator per shift; ПК - excavation digging capacity, m/s; ω(t) is the 
non-stationary probability density of the bucket trajectory coordi-
nates in the array; m is the mass of the ladle with the rock; U is the 
potential energy of the bucket with the breed, J. 
The first-order solution of the initial equation can be written in 
the form 
 
0
kt
K B K
x k
x
e K П
D t E t exp dt
E
 
  
  
 , J·s.  (3) 
The power consumed by the drive to dig is described by the ex-
pression 
 
 
2
0
kt
K B K K B K
E x x
x k xk
D t e K П e K П
N t N exp dt N exp
N t Nt
   
     
    
 (4) 
By decomposing this expression into a power series and confining 
ourselves to a quadratic polynomial, we obtain 
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The solution of the FPK equation gives an analytical expression 
for the probability density ω(ПК,t). Then the mathematical expecta-
tion for the power of digging is found by expression 
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Integrating this equation, we obtain 
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where 
EN  - the average power of the excavator drives during opera-
tional productivity; 
Ke  - average energy of the digging process; EП  
- mathematical expectation of the excavator's operational productivi-
ty;  Е В КП К П  ; xN  - drive power at mode of idle moution; 
2
ПЕ  - dispersion of excavator operating productivity; 0
2 x
K
N
П
e
  - 
the optimum value of operational productivity. 
The operational energy intensity of the excavation works is calcu-
lated by the expression 
E
E Е
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e ВП С
П П
    , J/m3,    (6) 
where  А = Nx; 
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; KC e . 
Thus, depending (6), not only the deviation of the average 
productivity over cycles for change from the optimal value is taken 
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into account  
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Expression (6) has an extreme appearance, that is, the minimum 
value of the energy intensity corresponds to the optimal value of the 
excavator PE = P0 meets the minimum value of energy еmin  (fig. 1). 
The study of the dependence (6) on the extremum 
2
0Е
Е Е
де А
В
дП П
     allows to determine the optimum value of the 
excavator's operational productivity, taking into account the random 
nature of oscillations of both the digging productivity on the cycle 
and the oscillations of the average digging productivity on the cycles 
per shift 
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where Kx eNП 20  –  is the absolute optimum  of  productivity  
at σПЕ → 0, and 0ЕП П . 
The minimum value of energy is the optimum value of the exca-
vator's operating productivity 
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(8) 
When digging automated process control possible mode in which 
0 0 00
ф min min
Е ПЕ ЕП П П ,   , е e     (fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. Effect of random oscillations (RV variations) of the digging velocity of 
the VK of the excavator on the operational energy intensity of the eE of the excava-
tion process 
 
When manually controlling the excavation process for optimum 
operation, the driver must: maintain at each cycle as close КЦV  as 
possible to 0KV ; reduce digging fluctuations in each cycle to 
min
ПЕ ПЕ  . 
It follows from expressions (7) and (8) that both the optimum ex-
cavation 0
фП , productivity and the minimum amount of operational 
energy minEe  depend on the magnitude of the random fluctuations in 
the digging rate, which is estimated by the coefficient of variation 
RV. The decrease in the coefficient of variation leads to a decrease in 
the energy intensity of the digging process and to an increase in the 
value of optimal productivity 0
фП  (fig. 1). 
Dependences of type (6) are calculated and constructed (fig. 2) 
for each rock category, taking into account the dynamic coefficient 
of digging resistance дFK . 
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Fig. 2. Histogram of excavation speed distribution of excavator per cycle per 
shift (nц = 60) 
 
Considering these dependencies as an extreme task, the optimal 
productivity and corresponding minimum energy intensity 
min
Ee  for 
each category (at RVK→0) of the breeds are calculated. 
 
Local optimal mode excavator 
The analysis showed that to maintain the energy intensity of the 
excavation at a level close to the minimum for the rocks of the first 
and second categories, even a low qualification of the driver (fig. 1). 
The same can be said about working on rocks of the sixth category, 
when productivity close to optimal actually supports the drive itself. 
A more difficult task arises when working on rocks (3 - 5) catego-
ries. Direct excavator type excavators are not equipped with a dig-
ging speed indicator, so only a highly skilled driver is able to main-
tain optimal digging. But in this mode he controls not the very speed 
of digging, which is close to the optimum 0
фV , but the digging time 
0
фt , which corresponds to the optimal speed of digging, at approxi-
mately constant height of the ledge H, s 
0 0
ф ф
Уt Н V    (9) 
Thus, a high-skill operator to operate the excavator in near-
optimal mode must withstand as little as possible the deviation of the 
actual digging time from the optimum, s 
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 0ффt t t min       (10) 
which is equivalent to the condition  0ф ЕП П П min    . 
The second condition is to reduce the variation of the digging 
speed to a minimum level, which depends on the dynamics of the 
excavator and the oscillation of the soil resistance to digging 
  0ф minVK VK VK      .   (11) 
These two conditions are the prerequisites that ensure the digging 
mode is near the optimum. Unfortunately, the absolute optimum 
mode (at σVK → 0) is almost impossible due to technical and ge-
otechnological reasons. 
To confirm these conditions, studies were conducted on the work 
of excavators with different qualifications (Table 1). 
Table 1 
Experimental data for the study of the parameters of the excavation cycle 
 
№ 
Digging 
time 
tK, s 
Bucket turn-
ing time and 
unloading 
time 
tП, s 
The time of 
dipping the 
bucket into 
the slaughter 
t0, s 
Cycle 
dura-
tion,tC, 
s 
Cycle utili-
zation rate of 
the excava-
tor, 
КВЦ 
Speed 
digging, 
 
VK, m/s 
1 7,0 6,5 4,5 28,0 0,25 1,42 
2 7,0 10,0 12,0 29,0 0,24 1,42 
3 8,6 9,0 13,0 30,5 0,28 1,16 
4 9,0 9,0 14,0 32,0 0,28 1,11 
5 6,5 7,5 10,5 24,5 0,26 1,66 
… … … … … … … 
53 6,0 10,0 13,0 29,0 0,20 1,66 
54 7,0 8,0 12,0 27,0 0,25 1,42 
55 6,0 9,0 14,0 29,0 0,20 1,66 
56 5,0 10,0 14,0 29,0 0,17 2,00 
57 5,0 9,0 14,0 28,0 0,17 2,00 
58 6,0 13,0 12,0 29,0 0,20 1,66 
59 5,0 12,0 12,0 29,0 0,17 2,00 
60 7,0 9,0 12,0 27,0 0,25 1,42 
The actual distribution of the digging velocity in the cycle VКЦ  is 
analytically described by Gauss law. Then the distribution of the av-
erage speed of digging in cycles 
КЦV  (fig. 2) with the mathematical 
expectation of the speed of digging per shift is КЗV  calculated by the 
expression,m/s 
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and variance 
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In our case, the values 
КЦіV  are given in table. 1 and in fig. 2 at 
n=60 cycles per shift. The value of 1 40КЗV ,  m/s, and the variance 
and the coefficient of variation 0 30
VЗ
,   m/s, 0 21VЗR ,  m/s, re-
spectively. The optimal value for the rock of the third category 
1 45фКV ,  - m/s, ie the average speed of digging is close to the opti-
mum. Fluctuations in digging speed both on cycle and on cycles per 
shift lead to an increase in energy intensity from 1.4 MJ/m3 to 1.7 
MJ/m3. But this value is less than the operation of the excavator in 
the actual suboptimal mode еф=1.85 MJ/m3 (according to Tangayev 
I.O). 
Therefore, the operation of the excavator in the mode close to the 
optimum, is possible on rocks of all categories, if the driver of the 
excavator is sufficiently qualified. 
The absolute optimum, that is 
0 0
2ф x
K
N
П П
e
   at RПE → 0, can 
only be achieved with the use of automated digging mode control. 
Comparison of the actual value of operational energy consump-
tion ( ф
Ее ) with the minimum at local optimization (
min
Ее ) established: 
the energy intensity is affected not only by the average digging speed 
( KV ), but also by its deviation from the optimal value ( 0
фV ); the vari-
ation of the digging velocity (VK) is influenced by both the change in 
the rock resistance of the digging cycle on the ledge height (RVЦ) and 
the driver's qualification ( VR ). 
The saving of electric energy in the process of digging due to the 
optimization of process parameters for six categories of rocks with 
the average qualification of the driver is shown in fig. 3 and fig. 4. 
Maximum savings on the fifth category. The smallest - on the rocks 
of the first category. 
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Reducing the magnitude of the digging velocities of the first and 
second types leads to a decrease in the energy intensity of the exca-
vation process (fig. 1). On average, the energy intensity of the exca-
vation process in the transition from the average actual excavation 
mode to the local optimum decreases from 10% to 25%. 
Conducted experiments on the optimal control of the excavation 
process showed that in the mode closest to the optimum, a driver of 
even intermediate qualification on soils from the first to the sixth 
categories can work. The results of the experiment on soils of the 
third category for 60 cycles per change are shown in fig. 1 and in 
table. 2. 
Table 2 
The results of the experiment 
category 
д
FК MP
a 
nц KV м/s 
V
м/s 
VЗR  VЦR
 V0 
м/s 
eK 
MJ/m3 
ф
Ee MJ/
m3 
min
Ее M
J/m3 
Δe 
MJ/m3 
3 0,27 60 1,40 0,3 0,2 0,2 1,50 0,60 1,70 1,45 0,25 
0,5
1
1,5
2
2,5
3
e J/m, М
3
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Cat.
 
Fig. 3. Comparison of actual and calculated energy indices of the excavation 
process for different categories of rocks:  - actual operational energy of the exca-
vation process (
ф
Ее ); ○ - estimated operational energy of the excavation; ▲ - energy 
consumption at optimum excavation mode; ▄ - energy intensity of the digging pro-
cess (еК);  - coefficient of dynamic resistance of the breed of digging (
д
FK ). 
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Fig. 4. Reduction of energy intensity of rock excavation at local optimization mode 
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Fig. 5. Operational energy intensity (еЕ) of the excavation process, depending on 
the speed of digging (VK) for six categories of rocks:  - actual mode; ○ - local 
optimal mode;  - system optimal mode 
 
System optimum operation of excavators 
If two or more excavators work on the same quarry and are inter-
connected by a common transportation system, power supply system, 
common conditional costs and other connections, then the task is to 
establish the optimal productivity of each excavator, in which the 
total energy intensity of excavation works on the group of two exca-
vators will be the smallest. In this case, the total career productivity 
should be equal to the sum of the two productivity of independently 
operated excavators [3]. 
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In this approach, we obtain the classical Euler problem of condi-
tional extremum. We find this solution by the method of undeter-
mined Lagrange multipliers [3]. 
Mathematically, the model of this problem is written as 
1 1 2 2
1 2
E E E E
E E
e П e П
e min
П П
 
 

, – target function; 
(14) 
1 2
1 2
1 2
E E
A A
П П
B B
  
– limitation.    
The energy intensity for each excavator is calculated by the ex-
pressions 
1
1 1 1 1
1
E E
E
A
e B П C
П
   , J/m3;  (15) 
2
2 2 2 2
2
E E
E
A
e B П C
П
   , J/m3.   (16) 
Optimal productivity for each excavator when working inde-
pendently (local optima) 
0 01 2
1 2
1 2
E E
A A
П ;    П
B B
  , m3/s.  (17) 
Minimum values of excavation energy consumption at local op-
tima 
1 1 1 12
min
Ee A B C  , J/m
3.    (18) 
2 2 2 22
min
Ee A B C  , J/m
3.   (19) 
To solve this problem, we construct a standard first-order La-
grangian function with the goal and constraint function 
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                       П П ,
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    

  
      
   
 (20) 
where λ is an indefinite Lagrange multiplier. 
The study on the extremum of the function of three variables 
gives the following system of equations 
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The solution of these equations gives optimum productivity val-
ues for each excavator, but even with system optimization 
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 (24) 
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From the last two expressions we can conclude that the optimum 
values of excavator productivity during system optimization do not 
coincide with the optimum values of local optima (the principle of 
emergence). 
Local and system optimums will only coincide if two identical 
excavators will operate with drivers of approximately the same quali-
fication under the same conditions, ie А1=А2=А, В1=В2=В, С1=С2=С.  
Тоді 01 02 0
ф ф ф АП П П
В
   . 
For Demidov quarry conditions, consider the operation of two 
EKG-5A excavators in the third category and the fifth category. Un-
der these conditions, the average digging  energy is 1Ke  0,60  
MJ/m3, 2Ke   0,80 MJ/m
3, and the actual average operating energy 
for two excavators is 2.23 MJ/m3. The local optimum parameters for 
each of the excavators were calculated using expression (7) for opti-
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mal productivity and expression (8) for minimum excavation energy 
consumption. The results of the calculation are given in table. 3 and 
fig. 5. 
In system optimization, the optimum productivity for each exca-
vator is calculated by expressions (24) and (25), and the substitution 
of these values into expressions (15) and (16) allows to obtain mini-
mum values of energy capacities that do not really coincide with lo-
cal optima (the principle of emergence). If, with local optimization, 
the weighted average energy consumption is 2.04 MJ/m3, then in sys-
tem optimization it will be lower by 0.34 MJ/m3 and is 1.7 MJ/m3, 
table. 3 
 
Table 3 
Excavator modes 
Modes ПЕ3 m
3/s ПЕ5 m
3/s еЕ3 MJ/m
3 еЕ5 MJ/m
3 Ее  
MJ/m3 ΔеЕ MJ/m
3 
ΔС 
UAH/m3 
Factual 
0,11 
(0,59) 
0,09 
(0,5) 
1,72 2,85 2,23 – – 
local optimal 
0,24 
(1,5) 
0,17 
(0,92) 
1,45 2,17 2,04 0,19 0,093 
optimal system 
0,27 
(1,62) 
0,14 
(0,80) 
1,46 2,2 1,70 0,53 0,300 
 
Comparison of the parameters of the excavators in the three 
modes (fig. 5) shows the feasibility of reducing electricity costs by 
optimizing the parameters of the excavation process. 
Thus, if you convert MJ to kW. hours, then when operating the 
excavator in the mode close to the optimum saving for the article 
"electricity" is from 0.10 to 0.30 UAH. / m3 on each cube of rock 
mass. 
The implementation of the proposed optimal modes of operation 
of the excavator during the experiments on the Tovkachivsky quarry 
has resulted in savings of electricity costs in the amount of 70 thou-
sand UAH. during the experiment. Expected savings are about 150 
thousand UAH. / year for each excavator. 
Conclusions 
1. In work instead of cost criteria of production efficiency in the 
conditions of unstable economy the criterion of minimum energy 
intensity of excavation works was used. 
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2. The dependence of the energy intensity of the excavation 
works on the productivity of the excavator has an extreme nature, 
which allowed to establish the optimal productivity, which corre-
sponds to the minimum energy intensity for all categories of rocks. 
3. The work of the excavator is considered in three modes: actual 
average mode; local optimal mode; system optimal mode. 
4. When operating the excavator in the local optimal mode, de-
pending on the category of rocks, reducing the energy intensity of 
excavation compared with the average actual is from 0.15 to 0.40 
MJ/m3, or from 8 to 20%. 
5. Considering a quarry as a system of two or more excavation 
sites, it was found that the optimal productivity values of each site 
when working in the system did not coincide with the optimal value 
at local optimization, which allowed to reduce the average energy 
consumption by 20-40% compared to the average actual value, based 
on the fact that the total productivity does not change and ensure a 
minimum energy intensity of excavation work on the quarry. 
6. Studies have shown that the driver of the secondary qualifica-
tion excavator after proper training can work in a mode close to op-
timal not only on soils of the first and second categories, but also on 
soils from the third to sixth categories. 
7. The energy saving during the operation of the excavator in the 
optimal mode is from 0.19 to 0.53 MJ/m3, or from 0.10 to 0.30 
UAH./m3. 
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Abstract 
Energy saving in the industry is directly connected to the quality of water that is 
used in technical installations. One of the ways of technical water treatment of me-
chanical impurities is a screen filter. However, despite a diversity of existing auto-
mated filters, an analysis shows that not all links in a water treatment chain are 
equipped with automatic filters that meet corresponding requirements. 
The object of research is constructive parameters of screen industrial mechanical 
filters, including special conditions of their operation. 
The goal of the paper is to develop brand-new technical solutions on screen in-
dustrial mechanical filters, including special conditions of their operation. 
Research methodology: detection of weak spots in characteristics of water 
treatment devices through an analysis of its separate links, development of main 
technical requirements to improvement or creation of new filters for these links, 
development of brand-new technical solutions that meet the developed requirements, 
development of methods of calculation of main elements of new filters. 
Main paper conclusions: specific links of water treatment systems of industrial 
facilities are established, for which optimal technical solutions on screen filters are 
absent; technical solutions to new constructions of such filters are developed; theo-
retical justifications are performed and methods of calculation of constructive pa-
rameters of main elements of new filters are developed. 
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1. Introduction 
Energy saving in the industry is directly connected to the quality 
of water that is used in technical installations. It is known from [1] 
that clogging of pipes and condenser plates leads to a reduction of 
coefficient of efficiency by 2-5% and more, which, in turn, leads to 
increased consumption of electric energy or to reduction of energy 
generation in power units. 
One of the widely used modern ways of technical water treatment 
of mechanical impurities is automated filters. 
Filtration is well-developed and is widely used in the industry as 
an element of technical water treatment. A multitude of automated 
filters is developed, which covers all ranges of flow rates, pressures, 
nominal filtration degrees, and conditions of filter usage. 
However, an analysis of literary sources and real water treatment 
systems of Ukrainian and foreign manufacturers indicates that not all 
links of water treatment are equally equipped with automatic filters 
that meet the corresponding requirements. 
Thus, creation of a new construction of industrial filters and a 
theoretical justification of their main constructive parameters is an 
actual scientific and technical problem. 
The goal of the paper is a scientifically justified development of 
brand-new technical solutions on screen industrial mechanical filters, 
including their special operation conditions. 
Solution methods of the formulated problem: 
- detection of weak spots in characteristics of water treatment de-
vices through analysis of their separate links; 
- development of main technical requirements to improvement or 
creation of new filters for these links; 
- development of brand-new technical solutions that meet the de-
veloped requirements; 
- development of methods of calculation of elements of new fil-
ters. 
2. Selection of filters, which require attention of specialists, 
analysis and development of technical requirements to filters 
Consider some filters of the main links of water treatment, which 
require further improvement based on our analysis: 
- water intake filters, through which the water is taken from res-
ervoirs of different types; 
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- downstream pipeline filters, which are installed before the water 
consumers. These filters must provide coarse and fine filtration under 
given flow rates. They require large screen surface areas and large 
contaminant capacity, must be insensitive to large debris, so that 
there is no need for a cascade of filters in front of them; 
- brush filters with a hydraulic drive based of filtrated water. 
These filter types require further improvement based on our anal-
ysis. 
2.1. Water intake filters. Water intake from rivers and reservoirs 
is the most crucial stage of water treatment for industrial installa-
tions. It should be noted, that water intake for the largest facilities is 
usually performed at a very high level of quality from a technical 
standpoint considering substantial financial investment. And it’s hard 
to ignore the fact that large volumes of water from natural sources 
are consumed by smaller and medium facilities or separate pumping 
installations. Multiple water intake installations are put into opera-
tion in order to increase water intake for technical needs when the 
facility already runs.  
Water intake automatic filters are the least developed and aren’t 
generally shipped to facilities. 
A screen stretched on a carcass and submerged in water is most 
often used as a water intake filter. Maintenance of such filters is 
complicated or almost non-existent.  
Requirements to water intake filters: 
- possibility to be installed directly into a reservoir and a dis-
charge of filtering byproducts directly back to the reservoir; 
- maintenance simplicity: filtering-purifying block must be in one 
piece and easily removable through an open top lid for maintenance 
at the surface; 
- the drive must be a jet without a rotating shaft that reaches the 
surface and without electric power supply;  
- one of the main requirements is that the filter must operate at 
low temperatures, at freezing reservoirs and have an easily remova-
ble filtering-purifying block. 
New technical solutions on intake filters and a construction of a 
water intake filter are considered further (application number а 2020 
01035 for an invention patent of Ukraine). 
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2.2. Multi-chamber automated filters with zig-zag-shaped 
screen.  
A wide application of highly efficient, modern, and costly equip-
ment in technological cycles requires ever-larger amounts of water 
finely treated of mechanical impurities. 
Screen filters with a flat or cylindrical shape of the filtering ele-
ment are simple and relatively inexpensive but in most cases cannot 
handle the increased requirements by the factor of contaminant ca-
pacity (amount of debris caught by the filtering element during the 
period between back-flushes). 
It is well known that the smaller the nominal filtration degree, the 
larger the filtering element surface area must be in order to provide a 
required contaminant capacity and intervals of filter back-flushes [2].  
The filtering block screen has a cylindrical shape in the known 
constructions of screen filters with a back-flush of the filtering ele-
ment. The filter size increases proportionally to the size and surface 
area of the screen. However, the screen surface area, filter size, and 
its cost grow drastically when a fine filtration of large amounts of 
water is required. In order to provide the required flow rate, an array 
of filters is installed in one pipeline. Some manufacturers install a 
few filters in one filter body [3, 4]. 
The cost, general dimensions of such arrays of filtering installa-
tions, the cost of separate filtering installations and their maintenance 
are very high. 
A trend to refusal of screen filter usage is outlined to solve the de-
scribed problems with further transition to filters with a disc [5], a 
slotted spiral cone [6] and other filtering elements. Such filters are 
smaller, but require special complex technologies and equipment to 
produce these filtering elements. This conditions the high cost of 
technology development and the filters in general. In addition, the 
cost is much higher than the cost of screen filters, despite equal fil-
tration quality. 
The works on improvement of screen filters are systematic at 
Oceanmasenergo Ltd. (Dnipro, Ukraine) with participation of staff of 
the department of engineering and design in machinery industry of 
Dnipro University of Technology (Dnipro, Ukraine). The works in-
dicate that the screen filters are still viable, and that the technical 
qualities of filters can be as high as of new filter types through de-
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veloping new technical solutions while retaining relative simplicity 
and low cost, which are characteristic of screen filters. 
Considering the indicated, it should be noted that the research of 
screen filters on substantial increase of screen surface area and con-
taminant capacity remains actual. 
The authors together with other Oceanmasenergo Ltd. specialists 
have found new technical solutions on screen filters with a zig-zag-
shaped screen, which allow significantly increasing screen surface 
area and contaminant capacity while the filter dimensions remain the 
same. 
Technical requirements to new automated filters with a zig-zag-
shaped screen and increased contaminant capacity can be formulated 
as follows: 
- the filter must have a screen, a relatively simple construction 
and be easy to maintain; 
- the screen surface area must be several times larger than the 
screen surface areas of similar filters with a cylindrical screen while 
the filter dimensions remain the same; 
- the screen back-flush must be performed consecutively through 
different screen sections; 
- large debris must be collected in special chambers and removed 
by a dirt collector, the filter must be insensitive to relatively large 
debris; 
- filter body dimensions must be constant for filters of fine and 
coarse filtration of equal flow rate with a possibility of compact 
placement of screens of required surface areas. 
New filters require new theoretical studies for their design, which 
are performed by authors and are presented further. 
New automated filters with a zig-zag-shaped screen that corre-
spond to all formulated requirements are developed by 
Oceanmasenergo Ltd. (FK filter series) and are shipped to industrial 
facilities (Patent of Ukraine number 109211 “Vitaliy Kuzminskiy 
Filter”). 
It should be noted that filters with manual screen cleaning are 
used for cases of relatively clean water. The manual cleaning is per-
formed through creating a reverse flow of water by switching the 
water flows manually. 
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Thus, the principle of zig-zag-shaped screen placement is also 
used during development of simple manual filters with a zig-zag-
shaped screen (FZO filter series). 
It is the most expedient to produce simple zig-zag-shaped filters 
with two chambers. The consecutive back-flush of each chamber 
with isolation of the currently back-flushed chamber from water in-
take makes screen cleaning exceptionally efficient compared to regu-
lar cleaning of the entire filter with a back-flush of water from filter 
inlet. 
These filters can also be automated. To achieve this, the valves of 
filter must have drives and be controlled by a control box. 
Two chamber filters with a zig-zag-shaped screen have substan-
tial pros compared to other filters with a simple design. They provide 
large contaminant capacity and quality screen cleaning by consecu-
tive cleaning of each chamber (application number а 2020 01034 for 
an invention patent of Ukraine). 
2.3. New brush filters with hydraulic drive on filtered water. 
Brush filters are quite widely used just as filters with screen back-
flush and filters with dirt collectors. Brush filter usage is conditioned 
by some specific features of solid debris in water, algae presence in 
water, water organics, and a relatively smaller price of these filters 
and other factors. 
Brush filters are well-developed and showed good results in prac-
tice. Despite all this, there are things that require improvements. 
These are simplification of construction of the filtering block, change 
of arrangement of units in the filter aimed at simplification of its 
maintenance. 
Despite this, it is expedient in many cases to have a brush filter 
with a hydraulic drive on water without electric power supply. 
Thus, the main requirements to a brush filter are: 
- the filtering block must be light, consisting of a screen stretched 
on a carcass of rings without transverse connections inside the screen 
so that they don’t interfere with brushes. This filtering block is easy 
to manufacture, maintain and repair; 
- filtering and brush blocks must be united in a single filtration-
cleaning block, which can be removed from the filter body for 
maintenance; 
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- the filter drive must exceed a force of total resistance of brushes 
moving along the screen, a resistance in rod guides of brushes con-
sidering water counter pressure, and a resistance that occur from the 
action of contaminants on the filtering element screen. 
The first two requirements are realized and tested in real con-
structions of filter series FRU and in a representative of the second 
generation of brush filters – the filter of FB (Patent of Ukraine num-
ber 113232 Brush filter). 
The brush is made in a shape of a disc; a hydraulic drive is in-
stalled inside the filter body in a form of a hydraulic cylinder, which 
operates on filtered water, in a new FBC series filter (application 
number а 2017 10068 for an invention patent of Ukraine). There are 
no issues with a required force value with this type of a hydraulic 
drive. A new method of filter calculation and hydraulic cylinder is 
developed. A series of hydraulic cylinders, which operate on water, 
is developed for brush filters. 
3. New technical solutions on filters and new filter types  
3.1. Water intake filters FZM 
Water intake filters FZM of upstream pipelines are created con-
sidering all technical requirements to modern filters of pump up-
stream pipelines. FZM filters perform water intake from open reser-
voirs, including the ones that freeze in the cold season. 
FZM filters (fig. 1) consist of a tubular body 1 with a watertight 
lid 2, an inlet nozzle 3, a removable filtering block 4, which is out-
side the body 1, and installed fixedly by the upper flange 5. 
The upper flange 5 and the lower flange 7 are connected with 
each other through a cylindrical carcass 8. The screen 9 is stretched 
on the carcass 8; the ends of the screen are constricted by the metal 
plate 10 and screws. 
The lower hub 11 with spokes is welded to the lower flange 7. 
The removable upper hub 12 with spokes is installed on the upper 
flange 5. Blind openings are made in the lower and upper hubs 11 
and 12. The central pipe 13 of the jet dirt collector 14 with injectors 
15 is put in the blind openings with a possibility of rotation. Injector 
axes are placed at a certain angle in order to be able to rotate the jet 
dirt collector by using the reactive force of water streams. Flushing 
water inflows through the opening 16. 
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The lower screen 17 and the fitting 18 are installed on the lower 
hub 11. The flexible flush pipe 19 is connected with the fitting 18 by 
one end and with the flush nozzle 20 by the other. 
Water level W and the lower level of water freezing L in the res-
ervoir in the filter installation zone are shown in fig. 1. 
The cavity extruder 21 is at the bottom of the lid 2. The extruder 
enters the filter body 1 in such a way that when the lid is closed, the 
air and the water is pushed down from the filter cavity lower than the 
level of possible freezing F. 
The opening 22 is made at the top of the lid 2 and is closed by the 
lid 23. 
The shoe 24 is fixed on the upper hub 12. The shoe 24 has a 
threaded opening, in which the bar 25 is screwed, while resting on 
the buffer 27 with the upper end. The bar 25 pushes the filtering 
block 4 by the upper flange 5 to the inner flange 6 of the filter body 
when the lid 2 is shut. 
The vacuum gauge 28 is installed on the inlet nozzle 3 of the fil-
ter. The gauge 28 sends the signal about the water vacuum value in 
the inlet nozzle 3 to the control box 29, which is electrically connect-
ed with a normally closed electromagnetic valve 30. 
The filter is installed stationary at the reservoir, and the lid is lo-
cated over the upper level of water surface W. Inlet nozzle 3 is locat-
ed underwater, lower than the level of possible freezing F and is 
 
Fig. 1. Water intake filters FZM of upstream pipelines 
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connected with the inlet pipeline 31 of the pump 32, with which it is 
used. A pipeline is laid from the pump downstream pipeline through 
a normally closed electromagnetic valve 30 into the flush nozzle 20. 
The cavity extruder 21 pushes the air and water from the filter 
cavity 1 down lower than the level of possible freezing F when the 
filter is installed and the lid 2 is closed. Because of this, there is no 
air in the filter body and the water doesn’t freeze. The rotation of the 
jet dirt collector is performed by a reactive force of water streams of 
injectors 15. 
The filter has two operating modes - filtration mode or flushing 
mode. 
In the filtration mode the electromagnetic valve 30 is closed, 
pressurized water doesn’t flow through injectors 15, the jet dirt col-
lector 14 doesn’t rotate. Vacuum is created in the filter body cavity 1 
and in the filtering block cavity 4 from a suction pipe of the pump 
32. Because of this, water from the reservoir is sucked through the 
screen 9 of the filtering block 4 and, already filtered, through the fil-
ter body cavity 1 and the inlet nozzle 3 enters the pump 32. 
When operating in the filtration mode the screen 9 clogs, and be-
cause of this, the vacuum increases over time and the water pressure 
in the inlet nozzle 3 and in the inlet pipeline 31 decreases. Vacuum 
gauge 28 transmits a signal about pressure decrease to the control 
box 29, and when the vacuum reaches the pre-defined value, the con-
trol box switches the filter into the flushing mode. For this, the con-
trol box opens the normally closed electromagnetic valve 30. 
In the flushing mode, pressurized water from the pressure pipe-
line of the pump 32 through the open electromagnetic valve 30, the 
flush nozzle 20, the flexible flush pipe 19, the opening 16 and the 
central pipe 13 enters the injectors 15 and flows out of them under 
pressure in a form of streams. At the same time, the jet dirt collector 
rotates under the action of reactive forces of jets. The streams from 
injectors 15 during the dirt collector rotation hit the screen 9 and the 
lower screen 17 with high velocity streams cleaning them. Due to the 
screen cleaning, the vacuum in the inlet nozzle is reduced, and when 
it reaches a pre-defined initial value, the control unit, having received 
a signal from the vacuum gauge 28, closes the electromagnetic valve 
30. The filter switches back to the filtering mode. The filtration 
does not stop during the flushing mode. 
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Industrial implementation of FZM water intake filters of up-
stream pipelines. Sets of working design documentation for a series 
of FZM filters are developed (fig. 2). FZM filters cover flow rates 
through filters from 226 to 2700 m3/hr and diameters of the inlet 
nozzles from 200 to 800 mm. 
Thus, a scientific and technical problem of creation of a new con-
struction of industrial water intake filters of upstream pipelines is 
solved. The main features of such filters are absence of a special 
electric drive for filtering element cleaning and a possibility of filter 
operation in open reservoirs, including the ones that freeze in the 
cold season. 
3.2. Filters with zig-zag screen of filtering element. 
Fig. 2. 3D-model of water intake FZM filter of 
upstream pipelines 
 
Filters with a zig-zag screen of a filtering el-
ement are created considering all technical re-
quirements to modern filters for downstream 
pipelines (subsection 2.2) 
Filters of FK series consist of a cylindrical 
body 1 (fig. 3), an inlet nozzle 2, an outlet noz-
zle 3, a flush nozzle 4, and also a filtering block 
5, which is rigidly fixed on a central pipe 6. The 
central pipe is installed on a filter body pipe via 
bearings 7 and 8 with a possibility of mutual 
rotation with a filtering block. 
An upper disc 9 and a lower disc 10 are 
parts of the filtering block 5, and are rigidly connected together via spacer 
rods. Band-shaped filtering screen 13 is stretched and wrapped around inner 
11 and outer rods 12 in a zig-zag manner. The zig-zag filtering screen 13 is 
located between the upper disc 9 and the lower disc 10. 
The filtering screen 13, stretched in this way, and the upper and lower 
discs form outer 14 and inner 15 chambers in the filtering block 5. Thus, the 
filtering block 5 is connected with the cavity 16 of the central pipe 6 via 
openings. 
A static dirt collector 18 is fixed on the inner surface of the filter body 1. 
The dirt collector partially wraps the filtering block 5. The dirt collector is 
connected with the flush nozzle 4 via an opening 19. When the filtering 
block 5 rotates, its outer chambers consecutively connect with the flush 
nozzle 4. 
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The central pipe 6 is connected with an electric drive 20. 
A flush valve 21 with an electric drive is installed on the flush nozzle 4. 
When opened, the flush valve connects the flush nozzle with the discharge. 
The filter has two operating modes – filtration mode and flushing mode. 
When the flushing is active, the filtration does not stop.  
Fig. 3 shows a water flow path in the filtration mode and a reverse water 
flow through the filtering element with arrows in a zone of the outer cham-
ber 14, which is currently being flushed in the flushing mode. 
а b 
 
Fig. 3. FK series filter with zig-zag-shaped screen: а – vertical cross-section: b – 
lateral cross-section 
 
In the filtration mode the flush valve 21 is shut and the electric 
drive 20 is switched off. The filter is installed in a downstream pipe-
line. Water with debris flows through the inlet nozzle 2 (fig. 3) into 
the cavity of the filter body 1. Then – through all outer chambers 14 
of the filtering block and through the filtering screen 13 into the in-
ner chambers 15 of the filtering block. It further flows, already puri-
fied, through openings 16, into a cavity 17 of the central pipe 6 and, 
lastly, into the outlet nozzle 3. 
The filtering screen 13 gets clogged over time, which leads to an 
increase of the pressure drop between the inlet nozzle 2 and the out-
let nozzle 3. A differential manometer 22 monitors this pressure drop 
and transmits an executive signal to the control box 23. When the 
pressure drop reaches a pre-determined value, which is a signal of 
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the filtering block 5 clogging, the control box switches the filter into 
the flushing mode. 
In order to engage the flushing mode, the control box switches on 
the electric drive of the flush valve 21, which opens the valve, and 
switches on the electric drive 20, which starts rotating the central 
pipe 6 and the entire filtering block 5 together with it. 
When the filtering block 5 rotates, every outer chamber 14 con-
secutively aligns with the opening 19 of the static dirt collector 18 
and temporary connects with the flush pipe through an open flush 
valve 21. Water pressure inside the filter is higher than in the flush 
pipe, therefore a reverse flow (back-flush) of water occurs through 
the outer chamber 14, into the opening 19 and through the open flush 
valve 21 to the flush pipe. This reverse flow of water washes off and 
carries away the debris, which cakes up on sections of the filtering 
screen 13 in this outer chamber. Thus, when the filtering block 5 ro-
tates, the entire screen and the outer chambers are flushed consecu-
tively. 
The debris is gradually washed off the filtering screen 13 as a re-
sult of the back-flush and the pressure drop between the inlet nozzle 
2 and the outlet nozzle 3 reduces. When the pressure drop reaches 
the initial value, the control box shuts off the flush valve 21 upon the 
differential manometer signal. The filter is transferred to the filtration 
mode. And the cycle continues. 
A method of calculation of FK filters is developed, which al-
lows determining all geometrical and hydraulic design parameters of 
FK filter using initial data with empirical values. 
The assumed filtration velocity Vf has a substantial role when de-
signing a filter and is determined by the flow rate Q through the 
screen with a surface area Ss 
sf SQV /     (1) 
The correctly assumed filtration velocity provides a sufficient 
time interval between flushing cycles and an optimal value of a 
screen surface area Ss depending on the flow rate Q and the screen 
mesh size . 
Numerous research were previously conducted by 
Oceanmasenergo specialists on establishing filtration velocity. Filtra-
tion velocity that should be assumed when designing and selecting a 
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filter, linearly depends on the mesh size  for screen with a large 
mesh (a=0,5-5 mm and more), but for a screen with smaller mesh 
a=0,02-0,5 mm  and in a range of real flow rates Q through the filter 
it has a more complex dependency, like 
 ),( QaV f    (2) 
An algorithm of selection of filter and its filtering screen surface 
area is shown in [2] for the basic assumed parameters – flow rate Q 
and a screen mesh size a. 
The calculation order for each filter of the dimension type series 
is as follows:  
- parameters, which are pre-obtained through project development 
and pre-calculations, are selected for each basic filter; 
- all parameters of the filtering block of the basic filter are calcu-
lated (a=0,2 mm); 
- particular parameters of screens of other filters of the dimension 
type series are specified (for the assumed a>0,2 mm); 
- the rest of filter parameters are calculated. 
After consideration of a series of geometric and hydraulic de-
pendencies in order to determine five parameters, obtain the system 
of five equations (2), which connect these parameters. The parame-
ters are: amount of rods n in the filtering element, inner diameter of 
the screen ds, coefficient of screen width HBk  , where B and H – 
height and width of the screen in one chamber respectively, b – max-
imum distance between the nearest screen sections (see fig. 3b), co-
efficient of flow rate for the flushing Qq , where q and Q – 
short-term flow rate for the screen surface flushing in one chamber 
and the entire screen respectively. 
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In this system of equations: drd1 - diameter of the inner rod of the 
filtering block considering the thickness of the screen wrapped 
around it, dd - the inner diameter of the disc of the filtering block, j - 
amount of filtering blocks, Vb - water flow velocity through a gap 
between the neighboring rods of the filtering block. 
Obtain the main ratio for determining the amount of rods n in the 
filtering element through solving a system of equations with respect 
to unknowns 
  1
2
22
qn
pp
    (3) 
where 
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   (4) 
1rdd
A
q

      (5) 
And further, determine the other unknowns of the system of equa-
tions from the equation (3). 
The parameters calculated in this way considering the assumed 
values during project development and pre-calculations allow deter-
mining other hydraulic and geometric filter parameters: 
- outer Ds  screen diameter Ds=ds+2B 
- outer diameter of the filtering block disc Dd=Ds+drd1+21 
gap between the filtering block disc and the filter body 
gdVD
Q
g 
  filter body diameter Db=Dd+2(g+b) 
Industrial implementation of filters with zig-zag screen of fil-
tering element. Over 10 FK1.100, FK-1530 and FK-2700 filters 
have been produced and operated at PJSC “ArcelorMittal Kryvyi 
Rih” and PJSC CGOK (fig. 4) in 2014-2020 (numbers in filter type – 
nominal flow rate through the filter in m3/hr). The filters have been 
operating for a long time, have fully confirmed their characteristics, 
and have been filtering water perfectly. 
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а            b 
   
Fig. 4. Automated self-cleaning filter FK: а –FK1.100; b – FK-1530 
 
Thus, a scientific and technical problem of creating a new con-
struction of a universal industrial filter with zig-zag shape of place-
ment of a screen of filtering element. The main features of such fil-
ters are a zig-zag shape of screen placement, a formation of cham-
bers for large debris with these ‘zigs’, and insensitivity to relatively 
large debris. These construction features provide high contaminant 
capacity of filtering elements while having relatively small filter 
body dimensions, longer intervals between back-flushes (compared 
to traditional flat or cylindrical filtering elements), and smaller water 
loss for filter back-flush. 
3.3. Brush filters FBC with hydraulic drive on filtered water 
Known brush filters are quite complex in regards to construction 
or they require special electric of pneumatic drives for brush dirt col-
lector rotation. The problem of filter construction simplification can 
be solved by using a disc brush as a dirt collector. The disc brush is 
installed on a hydraulic cylinder rod with a possibility of cleaning the 
cylindrical filtering block during reciprocating motion of the dirt col-
lector. The energy source for driving hydraulic cylinder operation is 
filtered water from a pipeline. 
Brush filter consists of a filter body 1, an inlet nozzle 2, an outlet 
nozzle 3, a flush nozzle 4, and a lid 5. An inlet chamber 6 is under 
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the lid 5, and a debris bunker 7 is at the bottom of filter body 1. The 
inlet nozzle 2 enters the inlet chamber 6, and the flush nozzle 4 exits 
the debris bunker 7. 
A screen with a cylindrical shape of the filtering element 8 is rig-
idly fixed in the filter body 1. A dirt collector 9 with a rod 10 is in-
stalled co-axially to the filtering element 8 with a possibility of recip-
rocating motion. The disc brush 11 is installed on the rod 10. 
Hydraulic cylinder 12 is installed on a flange on the outer side of 
the filter body 1 bottom. Hydraulic cylinder 12 with a piston 13 and a 
bush neck 14 form rod cavity 15 and piston cavity 16. At the same 
time, the piston 13 is fixed on the rod 10, which is simultaneously a 
rod of the hydraulic cylinder 12. The bush neck 14 is a guide for the 
rod 10. 
A normally closed flush electromagnetic valve 17 is installed on 
the flush nozzle 4. Valve 17 can connect the bunker 7 with the flush 
through the flush nozzle 4. 
Normally closed electromagnetic valves 18 and 19 are provided 
for controling the hydraulic cylinder 12. 
A differential manometer 20 is installed on the filter body. 
All electromagnetic valves and the differential manometer 20 are 
electrically connected to a control box 21 via control cable lines 22, 
23, 24, and 25. 
The filter operates in one of two modes: long filtration mode or 
short flushing mode. 
а            b 
 
Fig. 5. Brush filter with hydraulic drive of disc dirt collector: а – filter cross-section 
with hydraulic scheme; b – filter 3D-model 
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In the filtration mode electromagnetic valves 17, 18, and 19 are 
closed, the dirt collector 9 and its disc brush are in the extreme right 
position. 
Dirty water inflows through the inlet nozzle 2 into the inlet cham-
ber 6 of the filter body 1, flows through the filtering element 8 from 
the inside and further, already purified, through the outlet nozzle 3. 
Debris is partially removed by water into the bunker 7, and partially 
sediments on the inner surface of the filtering element 8. 
The filtering element 8 gets clogged over time, which leads to an 
increase of the pressure drop between the inlet nozzle 2 and the out-
let nozzle 3. A differential manometer 20 monitors this pressure drop 
and transmits a signal to the control box 21. When the pressure drop 
reaches a value determined during filter installation, the control box 
21 switches the filter into the flushing mode. 
In order to engage the flushing mode, the control box opens the 
electromagnetic valve 17, which connects the bunker 7 for debris 
with the flush pipe through the flush nozzle 4, where the pressure in 
lower than in the filter. 
A water flow already occurs from the filter inner cavity through 
the bunker 7, the flush nozzle 4, and through the flush pipe. This 
flow of water carries away the debris from the bunker 7 and the filter 
inner cavity to the flush pipe. A reverse flow of water occurs through 
the filtering element 8, which partially washes off the debris from the 
filtering element and carries it away to the bunker 7 and further to 
the flush pipe. 
The debris that isn’t washed off by the back-flush, stay on the in-
ner surface of the filtering element 8. The disc brush 11 of the dirt 
collector 9 brushes off this debris from the filtering element 8 during 
its reciprocating motion along the filtering element 8 axis. In order to 
do this, the control box 21 opens the electromagnetic valve 19 al-
ready after the electromagnetic valve 17. The valve 19 connects the 
rod cavity 15 with the outlet nozzle 3, where high pressure is present, 
just as in the filter inner cavity. At the same time, low pressure like 
in the flush pipe is present in the piston cavity 16, which is constant-
ly connected with the flush nozzle 4. This is because the flush elec-
tromagnetic valve 17 is open and the flush nozzle is connected with 
the flush pipe. 
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Pressurized water flows into the rod cavity 15 and moves the pis-
ton 13 right to left (fig. 5a). The dirt collector 9 and the disc brush 11 
move together with the piston 13. At the same time, the disc brush 11 
moves along the inner surface of the filtering element 8, while brush-
ing the debris off the filtering element and exits to the bunker 7. The 
debris is carried out to the bunked by water and further to the flush 
pipe. 
Control box 21 then closes electromagnetic valves 17 and 19 and 
opens the electromagnetic valve 18. The pressure in the rod cavity 15 
gets as low as in the flush pipe. Pressure in the flush nozzle 4 after 
closing the electromagnetic valve 17 equalizes with pressure in the 
filter cavity, which is high. Water under high pressure flows into the 
piston cavity 16 from the flush nozzle 4, because it is constantly 
connected with the flush nozzle 4 via a pipeline. The piston 13 
moves left to right because of the action of water under pressure, 
which flows into the piston cavity 16. The dirt collector 9 and the 
disc brush 11 move left to right together with the piston 13, while 
additionally cleaning the inner surface of the filtering element 8. The 
filtering element is clean, the differential manometer 20 sends the 
signal to the control box 21, and the control box closes all electro-
magnetic valves. The high pressure equal to the inner filter cavity 
pressure sets in the rod cavity 15 and the piston cavity 16 of the cyl-
inder 12. Reciprocating motion of the dirt collector stops. The filter 
is transferred to the filtration mode. 
A method of calculation of main elements of brush filters FBC 
is developed. When developing the method, theoretical achieve-
ments on designing the first generation of brush filters FRU are crea-
tively used. This is why only main dependencies in regards to deter-
mining parameters of elements that are different from analogical el-
ements of FRU filters are given. These elements are circular wire 
brush and water driving hydraulic cylinder. 
A brush in the FBC filter loses contact with the screen at the end 
of each travel during the reciprocating rod motion along the longitu-
dinal axis of the filtering element when screen cleaning is performed. 
Then, the brush contacts the screen again, but moves along the 
screen in the opposing direction. Each brush wire bends one way and 
then the other during motion along the screen. 
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The problem of calculating the brush is to select the brush param-
eters in such a way that the alternating bending stresses in wires are 
less than the yield strength of wire material. The calculated parame-
ters are: brush wire material and permissible bending stress [], wire 
diameter dw, wire length L, wire protrusion length over the screen 
inner surface when not in contact with the screen (in brush extreme 
positions) X, wire deflection during movement along the screen f, an 
amount of wires in a bunch nbum, a force, occurring in a bunch during 
movement along the screen Pbum (pre-defined). 
Brush wire can be considered as a console beam of length L rigid-
ly fixed at one end (fig. 6). The wire deflects by a value f  when sub-
jected to force P. At the same time, the free end of wire moves to the 
point C by the value X. The wires bend along a curve, which can be 
represented as an arc of a radius R. Considering a relatively small 
value of deflection f, this substitution doesn’t introduce a substantial 
error to the solved problem. 
Moment of resistance and deflection of a circular wire 
64
4
wdJ

     (6) 
    (7) 
Assume the value f based on design considerations and prior de-
velopments. 
Obtain the following from the triangles OAC and ADC by writing 
the expressions for determining the same line segment L1 of the line 
AC and by excluding L1 
22 )(sin2 XLfR     (8) 
It can be seen in fig. 6, that 
XL
f
arc

 tan     (9) 
R
L
R
L


90
4
360
    (10) 
Equations (8), (9), (10) represent a system of equations with un-
knowns ,R,X. 
Exclude R from the system. From (10) 
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
L
R
90
      (11) 
By transforming (8) and (11) denominate the following 
Fig. 6. Computational scheme of determin-
ing deflection of brush wire 
22 )( XLfA   

sin180L
B   
By equating the two obtained equa-
tions and using the iterative method, 
determine the value of X (wire protru-
sion length over the screen inner surface 
when not in contact with the screen). 
Obtain the following from the known 
dependencies of strength of materials 
and from fig. 6: 
From the known dependences of the resistance of materials and 
from fig. 4 we get 
- the moment bending a single wire Mw=PwL; 
- normal stresses that occur in a single wire under the bending 
moment action WMw ; 
- moment of resistance of a wire cross-section: 
31,0 wdW  . 
Determine a force that occurs at the end of a single wire during 
movement along the screen 
L
W
Pw

     (12) 
Obtain the maximum force that occurs at the end of a single wire 
during movement along the screen from (12) and the condition of 
strength of material 
L
d
L
P ww
3
max.
][1,0][ 
     (13) 
Obtain the expression for calculation of maximum permissible 
wire deflection by substituting the value of Pw.max from (13) to (7) 
EjLPf w 3
3
max      (14) 
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The fulfillment of condition ffmax is checked by a value of f as-
sumed earlier from design considerations. 
The calculated value of the force occurring at the end of a single 
wire during movement along the screen 
max
max.
f
f
PP ww       (15) 
The maximum calculated tractive force Pbr.max for brush move-
ment along the screen of the filtering element can be obtained in the 
first approximation by multiplying the value of Pw from (15) and the 
amount of wires in the disc brush. 
The problem of calculation of the driving hydraulic cylinder, 
which operates on filtered but yet containing small debris particles 
water (fig. 7), is determination of operating diameters of the piston 
and the rod. The rod and piston diameters must be such that the trac-
tive force output by the hydraulic cylinder is sufficient to provide 
traction to move the brush along the screen of the filtering element 
and to overcome friction forces in sealing systems of the hydraulic 
cylinder. When operating on dirty water, the dirt gets into the bush 
neck and piston and may jam the rod movement. Polyamide (PA) is 
selected as a material for the bush neck, the piston, and their seals in 
order to reduce wear. It is expedient to constructively combine the 
seals with the piston and the bush neck. 
The piston must create a small gap in a place of interaction with 
the cylinder and the bush neck in a place of interaction with a rod to 
achieve the following goals: 
- prevent jamming when the PA expands because of water; 
- prevent jamming when small dirt particles get through the seals, 
especially when the seals are partially worn out, but yet water leak-
age through the seals remains permissible; 
- allow a certain clearance in order to compensate the skewing 
during hydraulic cylinder installation on the filter body. 
The axial forces output by the hydraulic cylinder when water un-
der pressure p is pumped to the piston and rod cavities (fig. 7) must 
be determined considering friction forces in the sealing systems of 
the hydraulic cylinder. 
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Fig. 7. Schemes to calculation of water hydraulic cylinder:  
а – scheme to determining forces of rod movement; b – scheme to calculation of 
forces of friction in piston and bush neck 
 
The seals are made of PA, are relatively rigid, have a thickness bs1, and 
one of the seal sides is rigidly connected with the piston or the bush neck. 
Assume that under the pressure p just a half of the seal length 21sl  attach-
es to the support (hydraulic cylinder or rod) over the ring with surface area 
of p
s D
l

2
1
 (for the piston) and rd
s D
l

2
1
 (for the rod) and is pushed to 
them with a pressure p. 
Then normal forces N at a pressure from the seals p, which create re-
sistance to the cylinder movement due to friction, are determined from the 
expressions 
plDNN sp 12
1
21     (16) 
pldNN srd 12
1
42     (17) 
While under the pressure p in the piston cavity, the seals 1 and 4 create 
the resistance during the rod movement left to right (the brush returns to the 
a 
 
b 
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starting position, fig. 5a). While under the pressure p in the rod cavity, the 
seals 1 and 3 create the resistance during the rod movement right to left (the 
brush cleans the screen). The seal 4 is in the flush zone, since the flush 
valve is open. 
Axial resistance to movement, created by the seals of the piston and the 
rod 
)( 321 NNfF aps      (18) 
)( 411 NNfF ards     (19) 
or considering (16) and (17), the axial resistance from seals on the rod of 
the hydraulic cylinder during pressurized water inflow to the piston and the 
rod cavities respectively 
pdDlpFF rdpsardsaps )(12
1
11    (20) 
The axial force, created at the rod of the hydraulic cylinder during pres-
surized water inflow to the piston cavity 
pdDlp
D
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   (21) 
after transformations 
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The axial force, created at the rod of the hydraulic cylinder during pres-
surized water inflow to the rod cavity 
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after transformations 
))(2)][((
4
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22
rdpsrdpard dDldDpF     (24) 
It is possible to calculate the unknown diameters of the rod drd 
and the piston Dp of the hydraulic cylinder from the conditions 
Pbr.maxFard  and Pbr.maxFap  with known operational water pressure 
p in the pipeline. 
Industrial implementation of brush filters with hydraulic 
drive on filtered water. Sets of working design documentation for a 
series of FBC filters (Fig. 8) and their driving hydraulic cylinders, 
which operate on filtered water, are developed. The series of filters 
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covers flow rates through filters from 170 to 2100 m3/hr and diame-
ters of the inlet nozzles from 200 to 700 mm. 
Conclusions 
1. The quality of technical water directly influences energy sav-
ing, specific links of water treatment systems are detected, which 
require improvement of filters for ensuring the required water treat-
ment quality. 
These are water intake filters, downstream pipeline filters of pre-
dominantly fine filtration at large flow rates, brush filters that are 
used predominantly in special conditions of water contamination (i.e. 
foliage, polyethylene film, etc.) 
2. Through an analysis of literary sources and real water treatment 
systems of Ukrainian and foreign industrial facilities main require-
ments on development and improvement of constructions of the se-
lected filters are detected and justified, main technical solutions on 
the constructions are suggested. 
3. A construction of the new water intake filter with a jet drive 
and screen cleaning is developed, which does not have an electric 
drive (FZM type filter). The filter is installed in the open reservoir 
while providing simple maintenance by removing the filtering-
purifying block through an open top lid.  
The main feature of this filter is that it operates and is easily 
maintained even at frozen reservoirs. 
4. The construction of a brand-new filter for downstream pipe-
lines is developed. It has significantly larger screen surface area 
while the filter dimensions remain relatively small.  
This is a filter with a zig-zag-shaped screen (FK type filter). 
Theoretical justifications of calculation of such filters and their 
main geometrical and hydraulic parameters are developed. 
The zig-zag-shaped screen allows creating chambers by its ‘zigs’, 
in which relatively large debris is collected before flushing. This al-
lows using the filter without installing another one or a cascade of 
pre-treatment filters before it. The filter cleans itself automatically by 
a consecutive back-flush of chambers. 
The filters are shipped to industrial facilities since 2014 and have 
operated very well (for example, during cooling of the blast furnace 
number 8 of PJSC “ArcelorMittal Kryvyi Rih”, Ukraine). 
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5. A new brush filter type is developed (FBC filter type). It has a 
hydraulic cylinder for a drive, which operates on filtered water, and a 
cylindrical brush operates together with a hydraulic cylinder. 
A theory of calculation of FBC type filter is developed, which al-
lows determining the necessary screen surface area, brush movement 
resistance considering the resistances from water and debris on the 
screen during cleaning. 
A type range of hydraulic cylinders is developed, which can be 
used during filter designing. 
FBC type filters don’t have an electric drive, are suitable for fire 
systems, the filter data are requested by project organizations for us-
age in projects on fire systems. 
6. Series of all types of filters (FZM, FK, FBC) are developed for 
the entire range of parameters required by industrial facilities.  
The developer is ready for further shipping of any of the filters in 
the developed range. 
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Abstract 
The bearing capacity of metal lining from a special interchangeable profile was 
studied under the conditions of its interaction with the rock mass both in expanding 
and in compliant modes. The purpose of research is the development of methods for 
managing the state of mine working by adapting its parameters to the rock pressure 
effects. The idea of the work is to numerically model the interaction of the rock 
mass and arched compliant lining during its expanding. In this case, the lining was 
imitated using a rod system of finite elements. As a result of the studies, the parame-
ters of the lining are determined, which ensure the reliable functioning of the mine 
working throughout its entire service life. In order for the lining to work efficiently, 
the filling of voids beyond it is needed. In this case, however, the compliant ele-
ments must have the strength of resistance that higher than that of existing lining 
structures. The results of studies can be used in the construction of tunnel-like mine 
workings. 
 
Introduction 
Reducing the cost of coal is related to the problem of increasing 
the sustainability of mine workings, since the cost of their mainte-
nance varies at different mines in the range of 25% to 45%. Basical-
ly, the Donbass mines use arch compliant lining. It is mounted with a 
large mounting gap, usually without filling the voids beyond the 
arch, so the lining does not come in contact with the rock outcrop for 
a long time and does not prevent the rock from exfoliation and loos-
ening. From the point of view of resource conservation, the main 
bearing element in ensuring the sustainability of mine workings 
should not be lining, but its own bearing capacity of rocks. The lin-
ing of mine working should be used, first of all, as a means of con-
trolling the deformation processes and increasing the strength of re-
sistance to the destruction of rocks. The study of the possibility 
managing the condition of mine working by means of compliant 
lining that is able to expand is relevant, because it is of great scien-
tific and practical importance. 
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Analysis of ways to manage the condition of mine working 
Ways to manage the condition of tunnel-like mine working 
should provide [1]: 
– continuous monitoring of the state of the rock mass throughout 
the life of mine working; 
– rational management of the interaction of the lining and the 
rock mass in accordance with the form of loss of its firmness; 
– workability, which is the ease of implementation; 
– efficiency of impact on the rock mass; 
– resource conservation, i.e. the economical use of materials. 
Depending on the object of the control impact application, all 
methods for managing the state of the surrounding rock mass can be 
divided into four groups: 
– methods of influencing upon the rock mass by the expanding of 
lining; 
– methods of influencing upon the lining to regulate its parame-
ters; 
– methods of managing the contact conditions of interaction of 
rock mass and lining; 
– complex methods of adaptive management of the mine working 
condition. 
The principles stated earlier correspond to the method of forceful 
influence of a compliant lining upon the rock mass, which is carried 
out by the active expanding. The idea of this method was probably 
first expressed in DonNTU [2]. The idea was brought to the practical 
realization by prof. I.L. Chernyak [3], who checked it at a number of 
Donbass coal mines. With the help of mine experiments he proved 
the possibility of compaction of the destroyed rocks in the zone of 
inelastic deformation. However, while frame of lining is being ex-
panded with hydraulic props it does not participate in the process of 
creating the packing force. Therefore, after the dismantling of the 
hydraulic props, the rocks will be exfoliated, i.e. the desired effect, 
which is only possible with the proper interaction of rock mass and 
lining, is not achieved. More effective are the methods of two-stage 
influence upon rock outcrop, proposed in DonSTU [4, 5, 6]. 
However, the problem of adequate calculation of the metal frame 
lining remains unresolved. Methods of calculation proposed in the 
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past based on the methods of construction mechanics and solid-state 
mechanics have not been widely used in practice. The main reason 
for this is that the complex and specific conditions of interaction the 
lining with the rock mass are still insufficiently studied, forcing the 
use of simplified hypotheses and numerous idealizations, which ne-
gate the practical value of such onerous calculation methods. 
Known methods for determining the parameters of metal frame 
lining include, as a rule, three separate steps: 
– determination of loads for lining and drawing up of the calcula-
tion scheme; 
– calculation of internal forces and stresses, displacements and 
deformations in the structure of lining; 
– design calculation of the lining, including the verification of its 
bearing capacity. 
It should be noted that none of the known methods of calculating 
the lining does not allow for the active influence of arched lining 
upon the destroyed rocks in order to create the buffer zone of com-
pacted rocks in the zone of inelastic deformation. Improvement of 
calculation methods should be aimed, first, at ensuring the mode of 
operation of the lining in its interaction with the rock mass; secondly, 
to take more fully into account the factors that determine the physical 
and mechanical properties of the rock mass, especially the formation 
of the zone of inelastic deformations; third, the widespread use of 
PCs, which allow the implementation of modern methods of comput-
er simulation. 
Beginning in the mid-1970s, the finite element method (FEM) has 
become the leading method of numerical solution of various geome-
chanical problems. Versatility and constancy of computational algo-
rithms are the features inherent in the FEM that provided it a leading 
position in geomechanics. The approximation of the object being 
examined by a finite number of elements has a strongly marked 
physical nature, which increases the ease of perception of the calcu-
lation results. FEM allows modeling of plastic deformation and brit-
tle fracture. 
Setting of research objectives 
The analysis showed that the problem of the mine workings is far 
from being finally resolved. Past studies on improving the stability of 
the mine workings have usually been limited to considering a sepa-
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rate period of their existence and a particular method adapted to the 
particular form of the rock pressure effects. The overall purpose of 
this work is to develop a methodology for managing the condition of 
mine working and ensure their reliable functioning by adapting metal 
arch lining to the rock pressure effects. To achieve this goal, it is 
necessary to analyze the geomechanics of management of mine 
working condition by means of compliant lining that allow the ex-
panding, than to perform theoretical studies on this basis to deter-
mine the patterns of joint deformation of rocks and compliant lining 
by FEM numerical modeling on the PC. 
General methodological proposition of modeling 
On the basis of testing different methods for calculating mounting 
as a core system for a given load, the licensed ЛИРА software was 
selected. The experience of its use in underground construction 
proved the prospect of its application [7, 8]. 
The basic design scheme is a two-hinged circular arch fixed with 
immobile hinges at the lower nodes (1 and 98). The width of the arch 
is 5154 mm and the height – 3477 mm, which corresponds to the 
typical cross-section of the tunnel-like mine working (Fig. 1). For 
modeling the frame of lining, a linear universal spatial-rod finite el-
ement КЭ-10 is used, the length of which is chosen to be about 
10 cm. Thus, the frame of lining model consisted of 97 identical rod 
elements and 98 nodes. The parameters of the elements of the КЭ-10 
are set corresponding to the parameters of the special interchangea-
ble profile of the СВП-22 (F = 27,91 cm2, Iy = 428,6 cm4, Iz = 
566,3 cm4, Ik = 15,54 cm4). Physically the rod elements is reproduced 
of ideally elastic material with Young’s modulus E = 2·105 MPa, 
which corresponds to the modulus of elasticity of structural steel. 
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Fig. 1. Design scheme of arch lining loaded with concentrated force Pв = 326 kN 
(a) and distributed force qв = 63,25 kN/m (b) 
 
The presence of passive reaction of rock is the feature of the in-
teraction of underground structures with rock mass that is surround-
ing their. For the simulation of rock reaction 98 physically bilinear 
two-node finite elements КЭ-264 are used. They have one-sided 
elastic bond of a given stiffness that is given taking into account the 
tangent displacements and friction. The resulting friction force is 
given as a parameter of the element КЭ-264, namely the coefficient 
of friction, which in the calculation is taken to be f = 0.3. The stiff-
ness of the finite elements КЭ-264, mounted on the contour of the 
model of lining, is determined on the basis of the bedding value of 
the medium, which is equal to the ratio of pressure on its surface to 
displacement of the surface of the loaded area. In [9] it is stated that 
the bedding value depends on the displacement of the structure, and 
if displacements U > 2 cm then the bedding value is less than 
20 MN/m3. For loose filling, this factor can be up to 10 MN/m3. 
In the simulation, it was considered that the filling is present only 
in the sides of the mine working, and that filling is performed by the 
workers of the tunneling crew at human height (2 m). The mounting 
gap as a property of the element КЭ-264 is set equal to zero in the 
sides of the mine working, and equal to 50 mm in the roof. 
The expanding of the lining is simulated with nonlinear rod finite 
elements КЭ-210 placed to the structure of lining frame (instead of 
elements КЭ-10) at the two areas that are correspond to the clamps 
of lining (four elements in each clamp, so the length of each clamp is 
400 mm).  
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Nonlinearity was taken into account by setting the elements of the 
piecewise linear deformation law. The deformation diagram in the 
compression region was given by two segments: in the range ε = 
0…0,0875 – σ = 0…90 MPa, which corresponds to the bearing ca-
pacity of the clamp 260 kN; in the range ε = 0.0875… 0.75 – σ = 
90…92 MPa. In the stretching range, the deformation diagram was 
given by one segment in the range ε = 0… −0.75 – σ = 0… −10 MPa. 
When calculating the mounting loads acting in the frame of the 
lining, which is mounted with the previous expanding, it was consid-
ered that due to the sliding of the frame by means of hydraulic jacks 
installed on the clamps of the lining, the top of arch interacts with the 
destroyed rocks of the roof, so the stiffness of the finite elements 
КЭ-264 of the working roof is taken to be equal to 2.5 MN/m, and 
the mounting gap is set at zero. The expanding force was assumed to 
be equal to 1000 kN and was modeled by the adding of concentrated 
forces to the nodes of the lining frame that correspond to the jacking 
points. 
In the design schemas, the rock pressure iss set with different dis-
tribution laws (vertical concentrated force applied to the top of the 
arch, and vertically uniformly distributed load). The value of the load 
is set equal to Pв =326 kN, which corresponds to the specific load 
qв = 63.25 kN/m. 
Bearing capacity of the lining 
The passive reaction of the rocks during the expanding of the lin-
ing is very unevenly distributed along the perimeter of the arch. 
Maximum normal rп and tangent force τп are observed directly at the 
point where the hydraulic jack is applied. With distance from the 
point of the application of the force, the tensile forces are reduced, 
reaching a minimum in the lower hinges and the top of arch. The 
higher the expanding force R, the greater the passive reaction of the 
rocks in the nodal elements, the value of which is proportional to the 
mounting load and is determined by the bedding value c. With the 
exception of local areas at load sites and end portions of lining legs, 
the expanding force is transmitted to the rocks relatively evenly and 
at the expanding force of 1000 kN the distributed normal load is ap-
proximately 300 kN/m. 
Figures of internal forces in a compliant arch with a minimum re-
action of the node of compliance (100 kN) under the action of con-
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centrated force are shown in Fig. 2 (Рв=326 kN). The maximum posi-
tive bending moments are concentrated at the point of application of 
the vertical concentrated force and at the sites of action of the maxi-
mum load from the reaction of the rocks in the sides of the mine 
working. The longitudinal force is distributed almost evenly over the 
perimeter of the arch. 
The internal forces in the arch of lining when the reaction of 
compliant nodes is 100 kN under the action of distributed load are 
presented in Fig. 3 (qв = 63.25 kN/m). The highest bending moment 
is observed in the roof of the mine working. The second unsafe area 
is located at the point where the peak of rock reaction is exposed, 
which is distributed unevenly at the contact area with the filling, es-
pecially under concentrated loading. The maximums of the lining 
reaction correspond to the points where filling ends. 
The computational experiment showed that the load of arched lin-
ing with concentrated force without filling the voids outside the lin-
ing is the worst case of its work, but it is common in practice. The 
lining works as a rigid structure and collapses from bending mo-
ments at the top. In this case, the lining operation in the compliant 
mode is prevented by the negative moment at the location of the 
compliant node with the low value of the longitudinal forces, which 
remain much less than the bearing capacity. Therefore, in such con-
ditions, the load of lining arches often does not work in the normal 
mode and fails before entering the compliant stage of work. In this 
case, the limit load at which the lining is destroyed is an order of 
much lower than the standard bearing capacity of the lining. 
The filling of the voids outside the lining has significant influence 
on its work that as a result of the interaction rock mass and lining 
leads to the appearance of rocks reaction, which is very rarely taken 
into account in existing methods of designing lining. If the filling is 
carried out in part, only in the sides of the mine working, then at the 
end of its formation a second danger zone is formed as a result of the 
action of the peak reaction of the rocks, the value of which largely 
depends on the rigidity of the filling and the height of its area. 
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Fig. 2. Distribution of bending moments M, kN/m (a), longitudinal forces N, kN 
(b) in a compliant arch with a bearing capability of 100 kN under the influence of a 
concentrated force of 326 kN 
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Fig. 3. Distribution of bending moments M, kN/m (a), longitudinal forces N, kN 
(b) in a compliant arch with a bearing capability of 100 kN under the influence of 
distributed load 63.25 kN/m 
 
When the load is distributed, the bending moment in the clamps 
of lining decreases considerably, however, there is another dangerous 
cross section in the arch legs, where, in case of the absence of filling, 
the lining may be destroyed even before the implementation of the 
compliant operating mode. In order for the lining to work effectively, 
filling the voids beyond the lining is a prerequisite; however, the re-
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sistance of the compliant nodes must be significantly higher than that 
of existing structures. 
The calculation of the joint action of the load from the rock pres-
sure and from the expanding (Fig. 4) is carried out only for the dis-
tributed vertical load qв = 63,25kN/m when the expanding force is of 
500 kN. Effect of concentrated force is not taken into account, since 
the purpose of expanding is, first and foremost, in the bringing of 
lining in contact with the rock mass overall the perimeter, and only 
then in the compaction of the destroyed rocks. 
Under distributed load, the rocks are in contact with the lining 
over the entire length of the top, so when the arch is expanded by 
hydraulic jacks, the rock reaction will be more evenly distributed, 
and its value is determined by the amount of movement of the arch 
toward the rock mass and by the rigidity of the bonds, which for the 
destroyed rocks is 2.5 MN/m. An additional factor that causes the 
uneven distribution of the rocks reaction is the transition from the 
contact with the filling to the contact with destroyed rocks. 
It should be noted that in the area of positive bending moments as 
a result of the lining deformation in the place of its contact with the 
rock will form a zone of exfoliation, i.e. special elements КЭ-264 
should work only on shrinking. However, despite the declared prop-
erties of the one-sided operation of the finite element КЭ-264, the 
results of the test calculations did not confirm this possibility of ЛІ-
РА software. Therefore, the action of the expanding force in the cal-
culation was given in the form of reactive nodal loads of the rocks 
reaction rn and n that act simultaneously with the distributed load 
from the rock pressure and passive rock reaction formed at the loca-
tion of the filling. 
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Fig. 4. Distribution of bending moments M, kN/m (a), longitudinal forces N, kN 
(b) in a compliant arch with a bearing capability 260 kN under the action of distrib-
uted force 63.25 kN/m and force of expanding of 500 kN 
 
When the lining is expanded with the force of the 500 kN, the 
positive moments at the dangerous points (at the end of the filling) 
increase by a maximum of 10%, and the longitudinal force increases 
in the arch approximately 3 times. Therefore, the active expanding of 
the lining leads to an increase in bending moments and longitudinal 
forces in the arch, with the maximum load due to the joint action of 
the rock pressure and the expanding of lining is limited by the ap-
proach of the stage of steel yielding at the most dangerous point. 
However, the increase in internal forces in the lining during the arch 
expanding should be compensated by ensuring a more uniform ap-
plication of the load from the rock pressure, as well as by the com-
pacting of destroyed rocks in the zone of inelastic deformation. In 
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order to evaluate the observed effects, the calculation of the compli-
ant lining must be performed taking into account the actual stress-
strain state of the rock mass that interacts with the lining during its 
expanding. 
The stress-strain state of the rock mass 
The calculation of the stress distribution around the tunnel-like 
mine working with lining is performed using the ЛІРА software on 
an elastic spatial model consisting of 20120 finite elements and 
11578 nodes. Due to the symmetry with respect to the vertical plane 
in which the line of mine working lies, the fragment of the rock mass 
is limited to half-space. The thickness of the model in the direction 
of mine working development is accepted equal to 4 m that allowed 
to place in the model 5 frames of lining with a step of 1 m. The di-
mensions of the model, 28.8 m wide and 57.6 m high, ensure that the 
initial conditions at the model boundary are met. 
The rock mass was represented using prismatic finite elements of 
type КЭ-34 (spatial six-node finite element). In the simulation, six 
layers of rocks are simulated in accordance with their real occur-
rence. The Poisson coefficient for all rock layers except the sand-
stone underlying the mine working soil was taken to be 0.3. The 
properties of finite elements within the sandstone layer are set taking 
into account its deformation anisotropy; in the vertical direction, the 
Poisson coefficient is set equal to 0.3, and in the horizontal direction 
- 0.25. This achieves an additional concentration of stresses in this 
rock layer and its destruction, which is observed in natural conditions 
in the form of exfoliation and sudden lifting of the soil of the mine 
working. Young’s modulus of longitudinal elasticity for the mud-
stone and siltstone are assumed E = 5000 MPa, for limestone E = 
15000 MPa, for coal E = 1200 MPa. The zone of rock destruction is 
set artificially by reducing the Young’s modulus for coal to 60 MPa 
and for sandstone to 200 MPa. 
The hydrostatic load on the mine working is modeled outside the 
area where its face impacts. The value of the load is calculated based 
on the average depth of the mine working site (655 m) and the aver-
age value of the specific gravity of the rocks (2050 kgf/m3), which is 
13.16 MPa. 
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Fig. 5. Plots of distribution of bending moments (a), longitudinal forces (b) in 
the arched lining that interacts with rock mass during its expanding with force of 
500 kN 
 
The frame lining is modeled using the КЭ-10 universal space rod 
elements. The compliant of the lining frames is ensured by the put-
ting into operation the physically nonlinear rod finite elements of the 
type КЭ-210, which simulates the clamps of lining. The load from 
the rock mass is transmitted to the lining frame by special finite ele-
ment of the type КЭ-264 with single-sided elastic bond. The proper-
ties of the elements КЭ-10 and КЭ-264 are specified in the same way 
as in the previous calculations. 
The expanding force from the hydraulic jacks is equal to 500 kN, 
is decomposed into vertical and horizontal components and applied 
in the form of concentrated forces to the extreme nodes of the lining 
clamps. 
The analysis of the stress-strain state of the rock mass indicates 
that the stress distribution in the spatial problem is almost identical to 
the stress distribution in the flat model. As for the internal efforts, 
they do not correspond to those obtained in the previous calculations. 
This is due to the presence of a bond to the rock mass in the area of 
positive bending moments, which in reality is absent in the exfolia-
tion zone. 
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Conclusions 
As a result of the work the following results are obtained: 
1) The FEM numerical modeling algorithms for the study of the 
stress-strain state of the rock mass around the tunnel-like mine work-
ing with the help of a flat model of the rock mass taking into account 
the extrinsic behavior of the rocks and their compaction during the 
expanding of the lining are substantiated. 
2) By calculating the compliant lining allowed its expanding on 
the load from the rock pressure and the joint effect of the rock pres-
sure and the expanding of the lining, the distribution of normal and 
tangential forces of rocks reaction along the perimeter of lining and 
the distribution of normal reactive resistance of the rocks in the sides 
of the mine working evoked by load from concentrated force and 
from uniformly distributed load depending on rigidity of filling, also 
the distribution of internal efforts, taking into account the load from 
expanding force and rock reaction in operating mode are investigat-
ed. 
3) Based on the research it is found out that due to the distribution 
of vertical load of the lining, the bending moment in the lining 
clamps is reduced significantly, however, there is another dangerous 
section in the lining lags, where the destruction is possible in case of 
the absence of filling the voids outside lining. 
4) In order for the lining to work effectively, filling the voids out-
side it is surely a prerequisite. Moreover, in this case, the resistance 
of the compliant nodes must be substantially higher than that of ex-
isting structures. 
5) Based on the research, it is found out that the expanding force 
of 1000 kN corresponds to the maximum level of load on lining in 
order to not exceed the yield strength of the steels used for the pro-
duction of special interchangeable profiles. 
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Abstract  
The article deals with the chemical methods of combating asphalt-resin-paraffin-
hydrate deposits, in particular, the use of solvents. The influence of different chemi-
cals on the dissolution of hydrates in the laboratory installation at different tempera-
ture-bar modes was carried out: the temperature varied discretely from -10 to + 40 ° 
C, the pressure from 0 to 10 MPa. To study the effect of hydrocarbon solvents on the 
process of removal of hydrate formations, we used the methods of regression 
analysis and mathematical planning of the experiment – simplex-lattice planning. 
The G-optimality criterion of the plan, including 22 experiments, was used. The 
measurement results are shown in the diagrams for each solvent separately. The 
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obtained data made it possible to substantiate a priori the choice of the optimal 
variant of the use of chemical reagents for complete dissolution and removal of 
hydrate formations from the surface of the downhole equipment. Analysis of the 
data shows that the highest solubility and efficiency for removal from the surface of 
the wellbore equipment of paraffin hydrate deposits are characterized by the solvents 
butyl cellosolve and  ethylacetat, which are recommended for widespread use in the 
industries of Ukraine. An important fact is that the consumption of the proposed 
solvents for one well-operation is no more than 4 m3, which is 2-3 times less than 
other domestic and foreign analogues. The use of new solvents also allows more 
than 2-3 times to increase the intercurrent well period, which reduces the cost of 
production. 
Keywords: asphaltene-resin-paraffin-hydrate deposits, dissolvant, downhole 
equipment, chemical reagent, butyl cellosolve, ethylacetat. 
 
Introduction. Since asphaltene-resin-paraffin and hydrates for-
mations are deposited on the surface of the dowmhole equipment 
(casing and pumping tubes, pump housings, pump rods) it is neces-
sary to use a universal reagent that would allow all types of such de-
posits to be dissolved and removed. In order to select such a chemi-
cal, we have conducted laboratory and industrial studies. 
Formulation of the problem. The above data show that the most 
effective, economical and technologically simple to use are chemical 
methods, in particular, the use of solvents. It is known [1, 2, 6, 7] that 
the use of hydrocarbon solvents is one of the main methods of pro-
tecting wells and oilfield terrestrial communications from asphal-
tene-resin-paraffin deposits. The whole operational period of the 
wells, complicated by asphaltene-resin-paraffin-hydrate deposits, 
depending on the magnitude of the well cleaning interval without the 
use of chemical reagents can be divided into four groups [3-5]: 
1 – well cleaning interval up to 10 days; 
2 – well cleaning interval from 10 to 20 days; 
3 – well cleaning interval from 20 to 30 days; 
4 – well cleaning interval more than 30 days. 
If in wells 1 and 2 groups the use of chemical reagents should be 
combined in a certain sequence when cleaning the underground 
equipment with reagents and dosage of inhibitors of paraffin depos-
its, then in the wells 3 and 4 groups is the most effective use of hy-
drocarbon solvents. 
Presenting main material. First, on the laboratory installation, 
the schematic diagram of which is shown in fig. 1, studies of the ef-
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fect of different types of chemicals on the dissolution of hydrates as 
the most soluble to remove. The experiments were carried out in the 
following temperature-bar modes: the temperature varied discretely 
from -10 to + 40 ° C, the pressure from 0 to 10 MPa, which most 
closely corresponds to the real regimes of the sheltered space of oil 
wells. In this case, the experiments were set up as follows: if the 
temperature was constant, for example, 0 ° C, the pressure discretely 
varied from 0 to 10 MPa and vice versa, at constant (fixed) pressure 
the temperature changed. 
 
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental installation: 
1 – furnace; 2 - chamber of cylindrical shape; 3 – cooling jacket; 4 – tube; 5 – means 
of cover; 6 – squeeze bolts; 7 – insulation (textolite) gasket; 8, 15 – electronic poten-
tiometers; 9 – nipple; 10 – pump; 11 – grooves; 12 – special device; 
13 – crane; 14 – frame; 16 – autotransformer with an ammeter and a voltmeter;  
17 – computational complex; 18 – pulse tube; 19 – groove; 20 – reservoir water and 
gas fluid; 21, 25 – upper and lower walls; 22 – pins; 23  –  electric heater;  
24  –  inner lid 
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Samples of tubing 1.4 m long, 72 mm in diameter, type of steel 
36G2S and a reservoir-oil mixture were used as objects of study. As 
reagents used butyl cellosolve, ethylacetat, SNPH-7p and SNPH-7p-
14, ethylbenzene and butylbenzene fractions. Chemical reagents 
were poured into the chamber in the amount of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 liters, 
based on the calculation of 10 - 50 liters per 1 m3 of internal volume 
of the well. To study the effect of hydrocarbon solvents on the 
process of removal of hydrate formations from the wells, quantitative 
description of this effect and a significant reduction in the number of 
experiments, it is rational to use methods of regression analysis and 
mathematical planning of the experiment - simplex-lattice planning. 
Because specific hydrocarbon solvents cannot be implemented in the 
entire study area, they are subject to additional restrictions. As a 
result, the planning area becomes complex. In this area, it is 
advisable to use the G-optimality criterion of the plan [8], which 
includes 22 experiments and allows to minimize the maximum 
variance of the predicted values (fig. 2). The addition of a G-optimal 
plan ensures that there are no points in the planning area where the 
accuracy of the response surface estimation is not too low. The syn-
thesis of the plan was implemented by numerous methods at the 
«Hewlett-Packard» computer.  
According to the requirements of the plan, hydrocarbon solvents 
(22 brands of each system) were selected. The content of each sol-
vent varied from 0 to 100%, while the total content of the three sol-
vents remained unchanged and was 100%. As a result of the 
experiments, fifth order multiple regression equations (regression 
coefficients significant at the level) were constructed, which were 
used to construct the level lines on the triple diagrams. The adequacy 
of the obtained regression equations was tested using the Fisher F-
test [9] at 5% significance level. The values of the correlation 
coefficients r=0.97-0.99, which indicates a good fit of the 
experimental data to the given regression equations and the 
possibility of using them as formal computational models.  
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Fig. 2. Triple diagram experiment plan 
 
The duration of the experiments was 12 hours. At the end of each 
experiment, the contents of the chamber were poured into the tank, 
and the sample tubing tubing and the inner surface of the chamber 
were carefully cleared of deposits, which were subsequently weighed 
on electronic scales to an accuracy of 0.001 g. The measurement 
results are shown in fig. 3-8. 
 
Fig. 3. The mutual influence of temperature, pressure and amount of chemical 
reagent ethylbenzene fraction on the value hydrate formation (g) 
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Fig. 4. The mutual influence of temperature, pressure and amount of chemical rea-
gent of butylbenzene fraction on the value hydrate formation (g) 
 
Fig. 5. The mutual influence of temperature, pressure and amount of chemical 
reagent SNPH-7p on the value hydrate formation (g) 
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Fig. 6. The mutual influence of temperature, pressure and amount of the chemical 
reagent SNPH-7p-14 on the value hydrate formation (g) 
 
Fig. 7. The mutual influence of temperature, pressure and amount of the chemical 
reagent butyl cellosolve on the value hydrate formation (g) 
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Fig. 8. The reciprocal effect of the temperature, pressure and amount of the 
ethylacetat chemical reagent on the value hydrate formation (g) 
 
The analysis of the obtained data shows that the best dissolving 
properties have butyl cellosolve and ethylacetat in all investigated 
thermobaric modes. Their solubility reaches about 90-95 %. A fairly 
high solubility (40-60 %) showed composite hydrocarbon solvents 
SNPH-7p-14 and SNPH-7p. 
Widely used in the artisanal chemicals – ethylbenzene and bu-
tylbenzene fractions – are characterized by very low solubility (an 
average of 15-20 %) hydration, although, as is known from practice, 
they dissolve asphaltene-resin-paraffin deposits quite well [10]. The 
obtained data made it possible to substantiate a priori the choice of 
the optimal variant of the use of chemical reagents for the complete 
dissolution and removal of hydrate formations from the surface of 
the downhole equipment, in particular, the injection into the well 
(inside the tubing and sheltered space) of solvents – butyl cellosolve 
and ethylacetat in the amount of 2-4 liters per 1 m3 of well volume, 
ie an average of 2-4 m3 per well depth of 1.5-2.5 km. 
Conclusions. 
1. Developed information-measuring system and equipment, 
which allow to fully approximate the conditions and modes of hydra-
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tion formation to the real well processes and characteristics, which 
makes it possible to investigate hydration formation with a wide 
probability in a wide range of changes of temperature and pressure. 
2. The statistical results of the experiments obtained with the help 
of the information-measuring system made it possible to determine 
the conditions required for hydration in the temperature range from -
15 to +60 °C and pressures from 0 to 60 MPa, which are well con-
firmed by thermodynamic calculations of phase equilibria in the an-
nulus of the well space known from the literature. 
3. The influence of chemical reagents on the dissolution of paraf-
fin hydrate deposits in a wide range of changes in temperatures and 
pressures was investigated using an information-measuring system 
using the method of mathematical planning of experiments. It is es-
tablished that the most soluble and purifying ability is characterized 
by the chemical reagent butyl cellosolve and ethylacetat, which are 
recommended for widespread use in the industries of Ukraine. 
The use of new solvents allows more than 2-3 times to increase 
the interworking period of the well, 5-10 times to increase the 
productivity of the well and up to 90 % to restore its initial proper-
ties. 
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Abstract 
 
Dynamic load equipment is a source of waves that propagate in the ground and 
affect nearby buildings and structures. Objects with equipment  that are sensitive to 
vibration and operating personnel are not infrequently exposed to vibrations that do 
not rarely exceed the values set by regulatory documents. The foundations of mold-
ing machines from the influence of dynamic loads were studied experimentally, 
taking into account damage to the foundations. Also, the magnitude of the amplitude 
was influenced by the above mentioned soil properties, which arose during their 
operation, the physical and mechanical characteristics of the soil of the bearing lay-
er, as well as the underlying layers. 
To measure the amplitudes of oscillations and sediments of the foundations of 
the molding machines used modern measuring equipment It is determined that the 
amplitude of oscillation of the base under study when the machine is almost 2.3 
times higher than acceptable. And at work of all machines at the same time the 
amplitude of oscillations of a certain foundation 13.7 times exceeds the allowable 
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one. The reason for the increased fluctuations of the foundations has been identified 
and substantiated. It was found that the foundations of the molding machines are 
made with deviation from the design decision (reduced size) and have damage 
during operation. Recommendations are given to remedy the identified 
shortcomings. 
1. Introduction 
It is almost impossible to prevent mechanical vibrations, which 
cause soil vibration in practice, because they are caused by produc-
tion processes in enterprises, technology of construction work and 
other dynamic phenomena. Dynamic load equipment is a source of 
waves propagating in the ground and affecting nearby buildings and 
structures, vibration-sensitive facilities and equipment, maintenance 
personnel and not infrequently exceeding permissible values set by 
regulatory documents. Low-amplitude mechanical oscillations often 
cause the resonance of structural elements. Excessive vibrations of 
the foundations can cause premature actuation of machine parts, af-
fect the growth of deformations and sedimentation of the foundations 
of machines, structures [1]. 
2. Basic investigation 
2.1 Approaches to determining the characteristics of the 
foundation oscillations 
Analytical methods of calculation are based on the use of some 
assumptions. There are two approaches to solving dynamic 
problems. Proponents of the first approach used the Lagrange 
dynamic method to explain the phenomenon [2]. The calculations 
were performed using the characteristics of vibrations, materials and 
soils. This method required preliminary determination of the 
mechanical energy of the system, which consisted of: kinetic energy 
of vertical, horizontal displacement and rotational motion, potential 
energy of deformation of the soil in the plane of the sole of the 
foundation. If the foundation was designed deep into the soil, then 
the potential energy of deformation of the lateral compression of the 
soil was determined, the reduction of potential energy due to the 
decrease in the center of gravity of the inertia. As a result of the 
calculations, differential equations of the forced plane harmonic 
oscillations of the foundation were obtained. 
Other authors used the principle of J. d'Alembert [3], that is, in 
addition to the active forces added forces of inertia, and regarded the 
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system as being in equilibrium. This method is called the method of 
kinetostatics. This method is simpler, so it is most common. Calcu-
lating the foundation in this way, the following assumptions were 
applied: under dynamic loads, the substrate was assumed to be line-
arly deformed, perfectly elastic-viscous and devoid of mass (soil in-
ertia not taken into account). The viscosity of the substrate is due to 
the properties of the damping soil. The foundation was regarded as 
absolutely solid. 
Carrying out a number of transformations, the differential 
equations of the forced oscillations of the foundation-base system 
were obtained with one degree of freedom based on them. According 
to the approach to solving the differential equations of dynamics, the 
methods of calculating the amplitudes of oscillations of the bases and 
foundations of the machines are distinguished (Fig. 1). The 
deformation method was used to calculate the foundations for the 
machines. Turning to the basic system of the deformation method, 
I.V. Urban assumed anchoring structures at the center of gravity, and 
based on this he formulated unknown amplitude displacements that 
impeded vertical and horizontal displacements as well as rotation. 
The conditions of symmetry of the structure were taken into account 
in the calculation, but the deepening of the foundation was not taken 
into account. 
In the works of VB. Shvets [5,6], the dependences for the 
calculation of the displacements of the foundation and the machine, 
the system "base - foundation - machine" are proposed, which is 
considered as two - mass, taking into account the inelastic resistances 
of the base and the over - base laying. However, dependencies are 
cumbersome for use in engineering calculations without the use of 
computers. VB The cobbler is recommended to calculate the 
foundations for the molding machines, to carry out the hammer 
taking into account the elastic pads under the shaking part of the 
machine, which significantly affects the amplitude of the oscillations 
of the foundation. Yu.O. Kirichek [1], E.O. Lando at Finite element 
method (FEM) performed the analysis of the interaction of combined 
solid-plate foundations with the base. Such modeling has advantages 
in terms of complexity and cost in comparison with full-scale and 
experimental studies on models. In addition, using this numerical 
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method, it is possible to simulate processes that cannot be 
experimentally investigated. 
A.V. Grishin [7], S.M. Novak noted that this simple and versatile 
approach worked great. A.V. Grishin [7] investigated with the help 
of ITU a concrete slab lying on a deformed base under the action of 
impulse loading, taking into account elastic-plastic properties of 
concrete and soil base. For the base he used an elastic-plastic model 
under the condition of Mora - Coulomb. In the numerical solution of 
the nonlinear elastic-plastic dynamic problem, the sampling of the 
initial equations was carried out both in time and in the area occupied 
by the slab and the base. 
Eight and five nodal infinite isoparametric elements were used to 
sample the initial equations. Infinite elements were used to sample 
the infinite boundaries of the substrate to avoid the reflection of 
waves. The following is an iterative process. The calculation scheme 
is shown in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1. Calculation scheme of the 
concrete slab, which is deformed  
on the basis of the impulse load 
 
А.M. Uzdin [8] used 
infinite finite element 
modeling to use “infinite 
finite elements” (IFE). The 
base area is divided into two 
subdomains. The interior 
adjacent to the foundation of 
the structure is separated 
from the outer circle and divided into traditional finite elements. The 
outer area is divided into IFE limited by the circle and the radii of 
this circle. This technique can be recommended to calculate the 
foundations of deep-loading for the action of dynamic loads. 
Recently, the market for software for engineering calculations 
offers a lot of both domestic and foreign developments based on 
FEM, which allow to carry out calculations of bearing structures 
fairly reliably. Unfortunately, the area of calculations related to 
geotechnical engineering which underlies the processes of interaction 
between foundations and soils is much less developed. Each program 
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has both advantages and disadvantages in terms of solving a specific 
problem. Multipurpose programs include the following: "Lyra", 
"MSC.Nastran", "APM Dynamics", "Dynamics - 3", "NONSAP", 
"Selena", "SCAD", "ABAQUS", "Zenith-95" " VESNA ”and others. 
These software systems allow you to perform static, dynamic design 
calculations. 
Programs suitable only for the dynamic calculation of any design 
are "ANSYS LS-DYNA", "LS-DYNA", "MSC / DYTRAN" "T-Flex 
/ Dynamics". Narrow profile software complexes are intended for 
dynamic calculations of individual types of foundations and 
foundations. Such programs include "Dynardo". With the Dynardo 
program you can perform dynamic analysis of foundations (pile and 
slab) in conjunction with the ground for the effect of wind load. 
"Dynamics" is a software complex for the calculation of port 
hydraulic structures, machine foundations. 
When calculating the FEM of dynamic problems on the basis of 
computers, the developers of software complexes are tasked with 
increasing the accuracy of the calculation of oscillation parameters. 
However, it is necessary to pay attention to the possibility of taking 
into account cracks and defects, changing the properties of the soil 
during operation during the calculation of the foundation. This area 
needs detailed study in the design and reconstruction of the 
foundations of machines [9]. 
Thus, the purpose of the study is to investigate the foundations 
and foundations of molding machines against the effects of dynamic 
loads, taking into account the damage to the foundations, the given 
properties of the soil that arose during their operation, the physical 
and mechanical characteristics of the soil of the bearing layer, as well 
as the underlying layers. 
2.2. Experimental study of oscillation amplitudes of 
foundations of molding machines during reconstruction. 
The molding and steelmaking workshop of the 
DniproVagonMash plant in Kamianske was investigated. The 
territory of the section of the steel-and-steel shop of the 
DniproVagonMash plant in Dneprodzerzhinsk is located about 200 
m from the Dnipro River. Its relief is generally equal, substantially 
altered by human activity. Absolute Earth Marks: 62.00 - 63.50. 
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Adverse physical-geological processes and phenomena within the 
site include: 
- thick (10 m or more) bulk soils (IGE - 1 and IGE - 2), which are 
very heterogeneous both in length and in depth of the massif. In 
terms of characteristics, such soils should be considered very 
compact. Very compact soils include litter soils (IGE - 3); 
- dynamic impact on soils within individual sections of the site, in 
particular, the molding department. 
The hydrogeological conditions of the territory are caused by the 
hydraulic connection of the groundwater with the water level in the 
Dnieper River. 
The level of groundwater at the time of the survey (12.04.2005) 
was 8.60-8.80 m from the surface of the earth. Its fluctuations are 
fixed within 1.5 - 2 m. 
Within the surveyed area the following engineering-geological 
elements (IGE) are highlighted: 
IGE - 1 - bulk soils (industrial waste - slag, ash, ie products of 
complex thermal transformation of rocks and burning of solid fuel) 
are loose, from medium degree of water saturation to saturated with 
water, with sandy filler (sand of medium coarse, non-uniform) and 
uniform. ; 
IGE - 2 - bulk soils (industrial waste - slag, ash and slag) loose, 
saturated with water, with sandy aggregate (sand dusty, 
inhomogeneous) and fragments of rocks; 
IGE-3 - silt alluvial, greenish-blue-gray (saprolite - the final 
product of weathering of granites), with the inclusion of small 
fragments of crystalline rocks, from fluid-plastic to fluid; 
IGE - 4 -granite is greenish-gray, medium-grained, slightly 
stained, non-softening in water, medium to durable. 
Soil samples (IGE − 1a), which were passed directly next to and 
under the sole of the forming machine  3, were also selected. 
IGE - 1a - bulk soils (industrial waste - slag, ash and slag) of 
small degree of water saturation, with sand filler (medium size sand, 
inhomogeneous) and rock fragments, subsidence. The filler content 
of sand up to 95%, dust content up to 5%. It should be noted that the 
IGE-1 under the sole of the foundation has been substantially altered 
by compaction during machine operation. This should have been 
manifested in significant deformations of the foundations in the past. 
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According to the values of its characteristics, such soils should be 
considered as very short [10-12]. 
To determine the amplitudes of oscillations and depositions of the 
foundations of the molding machines, measurements were made with 
the help of a measuring device - the vibrometer 107B (Fig. 2).  
 
Fig. 2. Instrument for measuring oscilla-
tion parameters "Vibrometer 107B": 1 - accel-
erometer; 2 - probe; 3 - the vibrometer 
 
Vibrometer 107V is a stand-alone 
microprocessor-based vibration 
measuring device designed to measure 
vibration parameters (vibration 
acceleration, vibration speed and 
vibration displacement). 
At the same time, a spectral analysis 
of the vibration signal was performed. 
For digital signal processing (DSP), Fourier analysis is used - discrete 
Fourier transform (DFT), which operates a discrete time sampling of a 
periodic vibration signal. The exponential averaging was used in the 
calculation of the mean square value of the measured value. The Hanning 
weighting function was used to process the input signal. The main 
element of the device is a processor unit that provides control of 
measurement circuits, measuring signals, displaying information on the 
display. The device is operated using the keyboard. Dynamic vibration 
measurement ranges: 1-5000 microns. Sensitivity of the accelerometer: 
0.1 to 500 pcl c2/m.  
The manufacturer of such molding machines is Kamyanske. The 
main parameters: dimensions in the plan 2730-3500 mm (Fig. 3), 
height - 2500 mm; weight - 4000 kg; vibrators - 2 pcs; shaking 
mechanism with an average number of blows: 200-250 beats/min; 
the course of the table when shaking: 30-60 mm.  
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Fig. 3. Model 405 Forming 
Machine 
 
The hollow folding was 
carried out by pneumatic hoist, 
with a load capacity of 1.5 t. 
from 3.25 to  3.75 m. 
Reinforced concrete 
foundations for molding 
machines are made jointly with 
the floor. The condition of the 
foundation F-3 on the revealed 
defects indicates the impossibility of its safe operation, therefore, the 
study of the amplitude of the oscillations of the foundation, taking 
into account cracks and damage to the foundation during 
reconstruction. Structurally, the foundation is a massive base 
(bottom), on which the perimeter wall wall is installed along the 
perimeter and the base is connected in one. Cracks have been found 
in the area of connection of the foundation with the floor (Fig. 4). 
Fig. 4. Horizontal reinforcement 
and corrosion of reinforcement in the 
wall of the base F-3 
 
The lower massive part of 
the foundation had significant 
defects and damage during the 
2005 survey, namely: 
- through horizontal and 
vertical cracks on the front 
surface of the supporting part 
of the foundation; 
-  the presence of loose soil of the backfill of the foundation; 
-  destruction of the reinforced concrete base due to the impact of 
the equipment mounted on it; 
-  separation due to displacement of the central part of the founda-
tion relative to its side walls. 
Such damage is caused by the long operation of the foundations 
of the molding machines and does not allow full use of the founda-
tion, so it must be reconstructed. 
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Table 1 
Amplitude data of the vertical oscillations of the F-3 foundation for the molding 
machine of the molding shop 
Data 
Amplitude 
mkm mm 
All disabled 17 0,017 
Only the first machine is included 67,99 0,068 
Only the second machine is included 248,1 0,248 
Only the third machine is included 1153 1,153 
Only the fourth car is included 136 0,136 
The second and third machines are included 1852 1,852 
The third and fourth machines are included 1657 1,657 
Included are first, second, third, fourth machines 8878 8,878 
 
To evaluate the impact of foundation fractures during operation, 
measurements of the dynamic characteristics of the foundations of 
the foundations of the forming machines were measured. The 
accelerometer sensor, when measuring the amplitude of the 
oscillations of the foundation, was mounted on the mortar and 
directly on the concrete surface. 
The amplitude of oscillation of the base of the F-3 at the 
operation of the machine No. 3 was 1.15 mm - 0.5 mm - the value is 
almost 2.3 times higher than the permissible one [13,14]. And for all 
machines at the same time, the amplitude of the oscillations of the 
base F-3 - 8,878 mm - 0,65 mm is 13.7 times higher than acceptable. 
The foundations of the molding machines are made with deviation 
from the design decision (reduced sizes); between the foundation 
structure and the frame of the machine, the elastic gasket is missing 
or does not meet the requirements of regulatory documents; the wall 
around the perimeter of the foundation was combined with the floor 
design of the shop, which contradicts the requirements [13, 
paragraph 5.10.]. That is, these facts influenced the increase in the 
amplitude of the oscillations of the foundations, as evidenced by full-
scale studies of the foundations. 
3. Conclusions 
1. The condition of the foundation F-3 on the detected defects in-
dicates the impossibility of its safe operation, therefore, the study of 
the amplitude of the oscillations of the foundation, taking into ac-
count cracks and damage to the foundation during reconstruction. 
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2. To study the amplitudes of oscillations and sediments of the 
foundations of the molding machines, measurements were made with 
the help of a measuring instrument - the vibrometer 107B. 
3. The oscillation amplitude of the F-3 foundation when operating 
the machine was almost 2.3 times higher than acceptable. And at 
work of all machines at the same time the amplitude of oscillations 
of the base F-3 13,7 times exceeds the allowable one. This is due to 
the fact that the foundations of the molding machines are made with 
deviation from the design decision (reduced size) and have damage 
during operation. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out the project of 
reconstruction of the foundation of the machine. 
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Abstract. Currently, coal is the main natural energy carrier in Ukraine due to its 
limited resources of oil and natural gas. A promising method for extracting coal is 
underground gasification using thermochemical and mass-exchange processes. Ob-
jective of the paper is to substantiate and implement the integrated approach aimed 
at the studies of  filtration and mass-transfer processes within roof rocks of coal 
seams in the context of their underground gasification. Integrity of the studies is 
substantiated by the use of analytical calculations as well as physical and numerical 
modeling. Zones with different permeability have been determined and values of 
specific water inflow have been identified basing upon the performed numerical 
modeling and involving multicomponent transformations within roof formation.The 
research data actuality is in the studies of spatial and temporal dynamics of rock 
technogenic rock permeability above gasification channel depending upon their 
geological structure which will favour the substantiation of efficient engineering 
solutions to control a process of underground coal gasification under difficult hy-
drogeological conditions. It has been substantiated that almost all disturbing factors 
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have negative effect on gas calorifity whereas parameters of blast rate increase and 
static pressure growth in a gas generator have the most positive effect among the 
controlling factors. Aspects concerning the increase in loss of the produced gas that 
may reduce economic efficiency and environmental safety of underground coal gasi-
fication have been considered as well. Using the results, we improved the UCG 
technology by using the condensing products of gasification in the overburden. 
 
Introduction. The necessity to make a technique of coal extrac-
tion, conversion, and use more ecologically feasible on the crucially 
new basis, while minimizing the environmental impact and reducing 
waste volume, is one of the topical problems to be solved by energy 
sector of Ukraine. Underground coal gasification (UCG) is the inno-
vative solution to the problem.  The process relies upon the transition 
of a mineral into a movable gas-condensate state within its occur-
rence by means of thermochemical and mass-exchange reactions.  
Gasification is followed by the loss of gas, being formed, into en-
closing rocks which value is influenced by a number of factors. In 
this context, gas loss may achieve 30% affecting ecological compati-
bility and efficiency of UCG significantly. Thus, object of the paper 
is to study the parameters affecting the process of underground coal 
gasification as well as gas loss into roof rocks of underground gas 
generator.  
Statement of basic material of the research. Relying upon do-
mestic and the world practices, as well as scientific research [1-4], 
following basic factors, affecting the efficiency of underground coal 
gasification, can be singled out:  
- mining and geological environment of the deposit occurrence;  
- amount of water, involved into the gasification process;  
- mineral composition of coal;  
- characteristics of blast delivered to the gas generator; and  
- arrangement of wells. The factors may be divided into control-
lable (those which can be varied during UCG process), i.e. blast 
characteristics, and arrangement of wells; and initial factors (which 
cannot be varied), i.e. mineral composition, and coal seam thickness.  
Coal seam thickness, its depth as well as tectonic disturbance of 
enclosing rocks are among the mining and geological conditions af-
fecting UCG process. Increased seam thickness results in the de-
creased heat loss in the environment, decreased specific water in-
flow, and ultimately, in the increased gas heat as well as gasification 
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process efficiency.  However, specific gas output lowers due to the 
decreased seam mining as for its thickness. Thus, according to opera-
tion data of gas generators №№5, 5a,b and 6 of Yuzhno-Abinskaia 
station of Podzemgaz [5], gas heat output, obtained within Vnutrenni 
ІV seam with 9 m thickness, is 1-1.5 MJ/m3 higher to compare with 
Vnutrenni VІІІ seam with 2.2 m thickness. In this context, specific 
gas output is less by 1 m3/kg and gasification efficiency of thicker 
seam is 10-15% higher.  
Coal seam shallowness results in gas loss through overlying 
rocks; in turn, significant coal seam depth results in sharp efficiency 
decrease. Availability of faults, tectonic disturbances, and complicat-
ed seam hypsometry troubles the development of a reaction channel 
as well as control over a combustion source.  Less than 100 m depth 
of a coal seam occurring within undisturbed rocks is optimum for its 
mining by means of UCG technique making gasification process 
more stable [2]. 
In the process of UCG, water balance is formed of natural coal 
humidity, inflows of water to a gas generator, water, containing in 
the blast, and water, being formed in the process of carbon, hydro-
gen, and methane combustion as well as CO conversion. Low water 
within the coal as well as nonavailability of water inflows may re-
sults in moisture lack which will decelerate gasification process; 
among other things that gives rise to the decreased CO formation 
during reduction reactions. Much water decelerates coal seam degas-
sing, and reduces heat content of gas, being generated, due to its in-
creased water ratio (Fig. 1).  
 
Fig. 1. Dependence of gas heat output (Q) upon: а - specific water inflow to the 
seam (W); and b - gas water content (ω) 
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Hence, the amount of water, involved in UCG process, should be 
controlled strictly depending upon specific conditions. The main 
procedures to control amount of water, participating in UCG process, 
are: preliminary dewatering of a deposit by means of drain wells; 
increased pressure of the blast to displace moisture from the gas gen-
erator; increased oxygen content within the blast; and increased air to 
be supplied.  
Changes in characteristics of blast, delivered to the gas generator 
as well as chemical content of the blast, delivery rate, and delivery 
pressure are the important factors effecting gasification procedure [6-
7]. Analysis of the results of coal seams gasification shows that blast 
oxygenation increases temperature within combustion area; delocal-
izes it; and intensifies heat output of the gas, being generated. If oxy-
gen content of the blast to be delivered is two times higher than at-
mospheric one, then the content of CO and H2 experiences 1.5 to 2 
times increase. Water vapour with 0.15-0.2 kg/m3 content added to 
air blast (within the drained deposits) intensifies reduction reactions 
increasing СО, H2, and CH4 output.  Combined use of oxygen and 
water vapour (i.e. vapour-oxygen blast) is more efficient. A Table 
demonstrates the influence of blast content on the heat output of the 
generated gases in the context of different UCG stations.  
Experiments, concerning the effect of blast intensity on the gasi-
fication process were carried out within gas generator #1 of Yuzhno-
Abinskaia station of Podzemgaz during its different operation peri-
ods. To begin with, blast consumption was increased from 1000 to 
6500 m3 per hour; then, it was decreased gradually from 6500 down 
to 1000 m3 per hour. Fig. 2 explains changes in the content and gas 
heat output in terms of various consumption of blast delivered for 
gasification. 
The graph demonstrates that gas heat output increases depending 
upon the increase in the blast consumption. Moreover, the increase in 
heat value depends on carbon monoxide mainly. Carbon dioxide con-
tent within the gas reduces moderately while blast intensity increas-
ing; at the same time, content of other components remains constant 
being more or less independent of the blast consumption.  
Experiments have determined [8] that in addition to the blast in-
tensity, interrupted blast to a reaction channel is one of the factors 
intensifying heating value of gas as well as the efficiency of UCG 
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station. Fig. 3 represents a graph of changes in gas composition in 
the context of Gorlovka Podzemgaz station.   
 
Table 1 
Influence of the blast chemical composition on the gas heat output 
Blast type  Station Gas heat output, МJ/m3 
Air blast 
Lisichanskaia 3.1 
Podmoskovnaia  3.6 
Yuzhno-Abinskaia 4.6 
Oxygen blast 
Lisichanskaia 5.3 
Podmoskovnaia 7.3 
Vapour-air blast Yuzhno-Abinskaia 6.3 
Vapour-oxygen blast Podmoskovnaia 6.8 
 
Fig. 2. Changes in gas heat output Q (1) and its composition СО (2), 
Н2 (3), СО2 (4), СН4 (5) in terms of various blast types 
 
When gasification channel operated with the use of air blast (sec-
tion A), H2+CH4 content within the gas was 15-18% in the context of 
4.8 MJ/m3 average heating value. After blast was interrupted to the 
gasification channel, intensive increase in H2+CH4 content started; 
the increase continued during the whole blastless period (section B). 
Then, when blast was restarted, composition of the gas, being gener-
ated, varied sharply. After 80 minutes it came up to the level when 
the channel operated with the use of air blast, i.e. Н2+СН4≈15-18 % 
(section C). During blastless period, the peak Н2+СН4 content was 
58%, and heat output was up to 11 МJ/m3. 
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Ash washing off coal surface, decreased aerodynamic drag factor, 
and increased coal loosening are the advantages of pulsating blast 
delivery. Use of the technique intensifies a process of gas release, 
and reduces the influence of negative factors arising with uniform 
blast.  
 
Fig. 3. Changes in the concentration of gas components (1 - Н2; 2 - СО2; 3 - СО; 4 - 
СН4) during blast and blastless periods of underground gas generator operation 
 
Effect of static pressure within gas generator on gas heat output 
and loss value was analyzed at Podmoskovnaia station of Podzemgaz 
during 1954-1956 [9]. During the period, static pressure varied sig-
nificantly; averaged data can help estimate its change influence (Fig. 
4). As it is seen in the graphs, increased pressure results in the in-
creased heat output as well as in the increased gas loss. Average 104 
Pa pressure increase results in 0.25 MJ/m3 gas heat output increase 
and in 5% gas loss increase.   
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Fig. 4. Changes in static pressure (Р), heat output (Q), and gas loss (V)  
in Podmoskovnaia station of Podzemgaz 
 
Fig. 5 shows changes in gas humidity depending upon static pres-
sure. Increase of static pressure results in certain forcing out of for-
mation water owing to which moisture content of the gas reduces. 
The data confirm the dependence of the increased pressure upon the 
increased heat output. Moreover, high static pressure within gas gen-
erator prevents from rock roof caving and reaction channel filling up 
with molten rock. 
 
Fig. 5. Dependence of gas humidity (ω) upon static pressure (Р) 
 
Analytical approach to study temperature field distribution 
within rock mass during underground coal gasification (UCG). It 
is known that modes of conductive and convective rock mass heating 
may arise within underground gas generator in terms of different un-
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derground water pressure-gas pressure ratios. Consider a situation 
when pressure within gas generator is less than water pressure; thus, 
gas effusion doesn’t originate and heat transfer is of conductive na-
ture, mass transfer with surrounding rock mass is minimal being car-
ried out at the expense of diffusion. 
In terms of static position of two rock mass phases (i.e. 
rock+water), thermal flow from gas generator may be reduced to ax-
isymmetrical consideration of temperature field described by an 
equation of the type [11]    
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where q is specific heat flow capacity; R1 and R2 are radius of a gas 
generator radius and its depth relative to earth's surface respectively; 
r is distance from the gas generator axis to a reference point; t is time 
baseline period; T0 is background rock mass temperature; μn are 
characteristic first-order numbers of Bessel function for boundary 
values R1 and R2;  is heat conductivity factor of water-saturated 
rock mass. 
Heat-transfer problem considering relative displacement of one of 
the rock mass phases in the context of analytical version is extremely 
difficult.  
One-dimensional solution in terms of finite differences for static 
case and taking into consideration liquid phase transfer is represented 
by means of the equations 
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where а is temperature conductivity coefficient; Сr, and Сw are 
heating capacities of rock and water respectively; and Vw is actual 
velocity of water flow; the mentioned specifications have already 
been involved.  
To use the solutions correctly, certain features of the set problem 
should be mentioned. 
Nonlinear temperature within axisymmetrical thermal flow is: 
temperature gradients decay at the distance of 3-4 radii of a thermal 
source reduced to a cylindrical form. In the context of the layer, prac-
tical evaluations can not involve difference between one-dimensional 
and axisymmetrical flows.  
Formula (1) is true for boundary second-type conditions when a 
function of a heat flow is known. In terms of sensible temperature 
difference between thermal source (Тs) and absorptive medium (Т0), 
the function becomes constant 
)( 0ТTCq s  ,   (4) 
where  is Stefan-Boltzmann constant; and С is a coefficient depend-
ing upon capability of the medium to absorb thermal energy. 
Underground gas generator emits thermal flow which temperature 
achieves 1000С; as a rule, it means that condition (4) has been ap-
plied. It is obvious that within rock masses, being typical for coal 
deposits, a value of thermal flow according to condition (4) can be 
obtained from equation (1) on the experimental temperature meas-
urements. To do that, use actual data from [12]. 
Results of variant calculations of dynamics of a temperature field 
in roof rocks of an underground gas-generator, confirmed by conver-
gence with the actual data [12] create a possibility to evaluate the 
influence of hydrogeological conditions on it more differentially. 
The highest temperature distribution indexes in a five-meter contour 
are typical for a condition of rocks at natural humidity, i.e. when a 
massif is pre-drained. The smallest range of distribution of a temper-
ature field is typical for conditions of water-saturated filtration flow 
at a filtration rate of  0.4 m/day, which is typical for location of sand-
stone rocks in a roof of a gas-generator. The study of distribution of a 
temperature field allows applying accurate corrections to change in 
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physical and mechanical properties of rocks when creating numerical 
mathematical models. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6. Demonstrates results of variants calculations showing dynamics of tem-
perature field within roof rocks of underground gas generator 
 
Experimental procedure and results of the experiments in the 
context of physical modeling  
Experimental module to study a process of distribution of temper-
ature field of overburden rocks and their permeability (Fig. 7) was 
developed and manufactured taking into consideration the calculated 
similarity coefficients. Modeling of coal seam degassing process was 
performed within clear thermal-resistant tube with 1 m length and 
0.04 m diameter. Compressor was used to supply air into combustion 
chamber.  Air consumption was similar during the whole experiment. 
Pressure difference was recorded with the help of a manometer; tem-
perature was recorded with the help of microthermocouple elements. 
Temperature within a medium being modeled (i.e. fine sand) was 
controlled from a combustion zone to combustion products extracted 
to atmosphere through a hydroseal. Gas consumption was recorded 
with the help of flow rate meter.   
Source excess pressure providing air supply while igniting, was 
1.013·105 Pa. The ignition was provided by means of thermal heat of 
coal. After the coal started firing, the ignition device removed and com-
bustion rate was supported with the help of air supply. After filtration, 
the gas was extracted through a hydroseal to the atmosphere 6.  
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Fig. 7. Scheme of experimental facilities: 1 – clear thermal-resistant tube; 2 – 
roof rock of a coal seam (sand); 3 – laboratory cotton;  4 – a stopper; 5 –  intercon-
nector; 6 – moisture collector and hydroseal; 7 – thermocouple elements; and 8 – 
ignition device 
The experiment involved visual observation of changes in the 
state of the coal seam and overburden rocks. Its period was limited 
by time of coal combustion (i.e. 45 minutes); then the medium, which 
has already been saturated by gasification products, is ejected from the 
thermal-resistant tube for the analysis of filtration properties. 
To evaluate filtration parameters of the medium, its particle com-
position was studied with the help of grain-size analysis.  Since ef-
fective diameter is 0.1 to 3 mm and heterogeneity coefficient is less 
than 5, nomogram of N.N. Bindeman has been applied to determine a 
filtration coefficient of the medium being modeled [13-14]. A value 
of the filtration coefficient was кf  =3 m/day. Permeability coefficient 
kp  has been identified according to the dependence [15] 
g
k
k
f
p





,    (5)  
 
where kf is filtration coefficient; μ, and ρ are dynamic viscosity and 
water density. The calculated value of sand permeability within the 
experimental facilities was determined as 4.46·10-11 m2. 
Permeability coefficient was also evaluated according to data ob-
tained during the experiment relying upon formula (6) [16] 
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where Pat is atmospheric pressure (1.013·105 Pa); Q is consumption 
of air  being pumped to a combustion chamber (4·10-5 m3/s; L, and F 
are a seam thickness and sectional area of overburden rocks (0.5 m 
and 1.25·10-3 m2); μ is average dynamic viscosity of filtering gas 
(1.481·10-5 Pa·s); and Р1, and Р2 are intake pressure and output pres-
sure on the exit from a layer of gas-permeable rocks respectively 
(2.026·105 Pa and 1.013·105 Pa). 
The kp value, determined on (6), was 3·10-12 m2. Difference be-
tween the obtained values of permeability coefficient is allowable 
taking into consideration empiric data of granular sand composition. 
The obtained experimental value should be used in the context of 
subsequent calculations.  
In the course of the experiment, temperature was recorded in cer-
tain points of the model at the distances of 5, 10, 12, 15, and 20 cm 
from the combustion source. The temperature was recorded continu-
ously with the help of identical thermal couples connected to multi-
channel recorder Н-307. The thermal couples have been calibrated 
relative to hyperthermal temperature gauge ТУ-31А № 433 with ±2 
С error. Figures 8 and 9 demonstrate over-time temperature varia-
tions within the filtering medium. 
 
Fig. 8. Temperature variations within the filtering medium: 1,2,3,4 and 5 are 
temperature variations in a roof at the distance of 20, 15, 12, 10, and 5 cm from 
the top edge of the combustion zone respectively 
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The coal seam state as well as overburden rocks state was ob-
served visually synchronous with temperature recordation; as a re-
sult, the following was determined: 
- a zone of coal combustion is convex towards air motion; its ge-
ometry depends upon a supply rate; 
- combustion zone-overburden rocks contact is unstable; overly-
ing sand material penetrates into the combustion zone; 
- in due course, the filtering medium (i.e. sand material) becomes 
grey with point distribution of black microinclusions; 
- through the microscope, films of resinous substances, thickening  
within irregularities, are seen at the surface of the sand grains; and 
- an arch is formed right above the zone of coal combustion; its 
stability depends upon the number of carboniferous inclusions and 
dimensions of the zone is determined  with the help of the coal-
combustion process duration.  
 
 
Fig. 9. Heating intensity of overburden rocks: 1, 2, 3, and 4 are temperature dis-
tribution within a roof after 200, 400, 600, and 2500 s from the experiment begin-
ning respectively 
 
The data, obtained during the experiments, have helped conclude 
that rocks of immediate roof, occurring closer to the combustion 
zone, become of higher temperature and start varying first. Tempera-
ture increase within overburden rocks is followed by changes in their 
physical and mechanical characteristics. After rock heating, evapora-
tion of natural and bound moisture starts. The evaporation originates 
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at the temperature of 100 С; when the temperature achieves 200 0С 
and exceeds it, chemical moisture is liberated from roof rocks. Tem-
perature increase up to 600 С results in agglomeration and further 
decomposition of certain elements of overburden rocks (Fig. 10). 
 
    
 
Fig. 10. Samples of sandy deposits and argillaceous deposits of Dnieperbas after 
400 С and 650 С temperature field effect on rock mass 
 
Analysis of curves (Fig. 7 and 8) means that roof rock heating 
process is intensive during the first 600 seconds from coal ignition 
within a combustion zone. Further heat transfer is a very slow pro-
cess. The phenomenon can be explained by the fact of the decreased 
thermal conductivity of overburden rocks at the expense of changes 
taking place in their physical state (i.e. agglomeration, expansion, 
pore mudding) under the effect of high temperature and chemical 
effect of escaping gas. Insignificant temperature variations during the 
experiment can be explained by the unstable burning process and, 
consequently, temperature fluctuations within inlet boundary.  
In the context of the medium, being modeled, vertical temperature 
distribution is nonlinear process. Distribution of temperature within 
certain areas (Fig. 8) corresponds to the processes of rock variations, 
condensation of filtering gas, and circulation of gas flows with con-
stant temperature. 
Both physical and filtration properties of the medium, saturated 
during the experiment, were calculated and determined from its dif-
ferent areas by means of a technique of cutting cylinders 10; Table 
2 contains the results.  
The analysis shows that migration of gasification products (GP) 
within filtering medium results in nonuniform filling of pore space 
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with the formation of several zones. First of all, GP distribution de-
pends upon temperature distribution. Poriness of overburden rocks 
and their permeability vary owing to mechanical blocking of pores 
by means of unburnt combustibles as well as physical and chemical 
GP-rock interaction. A zone of thermally altered rocks with solid 
carboniferous inclusions is the closest to the degassed area. In con-
sideration of geometrical similarity coefficient (C1=25), thickness of 
the zone will not be more than 0.5 m under full-scale conditions. 
Above the zone (at the distance of 0.5-2.5 m) a condensation zone is 
located which porous space is filled with resinous products. Within 
the overlying zone of undisturbed rocks, constant-temperature gas 
flows circulate. 
The determined regularities coincide qualitatively with the data 
obtained at Shahtinsk station Podzemgaz [18, 19]. Thus, after gasifi-
cation of a coal seam Rozovy with 0.4 m thickness, upper share of 
overburden rocks was melted layer containing unburnt combustibles 
with up to 20 cm thickness. Above the layer (at the distance of 0.2-
1.5 m) rocks transferred gradually from melted (i.e. red colour) to 
undisturbed (deep blue ones).  
 
Table 2 
Structure and properties of overburden rocks saturated by gasification 
products (according to the data of physical modeling) 
Zone 
Distance 
from a coal 
seam roof, 
m 
Prevailing processes 
Permea-
bility, m2 
Pori-
ness, 
% 
Den-
sity, 
kg/m3 
3 >2.5 
Filtration gas flow (undisturbed 
rocks) 
310-12 33 1510 
2 0.5-2.5 
Filtering gas condensation 
(pores are filled with liquid carbo-
hydrates) 
1.610-12 27 1630 
1 <0.5 
Rock melting (slagged and agglom-
erated rock with the inclusion of 
unburnt combustibles) 
9.210-13 21 1740 
 
Temperature above the layer being characterized was 700-800 С; 
it dropped gradually down to 500 С. Then, the temperature became 
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150-200 С within a zone where the rocks transferred from heat-
dried state to water-saturated one.  
Zones of immediate roof annealing of Rozovy coal seam were lo-
cated closer to a rock boundary of the underground gas generator to 
compare with the zones selected for the experiment. Their eliminat-
ing can be explained by slower decrease in the parameters of gas be-
ing filtered within the medium under modeling (sand material) and, 
consequently, by its greater permeability and heat transfer to com-
pare with Rozovy seam roof (shale). 
Numerical modeling of filtration parameters in the context of 
two-layer rock formation within a roof of a gas generator  
If a coal seam roof contains water-proof argillaceous rocks (even 
with carbonaceous component) and up to 0.01 m/day values of filtra-
tion coefficient being typical for them (Fig. 11), the values of specif-
ic water inflow in the context of shear deformations of the rock for-
mation [10,20] are within 0.11-0.23 m2/day when gas generator op-
erates.  
The evaluation of changes in hydrodynamic mode of the compli-
cated rock formation, containing gas generator, has shown that for-
mation of filtration parameters depends directly on the changes in 
rock lithology under the effect of temperature field, geomechanical 
processes, and residual hydraulic pressure. 
 
Fig. 11. Distribution of filtration rates within foliated rock mass disturbed by op-
eration of the gas generator if waterproof layer is available within a roof of a coal 
seam, m/s 
 
On the basis of numerical simulation, under conditions of a com-
plex lithological structure of roof rocks [21], it is possible to deter-
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mine the values of specific water inflows into the channel of a gas-
generator at various stages of its formation with sufficient accuracy. 
The solution of this problem is possible only with a complex ap-
proach based on previously obtained data on the transformation of 
physical and mechanical properties of rocks under the influence of 
temperatures, and a change of geofiltration parameters in a geome-
chanically disturbed massif. 
Conclusions 
1. The studies concerning the factors, working upon the efficiency 
of underground coal gasification, have shown that perturbing factors 
are not equal to controlling ones in terms of their degree of influence. 
All the perturbing factors with the exception of a coal seam thickness 
have an adverse effect on gas heating power; in turn, blast character-
istics are the most favourable ones among controlling factors. Hence, 
increased blast consumption and increased static pressure within a 
gas generator are the most active controllable factors working on the 
efficiency of UCG process. Conversely, that results in the increased 
gas loss which may decrease both profitability and environmental 
safety of UCG.   
2. It is established that the zone of intensive thermal transfor-
mation of rocks reaches 2.5 m, which is confirmed by the results of 
physical simulation. The decrease of the temperature field to 100°C 
occurs in an interval from 1.5 to 4.5 m, and is non-linearly distribut-
ed vertically. These patterns coincide qualitatively with the data ob-
tained at Shakhtynska station of "Podzemgaz". 
3. The temperature increase in covering rocks is accompanied by 
a change in their physical and mechanical characteristics. Evapora-
tion of natural and bound water begins after the warming of rocks. At 
a temperature above 200 C, the release of chemical moisture from 
the roof rocks begins, and a temperature increase to 600 C leads to 
sintering and further disintegration of individual components of cov-
ering rocks and a change in their permeability. 
4. The physical modeling results have helped determine permea-
bility coefficient for different roof zones above gasification channel. 
Difference between the obtained values of the permeability coeffi-
cient is allowable on the basis of granular sand composition.  
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5. Zones with different permeability have been determined and
values of specific water inflow have been identified basing upon the 
performed numerical modeling and involving multicomponent trans-
formations within roof formation. 
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